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AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.

[THIRD SERIES.]

Art. I.— Contributions to Meteorology, being results derived from
an examination of the observations of the United States Signal
Service and from other sources ; by Elias Loomis, Professor
of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Thirteenth paper,
with two plates.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Washington, April 20, 1880.]

Great and sudden changes of temperature.

In my third paper (this Journal, vol. x, p. 10,) I called atten-
tion to the great and sudden changes of temperature which fre-

quently occur in some parts of the United States, and noticed
a very remarkable case which occurred at Denver, Colorado,
in January, 1875. As the observations for this month at all

the stations of the Signal Service have now been published, I

propose to examine this case more particularly, and also to
present some additional facts connected with the same subject.
My third paper contains two tables, showing for each station of
the Signal Service for the years 1873 and 1874, the number of
cases in which the difference between the maximum and mini-
mum temperatures of the same day amounted to at least 40°.

1 have extended this comparison to the four years of observa-
tions since published in the Annual Reports, and find 118 sta-

tions at which at least one such case was reported. As the
table is too large to be published entire, I have retained only
those stations at which the average number of cases amounted
to at least six annually. The following table exhibits these
stations arranged in the order of frequency of great changes
of temperature. Column first shows the names of the sta-

tions
; column second their latitude ; column third their longi-

Am. Jocr. 8ci.—Third Series, Vol. XX, No. 115.-Jdlt, 1880.



2 E. Loomis— Observations 0/ the USS. Signal Service.

tude from Greenwich ; column fourth their elevation above

the sea; columns fifth to sixteenth show the total number of

cases observed in each of the months of the year ; column

seventeenth shows the aggregate number of cases for each sta-

tion ; column eighteenth shows the number of months of obser-

vations at each station ; column nineteenth shows the average

number of cases for one year ; and column twentieth shows the

annual ram fall at each station expressed in inches. An aste-

risk shows that observations for the month indicated are

Diurnal change of temperature at least 40°.
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while the fluctuations of pressure attending the progress of the

storms of the middle latitudes are but little felt. Moreover it

will be noticed that these great fluctuations of temperature
occur more frequently in summer than in winter. Hence it

may be inferred that the principal cause of these fluctuations

is independent of the progress of storms. This will appear if

we examine the cases at Wickenburg, which stands at the head
of the list. The following are the cases in which the diurnal

change of temperature at Wickenburg exceeded 60° :

Wickenburg is situated in a desert region where the annual
rain-fall is only five inches; where, during the day, the sand
becomes intensely heated by the sun's rays ; and where, on
account of the dryness of the atmosphere the loss of heat by
radiation at night must be about as great as at any other point

of the earth's surface. A similar condition of things exists at

all the stations named in the table south of latitude 35°.

At the stations further north, the rain-fall is generally small,

and the air is ordinarily very dry. This remark will apply to

all those stations at which the annual number of cafces of

these large fluctuations exceeds twelve. At some of the re-

maining stations, the fluctuations of temperature resulting from
the progress of great storms becomes appreciable, viz: at

Breckenridge, York Factory, Rockliffe, Yankton, Pembina,
Bismark, Fort Garry, Geneva, Chatham and Parry Sound.
Six of these stations are situated in that region where, after the

passage of a center of low pressure with its high temperature,
the cold winds from the north rush down with a violence un-
known in any other part of the continent It appears then
that the most remarkable cases in the table are examples of the
ordinary diurnal change of temperature unaffected by the pas-
sage of storms

; and that the remaining cases are to be ascribed
to the influence of storms combined with the ordinary diurnal
change of temperature.

In order to test this question more fully, I determined the
mean diurnal fluctuation of temperature at all the stations of
the Signal Service west of the meridian of 90° from Green-
wich. The annual reports of the Signal Service show the
maximum and minimum temperature for each day of the year
for each of the stations of observation. I determined the
average of the maxima for each month, and also the average of
the minima, and called the difference the mean diurnal fluctua-
tion for that month. When there were observations for several
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years, I took the average of the numbers obtained for the cor-

ig months of the different years. The following table

the preceding table

:

Mmn diurnal fluctuation of temperature.
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tary and seldom included both early morning and mid-day.
The following are the only cases I have found in which two
observations of the same day differed as much as 40°. The
table shows the date of observation ; the temperature observed ;

the difference between the two observations of the same day
;

the latitude in which the observation was made and the eleva-

tion above the sea as accurately as can be determined from the

published maps of the expedition

:

Temperature in Central Africa.
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These observations bear an obvious resemblance to those

made in Arizona, and show that in a very dry climate the

diurnal fluctuations of temperature are excessive, and seem to

leave no doubt that this is the chief cause of the great changes
of temperature shown in the table on page 2, and that at the
more northern stations this cause is combined with the fluctua-

tions which result from the passage of violent storms.
There is one important circumstance of which no account

has thus far been taken, viz: the extreme suddenness of the
changes of temperature which are sometimes experienced and of

which an example occurred at Denver, January 15, 1875.

What is the cause of these sudden changes? The first fact,

acts our attention, is that the air at Denver and its

vicinity is ordinarily very dry. This will appear from the fol-

lowing table showing for the year 1878 the mean relative

humidity at all the stations of the Signal Service between the

Sierra Nevadas and the meridian of 90° west longitude :
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Salt Lake City, Ut.

Cheyenne, "W

Dodge City, Kar

I'orsicaiKi. Tex.

I'.isinark, Ibk.

63-9 Shreveport, La.

54-7
|

i
Leavenworth, Kan.

59-5 iiMemphis, Tenn.
61-6 St Paul, Minn.
B2-0[|LaCroase, Wise.

Ktvekenriilge.Minn.

Plate I exhibits the curves of equal relative humidity for the

stations east of the Eocky Mountains, showing that on the

east side of these Mountains there is a narrow belt of territory

where the mean relative humidity is less than one-half : and

there is a belt at least 400 miles wide where the mean humidity

is less than two-thirds ; and in advancing eastward we find the

humidity to increase still further. What is the cause of this

dry atmosphere ? Only one explanation seems possible. The
westerly winds from the Pacific Ocean have their moisture

mostly condensed in passing over the Sierra Nevadas, so that

between these Mountains and the Rocky Mountains, the air is

generally extremely dry. By passing over the Rocky Moun-
tains there is a further condensation of vapor, so that when the

air descends on the eastern side of these Mountains it is almost

destitute of moisture. The vapor which comes up from the

Gulf of Mexico is diffused over the Mississippi Valley, and

mingles with the dry air which comes from beyond the Moun-
tains, so that the dryness of the air rapidly diminishes as we
advance eastward from the Rocky Mountains.

In order to determine whethei s of tempe-

rature, sometimes experienced near the level of the sea, ever re-

sult from the sudden descent of cold air from a great height, I

have made an extensive comparison of the observations at

Denver and Pike's Peak. The mean temperature at Pike's

Peak is 30-8° below that at Denver, and the difference of eleva-

tion is 8882 feet, showing a fall of temperature of 1° for an ele-

vation of 288 feet. This represents nearly the condition of

equilibrium of a vertical column of the atmosphere. If the

air at Pike's Peak should be 40° colder than at Denver it would

tend to sink, and the air at Denver would tend to rise. I

accordingly selected from the volumes of published observa-

tions (Nov. 1873 to Jan. 1875, and from Jan. 1877 to May
1877) all the cases in which the temperature at Pike's Peak

was 40° lower than at Denver. The number of these cases in

twenty months of observations was 343. Only thirty-nine of these
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cases occurred during the seven winter months of observations,

and they occurred most frequently in the month of May. As
this table is too extensive to be published entire, I selected

those cases in which the temperature at Pike's Peak was at least

45° lower than at Denver. These cases are exhibited in the

following table, where column first shows the number of refer-

ence
; column second shows the date of the observation. [The

7.35 A. M. observation is denoted by the figure 1 attached to the

date ; the 4.35 P. M. observation by the figure 2, and the 11 P. m.

observation by the figure 3.] Column third shows the tempera-

ture on Pike's Peak ; column fourth the relative humidity, and
column fifth the direction and force of the winds on Pike's

Peak ; column sixth shows the temperature at Denver ; column
seventh the difference between the temperature at Denver and
that at Pike's Peak ; column eighth shows how much the

pressure at Denver differed from the mean pressure for the

month ; column ninth shows the relative humidity ; column
tenth the direction and force of the winds ; and column elev-

enth shows the direction of the upper clouds at Denver, with

the amount of cloudiness (estimated in fourths of the visible

heavens.)

The average humidity at Pike's Peak at the time of these

observations was sixty-two, which was exactly the average

humidity for the entire year 1878. The winds on Pike's Peak
generally blew from a western quarter, and in only nineteen

cases did they blow from any eastern quarter. The average

velocity of these easterly winds was twelve miles per hour.

The fluctuations of the barometer at Denver were generally

small, being sometimes above and sometimes below the mean

;

but the average pressure was 010 inch below the mean. The
easterly and westerly winds at Denver were almost exactly

equal in frequency, but the velocity of the west winds was
more than double that of the east winds. The upper clouds at

Denver were almost invariably from the southwest or west, and
were never from any easterly point, and the average cloudiness

of the sky was more than one-half. The most noticeable cir-

cumstance exhibited by this table is the dryness of the air at

Denver, the average relative humidity being only fifteen per-

cent There appears to be only one possible explanation of the

source of this dry air, viz : that it came from the west side of

the Eocky Mountains.
The facts thus stated appear to show that at the dates given

in the preceding table there was seldom any extraordinary dis-

turbance on Pike's Peak. In two cases (Nos. 60 and 61) hail

was reported ; in four cases (Nos. 23, 32, 43 and 59) sleet was
reported, and in fifteen other cases there was either rain or

snow. These facts seem to indicate an occasional uprising of
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the warm air, but it is remarkable that so few such cases

occurred, and it will be noticed that a difference of temperature

of at least 45° between Pike's Peak and Denver often contin-

ued from day to day for a long period. In May, 1874, it con-

tinued for sixteen successive days, and in April, 1874, it con-

tinued for nine successive days. Hence it may be inferred that

during these periods there was no general uprising of the warm
air, and descent of cold air. I think we may hence infer that

dry air even when greatly heated, has but little ascensional

Temperature on Pike's Peak higher than at Denver.

inds. Clouds. Tern. Diff.
(

Barom.

5 V

S.W. - K.,
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force, and that the violent uprising of heated air, which is fre-

quently witnessed in humid climates, especially during thunder
storms, is mainly due to the presence of a large amount of
aqueous vapor.

I next made a comparison of the cases in which the tempe-
rature at Denver was lower than at Pike's Peak. These cases

are thirty- nine in number, embraced in a period of twenty
months' observations, and they are shown in the preceding table

which is arranged like that on pages 8 and 9.

It will be noticed that thirty-one of these cases occurred in

the month of January, and all occurred in the four months
from November to February. The average relative humidity
on Pike's Peak at these dates was eighty-four, and at Denver
seventy-one. On Pike's Peak about half of the winds were
from the southwest, and none of them were from any eastern

point. The average velocity of the winds was twenty-seven
miles per hour. At Denver the wind never blew from any
western point, and its average velocity was only four miles per
hour. At Pike's Peak the average cloudiness (counting fog as

sky entirely overcast) was 0'71 ; and at Denver 0-36. The
barometer at Denver was sometimes below the mean and some-
times above it, but the average was "06 inch above the mean.
One of the most noticeable circumstances exhibited by this

table is the humidity of the air at Denver, showing that this air

did not come from the west side of the Rocky Mountains, and
the same fact is indicated by the observed direction of the

winds.

We thus learn that during periods of severe cold at Denver,
the thermometer is frequently lower there than it is on Pike's

Peak, and hence we must conclude that this cold did not result

from the subsidence of air from the upper regions of the atmos-

In order to test this conclusion more fully, I selected all

those cases in which the thermometer at Denver sunk as low
as +5° from November, 1873, to June, 1878, and the lowest
temperature at Pike's Peak for the same date was entered in
the same table. The number of these cases was ninety-nine.
The average of these observations at Denver was —2-4°, and
the average at Pike's Peak was -9-0°, showing that it was
only 6-6° colder at Pike's Peak than at Denver.

I next made a -similar comparison for Mt. Washington and
two neighboring stations. I selected all the cases from Novem
ber, 1873, to June, 1878, in which the thermometer at Burling
ton, Vt., sunk as low as +5° and determined the lowest tempe-
rature on Mt. Washington for the same dates. The numbei
these cases was 145. The average of these observations at B
lington was -27°, and at Mt.' Washington -18-9°, showing
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a difference of 16'2°. The average difference of tempera-
ture of these stations, as determined from six years' observa-
tions, is 19-0°. I next selected all the cases in which the
thermometer at Portland, Me., during a period of five years
sunk as low as +10°, and determined the lowest temperature
on Mt. Washington for the same dates. The number of these
cases was 111. The average of these observations at Portland
was +3-2°, and at Mt. Washington was -19-7°, showing a
difference of 229°. The average difference of temperature of
these stations for a period of six years has been 19'7°. If we
take the average of the results for Burlington and Portland,
we shall find that during these cold periods the difference of
temperature between Mt. Washington and the level of the sea
was identically the same as shown by the daily observations
of six years.

These results do not sustain the theory which I formerly
advocated, that periods of severe cold are mainly the result of
cold air descending from the upper regions of the atmosphere.
The high temperature, shown on Pike's Peak at the time of the
observations on page 10, appears also in the average tempera-
ture at that station for the winter months, and may rea
be ascribed to the heat developed during the winter months by
the condensation of vapor on the Sierra Nevadas and the
western slope of the Rocky Mountains.
The way is now prepared for a consideration of the sudden

changes of temperature which frequently occur at Denver and
other places in its vicinity. These changes occur most fre-
quently in the months of November, December and January

;

and the month of January, 1875, was specially noticeable for
the magnitude and suddenness of these changes. The follow-
ing are the principal cases which occurred in the last-men-
tioned month. January 3d the thermometer fell 28° between
3 and 5 p. m.

;
January 5th the thermometer fell 8° in less

minutes : January 8th the thermometer fell 54° in
six hours from 1 to 7 A. m.: January 14th the thermometer rose
39° in thirty-five minutes; January 15th the thermometer fell

48 in one hour. In mv third paper (this Journ., x, p. 12) I
stated the principal facts relating to the last two changes In
order to study this subject more fully I have selected from the
volumes of published observations, the temperature at Denver,
and the neigh borii - stations foi the dates of the three regular
observations (7:35 a. m., 4:35 i\ m. and II p. M.) during the period
including the changes above mentioned. I have also added a
second table showing the relative humidity for the same sta-
tions at the same dates.
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These observations show considerable changes of tempera-

ture at Denver, but they do not show the entire range of the

thermometer, and they give no adequate idea of the sudden-
ness of the changes. 'We perceive that between 11 p. m., Jan-

uary 14th, and 7 a. m., January 15th, the thermometer at Den-
ver rose 42°. We also perceive that the relative humi
from 71 to 21. The wind, which had previously blown from

, velocity of 3 miles per hour,

ie) veered suddenly to southwest with a ^

iles per hour. These three circumstances, viz : the dii

tion of the wind, the dryness of the air and its high tempera-

ture, prove beyond doubt that this air came from the west side

of the Eocky Mountains. On the previous day the tempera-
ture at Salt Lake City was 43°, and the relative humidity was
50°. An area of low pressure passed over San Francisco, Jan-

uary 14th about 4 P. M. During the following night the center

passed near Salt Lake City, and at 4 P. m., January 15th, the

center was near Leavenworth, having traveled about 1,400
miles in twenty-four hours. It was this storm which brought
the air from the west side of the Eocky Mountains over to

Denver. The vapor contained in this air would be mostly pre-

cipitated on the west side of the Eocky Mountains, so that it

would descend on the east side deprived of its moisture and
with a temperature above that which prevailed in the Salt Lake
basin, on account of the latent heat liberated in the condensa-
tion of the vapor. This warm and dry air supplanted the cold

air which previously prevailed at Deliver, and which still pre-

vailed at neighboring stations east and north of Denver. A
uige, but of less magnitude, occurred at Cheyenne a

little before the change at Denver, while at Dodge City and
Omaha the change was still less, and at stations further north

the change was scarcely appreciable. After the center of low
pressure had passed Denver, the northeast wind returned and
Drought back the cold air which had constantly prevailed at

stations not very distant. A similar change occurred at Chey-
enne, apparently at about the same hour. Thus we see that in

winter, during periods of extreme cold on the east side of the

Eocky Mountains, when the temperature at Denver sometimes
sinks more than 20° below zero, there prevails in the Salt

Lake Basin an average temperature of about 30°
; and when by

changes of atmospheric pressure this air is carried over the
- it may reach Denver with a temperature of 50°,

resulting from a precipitation of its vapor on the mountains.

We then find a mass of air having a temperature of +50° in

close proximity to a mass of air having a temperature of —20°,

and by the movements of the atmosphere attending the progress

of a great storm these different masses of air may be brought
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successively over the same station, causing a change of tem-
perature of 50° in a single hour.

The other cases of sudden change above enumerated admit
of similar explanation. Daring January 7th there was a great
rise of the thermometer at Denver, accompanied by a dry wind
from the southwest. The next morning the thermometer fell

suddenly with a wind from the northeast, which brought back
the cold air which steadily prevailed at stations in the north.

This change also accompanied the progress of an area of low
pressure, which was apparently central near Virginia City on
the morning of the 7th, and was central at St. Paul on the

morning of the 8th. This storm was accompanied by similar

changes of temperature at Virginia City, Cheyenne, and the

other stations within the area of low pressure, but at none of

them were the changes as great or as sudden as at Denver,
for the reason that Denver is most favorably situated for feel-

ing the influence of the mountains. The stations of the Signal
Service which are nearest to the di^

Mountains are Denver, Cheyenne ai

West of Denver, at the distance of only 40 miles, rises a con-
tinuous mountain range of 12,000 feet elevation, while at Chey-
enne the mountains are more distant and of less height, and
near Virginia City the height of the mountains is still less.

On the morning of January -M the wind at Denver blew from
the West with a velocity of 12 miles per hour. The air was
warm and very dry. Between 3 and 5 P. M. the thermometer
fell suddenly with a north wind. Simitar changes were expe-
rienced at Virginia City and Cheyenne, accompanied by an area
of high pressure pursuing an area of moderately low pressure.
The case of January 5th was more remarkable for the sudden-
ness of the change of temperature than for the magnitude of
the change, and resulted from the passage of an area of slight

barometric depression.

Barometric minima cross the Rocky Mountains.

In former papers, particularly Nos. 8 and 9, I have shown
that areas of low barometer coming from the Pacific Ocean fre-

quently cross the Rocky Mountains and travel eastward c

the United States. In order to investigate this subject more
fully, I selected from the published observations •

Service (Sept., 1872, to Jan., 1875, and Jan. to May, 1877,)
1 which the barometer at Corinne or Salt Lake

City was at least 04 inch below its mean height for that month.
[The observations at Corinne ceased March 19, 1874, and those
at Salt Lake City commenced the next day.] These cases are

** :-^the following table, in which column 1st gives the
"

1 the date of the obs
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column 3d the height of the barometer; column 4th the direction

and force of the wind ; column 5th the rainfall during the pre-

ceding 8 hours ; column 6th the direction and distance of the low-

center from the place of observation ; column 7th the station

where the low center first made its appearance; column 8th the

date at which the low center reached the Atlantic Ocean; col-

umn 9th the latitude of thai point : and column 10th the direc-

tion and force of the wind on Pike's Peak at the date given in

column 2d.

It will be noticed that the highest velocity of the wind at

Corinne and Salt Lake City was 31 miles per hour, and the

average velocity at the dates mentioned was [ess than LI miles

per hour. Southerly winds were three times as frequent as

northerly winds. In only six of the cases did the wind blow
from any eastern quarter, and its greatest velocity from this

quarter was four miles per hour.

The amount of rain or snow attending these storms was very
small, the average during the eight hours preceding the dates

of observation being less than OOo inch. In eight cases rain or

snow is mentioned in the column headed " state of the

weather.'' wlien no entrv is made in the column headed ' rain-

fall."

In a few cases the low center appears to have pass

over the station of observation, but -eneraMv it passed a little

north of Salt Lake, and in no case did it pass south of it. Of
the twentv-nine storms here enumerated, the Stations at which
the first indications of the low area are noticeable are as fob

y-one of these aises the low ap peured first at one of

on the Pacific coast, and we mav reasonably infer

> from the Pacific Ocean. In fo ur other cases the low

multaneouslv at Portland, Or., and Virginia City or

between the Sierra Nevada- ai I the Ko« ;\ Mountains.
In all but three of these storms the low area can be traced

to the Atlantic Ocean, which it reached in a latitude between
Am. Jour. Sol—Third Series, Vol. XX, No. 115.—July, 1880.
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43° and 50°, averaging about 47°. No. 9 moved northward
beyond our stations of observation, and probably reached the
Atlantic Ocean somewhere north of lat. 50°. No. 4 apparentlj
moved southward toward the Gulf of Mexico. Nos. 8 and
28 apparently declined soon after the dates given in column
2d, and cannot be satisfactorily traced to the Atlantic Ocean.
The following general conclusions seem to follow from the

preceding observations

:

1. No great barometric disturbances originate in the Salt
Lake Basin.

2. Nearly all the great barometric disturbances experienced
in the Salt Lake Basin come from the Pacific Ocean, ami they
generally come from the northwest.

3. Nearly all the great; barometric disturbances experienced
in the Salt Lake Basin can be traced to the Atlantic Ocean.
They generally meet it near lat. 47° and occupy from two to six
days in the passage, making an average of 3f davs, which cor-
responds to a movement of about 700 English' statute miles

There is a noticeable uniformity in f lie direction of the winds
on Pike's Peak at the date of the preceding observations. The
winds were generally from the west or southwest, and in no
ease from north, northeast, east or southeast. The average
direction ol the winds on Pike's I Yak, as determined from the
observations of live vears, is N. 75° YV. The average of the
directions in the preceding table is S. bo \Y\, differing 40° from
the mean direction. This result indicates that at the time of
the preceding observations there was some cause in operation
which deflected the winds from their average course. If we
suppose that the abnormal winds on Pikes Peak arc governed
by a center of low pressure, according to the same law as the
surface winds, then we may infer that in 27 of the preceding
cases the position of this low center corresponded nearly with
that observed at stations nearer the level of the sea. In five
of the cases the low center appears to be somewhat northwest
of that observed at the other stations ; in one case it was some-
what north, in one case it was west, and in two cases it was

These results accord r, .sonabi- w. I with •
,',,'s. toil nd in my

tenth paper tor Mount Washington, and seem to indicate that
at great elevations the winds occasionally circulate about a low
center as they do near the level of the sea ; but the position of
this low center at the height of 14.200 feet sometimes dithers

considerably from the low center prevailing at the surface of
the earth, and this deviat on is gem ral \ toward the northwest
There are three methods by which the progress of areas of

low pressure across the Rocky Mountains may be readily indi-
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cated. One is by curves representing from day to day the fluc-

tuations of the barometer at the various stations, as shown in

Plates I and II, accompanying my ninth paper. These curves
indicate distinctly the eastward progress of low areas, but they
do not show the center of a low area, and therefore do not
indicate the exact path of the low center. There are two
methods by which the position of the center of a low area can
be traced from day to day, viz: by isobaric lines or {subnormal

lines. If we employ isobaric lines, it is requisite that the ob-
servations at all the stations should be carefully reduced to

sea level, and, in the case of the mountain stations, this in-

volves the decision of questions respecting which meteorolo-
gists may be expected to differ. But after reducing the obser-

vations to sea level by any of the methods which different

meteorologists may be supposed to advocate, we still find evi-

dence that areas of low pressure frequently travel from the
I'aeilic ( )eean across the U:»-k\ Mountains and thence eastward

toward the Atlantic. The isobars drawn to represent the ob-

servations at the mountain stations are seldom as symmetrical
as they are over a level country. This may be due partly to

the obstacles which the mountains present to a system of cir-

culating winds, and partly to the influence of the heavy pre-

cipitation of vapor upon the mountains. In many cases, how-

noticeid.le in very violent storms. Plate II exhibits the isobars

for April 11. 1X74. at 4:35 i\ M. This is a storm which was
noticed in my ninth paper, and a map was then given showing
the isobars for April 12th at 7:35 a.m. 15v comparing the
two maps it will be seen that during this interval of fifteen

hours the isobars retained nearly the same general form, and
the distance between the two low centers remained almost
exactly the same, the two systems of isobars, with the inter-

; track of the
lirst low. and maintained marly the same distance during the
whole time of crossing the United States, the high center
moved from Lake Superior to Norfolk, Va.: that is, from
northwest to southeast, mmntainiim' during the whole time
I'carlv the same pressure.
The direction of the winds, April 11th at 4:35 i>. m., west of

'•:>te that the center of the low
'

I upon the map : br
the direction of the winds at t
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Theseseen from the map which accompanied my r

anomalies indicate that while a regular system ot circulating

winds may prevail above the tops of the mountains, this system
is obstructed in the valleys between the mountain ridges, so

that here the direction of the wind may be opposite to that

which prevails above the mountains.
If we attempt to trace the progress of storms across the

Rocky Mountains by curves of isabnormal pressure, we have
no occasion to reduce the observations to sea level ; neverthe-

less, when we aim at great precision we find a difficulty in com-
paring mountain stations wit h stations at a lower level, inas-

much as the barometric tluctuations generally diminish as we
rise above the level of the sea. In order to fin

tion is due to this cause I deteri

of the barometer at all the stations of the Signal Service west

of the Mississippi river according to the published observa-

tions (now amounting to thirty-f Hie followii

nthly range of the Boronteter.
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table shows the results obtained. The first three stations are

situated near the Pacific coast ; the next seven stations are
situated among the mountains; the next seven stations are

situated east of the Eocky Mountains at elevations between
1,000 and 3,000 feet ; and the last twelve stations are elevated
less than 1,000 feet above the sea.

I next proceeded in the manner described in my twelfth

I the mean annual range of the
barometer at a point on the Pacific coast, and also the range at

a point in the Mississippi valley, each having the same latitude

as one of the mountain stations Between the two results thus
obtained I interpolated a value corresponding to the difference

of longitude between the given station and the two points
above named. The result is regarded as the barometric range
at the level of the sea directly under the given station. A
similar computation was made for each of the mountain sta-

tions, and the ratio of the observed range to the range thus
computed was determined. This comparison indicates that

the barometric fluctuations observed at Salt Lake City should
creased by 8 per cent, and those at the other i

stations, viz : Virginia City, Cheyenne, Denver and Santa Fe,
should be increased bf 25 per cent. I have drawn the isab-

normal curves for a large number of cases, employing these
corrections, and find that the curves are generally more sym-
metrical than when no correction is applied.

In preparing the materials hn- 1 his article I have been assisted
by Mr. Henry A. Hazen, a graduate of Dartmouth College of
the class of i&71.

Art. II.—On the Geo the Limestone Belts of
Westchester County, New York ; by James D. Dana.

Westchester County is comprised within the Green Moun-
tain region

; and my studies of the County have been carried
on with special reference to the subject of Green Mountain
geology. 1

In commencing my observations in Western New England, I
had in view the following points :

(1) To determine the limits of the series of rocks associated
confownablv with the limestone of the Green Mountain region :

and (2), since the limestone is of Lower Silurian age as is

shown by its fossils, to determine, consequently, the limits of
the Lower Silurian in the Given Mountain region.

(3) To ascertain the kinds of metamorphic rocks constitu-
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ting these Lower Silurian beds ; and (4), to ascertain, conse-

quently, how far the kinds of crystalline rocks found in the
Me series can be used as a test of geological age.

As the fossils of the limestone had been discovered only in

Vermont, it was required, in order to extend the conclusions to

the rest of the Green Mountain region, that the Vermont lime-

stone should be proved to be the same stmt igraphically with
that of the region to the south

; and this was^done by'ascer-
taining (1) the essential continuity of the limestone from the

north to the south and south-southwest, and (2) its association

with similar rocks from north to south, under similar strati-

graphical relations ; and finally (3), by the discovery of Lower
isils in the part of these belts of limestone that reach

into and beyond Dutchess County, and also in the associated

Taconic schists of that Countv. 2

By these means, it has been shown that the schists of the

Taconic range, the limestone belts on either side, and various

conformable schistose rock- and limestone bolts farther east

and west, are comprised within the Lower Silurian formation,

and that the whole series was displaced together in the upturn-
ing and metamorphism by which the Green Mountains were

The demonstration in niv former papers does not reach into

the region south of the limits of Dutchess County and of the
corresponding parallel in Connecticut. I present now observa-

tions on the same points from this more southern region in the

State of New York, leaving the dismission of the facts from
Connecticut for another paper. I have not undertaken to work

thoroughly Westchester County geology, but simply so

ch of it as bears < question i

In my paper " On the .Hudson River age of the Taconic
Schists," published in this Journal in 1879, the accompanying
map exhibits the fact that tl e bower Silurian schists and lime-

stones of Dutchess Count v have their southern limit against or

among the Archaean rocks of the Highland range. The High-
land Archaean area extends eastward from the Hudson, over

Putnam County, to a distance less than twenty miles, tailing

short of the New England boundary 1>\ four or live mil.-s

—

the rocks at Brewster, west of and along the Harlem railroad

and system. The exti

miles ; but the outside

tions through its sup

interior.

* T.Nelson Dale, this Jon

xviii. «1. IM; W. B. Dwig
.'., .vviii. -l-ll, \<
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Westchester County comprises all of Southern New York
between Putnam County and New York Island ; and thus it

borders the southern side of the Putnam County Archaean, as

Dutchess County does the northern. It resembles in its rocks
that part of the Green Mountain region which now makes
Western Connecticut. New York Island is topographically
and geologically a portion of it.

The only published geological reports treating of the Geology
of the county are that of Mather, in his Eeport on New York
(1843), and that of Percival on the Geology of Connecticut

(1842). Mather mentions the principal kinds of rocks, various

localities for those that are of special or economical interest,

and some stratigraphical facts. Many localities of limestone
are given, and I have thence derived much aid in the study of

the region. On his map the positions of several of the areas

are laid down, but mostly with miles of inaccuracy. The re-

port bears evidence of being compiled from the notes of the

assistant geologist by one not familiar with the region. Perci-

val's map of Connecticut gives the areas which lie near the

Connecticut boundary, with the general correctness character-

istic of his work.
In presenting my observations I will speak first, of the

rocks; secondly, of the general distribution of the limestone
areas or belts; t/u'rdh/, ol" the special positions and stratigraphy

of the limestone ureas; and fourthly, of the relations of the

rocks to one another and to the Green Mountain system.

The rocks are (1) the ordinary metamorphic rocks of the

County, not calcareous; (2) Calcareous rocks or limestones;

(3) Serpentine and other hydrous materials; (4) Augitic and
Hornblendic rocks not included above.

(1.) Ordinary metamorphic rods of tht County, n»t Calcareous.

Of these metamorphic rocks, the prevalent kinds are mica-
ceous gneiss, mica, schist, ordinary gneiss, and hard felds-

1-athie and granitoid gneiss. Besides these, and subordinate to

them, there are hornblendic varieties of mica schist and mica-
ceous gneiss, and hornblende schist. Granulyte is also found,
especially in the northeastern part of the Couiity, and in some

l» th« m^schirtTnd gneiss, both of the two common
kinds of mica, the Mack (hiotite) and the light colored (musco-
vite) are usually present together;

3
but the black greatly pre-

ies of chemical analyses.
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Blackish gray beds, owing their dark color

to the very large proportion of black mica, often alternate with

whitish or light-colored beds in which muscovite is the most

abundant mica. Frequently, also, mica schist graduates into

gneiss in the direction of the bedding as well as transverse to

it. The distinction of gneiss from mica schist is, therefore,

made often with difficulty, and the restriction of the latter term

to kinds consisting of mica and quartz without feldspar is im-

practicable. The rocks of New York Island are good exam-

ples of the ordinary rocks of Westchester County, both as to

kinds and their transitions.

Garnetiferous varieties of the mien schist and gneiss are com-

A variety of micaceous gneiss

large elliptical crystallizations of muscovite. A cyanitic mica

schist is met with on New York Island, as announced by Pro-

fessor D. S. Martin.
4 A dark gray fibml it ic gnei ss. conta in ing

some tourmaline has been described by Professor A. A. Julien,

as occurring at New Rochelle.
5 (The minerals cvnnite and

fibrolite are alike in composition, they being chemically similar

aluminum silicates, and dithering only in crystallization.)

Hydromica schist, of the slightly crystalline variety, resem-

bling closely a glossy roofing slate, occurs in the northwestern

part of the 'County, north and northeast of Peekskill, on the

borders of the Areluean of the Highlands. It is called talcose

slate by Mather. Nothing nearer to argillyte (phvllyte) is

found in the County. Across the Hudson Eiver, in Rockland
County, in the continuation of the Bame stratum, near Tomp-
kins' Cove, the slate is very carbonaceous, as Mather's report

states, and much of it is still less metamorphic in its aspect.

Quartzyte constitutes a stratum several hundred feet thick in

the vicinity of the hydromica schist, north of Peekskill. as

pointed out by Mather. But a large part of the rock in that

region contains more or less feldspar, and often also mica in

rather indistinct mams; looking either like an underdone mica-

Icss granite or granitoid gneiss. It is usually much jointed a.id

without distinct bedding The northern part of the mass, at the

mouth of the river north of Peekskill, ,s a true siliceous quartz-

yte, line-grained, and even in bedding; while on the southern

latos into the slate. It thus varies -reatlv in consti-

tution/ but in a way to make it certain, that, although so feld-

tion.

l

Vutth' ''it ,s ex'id t 'ion, ;',
'l

'

s!
'!

il'u jue vie

and slate are Mratigraphically the same rock ; one changing to

the other, and taking the same positions with reference to an

associated stratum of limestone. In the Rockland County
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continuation of the formation (which extends for about two
miles from Tompkins' Cove to Stony Point village, where the

Mesozoic Red sandstone appears in force), the slate changes in

places to a massive quartzyte, often containing much blackish

slate materia], and looking as if it had been made out of a mix-
ture of mud and quartz sand, with at times some feldspar. Re-
membering that the making of beds of sand by moving waters
involves the making of mud not far away, such transitions are
no occasion for surprise ; and in view of the fact that the High-
land Archaean is close at hand—not three miles distant—the
presence of feldspar is intelligible.

A bed consisting chiefly of radiated actinolite occurs west of

Kingsbridge, north of the Harlem River. It is so deeply de-

composed at the exposure that I failed to obtain a specimen
from the unchanged 'bed. The looseness of texture shows
that something has been removed, and this is probably, in part
at least, calcareous material ; and if so the bed should be
classed with the limestone beds. This locality is by the west
side of the eastern of two bridges, near the Spuyten Duyvil
Iron Foundry, and stratigraphicallv but a short distance from
the belt of limestone of the northern end of New York Island.

The metamorphie strata stand every where at a high angle

—

seldom under 40°, very frequently above 80°. The bedding,
while generally regular in its strike or direction, is often contor-
ted, especially to the east and north, showing that much torsion

accompanied the upturning. As usual elsewhere in metamor-
phie regions, the limestone beds (owing to the stiff unpliant
nature of limestone) are at times very various in strike when
the schists of the vicinity have the bedding even or nearly so.

This great amount of torsion has a sufficient explanation in the
fact that Archasan rocks bound the County on the north ; and,
moreover, along the northern half of the County they are not
far distant to the west of Hudson River, not a dozen miles
intervening in the latitude of Singsing. No true unconforma-
bility between the limestone and other strata has been ob-
served, though local cases of non-conformity occur that are due
to the contortions and accompanying faults.

Granite veins are common both in the gneiss and mica schist,

though most numerous in the former ; and they are often of
very large size. They usually consist of coarsely crystallized

orthoclase and quartz,' with some muscovite-mica and albite or
obgoclase. Black mica is often sparingly present, and some-
times prominently so; and when 'present the plates are fre-

quently of oblong-rectangular outline. The most common
accessory minerals arc uamct and black tourmaline; beryl or

columbite I have not found. As in other regions of highly
crystalline metamorphie rocks, veins of quartz are not common.
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The rock that adjoins a belt or stratum of limestone is com-
monly a mica schist or micaceous gneiss in which black mica
abounds; or, at times, hornblendic varieties of these rocks, or

else hornblende schist; aud the beds are not unfrequently pyri-
•
—- 1 - may also be ordinary gneiss, or a light-

:iss ; or it may consist of intercalations of

icaceous kinds
, and in the northeastern

part of the County it is in some places granulyte. More re-

mote from the limestone strata, the rock is generally less mica-

ceous, and either ordinary gray gneiss, or hard feldspathic and
thick-bedded gneiss.

;one with rocks containing much
fact, association with rocks con-

tion which exists in similar oases

throughout the Given Mountain region' and corresponding re-

gions in the State of Pennsylvania and others farther to the

southwest: as is indicated !>y the rusting tendency of the schists

in the vicinity of limestone beds, and, still more, by the occur-

rence of great limonite beds made from the iron of the lime-

stones and adjoining schists.

Furthermore, this quality of these metamorphie schists is a

consequence of the ferruginous character of the original sedi-

mentary beds underlying or overlying the limestone strata.

The iron of those sediments went, for the most part, at the

time of metamorphism, to make the black iron-bearing mica or

!<, the rest of it entering mainly into pyrite and,

sometimes, garnet. The distinction between these' schistose

micaceous rocks and a hard thick-bedded feldspathic gneiss is,

to a large degree, therefore, the equivalent of that in

sedimentary rorks between highly ferruginous and -lightly fer-

ruginous beds, and hence it is not necessarily of much geo-

logical importance. This fact, which is abundantly established

by the frequent abrupt gradations in such rocks from extreme
micaceous i it it is unsafe to infer

from the looks or composition alone, that the hard, gray feld-

spar biccneu t Moreover, the pre-
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The limestone of the County is, in general, coarsely crystal-

line, and of a white to grayish-white color, and in many places
it is quarried for use as an architectural marble. But in the
northwestern part of the County, in the vicinity of the Ar-
cluean. it is feebly crystalline, and in part lias the gray color and
texture of the unaltered rock. The absence of crystallization

is so marked in the part of the northwestern belt which occurs
on the west side of the Hudson Kiver, at Tompkins' Cove, that
much of it, especially in the western beds toward the Archaean,
is like ordinary gra\ and unaltered limestone, so that if the rock
is without fossils- a point yet to be made certain—the reason is

According to the few analyses that have been published, the
rock is a magnesian limestone or dolomite. Iron replaces in

some beds a portion of the magnesium ; and when so the blocks
of " marble " show it by becoming rusty in color after exposure.
Iron is not unfrequently present also in pyrite (FeSJ another
source of rust and destruction, and less "frequently in pyr-
rhotite (Fe

7S8); chalcopyrite (or copper pyrites) is of occasional

occurrence. Scales of mica, mostly of the species muscoyite,
are often distributed through the "beds, and such micaceous
limestones graduate in many places into ealciferous mica schist.

The calcium - magnesium silicate, tremolite (or white horn-
blende) is very common in bladed crystals and fibrous or
asbestiform masses, and sometimes is the chief constituent of a
bed. Green hornblende in minute rounded crystals are occa-
sionally found disseminated through the limestone: and radia-

ted actinolite is at times a constituent, if the bed referred to on
page 25, is really a calcareous one. White to grayish green
pyroxene has been reported from a few localities, as in the
Singsing limestone, ('especially its southern portion in Sparta.)
and in the limestone of New York Island near 208th street,

localities mentioned by Mather, and the latter from the obser-
vations of Professor Gale. I have not succeeded in my at-

tempts to verify the fact at either place.

in the south, a locality
a mile northeast of Central Bridge, over Harlem River, and in

nils of its outcrops
; but this is true of the same rock in W

n-n Connecticut and Massachusetts.
The Westchester County limestone beds are much thin
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than those of Dutchess County or Western Connecticut. This
may be a consequence of their having been subjected to hotter

silicated solutions in .the metamorphic process, that is, to in-

tenser metamorphic conditions, such as the coarse crystallization

of the rocks would have required. But while there may be
doubt as to the thinning in particular cases by this means, there

is none as to the dissolving power of such hot silicated waters,

and the tendency of their action to substitute silicates for

the carbonate. Tremolite and light-colored pyroxene, as long

since suggested by the writer," are among the products that

would naturally come from this action—dolomite being a cal-

cium magnesium carbonate, and the minerals mentioned being

silicates of the same bases. The fact that experiment has ob-

tained pyroxene in crystals by heating together the ingredients

favors the conclusion. The tremolite of the more southern

portion of the Singsing limestone area often makes a thick

envelope about portions of limestone, showing that it was
formed between fragments out of their material. If the dolo-

mite is a ferriferous variety, the action might, in the same way,
produce green hornblende or actinolite, or green pyroxene.
The only other magnesian silicate often present, and abund-

ant in the adjoining schists, is biotite ; and this could have been
produced only where iron also was at hand. Chlorite might
have been formed under nearly the same conditions as biotite.

Whatever the limestone beds lost through the action of the

silicated solutions must have gone either to the making of

these silicates or of other more soluble silicates ; for muscovite
contains but one percent or less of calcium or magnesium, and
orthoclase none of either of these elements.

Westchester County, like the Green Mountain region gen-

erally, owes much as regards its topographical features to the

limestone belts. These belts, because of the easy erosion of

limestone, have determined the courses of river-valleys, and of

lines of marshes along such valleys, and many a lake has been

located by them. The beds of this soft rock stand nearly ver-

tical, thus favoring the ex-

of deep channels.

The valleys are

both sides, I

ve one side hi<

Bischofs Lehrbuch Chem. r jl Transl., 1866,
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ordinary facts. The underdipping side of the limestone area is

the steep side of the valley, because of the undermining which
the position of the limestone stratum favored ; and, for the same
reason, the river channel (r) is made to hug the same side, and
leave the other for wide strips of marshy land, with sometimes
pond-like broadenings of the stream. This point was observed
by Percival in his survey of Western Connecticut and the

adjoining portions of New York
But the pitch of the beds has i

form of the valleys. The thn

right bank of a stream (the western if flowing south, or north-

ern if flowing west), in consequence of the earth's rotation,

must have had its effects, and may account for the cases in

which the western side is the steep one, notwithstanding a ver-

tical or even a high eastern pitch. During the progress of the

Glacial era, the subglacial streams would have felt this throw
and worked in accordance with it ; and afterward, when the

Glacial flood, from the melting, was at its height, the rushing
waters would have swept the earth away from the same Bide,

and transferred much of it to the opposite.

Not unfrequently the profile of a valley and its marsh at

bottom are, for long distances, all the evidence there is in sight

to suggest the presence of limestone beneath ; and hence come
uncertainties as to the true limits of a limestone belt, which only
deep diggings through the alluvium or stratified drift of the
valley can remove.
The mapping of the limestone areas has other difficulties in

consequence of the frequent intercalations of beds of mica
schist or gneiss. Percival includes in his areas the interstrati-

fied schists
; and this method is often unavoidable, except on a

map of very large scale, after a careful survey. But not
even the utmost thoroughness would always secure accuracy of

details in this respect, because of the prevailing cover of

marshes and ponds. But this alternation is sometimes only
apparent ; that is, in place of two distinct limestone strata with
an intervening stratum of schist, there is often oiv fohfal stra-

tum of limestone whose enclosed schist (mica schist or gneiss)
has come out to view through denudation. If the fold ia one
having a horizontal axis, the denudation, if alike in all parts,

would reduce it to two limestone bands and one of schist inter-

mediate
; but if its axis is inclined—the common fact—the

two limestone bands may be separated by schist only for part
of its length. This point is illustrated by several of the belts,
and is explained in connection with the description of belt
No. 1 beyond, and further exhibited on the map of Westchester
limestone areas, accompanying this memoir.
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(3.) Serpentine and other Hydrous Minerals.

The limestone areas, at several widely distant points, are

associated with or contain serpentine, with sometimes also talc

and hxdrous anthophyllite. It is embedded in small masses

in the'northwestern limestone area, or that of Canopns Hollow,
at a quarry two and one-half miles north-northeast of Peeks-

kill ; more sparingly in the southern part of the Singsing area,

which is near the central latitude of the County: and to the

south, with hydrous anthophyllite; in eastern Morrisania, near

I42d street : and also at some points on New York Island. It

is (as has long- been known) the chief constituent of lame beds

near New Rochelle and Bye, at both of which places the area

is embraced, like the ordinary limestone belts, between conform-
able beds of micaceous gneiss.

7

The New Rochelle serpentine area is on Davenport's Neck, a

nearly north-and-south peninsula bordering on Long I dam I

Sound. The outcrops occur over the northern half of the

western portion of the peninsula, and near the middle of the

northern shore. At the eastern end of the last mentioned expo-

sure, the rock is mostly crystalline limestone : but the thickness

of the limestone portion of the belt is uncertain because earth

and porous. The associated limestone, both at Nvw'l
and live, is dolomite, and partly, if not wholly, a fct

r miles southeast of :
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mitej beds, and that this change has taken place in many beds
that are still chiefly limestone, gives it support. The following
are some examples under the last point:
The hydrous anthophyllite (first known from New York

Island) was long since shown to be altered tremolite, the most
common of the limestone minerals; and limestone has often

been observed in close association with this hydrous mineral, or
as the adjoining or containing rock. At the most important
locality—between 57th and 63d streets on the western Bide of

New York Island—Dr. Gale describes it as associated with
serpentine and limestone.

The small serpentine masses, embedded in the limestone of

Canopus Hollow (Sprout Brook Valley) referred to above, I

have found to present sometimes the forms of a group of distinct

crystals of tremolite; and the same is true with that of the
Singsing limestone area. The New Rochelle and Rye serpen-
tine is often largely made up of crystallizations of tremolite in

all stages of alteration, from the unchanged mineral to amor-
phous serpentine

; while other portions contain the allied min-
eral, actinolite, under the same conditions. Some of the sil-

icates are changed also to talc, making pearl v plates distributed

Bparingty through the serpentine. The dolomite has also par-

piece of the serpentine obtained at New Rochelle looks like a

al of pyroxene ; but it

ugh, and I am doubtful as to this origin. .Mather, however,
irystal of

\

piece ot the serpentm
pseudomorph after a 1

is rough, and I am doi
speaks of the occurrence of pyroxene with the serpentine ot

that locality; and it is possible that this mineral made part of
the original materia], it has already been stated that tremolite
is abundant in the Westchester County limestone, and occasion-
ally makes up the greater part of some beds. Actinolite is

not common
; but one bed of it has been mentioned (p. 25) as

occurring just west of the Kingsbridge limestone.
The serpentine has also originated in part—how large a part

is uncertain - from enstatite, another mineral of the hornblende
family; and some, at least, of the talc has the same origin.

Unaltered portions have the int'usibility or near infusibilitv of
this mineral, and show by their opticaf characters, as has been

Mr. (i. W. Haw,s. that the erv st.-.llizntion. unlike
that of the

gest other relations for the beds.
lany disseminated grains and masses of serpentine in the
w Rochelle serpentine have the yellow and brownish yellow
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colors of chondrodite, and look as if they had been derived

from that mineral. But the cleavage of some of the largo

masses so colored, and other peculiarities, show that this idea is

not tenable, and evince that the color has come from oxidized
iron. The change to serpentine—a hydrous magnesiaa sili-

cate—would have set free the iron in tlio minerals undergoini:

the alteration—whether actinolite, ferriferous dolomite, or tre-

molite (this last containing one-half to two per cent, and acti-

nolite three to twelve per cent) ; and thence would have come by
oxidation the linionite, which is the source of the color. But
magnetite (Fe

s 4) also occurs in much of the serpentine in dis-

seminated grains, and this contains another part of the oxidized
iron—a point well illustrated by the facts with regard to ser-

pentine pseudomorphs at the Brewster (Tilly Foster) Iron
Mine, in Putnam County, New York. 9

In view of the facts with regard to the character of the lime-

stone (dolomite) beds, and those of serpentine, we may deem it

probable that the beds which now contain, or consist mainlv of.

serpentine, or of " hydrous anthophyllite," were (A) orh/mdly
beds of uncrystalline limestone (dolomite): that (B) they became
beds penetrated with tremolite, actinolite, and other mineral
silicates, at the time of the lirst metamorphism of the limestone
—and that this change in some cases may have gone so far as
to use up the most of the limestone of a bed; further, (C) that
these beds afterward underwent a later transformation convert-
ing the tremolite and other magnesian silicates, and part of the
remaining dolomite, into hydrous magnesian silicates, and mostly
to serpentine. This later transformation was probably due to

movements attending some subsequent disturbance' of the
region, by which, through friction, the heat was produced
needed for making silicated solutions.

No large beds of limonite (or brown hematite, as it used to
be called) have been found in connection with the limestone
and adjoining schists of Westchester County. Such beds in

other regions are seldom extensive except where the schists arc
the semicrystalline hydromica schists. In the serpentine re- ion

of Rye, limonite has resulted from the alteration of Hie terpen-
tine rock, and the bed has been opened, though not with irood
prospects of profit. The limonite in this ease' | n s come chiefly
from the oxidation of the iron of the ferriferous dolomite asso-
eiated with the serpentine, and that of thedisseim;
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Akt. III.— Observations on Mount Etna; by S. P. LANGLEY.

During the winter of 1878, in the course of a visit to Europe,
I spent some time upon Mount Etna, and at the request of Cap-

tain Carlisle P. Patterson, the Superintendent of the United
States Coast Survey, gave attention there to the character of

the astronomical vision, in order to enable comparisons to be
made with observations taken under similar conditions in our
own territories. I have thought that in view of the present

attention to mountain sites for observatories, the result- might
be of interest to others, and I have obtained the kind permission
of the Superintendent to the publication of the following ex-

tracts from a report made to him on my return. It is proper to

preface them by the request that the reader will remember that

the observations are not the results of an organized expedition,

but merely such as a single traveler, unprovided with large

instrumental means, might attempt in a limited time.

The progress of modern optics is now furnishing observers
with telescopes of a power which exceeds the capacities of our
lower atmosphere for their constant employment. The obsta-
cles to definition due to this atmosphere, and which increase

nearly in proportion to the increase of optical power, have grown
to be so nearly a harries- to any rapid progress, that attention
has been much given of late to the conditions of vision, which
it is very commonly supposed will be found to be best on
mountain summits. On this point, however, we have scarcely
any exact information, Professor Smythe's expedition to the
Peak of Teneriffe, (see "An Astronomers Experiment") : some
interesting remarks by Professor Henry Draper on the YTah-
satch Mts., (this Journal, vol. xiii, p. 89); and some incidental
notes by temporary observers in the Himalayas, making the
sum of our scanty knowledge. It seemed to me that I could
best employ my iimited time and means by selecting, as a sta-
tion, a point generally admitted to be the most favorable of any
in Europe, and there attempting to gather some sort of quantita-
tive estimate of the degree of transparency and definition, to
take the place of yague

1

statement, and to give a kind of stan-
dard for comparison with sites in our own Territory.

Very concur re„t testimony points to the atmosphere of the

This
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selected site for experiment, but instead of finding myself upon
the ground in October, as I had intended, it was not until the

25th of December, that I finally ascended the mountain; when
the lateness of the season brought bad weather, which made
the opportunity for observation limited. According to local

opinion, the air is, if anything, clearer in winter here than in

summer, when it is not actually cloudy. However this may
be, the chief drawback on observation was the number of
stormy days, by which I mean that the character of the vision

on those which were fine, seemed as good as that which any
season could have furnished.

Etna is a mountain of great extent, its lower cultivated
slopes being very gradual, so that for five or six miles of

gentle ascent from its base, it is ringed with a zone of rich

vegetation, where the population is among the densest in Sieilv.

At an altitude of about 2000 feet, cultivation seems to cease
abruptly, so that a rather sharp line of demarcation can be
drawn between this and the upper region, which presents
a remarkable contrast ; covering the great extent of something
like two hundred square miles, almost without a house or an
inhabitant. Some thin and scattered plantations of chestnut
trees reach on the southeastern side to an altitude of 4 or 5000
feet. but. this region is, as I say. uninhabited, and above this,

all is barren, consisting of wastes of lava. There is at the foot
of the final cone, a hut called Casa Inglese, used in summer by
the few tourists to the summit, and deserted during the rest of
the year, during a considerable part of which, it is usuallv. in

fact, buried beneath the snow. This beinir some eicht hours
journey beyond food, fuel or water, can only be used for a few
hours, except by a permanently organized occupation, such as
is in fact to be undertaken with the resources of the local
government, which proposes to make of it the Etnean Observa-
tory. This point being quite out of the question, for me, as a

XkoI.m 1m II - ,
.-

,
',

, _. thvu-
tion is a little over 2000 feet. It seemed, however, that a higher
altitude would be desirable, but the diilicultv was to find a
station where wood and water could be had with some kind of

shelter. Fortunately there exists about three hours' journej?
above N'ieolosi, a cistern coutainiiiLr excellent water, near which
is a hut built of lava, known as -Casa del Bosco.'' it is

scarcely the " house its title denotes it to be, but it has walls.

tioit in the vicinity makes it possible to obtain fuel.

I had no hesitation in choosing this, then, and though the
quarters were certainly not as comfortable as those I had left

. I found them sufficient. The hut stai ds at mi !<
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vation of about 4,200 feet, on the southeast slope of the moun-
tain. It is in lat. 37° 38' 55"*5 K and long. 6h 08m ll s-5 east
of Washington.*

After a preliminary visit. I ascended the mountain on Dec.
25th, 1878 (Christmas day), leaving Catania in the morning, and
reaching the " Casa" after dark. I had no aid or assistant, bul
was accompanied by a native guide and by soldiers (Cara-
binieri) sent by the Prefect of Catania, all of whom remained
with me. These soldiers were sent on the application of the
Honorable Mr. Marsh, Minister of the United States at Rome,
who kindly and effectually interested himself to procure me
official introductions from the Italian ministry to the Prefect of

Catania, and I was obliged in this as in other instances, by even-
attention which our own consular officers or the Sicilian author-

ities could render.

My instruments consisted of a telescope of 3J inches aper-

ture, mounted equatorially (but without circles), and resting

upon a tripod stand. It is the property of the United States
Naval Observatory, and for its loan I am specially indebted to

the kindness of Admiral John Rodgers, the Superintendent.
With this was a spectroscope, belonging to the Allegheny
Observatory, provided with a Rutherford speculum metal grat-
ing of 17,296 lines to the inch, and with collimating and observ-
ing telescopes of 1-1 inch aperture and 11 indies focal length.
I had r '

cision.

The observations were to he directed to the side end of deter-

mining the character of vision, as tested at niirht hv observa-
tions on stars and nebula', and by day upon the sun, I was
furnished hv the kindness of Mr. Pnrnham. of Chicago, with a

list of test objects, which included, however, many very dim-
cult with such an aperture, or indeed beyond its reach, as the
list was made at my request, in expectation of the use of a
larger instrument than the one actually employed. I confined
myself chiefly to the examination of a small number of very
familiar and mostly easy test objects, adopting the plan of lim-

iting the aperture bv graded diaphragms, until the smallest one
was found through' which the object could be steadily seen.

The same objects can always be tried with the same apertures
elsewhere, but not always with the same eve, and since eves
differ, it is important to say that my own' possess no special

sensitiveness. In former years, while engaged with others
upon such delicate objects' as the inner satellites of Saturn.
or on double-star work. 1 have never been able to flatter

myself that my vision in this respect was at all keener than the
average. My eye, for instance, on clear nights, at ordinary ele-

* I am indebted for these determinations to the kindness of Pro*
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vations, does not recognize steadily more than six stars in the

Pleiades, and sees a seventh and eighth by glimpsss, and on an

ordinary clear night at Allegheny, I cannot steadily see the

companion of Polaris with less than two inches aperture.

I proceed to give some of the tests of light from observa-

i made on the nights of December 28th, 31st, 1878, and
""he aperture employed is

Pleiades with naked eye, moon not set, nine stars steadily

Companion of Polaris (position previously unknown), recog-
nized with 1-6 in. aperture.

Companion of Rigel steadily seen with 1-6 in. aperture, not

yff Leporis. Companion (mag.
a Tauri. Companion (mag.

December 31st. The nebula in Orion being about 40° high and
moon half full, the 5th star in the trapezium was seen with full

i Orionis. The 3d star (11th mag.) seen with 3± in. A little

later, however, the definition being worse, could not discern the
11th mag. star preceding a Orionis.
January 4th. 5th star in trapezium of Orion steadily seen, but

could not be sure of 6th.

3d star of i Orionis (11th mag.) seen with 3£ in. in spite of

January 10th, 11th mag. star preceding a Orionis, also 11th
mag. star of z Orionis well seen in spite of moon and the tremor
from wind.

The observations for stars included many others, which were
less satisfactory, and I select from them this small list, with the
remark that in the five nights which were all that presented
themselves for this work, the wind was an almost constant
obstacle to steady vision, while I was compelled to observe in

the moonlight, and while from the construction of the tripod
stand, I was generally obliged to omit objects at an
much over 60°. Considering the distinctness with which
objects of 11 to 11-2 magnitude .were seen under these circum-
stances, I think wo shall he justified in stating that the limit,
for an ordinary eve and the aperture employed (3-25 in.), at

I on Etna cannot be far from the 11*5 d .

the Bedford catalogue, or the 102 magnitude of Struve's scale.

I have employed the scale of fchi
. partly be-

cause Mr. Webb, in his very excellent little manual, makes the
remark that to an ordinary eye and telescope, the 11th magni-
tude (of this catalogue) is the limit of vision to 3'7 in. aperture
(in England), and because in the absence of more exact data,
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we may be interested in observing what this will give as the

relative transparency of the respective atmospheres. For this

purpose, let the absolute light of the 11th magnitude star be
unity and as that of the 10th is approximately 21 times, and
that of the 12th £ of this; that of the 11 '2 (the smallest cer-

tainly seen), is represented by the number whose logarithm is

(l-^^W-83 and (^Y:83-'64. This would appear to

show that stars of about f the brightness of those visible in

England under like telescopic power can be seen on Etna at

the altitude of Casa del Bosco.

We may obtain means for comparing the transparency of

the atmosphere at any station on successive evenings, or at any
number of different stations, by observing with the naked eye,

two stars, one high and one low in altitude, which appear to

have the same brightness at a given time: for the light of the

lower one must have been diminished by a calculaldv greater

amount than that of the upper, and this difference will furnish

a measure of the absorptive power of the atmosphere.

Thus let a be the coefficient of transmission of our atmos-

phere, so that a star in the zenith whose absolute light is L,

appears with a light La, to an eye viewing it through the inter-

vening vertical column of atmosphere (=1). A star L, at the

zenith distance z, whose light is more absorbed by the longer

column of air (=sec 2,) will appear of the brightness I^a860 2l

that of a lower star L„ of the brightness L
2a

sec 2a and if these

two appear equally bright, L^ 2l=L
a
asec z

\ whence

log a = L°g L-- L°g L*
.

(We neglect the effects of refraction and of selective absorp-
tion). We need the relative lights only, and these we obtain
by assuming as before that the light of each magnitude is 2|
times that of the next below, an assumption which is suffi-

ciently close to fact for our present purpose.
The following stars were thus compared. The times of com-

parison were taken from a common watch, and from these the
zenith distances are found by subsequent computation, the
magnitude being here taken from Ifeiss and A Icelander re-

duced to Peirce's scale.

If any conclusion may be drawn from so very limited a
number of comparisons, we may infer then, that at this station
about nine-tenths of the light of a zenith star reaches us. and,
that only one-tenth is absorbed by our atmosphere, but it is

probably that this absorption is in reality somewhat greater.
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Station, Catania.

Matched Date. < Ma, LogL. sec
;'

Log 1,

LogLa.
log a. "

s'Vrs. Maj.

6 Cassiop.

y Cephei
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I
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;Sri

v,.n.

,
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,

''ii.-»'»'m.'t'. :, :u 3-0? =JS 2 94 -019 -0-065 0-86

^srLin.
Jan. 10th, 1879
« h 53m M. T. ;

:

; ;; 3J5 :SJ + 2-74 -0H8 0-029 0-94

fists* ' Vuo'» M.T."
*

l\ K ;;::;
tO-04. oooc 1-00

Jan. 13th. 1879
7>> 28"> M. T. llll IT

-1-23
-1-16 4 1-76 -0,7

Ifeua

':

Ti, ions as to the clearness of the
o think that it is uniformly cl<

iformly good at such ;i mounta

>. general oon<

j.lii'iv must, not load

that the definition is

tion, or that we have
tunity as well there as below. Thus I

these frequently recurring :

".Tan'v 1st, '79.—Definition very ordin

k5^° Mo-.
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Eeviewing my experience, I should say that the gain on
Etna over a lower station, as tried by the tests of a double-star

observer, was more in clearness of the atmosphere than in that

freedom from tremor which accompanies good definition. The
latter was indeed upon the whole better than below, but not

conspicuously so.

I had occasion in August, 1878, to notice the remarkable
extent and brightness of the milky way, as seen from the Colo-

rado plains, and still more from Pike's Peak. The appearance
of a nebula is perhaps indeed the best test to an experienced
eye, of the quality of transparency in any atmosphere, and I

was desirous of making a sketch of the nebula of Orion, as a

useful measure of this transparency at my station. It was
not easy to do this, however, as in most of the few clear

hours which presented themselves, I was troubled by moon-
light. The whole time I was thus able to give the sketch

was hardly equal to more than two or perhaps three consec-

utive hours, although something was done at it on every
opportunity, when other work permitted. With undivided
attention I believe nutnv more details might have been
gathered*

At the present time, the study of the sun is of increasing

importance, and the obstacles to elear telescopic vision in out-

lower atmosphere are found to be of more consequence, rel-

part from the greater disturbance of the air by the direct solar

heat during the day, than in the night, 'when it is with-

drawn
; but this is not the only cause. In observations of

precision, we generally seek before everything an optically

tranquil atmosphere, and it is a fact, familiar to every observer.

that the best nights for all accu
are very commonly not the clearest, and

imperfect transparency ; the latter being i

loss, but bringing an over-compensation

il»o well.knmvn instance of the disc< wen

Now in solar work we have to" distinguish two da-
phenomena,—(1) those of the photosphere'; seen directly
telescope or recorded by photography : and (2) those pursi
the spectroscope, chietfv upon the chromosphere. For t

class, in general the condition of successful observation
optical tranquillity of atmosphere rather than transp;

viw^
6 drawings ™de are

.

not reproduced here, but t!
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For all eye-studies of the photosphere, transparency is of

so little value, that I have uniformly' found direct telescopic

study at Allegheny to be most successfully pursued on ha/y
days; the very finest definition I have ever obtained of the

minute features of the photosphere and spots, being at times
when the sun could be viewed with little danger to the naked
eye, while even in solar photography it is found best to take
advantage of the optical tranquillity of the atmosphere, just

after the rising of the sun, in spite of the great loss of light

from atmospheric absorption at that low altitude.

For the second class of observations, in which we may include,
together with spectroscopic studies, many of those upon the
sun's mdiant heat, the conditions of success are notably dill'er-

rtly

1

those.

ing elose to

image.

from Professor Resph
3 of atmospheric. definition, as tried by the

the Observatory of the Capitol (Rome), and
V
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observed in using the same test on Pike's Peak, or from the sum-
mit of the Pyramid of Gizeh. The transparency of the air is

nevertheless such as is very rarely sirii in the Eastern United
States; but all this while, the definition continues very had—
almost as bad as I ever saw it anywhere.
December 29th, 1878. Morning warm and calm with light

cirrus clouds. Kxainined sun with 2d power (To). Definition

only ordinary, yet caught glimpses of " rice-grain" struct tire, such

as could not have been seen at Allegheny under like definition

(i. e. the extreme transparency which would almost never be found
associated with even ordinary definition at home here told in

December 31st, 1878. The sky of as transparent a blue as I

have seen, and optically tranquil. The so-called "rice-grain"
structure of the solar surface is 1" ' irh the high-
est telescopic power (212), and tins is the best evidence of the pos-

sibilities of vision here, as I have never before seen such defini-

tion upon the sun, anywhere, and least of all under a blue sky.

With the spectroscope, using the small Kuthorl'urd uniting, work
is difficult, owing to the absence of clockwork and the presence of

1 17 1 Kiivhln.fi" is ,:
• nearly as

bright as the "Helium" line, while ft, i*s repeatedly seen bright

January 1st, 1ST!'. No good definition anywhere. Much of

States. *
'

ln.es .hscerned between 1), and I)_, (high sun).

[ remained upon my Ktnean station until the 14th of Janu-
ary, at which time the snow line had descended to some dis-

tance below nie, and the weather became so bad that there was
!! " prospect of adding materially to the results already obtained.
During my brief stay in Europe I had the pleasure of meet-

ing several distinguished continental observers, and learned
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from them as far as I could, their opinions as to the conditions
of observation at their respective positions. I found during a
few days' stay in Egypt, a sky which appeared to give almost
unequalled definition. I carried no instruments with me, but
by the kindness of General Stone, of the Khedive's staff, bad
the loan of a small telescope, which € used on several nights,
from the roof of my hotel in Cairo. Judging by this (if the
nights were fairly typical, as they seemed to be), the winter cli-

mate of Egypt must be almost unequalled for astronomical pur-
poses, the transparency and definition be
and the freedom from tremor such that the discs of the stars I

examined, seemed fixed in the center of interference rings, as
sharp and motionless as engraved lines. The davs were uni-
formly fine, but a slight haziness appeared, I thought, in the
lower atmosphere, due, perhaps, to dust; which was surmounted
by a moderate elevation.

From the top of the Great Pyramid at noon, I particularly
at the sky remained of a deep blue without a trace

of - milkiness," while the eye was carried up almost to the very
disc of the sun. This was equal to anything of the kind I
have seen in the Rocky Mountains, but this was the only time
when I found conditions of the kind as good here as I have seen
them in our own western territory. I found only on this occa-
sion, an absolutely perfect sky for the purposes of the student
of chromosphenc phenomena ; but all the days were good in
my brief stay, and I particularly noticed at other times the
resemblance of the Egyptian atmosphere to that of our Colorado
plains, as shown by the extreme definiteness of the desert hor-
izon, which appears as a hard line, with a sky as blue at the
very verge of vision as that we ordi iaril Y see at the zenith.
The climate of lower Egvpt, like that of our elevated west-

p plains, is exe, ui -i . In tnd I si, ild 1 .v. had myself
little hesitation in stating that for most solar observations at
least, the most promising conditions were found associated with
such a dryness of atmosphere. I ought to state however that
I found the opinion of M. Janssen fan eminently competent
l' 1 ' 1 -*' '" *i<;h matters), to be that the best conditions exist

?'"-'•_ ]i ^

ars'socontlrm'tl'e

tin- men- fad <»f a "high elevation' b\ ".Vnm'.nVi-i.Vmvs
'

Jo-", I

vision, though »th(M igs being equal, tin i noes are better
at a considerable altitude. Thus as I learned from him he
found in 1869, both the definition and transparency at Simla
(altitude 7,000 feet), gen, ralK ors, t! an at Gui toor, near the
sea level, while at the Neilgherrv's. at an altitude of 6 or 7,000
feet, the winter vision was admirable, and this eommonlv was
associated with a heavy fall of dew.
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High elevations have undoubtedly the advantage of dimin-
ishing the atmospheric absorption of the more refrangible rays,

an absorption so important that it probably cuts off from us the
larger portion of the ultra-violet spectrum. M. Cornu, whose
work on this portion is so well known, informed me that he
found himself able to add about 1 cm. (on the scale of his
map) to this ultra-violet end, for each 500 m. of altitude, and
that it was his intention in order to extend his work further,

to make the Furca pass in the Alps his observing station

daring the present year: a testimony of importance to the
gain in this direction to be expected from mountain observ-

It appears from all that has preceded, that the balance of ad-

vantages is most likely to be found in a dry atmosphere, and
certainly at a great elevation. The gain for observations of

precision will be, though positive, not in itself probably such
as to justify (unless for the work of the double-star observer),
the difficulty and expense of such a site; but for the study of
the nebulae and stellar photometry the gain is very essential

indeed, while for almost every problem in solar physics we
may say without reserve that for rapid progress, such observa-
tones have now become not merely desirable but indispensable.
The summit of a very lofty mountain is, however, even apart

from any consideration of "its inaeeessibilitv, not a desirable
station. At an altitude of 10 or 11,000 feet we may still ent-
ail the conditions of health which fit us for labor," but if we
ascend considerably beyond this, we find unfavorable condi-
tions increasing very fast. If I may be allowed to quote from
my own experience of a stay of ten days upon Pike's Peak, at

of between 14 and 15,000 feet, and from what I
learned from others, I should say that at this altitude the atten-

even for the healthiest, tl e eond tio - of '

f. _ to he mi i

as to render continuous hard work scarcely possible. At the
same time, the mountain condenses about itself

clouds, so that, except during a brief period in the autumn,
theopportun ties

,

- •

> plains.

be the

Upon the Vhole7'the
atmospheric tremor does
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orado or New Mexico, every condition which experience points

out as favorable. We shall find in the same territory con-

tiguous stations under not dissimilar circumstances, where

these favorable conditions do not exist ; and, where so much
is dependent upon a judicious choice, the preceding observa-

tions, I hope, may in spite of their incompleteness, furnish use-

ful material for a more exact qualitative comparison, than has

heretofore been practicable.

Art. IV.— On the Antiquity of Certain Subordinate Types of

Fresh-water and Land Mollusca ; by C. A. White, Paleon-

tologist to the U. S. National Museum.

Among existing fresh-water and land Mollusca there are cer-

tain comprehensive genera, which may be divided into a greater

or less number of more or less distinctly definable groups, that

are respectively recognizable by certain common characteris-

tics, less conspicuous than those which separate the larger gen-

era from each other. These minor groups have been treated

as genera, sub-genera, or as still less important sections, by the

various authors who have discussed them, according to the

individual estimate that has been placed upon the relative

value of the characters by which they are recognized. It is

my present purpose, not to discuss the value of these distinc-

tions as means of zoological classification, but to show that a

considerable number, not only of the larger genera of living

North American fresh-water and land Mollusca, but also a

large proportion of the minor or subordinate types which those

genera respectively embrace, had their origin as such, at least

as early as the closing epochs of the Cretaceous, or the imme-
diately following epochs of the Eocene Tertiary Period.

The fossil collections upon which these observations arc

based, and which alone are referred to in the following

remarks, are those which have been obtained by the different

U. S. Government Surveys in the western portion of our na-

tional domain. The strata which have furnished tl

are, in the ascending order, those of the Fox Hills, Laramie,

Wahsatch. Green River and Bridget- groups. The first named
of these groups is unquestionable Cretaceous, and the three

last are as unquestionably Eocene Tertiary. The second I

regard as representing a transitional epoch, but some geologists

assign it to the Cretaceous period because of the presence of

diuosaurian remains in its strata. Others refer it to the Ter-

tiary, because of the characteristics of its floral remains. It is

sufficient for my present purpose to say that the molluscan
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The comprehensive genera that embrace the minor types

which are here more especially discussed or referred to are

Limnoza, Planorbis, Physa, Helix, Pupa, Succinea and Unto.

The minor types that may be mentioned as having representa-

tives among the fossil collections already referred to are espe-

cially noticeable among the pulmonate' Gasteropoda and the

I'nionhhv. The principal examples of the former are indica-

ted by the following list of the names by which the types are

known and which have been applied to them by different au-

thors in either a generic or sub-generic sense. These examples
by no means represent even approximately the full molluscan
fan use of which they form a part, but they are selected for the

special purpose already indicated.

5. Bath i,

6. Gyraulus Agassiz.

Physic. 16. Hdtospira? Albers.*
7. Physa (typical) Draparnaud. Sue

It should be mentioned that these subordinate types were
originally recognized among, and their names applfed wholly
to, living forma The discovery of fossil forms of those types
is a gratifying confirmation of their genuineness (time being
the crucial test of permanency), and proof of the sagacity of
their authors.

Acella is represented by A. Haldemani Whitef from the Lar-
amie strata of Bear River Valley, Wyoming. With the prob-
able exception of an undescribed form in the Green River
strata of Wyoming, no other fossil species of that type is yet
known

; but the Limnoia (Pleurolimncea) tenuicostala of Meek
:i

|;

( i Uaydcn, from the Laramie strata of Montana, is a closely
allied form. Limwm (Lept»U,nnca?)mii,ns(>)da White, from the
Green River strata of \Y • omim:. a] i» ars to possess the char-

' LrphAh,u„>a 'Swainson. ' The earliest known spe-
cies of Limnophysa is L. nitiduhi Meek, which is a— i

with An Pa HahtehmnK just mentioned. Two other species
from the Green River group of Wvomin- are referred to that
type, namely, L. vetusla and L. simih's Meek.

- Ajumal Eteporti U. S. I tool Bm Tm rol h

Sur. west or the 100th Merirl . vol. iv
:

!

3» • :

-
' : ad i ..... D - S " U - a
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Planorhis proper is represented by P. mqualis White, in the

Green River strata of Wyoming. iintJiymplndns has two rep-

resentatives, namely, l\ {ft) "h'anahr,,^ White, and P. (B.)

planoconvexus Meek & Hayden ; both in the Laramie Group.

The former comes from Southern Utah, and the latter from

Montana. Giiranh's appears to have several representatives in

both the Laramie and Green River strata; but 0. miliinris

White, from strata probably of the Laramie period, is the only

one yet published.

A considerable number of species of the Physinae are known in

the Laramie. Wahsatch and Green River groups, and the sub-

l'amily was well established before the first named period. It is

an interesting fact, in confirmation of the latter statement, that a

typical speeiesof P/>//«<. P.Garlrtm,, Meek, has been found in est-

uary st rata at Coalville, Utah, which rest upon marine Cretaceous

strata, and have more than 1,000 feet of similar marine Cretaceous

strata resting upon them. This is the earliest Physo known in

American strata. Phijsn i>lr<<,nnti* White, is a widely distribu-

ted species in the Wahsatch group of Wyoming. Colorado and

Utah, but, true Physa is not common in the Laramie group,

although that genus prevailed both before and after. In the

last named group Pn/innx is somewhat common; B. utavus

White, and B. subelongatus Meek & Ilayden. being published

The Helicince appear to have been almost as diversely differ-

entiated during the Laramie, Wahsatch and Green River

epochs as they are at the present day : no less than five of the

subordinate types embraced in that sub-family having been

more or less satisfactorily recognized anion- the molltisean fau-

nas of those epochs. Aglaia is represented by lhlix p>riph>ri<t

White, in the Green River group of Utah ; and Arianta by S
reparia White in the same group of Southern Wyoming. Ht Ux
Kanai'ntsis White, seems to possess the «i

U;.hih,.

mie -roil]) of Southern Utah. Potnhi is represented hv fleh'j

srpnlfa White, in the coal-bearing strata of Lvaustom Wyo-

.
,

- ^: f - / ...• '.. ,. '..:,
. .

.'•/
- ',

.
.

.'/;;

also bv an und-scribed species in the < liven River

group of Wyoming. Triodopsis is represented by //

tioned.

The Pupince have been recognize! only in the Green River

and Bridger groups; four species only having vet been discov-

ered. The true character of the aperture has been ascertained

only in one of these, and they are therefore assigned to the

types mentioned, with some doubt. Their diverse forms, how-
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ev»r. indicate that a wide differentiation had taken place in the
I'u/n'uce i\X. that early time. Pupa orrnula and P. a/<ir>i/,c>tl«

White, discovered in the Green River strata of Wyoming, are

referred provisionally to Papilla, and an associated species Pupa
inenhtu. White, to Lw.-nrh-jla. Mr. Meek referred his Atpa
L>;<!>/; doubtfully to Ilnln.yiira. It is from the Bridger strata of

Wyoming.
Only one species of the Sur>-inin<v has vet been discovered in

any of the strata here considered, namely, X>icciuca papilh^pirn

of the Green Eiver strata of Wyoming. ' This is plainly refera-

ble to Brachyspira.
The Unionnhv. of the fossil molluscan fauna?, herein dis-

cussed, are found to have become differentiated to a remarka-
ble extent, especially during the Laramie epoch. An exceed-
ingly interesting and suggestive fact in connection with this

differentiation is that the subordinate types are largely indenti-

cal in character with some of those which are now 'living in the

waters of the Mississippi Eiver system, and which are recog-

nized by nialaeologists as distinctively North American types.

Illustrative of this relation of the fossil to the recent forms, the
following parallel lists are presented, those of the left-hand col-

umn being a part of the fossil species now known in the Lara-
mie strata of Wyoming and Utah : and those of the right-hand

j Mississippi Rive
type-congeners.

' <J»,ii'ni<>tus\Y. r. multiplicatus Lea.
!'. !iot„ii',slauH.s W. U. apiculatus Say.
U. Couesi W. u. complanatiis Solander.
U. EnrfHrhi W. JJ. gibbus Barnes.
U. braehyopisfktu W. U. circulus Lea.

Still other examples might be given of close resemblances
between fossil and recent forms of Unio, but these suffice to sug-
gest, in a very forcible manner, that the Unione fauna of the
Mississippi River system is genetically related to that of the

nod. h i s tnie thai m the Laramie fauna there are
• r types of UiUm which are not so closely like any

living tonus as those are which have been cited, and that close
^Higeners of . rtain ivin ypes !m - n , yen

f-ssil forms: but these facts do not necessarily affect

' ' tmiacx oi tin con, lusion t! tt the ivi g lias gen. i db
flescended from the fossil fauna. A like conclusion is also
reached with reference to the pulmonale gasteropods which
ll;m ' already hem discussed; but in view of the n .

• hich have taken place since the close of
even the latest epoch here considered, the sun ival of the types
(,t ih " hranelni'erous Mollusca, and their transference from
lacustrine to flu vatile waters, is a most remarkable c
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Eeviewing the collections which represent the fossil fauna?

herein discussed, so many familiar forms are seen that it is dif-

ficult to realize the fact that a large proportion of them, includ-

ing those especially which have been mentioned by name in

this article, were living contemporaneously with the last of the

Dinosaurs. Yet such is the fact, and the shells of the former

are often found commingled with the bones of the latter. What
were the successive steps in the history of the transmission of

ent we are unfor-

:ertainty, because

of the remarkable paucity of molluscan remains in all the de-

posits of the great interior region later than the Eocene. All

the molluscan remains, which have been found in these later

deposits, belong to familiar living types, although of extinct

That the palustral and land pulmonates might have been, and

perhaps were, preserved under immediate conditions differing

from those which insured. the survival of the Unionidae is evi-

dent; but certain facts point to the conclusion that the peculiar
" North American " types of Uniones which prevailed in the

Laramieepoch were not transmitted through the Loeene, Miocene
and Pliocene epochs as denizens of the fresh-water lakes which

succeeded the brackish water of the Laramie sea. and each

other, in their occupancy of a great part of the interior region

of North America, up to at least near the close of the Pliocene

epoch. The Eocene fresh-water deposits contain a considera-

ble number of species of Unto, it is true, but they are all, so

far as known, of a smooth surface and oval form, and consti-

tute a type which, although common among living Uniones, is

exceedingly rare if not entirely wanting in "the Laramie group.

The conclusion therefore seems necessary that those peculiar

and varied forms of Unio which have been mentioned in the

preceding list, with their faunal molluscan associates, escaped

from the Laramie lacustrine waters before the close of that

epoch, into those fluviatile waters which formed the outlet to

the lacustrine, and which became n part of the Mississippi

drainage system, as the elevation of the continent progressed.*

magnitude of the physical changes which have taken

ithe North American continent since the epochs in

i Mollusca lived, which are discussed in this article,

has already been referred to. These changes were no less than

the gradual desiccation of the* region formerly occupied by

great inland lakes, which for magnitude have now no equals

upon the earth; the elevation of the whole Rocky Mountain
system, and the establishment of the present great interior

river systems. Through all these changes these molloscan

*This subject is discussed at some length in Bull. IT. S. Geol. Bar. Terr., wcl
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types have come down to us in unbroken lines some of which,

to speak figuratively, were of remarkable tenuity. It is true

there has been a dropping out of some of the earlier associated

types and an introduction of new ones as the epochs passed,

but the lines of descent of the numerous types which have
reached us unbroken, seem to be almost parallel, so little have
they changed with the lapse of time. So slightly divergent

are these lines, considered as lines of differentiation, that if

we bound them all by two imaginary straight, lines, we shall

have an evolutional parallax that would carry back the origin

of these types to a period inconceivably remote. We must
therefore conclude that their origin was, at least in some
degree, saltatory ; but the real conditions under which they

originated must probably always remain obscure. I have,

however, elsewhere* suggested, "that the differentiation of the

Unionhke took place under the influence of salt in the water
in which they lived; but it is plain that this explanation

will not apply to the case of the palustral and land mollusca.

Tiikhk has lately been added to the instrumental equipment
of the Winchester Observatory of Yale College, a position

micrometer, of a new design, though the separate ideas embod-
ied in it I have gathered from other observers' experience as

well as my own.f
There are two sources of trouble in the filar micrometer as

ordinarily constructed. The unguent used, if it has enough
body to it to be really serviceable, becomes waxy and stiff in
the cold of winter's nights. As a result, the screw, whether
bearing at its point or at a shoulder, only gradually comes to
a fixed position as it is turned. The spring which is used to
take up the dead motion of the screw varies its pressure from
one-fourth to three-fourths or more of its whole amount as the
micrometer frame is moved from one end of its box to the other
end.

In the micrometer about to be described, both of these diffi-

culties seem to be overcome. The screw bears, without any
unguent, against an agate plane, and the pressure of both the
springs is practically constant in any position of the micrometer
frame, which is liable to occur in actual use. In t ;

s s represents the screw which is 19 cm. long, and 8 mm. in diam-
* Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., vol. iii, p. 623.

a principally indebted to Professors Lyman and Harkness, and the Messrs.
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iter at the part where the thread is cut. The thread is cut for

t length of 14*3 cm. and is evidently meant to be 80 revolu-

ions to the inch. The frame FF which carries the movable

vebs, is cut its whole length as a matrix through which the

works ; and in order that this frame shall have no dead

motion, there is a small matrix, n, about 1 m
which is prevented from rotating as the sc

;

i tin • spring a' presses. This spring having one end
screwed to the frame, and the other end pressing against the

small matrix, tends to push them together, and thus the dead
motion of both is destroyed.

The end of the screw at £is held firmly against an adjustable

agate plane at p, by means of a second spring a which acts

against a collar m. This spring needs to be quite stiff, for in

one position of the micrometer box the weight of the screw and

frame must be supported by it.

An adjustable agate jewel at e7"is the only point upon which

the frame rests upon its box ; and as pointed out by Lord
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Lindsay* this form of mounting the frame is most likely to

secure permanency in the errors of the screw, so that when
once determined they may be assumed to remain constant for

long intervals.

The micrometer frame fff'f may be moved in the grooved
bearings bbb'b' by a screw, which is not shown in the sketch,

opposing the micrometer.
The eye pieces also have a parallel motion by rack and pinion.

The screw head may be read by two pointers d and d\ and the

whole revolutions are registered by a toothed wheel which gears

into the thread cut on the micrometer head and shown at c c.

The milled head, m m, is larger than the disc carrying the

graduations. The bright web illumination is effected in a

manner similar to that adopted by Alvan Clark & Sons. There
is an aperture at i protected by a glass cover and a similar one
at i' which allows the light from a lamp to impinge on the webs
in the frame.

The position circle reads by two verniers to 30" and is pro-

vided with a coarser graduation to single degrees. The work-
manship throughout is in the highest degree creditable to its

makers, Messrs. Fauth & Co. of Washington, D. C.

The following observations on the revolutions of the screw
between 22-50 rev. and 27*50 rev. were made with the micro-

scope comparator I have previously described.

f

l n, XV.

Rer. d. mm.
22-500

22750
J :»:.

+ 0-02 + 0-00031
-0-00157
-0-00031

+ 0-00110

+ 0-00079

24-000
\

-0-00079
-0-02 -0-00031

•500
I

0-00000

+ 0-00031

25-000
\

08 + 0-03 + 000047
;>t -0-08 -000126

+ 0-00173

25-750 5 -002
26-000

I
00 -005

+ 0-01

05
03 -0-02

27-500 5 07 + 0-02 + 0-00031
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Column I gives the readir

Column II, which is the mean
terms of the microscope micrometer scale of the interval 0'250
rev. occurring between the two successive readings of the posi-

tion micrometer. Column III is the deviation of these intervals
from the mean in terms of the microscope micrometer. Column
IV gives these deviations expressed in millimeters.
The small residuals in column IV would apparently indicate

that there are no greater errors to be apprehended from this

form than from the ordinary construction, and it seems to pos-
sess very marked advantages for use in all observations which
are carried throughout the year, and where the micrometer will

be used on the same objects under the diverse conditions <.f

winter and summer. This would seem to be particularly de-
sirable for researches upon the stellar parallaxes.

Art. VI— On Boltzman's Methodfor Determining the Velocity of
an Electric Current; by E. H. Hall.

In the June number of this Journal is mentioned a note
relative to thejelocity of electricity, published by Prof. Boltz-
man in the K'tistrHfh, Ahukmn -he \Yiss< , ,*,!, ,'ifteu in Wien,
Jan. 15th, 1880. In this note Prof. Boltzman points out a

method by which, as he thinks, the absolute velocity of current
electricity may be determined from the results furnished by
the study of a phenomenon lately describe. 1 in tins Journal'*

under the title, "A New Action of the Magnet on Electric

Currents." Quite recently there has appeared in the Kais.

Akad, etc., an account of experiments and calculations made by
Albert v. Ettinghausen, whereby he deduces for the electrical

current sent by "one or two Daniels' cells " through his strip

of gold the velocity 1*2 mm. per second.
Unless I have misunderstood Prof. Boltzman 's note, how-

ever, there is a fatal objection to the fundamental assumption
which he makes. I will give very briefly his method of rea-

soning as I understand it.

We know, as Prof. Boltzman says, that a conductor bearing
a current is acted upon by a force tending to move it in a direc-

tion at ri/nt angles to the direction of the magnetic force acting
upon it. We know, moreover, from the new phenomenon that

there is at the same time a difference of potential set up be-

tween points on opposite sides of the conductor, and that the

electromotive force thus arising is in the same line as the above
force acting upon the conductor.

Consider now any particle of electricity in the conductor.

* March, 1880, p. 200.
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It is acted upon by the newly-discovered transverse force, tends

to move accordingly, and tends to draw the conductor with it

Imagine enough particles of electricity crowded into the con-

ductor, and we have the explanation of the familiar action

between magnets and conductors bearing currents. Knowing,
therefore, the strength of our magnetic field, the strength of

the primary current and the consequent difference of potential

on opposite sides of the conductor, we can calculate exactly

the amount of electricity contained in unit length of the con-

ductor, at any moment while the current is flowing. Knowing,
moreover, the amount of electricity passing through the con-

ductor in unit of time, which quantity is of course what we
call the strength of the current, it is a perfectly simple matter

to determine the velocity of the current.

This question meanwhile presents itself. If the very slight

difference of potential existing between opposite sides of the

conductor is sufficient, when acting upon the electricity con-

tained within the conductor, to cause the strong action which
everyone has observed between magnets and conductors bear-

ing currents, why is there not an enormously greater force

always acting upon the conductor in the direction of the pri-

mary electromotive force and primary current?
To get a more definite view of the matter, suppose we send

through a strip of gold leaf a centimeter wide and of any
length a current of strength -05 (cm-grm-sec), and place the
strip in a magnetic field of strength 4000. A certain differ-

ence of potential would now be observed between points oppo-
site each other on the edges of the strip. This difference of

potential, E', would in the case imagined be perhaps -^^ the
difference of potential, E, for two points a centimeter apart in

the line of the main current. Now, the force acting upon a
unit length of the conductor to move it across the lines of

magnetic force would be 4,000 X '05 =200 dynes.
This force everybodv knows to exist. Let us suppose for

the moment, with Prof. Boltzman, that it is due to the differ-

ence of potential E' acting upon the electricity in the con-
ductor. But now we have the difference of potential E, 3,000
times as great as E', acting upon the same electricity but acting
in the direction of the current
To be consistent, therefore, we must look for a force in this

direction equal to 3,000 X 200 =600,000 dynes, a force equal
to the weight of about 600 grams, acting upon each unit
length of

?

the gold leaf strip. Thus in following out Prof.
Boltzman's assumption to what seems to me its necessary con-
sequences we are led to a manifest absurdity.

•on, and a serious

to Prof. Boltzmanppaivntly.
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The transverse electromotive force in iron is opposite in

direction to that in gold. According to the theory proposed,
therefore, an iron wire bearing a current should move across

the lines of magnetic force in a direction contrary to that

followed by wires of other materials, which it does not do.

In view of these difficulties, it seems hardly possible at

present to accept Prof. Boltzman's method of calculating the

velocity of electricity.

Anyone desiring to see Prof. Boltzman's note will find a

m of the same in the Philosophical Magazine of April,

1880, p. 308. A rather confusing inaccuracy in translation is,

however, to be found about the middle of page 308 in the

sentence, "Hence, if the force above denoted by X itself acts

upon, etc." This should read, "Hence, if the force above
denoted by K acts upon the movable electricity itself in the

gold leaf, etc." The position of the pronoun is here a matter
of considerable importance, as anyone will see who reads Prof.

Boltzman's note with care.

Art. VII.

—

Minerahgical Notices; by Charles Upham Silkp-

ard, Emeritus Professor of Natural History in Amherst
College.

1. A peculiar mineral of the Scapolite family.

The substance here described was sent to me by that zealous
mineralogist, Mr. John G. Miller, of East Templeton, Ottawa
County, Canada. It occurs in the bluish gray saccharine lime-

stone of Galway, Ontario County, Canada. It had been refer-

red with a query to chiastolite, which it certainly resembles in

several respects. It presents itself in distinct and rather large

crystals, thickly disseminated through the gangue, crossing
each other in various directions. Their form is that of a right

square prism, with truncated lateral edges. Their termina-
tions are imperfect, and when well defined even, are still

rough and drusy. They exhibit no combinations with the

prismatic planes. The usual habit of the crystals is distinctly

in the larger indi\ idnais thev are octangu-
lar, having their sides about equally produced. Their length is

many times their thickness; and they are uniformly straight

and sharply defined. The largest have a diameter of an inch.

the smallest are rarely below one-eighth of this size. They
preserve the same diameter throughout their length, with the

exception of a single example, where one of the larger size,

shows a tendency to a regular acumination. The length of

this crystal is 3| inches, its diameter at the larger extremity
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being half an inch, and at the smaller, but one-third. All the
crystals have much evenness of surface and considerable
smoothness, notwithstanding a slight degree of pitting or
indentation, which almost requires a microscope for observa-
tion. They are without striation. The color is black, with
a slight intermixture of gray and blue. In a few instances an
area of cyanite-blue occupies a face of the larger crystals, but
only to a slight depth from the surface. This part of the
crystal is semi-transparent : while for the rest, the entire mineral
is dark ash gray to bluish black, and only translucent on the
edges. The vertical cl ith the primary prism,
are distinct, though effected with difficulty. They take place
parallel with the narrower planes in the quadrangular prisms.
Only traces of a transverse cleavage exist. A marked peculi-

arity of the larger crystals is the lion of thin
films of white calcite, parallel with the eight sides of the prism.
These layers, to the number of two or three, are equi-. list ant,

thus imparting to the fractured ends of the crystals a checkered
aspect, strongly suggesting the structure of chiastolite.* Luster,
resinous to vitreous. Hardness = 7' . . . 7*5. Specific grav-
ity, 2-608.

A very striking peculiarity of the mineral is the extremely
fetid odor occasioned by its fracture ; nor does this cease to be
emitted until the fragments are reduced to an impalpable
powder. The color of the powder is a bluish ash gray. It

cannot be regarded as a hydrated mineral, as its content of
water does not exceed 1*6 p. c. By exposure, however, to full
ignition in a shallow platinum dish for several hours, it loses

46 p. c, this loss proceeding from the presence of organic
matter, graphite, and carbonic acid from the decomposition of
carbonate of lime. The powder still partially retains its gray-
ish tint after long ignition ; and it is only before the blowpipe
that the portion most strongly heated loses its color. The
thinnest part then undergoes fusion, attended by a feeble
ebullition, into a colorless transparent glass.

calcite and

__ .j 51-30
;
the Si from 1345 to 19-62

;

the 6a from 1743 to 216, and the Ti from 435 to 521. In a
BH gle trial, Na 4-35, and £ 1-109, % 0468 were obtained. The
powder is very feebly acted upon by the strong acids.
From the foregoing it would appear that the mineral differs

chemically from normal scapolite, and especially from the

_
* Prof. K. S. Dana has kindly made a section of one of the crystals, and e

• nds -the black col<
ent in the form of minute grains that may b
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vitreous couseranite of Saleix (Pyrenees) analyzed by Pisani

;

though it must be kept in mind that the example analyzed by

him had been so much altered as to have its hardness reduced

to 3. I am therefore led to regard the Galway crystals as the

original, unaltered mineral, from which couseranite and dipyre

have originated through hydration,* in the same manner as

scapolite has given rise to wilsonite,' huntite, algerite and

terenite. Should it prove a new species, I propose to call it

Ontariolite.

2. Cassiterite at Coosa, Ala.

Among the smaller fragments and grains of tantalite from

this interesting locality, I find numerous crystals of cassiterite,

the largest of which do not exceed the size of a pea. Some of

them are well-formed octahedral crystals, showing, however.

narrow faces of the primary prism, between the pyramids.

When heated before the blowpipe on charcoal, along with soda.

metallic tin is plentifully afforded. It is at present unknown
whether this very desirable ore exists in workable quantity.

3. Yttro-tantalite.

A single small crystal supposed to be yttro-tantalite was

detected along with the cassiterite. Its form is that of a right

rhombic prism of about 122°, having its acute terminal angles

replaced by two planes, inclining to one another across the

obtuse lateral edge of the prism at an angle of very near 125°.

Specific gravity =6 -001.

4. Note upon the Paracolumbite.

This ambiguous mineral, whose locality at Taunton, Mass..

was lost sight of for many years, has been re-discovered ; and

still continues to be met with in collections under the above

name. The analysis of Pisani proved that it had no chemical

relation to columbite, but gave a result not altogether satisfac-

tory for ilmenite, (menaccanite) to which he referred it. In

view of its decidedly lower specific gravity than ilmenite, its

fusibility before the blowpipe, and its large content of silicate

of alumina, it remains undecided whether it properly belongs

where Pisani has placed it ; and I would therefore suggest that

until farther information is obtained, the name naraco'lunihite

be changed to para-ilrnenite.

5. Hemihedral forws of Stum-nUt*.

Among the large and perfect crystals of this mineral, found

loose at Morganton, (la., hemihedral forms are not unfre.pient.

both as single and compound crystals. The hemihcdisni

relates to the alternate obtuse terminal angles, which are re-

placed by broad single planes.

Possibly clii t<>li may Iwvo lnvn sim »
] though the origin

must have been att. !,<!• i with a more radii al m. tanmrphism.
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I have detected along with the samarskite of this locality a

few very small crystals of fergusonite closely resembling those
originally described l>y 1 hi i dinger as coming from Greenland,
and nearly identical with those found in the sands from the

gold washings of Eutherford, N. C, named by me as ruther-

fordite, and which I now consider as belonging to the species

fergusonite.

1. Green Pagodite in Georgia.

A very handsome green variety of this mineral is found on
Beaver-dam creek, nine miles west of Washington. It first

attracted the notice of Air. Ufford Jennings, of Charleston, S.

C, as a material likely to be useful in ornamental stone-work.

Its color, especially when polished, is between apple and emer-
ald green. It has considerable translucency. Structure coarsely

schistose, with a splintery fracture. Very tough. It is more

often freckled and blotched with a copper-red rutile; the latter

impurity sometimes imparting after polishing, a resemblance to

blood-stone. Hardness =3. Gr.= 2'86. Before the blow-pipe
in thin fragments, turns white and sutlers slight fusion. Colors
borax, apple-green. Uniformity of composition imperfect, ow-
ing to presence of muscovite and rutile. The trials gave

Si 48- to 52-, £1 226 to 34-, to 2-10, tfa 54 2, £ 4-43, H 3-5,

(Cr and Ti undetermined).

It probably forms a stratum of considerable dimensions in a

VTIL—Onan
Professor 0.
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(2.) The second part consists of what amounts to an almost

theoretically perfect fluid valve, which prevents the air that

has passed out of the fall-tube from

plished by merely bending the fall-

tube as indicated at V. As for

the rest, the pump is contrived so

as to be free from stop-cocks and

By inclining the pump somewhat, the bulb

can be exhausted once for all, as matters can

easily be arranged so that when the atmo-

sphere is allowed to enter the pump, the ex-
'

i of the bulb remains intact.

The action of this pump is very rapid, two
hours or less sufficing to reduce the vacuum

from Wooo to
100 ooo ooo '

^e total caPacitJ of

exhaustion in these experiments was always accom-
plished by mechanical, not by chemical means ; chemical sub-

stances being introduced solely for the purpose of drying the

air. In the total absence of all such substances I have ob-

tained a vacuum as high as oqqaqqqq ' The means of measur-

ing these vacua and other details will be given as soon as a

set of experiments that are being made on the caliber of the

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On Carbonyl Bromide.—Emmerling has met with serious

difficulties in the attempt to prepare carbonyl bromide by the

method proposed some years ago by Lengyn and himself for the

preparation of carbonyl chloride, i. e., by the oxidation of chloro-

' tin- dirhr..m:it»— 20 to 25 parts

> to 10 bromoform—a somewhat
Moreover in place of removing
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the free bromine produced in the reaction by means of antimony,
it was allowed to condense in the receiver with the bromide, and
a crude product colored by bromine, was obtained, which weighed
only J.') grams, after repeating the operation fifteen to twenty
times. Subsequently by distilling this through a tube containing
antimony, a colorless hea\ y li<|tiid was collect ed, having the same
penetrating suffocating odor that carboiiyl chloride has. and
whose vapor caused a" remarkable swelling hj. of the vulcanized
rubber connections. On t'ractioiiing, the thermometer rose from
12° to 30°; proving that the product was not pure. On analysis,

it was found to contain carbonyl chloride.

—

Ber. 7ierl.Chetn.Gres.,

xiii, 873, May, 1880. g. f. b.

2. On the Hydrate of Barium dioxide.—Schone has made

iorn.nl:, llao'ill <>) . originally given for this substance, has been
doubted b v liertheiot, who assigns to it the composition BaO,
(H,0)

10
. The first set of analvses. in which he was assisted by
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contain a body C IIO, discovered by Lirapricht in 1870 and called
tetraphenol, a name subsequently ohan-ed h\ |!:i, V rr to furfurmi.
The addition of this acid converts it at once into a solid and almost
insoluble powder. Associated with this was a hydrocarbon, prob-
ably a valcrylene. The next higher fraction boiled
and 65°. Distilled from sodim
63° to 63-5°, gave on analysis
.busily si-4Uo 81-7. The formula C

6
H

6
requires 73*17 C and

7-3-j II and a vapor density of 82. This is therefore a homologue
of lurfuran, and the author calls it svlvan, from its origin. Most
reagents only polymerize it giving "resinous and tarry products.

Iizes its methyl group to acetic acid.—Bar.
Berl. Chem. (,'>.<., xiii, s;d. May, 1880. G . F. b.

4. On Cri/«f. //'//::<,/ anhyh-cm* Oxalic acid.—The common
oxalic acid, as is well known, is a crystallized hydrate C

9
H

s 4
.

(1I,<>L. which loses its crystal water on heatino-.' Villiers has
observed that this arid may be obtained in beautiful crvstals con-
taining no water by i:— l\ing it in -mall quantiti, s in warm con-
centrated sulphuric acid, about one part of oxalic acid to twelve
of sulphuric. After some /lavs, a„d even after months sometimes,
octahedrons are deposited, having the composition (IK) They
are bulky and very clear, and are rmht oetahclroW with a
rhombic base, generally modified bv the face,, of the fundamental
prism. On exposure to the air, the crvstals rapidlv absorb water
and lose their transparency, taking up I wo niolemdes of water,
and efflorcM-iim- in a r„,i,„is maim. i. A furrow is formed at first
along each of the edges of the octahedron, and the crystal splits
into eight tetrahedrons, which rapidly fall to powder. In this
octahednc torm oxalic arid has so strong an attraction for water
that on dissolving i, i„ ordinan m,!, „ „ ,d. ,

hydrate are deposited. It sublimes, -ivi,,- 1 , n - prisms quite dif-
ferent m appearance from the crvstals obtained bv soln^on
Whether the acid is di

determine, owing to tl

Ch., II, xxxiii, 415, Ma;
5. On the Continuous IWpa ration of Ethyl A eetate.—Pabst

has devised a continuous process f,,r the preparation of acetic
^I'"''-. ai.alog„u> to that by which ethyl ether is made. A mix-

of 98 p. c.
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the melted salt, aiu 1 fraclannate.

cal y'udd. Methyl acetal e is rta. lily made in

x'";n
:

,
350, April, ] sso.

i high a temperature.

6. On the Alkaloids of • Jidln
Duboi«/«.-Lai>kx i$ri!.;'l

or pupil-dilal in- Is. lie finds'

\ln,u«,

The t alka
( '. II

,J
X0

3
. It is e

light 1 powder, :m<l gives a gold salt fusing at

oscyamine': 1
contains also two \

and light, tb-rlatte

daturini' t'us

dilute 'Ir;,,,,';

1

;

1

-;;;, •

;

;,'";,,!'"'
i

1

','"!
1

:

with //',u^r.j.m tits eontains '

7. On the Synthe
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8. On
Teixtz
together, yellow crystals arc deposit!

>unds '
"

byre .

edledike prisms, permanent in the air, and having the

impounds of the gold chloride and mva, which are easily sepa-

.

.sition AuCl
4
H(CH

4
N

2
()).H„(). II

A..('lJl(CII
4
N

20) a
. It crystallizes in fine yellow needles, is per-

manent in the air, and fuses at about loo'. Very soluble in water

and also in alcohol and ether.— LUhhj'* Annul, n, ccii, 264, April,

9. Relation between the Velocity of Light and the Density of
Rutin s. -Ilerr H. A. Lore^tz refers to the fact that Max-

well's theory of light has been examined chiefly in relation to the

questions of velocity and of reflection and retraction, and proposes

to himself to examine the relation between the index of refraction

n and the density d of a body, under the supposition that Max-

well's theory is true. He starts with the hypothesis that an ether

exists Let ween the molecules of a body, and that in the immediate
neighborhood of the molecule the state of this ether does not

differ from that which it possesses in a vacuum. lie also sup-

poses that in each molecule of an isotropic body an electromotive
force awakens an electrical moment proportional to itself and

i hold. Under the supposition that all the molecules are no
bone can obtain formulas tor the index of refraction of !

«+2K' «+2)tf,
result from the conditions of the mixture, the relation

iight.
J'

Of carbon change le;

of light diminishes.

the observed from t
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and fluid bodies must be ascribed to the san
conformity with the fact that in flint gh

iller

lengths are employed, ana m-
when small wave lengths are used. The author discusses

the departures from his theory and intimates that they are due to

certain electrical conditions among the molecules and atoms of

compounds.—Annalen der Physik unci Chemie, No. 4, 1880, p.

641. j. t.

10. Aurora Borealis.—In a recent paper read before the Royal
Society, Mr. Warren de la Rue and Mr. Hugo W. Mullkr
stated their conviction that at the height of 37*67 miles above
the sea level, the atmosphere would have a pressure of 0*379

millim., and the display of the aurora would be of maximum
brilliancy and would be visible at a distance of 585 miles. The
greatest exhaustion they have been able to produce 0*000055

i"'—
, corresponds to a height of 81*47 miles and 11,000 cells

millim., and they do not believe that an electric discharge would
occur "with any potential conceivable at such a height." The
discharge in air at a pressure of 62" has a carmine tint, and
corresponds to an altitude of 12*4 miles and would be visible at a

distance of 356 miles. At pressure of l*5 ,mn corresponding to a
distance of 30*86 miles, the discharge becomes salmon colored and
has lost the carmine tint. At a pressure of 0*8mm corresponding
to 33*96 miles, the discharge becomes of a paler salmon color,

and merges into a pale milky whit.-. The authors think it con-
ceivable that the aurora "may occur at times at an altitude of a
few thousand feet."—Nature, May 13, 1880, p. 33. j. t.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Report on the Geology of the High Plateaus of Utah, with
Atlas; by C. E. Dutton, Captain of Ordnance, V. S. A, IT. S.

Geogr. and Geol. Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, J. W.
Powell in charge : Department of the Interior. 307 pp., 4to, with

and discussing the uvoloo-

:gh Plateaus, as the lit-j

«rn halt of Hah. emu
Ti,.- m



and the Mavk.'munt, "
:i true plateau," ahout 1 l.ooo feet in hei-lit.

Between the Sevier and (irass Valleys there are two plateaus, the

The wonderful
to the south and s<

ble," and the fores
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and woodland nymphs. On either side the sylvan walls look
impend ruble, and for the most part so thiek'b
strewn with fallen trees, that any attempt to enter is as serious

•*— —i forcing an abattis. The "

^osetogef
ivould be almost impossible. Their slender trunks,

iug an ahuftis. The tall spruces (Abies svh,dr ;„,i\

tand so close together, that even if the d« "
if the dead-wood were not there

straight as lances, reach upward a hundred ieet, endino- in barbed
points, and the contours of the foliage are as symmetrical ami uni-
form as if every tree hud been clipped f.:>r a lordly garden. They
•
'if ton prim and monotonous for a high type of beauty ; but not
so the Kngelmaim spruces and great mountain firs (A. Eh<j<1-
i/tfooii, A. grandis), which are "delight full v varied, graceful in
form, :md rich in foliage. Rarely are these'>pecies found in such
luxuriance and s,» variable in habit. In places where they are
much exposed to the keen blasts of this altitude they do not grow
1!i

;<; tall, majestic spire", but cower into the form nf'laro-e biishes,
with their branchlets thatched tightly together like a great hay-

as the author remarks, is ex-

southern boundui
Plateau country,
Uinkaret, Kanab,

i-making
5
the distribi

bee Powell's Report on the Uinta Mountains ; also this Journalma Dana's Manual of Geology, edition of 1880, page 792.
Am. Jodr. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XX, No. 115.—July, 1880.
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ary of the Markagunt uplift (the southwestern), making at one
place a displacement of 5,000 feet, and at the southwest base
of the Markagunt elevation, bringing up the Carboniferous to a
level with the Tertiary, a displacement of 12,000 to 13,000 feet.

It reaches north to the west side of the Tushar plateau and by
the east side of the Pavant. Other fruits have less extent, but

there is great similarity among them in character and direction.

The amount of throw is, in general, from a few hundred feet to

3,000 feet. The time when these displacements took place is not
indicated by the displaced beds, for no beds occur later than
Eocene. Captain Dutton refers the principal displacement to the

middle Pliocene, and suggests, on the ground of facts connected
with the erosion of the region, that some may have been formed
even as late as subsequent to the Glacial period. These displace-

ments are wholly distinct from those which occurred at the

mountain-making epoch after the Laramie period, upturning the

Cretaceous and inferior beds, being a result of subsequent move-
ments. After that epoch a large part ot the Kocky .Mountains
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Eocene. The greater part of the denudation is assigned to the

Miocene, because the conditions appear to have been more favor-

able to a rapid rate of destruction in that age than subsequently.
The climate appears to have been humid, while the elevation was
at the same time gradually increasing, botli conditions being
favorable to a rapid disintegration and removal of the rocks. The
Pliocene witnessed the gradual development of an arid climate

similar to that now prevailing there. To this age belong the

canons and the great cliffs, which could not have been produced
in an ordinary or humid climate, nor at low altitudes. That this

topography, preserved in a few "localities from the -.eneral wreck
of the land, and which show the same general fades of cliffs and
canons as those of more recent formation. And as the more
recent sculpture owes 'n- peculiarities in great part to the aridity,

SO, we conclude, must these more ancient remnants. The Kaip'a-

>etaceous stretch far out
ausewav, the Kaiparowits
angle of the district of the

vince and almost joins the

bly as far south as the river itself, and possibly farther, hut has
all been swept away as far north as the southern end of the dis-

trict of High Plateaus. From the region east of the Hi^h Pla-
teaus also very large areas of it have been removed. The Upper

have been wholly remo ved ane
ous. A few remnants of the

into the desert, and on<J long n

Plateau, extends from the sout
High Plateaus far into
great (setaceous mesas of Xo
from them only by the

ou.lv e,

great importance and h
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Trias has also been greatly denuded, and the Lower Trias nearly

as much so. The erosion of the Carboniferous has been small,

being confined chiefly to the cutting of canons—most notably the

Grand and Marble Canons, which are sunk wholly in that s

and in several places have been cut through the en
'

In the discussions with regard to the nature of volcanic action

and the- origin oi' mountain disturbances, Captain Dutton rejects

the idea of the earth's interior liquidity, and holds that the theory

of the earth's contraction, as a cause of movement, is inadequate

to account for the facts. At the same time he acknowledges that,

in his view, the source of the heat of volcanic action, and that o*

the force producing the greater changes of level in the earth's sur-

face, are yet without satisfactory explanation. In connection

with his remarks on the erosion in the Plateau region, he queries

whether the removal of 6,000 to 10,000 feet of rock material over

so large an area would not "have disturbed the earth's equili-

brium of figure, and the earth, behaving as a (puisi-plastic body,

further says that, to account for the uplifts as well, we must
alnio-1 necessarily refer to the operations of "that mysterious pin-



nia by the Ohio River, that they occu

sovering the surface like flocks of she(

lere there is nothing in the lopograpli

msport by icebergs, is stated to be evk

•

<><>

bution of collections of fossils, this Kepori contains descriptions

't'l.n'c s|.«ci < '.'.I ! . _. V\ i ,i

'

(')l i'l
' f,'Jl> tlu

tolh.Nvin-nivtromthoVutsihun sandstone
:

' Ilnhq,,„ S,n ,,/, Cnno-

t
>,vhuW<*S tj.nnlrot,!,, I'..' vsphnmfux, / 7 ye/, „,,,/.< .xtriut,!, JUnJ-
InrrphnhiS /.„,/, v,,/,, a 1,« 1 .lyA/N^/* Kit,,,,;. 31 i. W 1 ,i t field (IcsCi'il H'S

also new species from the Trenton, Hudson Uiver -roup, and
l

l^RePTt oTtln //,,,';,/!; ^ZCly \<nlls\\"
i

.Ul". '"AcCOUI-

Were never pulnVhcd. To tie, volume Mr. Amxamh r A-a-M/ has

added the sketch of Florida from IT>h

,

Sur Agassiz's -Methods

•
'.:']:

and the Kevs, compiled from Coa>t Survey -Maps.

5. E.rrhj.V,,,, },, Hrlhnn, ,„„//,;.< ,,1,,-,'h, the T.rtiar,, Per!ml;

sketch of the Tertiary Alammal'ia.

climatal conditions and changes ,lu
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volcanic dust and sand were dropped upon our houses and in our
streets, over our walks and our gardens, having been borne upon
the winds for this great distance.

May 6. Our mail leaves to-day, and I deeply regret that we
have not seen the great tire since the. night of the first and second
inst. A dense cloud has rested upon the mountain by night and
day, so impervious that no light shines through it.

We have, however, learned by people coming from Puna, and
from Kau, via Kilauea, that the' roaring furnace is still in fierce

blasts, and that its locality is probably in the terminal crater,

Mokuawcowett. Some affirm that there are three points of active

eruption upon the mountain, and that lava streams are flowing,

but these reports are not fully reliable.

Optical delusion ami excited imagination often see unreal

visions. During the terrific eruption and the rending earthquakes
of 1868, men and women of entire veracity saw, as they thought,

sea, within three miles of them, and all this in open day, with
nothing to obstruct their view, and yet, on going to the place

where this lava flowed, as they asserted in all honesty, there was
no mark or smell of fire.

Since my former letter, dated June 20, 1S7'.>, Klhtmui has re-

sumed great activity. Rarclv in its recorded history have the

fires beer, more intense or I he 'tilling up more rapid. The number

they can witness its ragings,
tcrum- u ith safety.

7. Glaciation of the Shetlo

well illustrated by a geologic
glacial strhe, byB. N. Peaci
Quarterly Journal of the Geo

rift :—A mineral related to tetrahednt.e, but characterized by its

containing lead and tin. It occurs only massive; the color is

hardness r= :{•;")
; specific gravity z=4-o">. An analysis

yielded :
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u Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb
23 3-34 141 2-87 602 tr. = 100-16

the general formula 4RS, As
2
S

3 , or that of
[rite. It is described by Hj. Sjogren as occur-

ring with galenite and geocronite at the Fain mine in Sweden.
— Geol For. Forlorn,!!. 'Stockholm, v, 82, March, 1880.

Orizite:—Occurs in minute erystals and crystalline grains, hav-
ing the luster and color of rice kernels. Hardness =6 ; specific

gravity =->-2 +5. The composition is The same as that of heu-
hmdit.e with which it is considered by the describer, G. Grattarola,
:is dimorphous. Locality: the tounn:diii( granite of San Piero
in Campo.

—

Atti Soc. Toscana, ii, 7.

JWinlonatrolite :—Occurs in minute colorless crystals, probably
orihorli'onhic. Hardness — ; luster glassy to pearly. An analy-
sis afforded :

SiO g Al 9O a CaO MgO Na20,K2

62-64 14-76 8-54 tr. 100 = 10176

It is regarded as a new zeolite. Described by Grattarola (1. c.)

from the same locality as orizite.

MdlhtrJite ; Lttrkitc :—Two minerals from the Lucky Boy sil-

ver mine, Butterfield Canon, Utah ; described by A. Carnot (<\ H,
lxxxviii, 1-JGS, 1S7»>). M"!lordite occurs crystallized in a gray
clay-like vein stone with (piartz and barite. When fresh it is

colorless hut changes rapidly in the air, effloresces and becomes
opaque. The composition is expressed by the formula MnS0

4+
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The empirical formula obtained isCuJ'.i.

thai.—Ze'ttM'h. A7y.sV.fi v, 277, 1880.

10. AH<,l,,*;«of(h,.
MfUanr Iron /row .

l.y.T. U. Mackintosh, KM. (Cmimmi.-a

.May number (p.

llc-]i..rts of llie N>\\ York State

lie tirsi of these reports, -transn

is the Report of the Lioi.-misi. C

III. Bot

of Light on I



might be expected. This crop in Lower Canada may ripen i

fewer days than in Alabama, but only a precocious 'variety <

dwarf stature and seanly product can there be raised at all i



be grown, therefore, by electric light,—by its aid, energy <

1,—which is an inf
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their development be thereby greatly expedited. Plants

be grown, therefore, by elec' ' '

stored iii. in lo.nl and fuel,-

the cycle of transformation; and if the contemplated electro-

horticnltnre fails to be established, it will be because it cannot he

made to pay.

An interesting portion of Flahault's paper, above mentioned

(pp. 171-177), is occupied with the investigation of the cases in

which chlorophyll is formed in darkness. There are two kinds of

cases. 1. The cotyledons of Fines, though colorless up to the

moment of germination, then turn to bright green even when
light has no access to them. Here the green is certainly due to

the formation of chlorophyll, and to its production without the

intervention of light. This chlorophyll is here formed at the

expense of nutritive matter of the albumen of the seed, taken into

the cotyledons, i. e., is formed from reserve-material. Flahault

finds that the young leaves of Onion and of Crocus, developing

from the bulb, fed by reserve-material, equally may form some

chlorophyll in darkness. Various Ferns, growing almost in dark-

is, thai this chlorophyll remains for l

in darkness, ready to* perform its functions the

L'rmination brings these green cotyledons to the

are the new researches of Pringsheim of Berlin,

d functions of chlorophyll, which have attracted

lie infers that the physiological use of the

to protect the protoplasm from combustion, or to

of zoologists

* Zoology for S
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book from the defects which have in some degree impaired the
usefulness of the first.

Notwithstanding the assistance of Professors Cope and Gill

upon the parts relating to the Batrachians and Fishes, perhaps no
portions of the work stand in greater need of revision than the
accounts of the brains of these groups.
There are inconsistent, incomplete, unintelligible and incorrect

statements, and for convenience I mention the more important
imperfections under these heads.

A. Inconsistent statements.—(1) Page 407, the "nervous cord
of Amphioxus does not enlarge in the (wad to form the brain ;"

page 640, " there is only a very slight enlargement of the anterior
end of the spinal cord."

(2) Page 426," the brain of the Ganoids, including Dipnoans, is

as in the Elasmobranchs ;" page 428, "from the nature of their brain
and heart the Dipnoans are"quite different from all other tidies."

B. Seriously incomplete statements.— (I) The description of
the brain of" Pisces" (p. 411) applies equally well to the Batra-
chians and lamprey eels. (2) Page 407, the ventricle on the dorsal

side of the cephalic end of the spinal cord of Amphioxus is not
mentioned. (3) There is no allusion to the size and complexity <A'

the cerebellum of most sharks, or to the apparent consolidation
of the so-called "hemispheres" into a single median mass. (4)
Strictly speaking, and especially in \ie\y of the published opinion

C. Ullint, /'/;///,/,

branchs (p. 409) of

D. Incorr
" fishes " be i

between the

t;r;
h

,r;:;:
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(4) From the description and figure (pp. 440, 441) of what pi

ports to be a typical Teleostean brain, the iMh.win^ inferences?

inevitable: bonyfisl.es have neither thalami nor olfactory lobe

similar to the true hemispheres of Batraohians. As to the op

nerves, the professed anatomist might see in the appearances p
sented by the side view of the brain in fig. ton, signs of their o

gin from the optic lobes; hut the u student and general reade

would hardly venture upon this interpretation in the absence

upon page 440, " In front arise the very large and conspicuo
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The officers of the Academy and the Con
nemsjiavin-elmr-eonhe celebration, receive

( .lessor Oliver We

Eclipses, with Tab

Vt wren sixty ami seve.rt'



• the south pole. The order

,. t it. :iv fh< north pole of the earth. < ach

little further south, and finally the last passes

for a group that

leduced hy which
tables arc so eon>i ructed that the time of the occurrence of auy
one of the group is found by first deducing approximately that of

the central one, the number of the cycle of the required one, and

thence the exact time of its occurrence. The number of eclipses

of any year, and the time of their occurrence, is the work of but

a few moments.
The student generally learns to compute eclipses altogether

mechanically, without seeing anv connection between his work
and theory," and so loses very soon his interest in any of the

so with this. lie real;/.-- the connection between the tables and
formulae, seem- to apprehend clearly e\ erv >tep he takes, is aston-

ished to find he can so readily trace the shadow path oyer the

surface of the earth, determine anv phase at anv point of it he

U'.m.im,, S.I). (IhnO. \ew York. 1 s>o. ,.[,,!„, Wih-y * S,„im.
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It was noticed several years ago that when white lighl was
mixed by the method of rotating discs with light of an ultra-

marine (artificial) hue, the result was not what one would
naturally have expected, viz: instead of obtaining a lighter or

paler tint of violet-blue the color inclined decidedly toward
violet, passing, when much white was added, into a pale violet

hue. Two attempts have been made to account for this curi-

ous fact: Briicke supposes that the light which we call white
is really to a considerable extent red, and that the mixture of

this reddish white light with the blue causes it to change to

violet. Aubert, on the other hand, following a suggestion of

Helmholtz, reaches the conclusion that violet is really only a
lighter shade of ultramarine-blue. He starts with the "assump-
tion that we obtain our idea of blue mixed with white from
the sky, which, according to him, is of a greenish-blue color. We
then apply, as he thinks, this idea to the case of a blue which
is not greenish, namely, to ultramarine-blue, and are surprised
to find that the result is different.

It will be shown in the present paper that these explanations
are hardly correct, since they fail to account for the changes,
which, according to my experiments, are produced in other
colors by an admixture of white. I prepared a set of brill-

iantly colored circular discs which represented all the principal

colors of the spectrum and also purple ; these discs were then
successively combined in various proportions with a white disc

and the effects of rapid rotation noted, a smaller duplicate
colored disc uncombined with white being used for comparison.
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XX, No. 116.—Aug., 1880.
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Under these circumstances it was found that the addition

white produced the changes indicated in the following table:

es of Maxwell's color-triangle, W being the position

Now, according to the received theory, as we mix

i advance in straight lines from the

gle
'

white with different colors

angles or sides of the tri

however, I find, i

yard W; in point of fact,

alt of the above-mentioned experi-

ments, that we advance in curves

toward W, these curves being similar

to those roughly indicated in the fig-

ure. The only advance in straight

lines is along the line joining violet

with its complement greenish yellow.

The other lines are disposed symmet-
rically about this line as an axis.

These experiments serve to explain
" the singular circumstance that when

complementary colors are produced by the aid of polarized
light, it is difficult or impossible to obtain a red which is

entirely free from a purplish hue, a quantity of white light

being always necessarily mingled with the colored light. In

orange, yellow, ultramarine, and purple

violet light

\ Medio
found that it is not directly proportional to

»f white light added, but increased in a slower

\ present has not been accurately determined.

For the explanation of the above mentioned phenomena,
Briicke's suggestion that white light contains a certain amount
of unneutralized red light is evidently inapplicable, since the

effects are such as would be produced by adding a quantity
not of red but of violet light, and for the present I am not dis-

posed to assume that white light contains an excess of violet

light. The explanation offered by Aubert does not undertake
to account for the changes produced in colors other than ultra-

marine, and even in this case seems to me arbitrary ; neither

have I succeeded in framing any explanation in accordance
with the theory of Young and Helmholtz which seems plausible.

ratio, which ;



J. LeConte—Phenomena of Binocular Visum.

Art. X.— On some Phenomena of Binocular Vision; by
Joseph LeConte.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, April 20, 1880.]

XI.

—

Laws of Ocular Motion*

In March, 1869, I published a paper "on the rotation of the

eyes on their optic axes, in convergence." The results reached
in that paper were briefly as follows:

1. In optic convergence in the primary visual plane there is

a rotation of both eyes on their optic axes outward, and this

rotation increases with the degree of convergence.
2. In inclining the visual plane downward the rotation for

the same degree of convergence decreases until when the inclin-

ation is 45° below the primary position, the rotation becomes
zero for all degrees of convergence. Below 45° the rotation

becomes inward.
3. In elevating the visual plane the rotation, for strong con-

There can be no doubt that the 1st law is plainly in viola-

tion of the Law of Listing which is supposed to govern all the

movements of the eye : for that law requires that all move-
ments of the eye in the primary plane are effected without any
rotation on the optic axes (torsion). But it seems not impossi-
ble and perhaps not improbable, that the modifications of the
effect of convergence in elevating and depressing the visual

plane may be the result of the operation of that law ; for by
that law oblique position upward or downward and to one side

or the other -

toil. Furthermore, according to

Helmholtz, oblique position upward and to one side produces
rotation (torsion) to the opposite side, and oblique position down-
ward and to one side produces torsion to the same side. If this

be true, then supposing the eyes under the influence of two
laws, viz : a law of torsion by convergence, and a law of tor-

sion by oblique position, in elevating and converging the eyes
the two would cooperate and produce greater torsion, as indeed
we find : and in depressing and converging the eyes, the two
would antagonize and neutralize each other, and thus decrease
the rotation, as we also find. This seems a simple and satisfac-

tory mode of explaining the whole phenomena of torsion in

It was in this spirit and the expectation <>f this res ilt. that i

recently undertook a re-investigation of the whole subject of
the laws of ocular motion. My rust ett'ort was directed to a
thorough mastering of the law of Listing; for the i
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concerning this law had seemed to me inconsistent with each
other. I therefore read n^im direful iv and thoughtfully Helm-
holtz's great work on Physiological Optics, the acknowledged
standard on this subject. I read and re-read several times his
chapter on the laws of ocular motion, and pondered upon his
results. I repeated all his experiments, and made many more
of my own. But so difficult and delusive are experiments of
this kind, so beset on every side with sources of fallacy, that
the more I experimented and pondered, the more I became
bewildered. But now at last the whole subject has become
clear, and all my experiments consistent with each other. I
now see also, that the true cause of my bewilderment was
not so much the delusiveness of the phenomena, but the too
ardent desire to verify the results of others, rather than to
determine the law for myself. I have been driven almost
against my will to the conclusion that there are some strange
and apparently inadvertent mistakes in Helm hoi tz's interpre-
tation of Listing's law, and that this law governs the motions
of the eyes only when they move parallel to each other, but
cannot in any way account for the torsions of the eyes in

I will now detail the experiments upon which these con-
clusions are based.

It is well known that spectral images (accidental images
of Helmholtz) are the most accurate means of determining
the torsions of the eye. They are so because being the result
of changes in the retina lasting sometimes a minute or more

—

being in fact the outward manifestation of images as it were
burned into the retina—they must of necessity follow with the
greatest exactness all the motions of the eye. There is no other
mode of detecting torsions of the eyes, in parallel motion. All
my experiments, therefore, were made with these images.

Experiment 1.—I darken the experimental room by closing
the shutters, but allow the light to enter through a narrow
vertical slit between two shutters. I now gaze steadily with
head erect on the vertical slit for a minute or so. On turn-
ing to the blank white wall I see distinctly a colored verti-

cal spectral image of the slit. I arrange my head if neces-
sary, so that the image is perfectly vertical. If I now turn
my eyes (without moving the head) horizontally right and
left, the image remains vertical ; if I turn my eyes directly
up or down, by elevating or depressing the visual plane the
image still maintains its vertical position. But if I elevate
again the visual plane to the extremest degree, say 40°, and
then move the point of sight horizontally as far as possible,

say 40° to the rigid, the image is no "longer vertical but
inclines very decidedly to the right, thus / . If I move my
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eyes horizontally to the left, the image inclines equally to

the left, thus \ . If, after renewing the spectrum, I now
depress the visual plane 40°, and then cause the point of

sight to travel 40° to the right, the image inclines to the left,

thus \ ; if the point of sight moves to the extreme left, the

image turns to the right, thus / .

In all cases the degree of inclination or torsion of the

image increases with the degree of elevation or depression of

the visual plane and the amount of lateral excursion of the

point of sight, right or left Also the degree and direction

of the torsion of the image will be the same for the same
position of the line of sight, however that position may have
been reached, whether by two motions along rectangular coor-

dinates, as in the preceding experiments, or by oblique motion
from the first or primary position.

Experiment 2.—I next made similar experiments, using a

horizontal instead of a vertical image. Such an image may
be made in the same way, by means of a horizontal slit in

the window. When such an image is thrown on a perpendic-

ular wall with the eyes in the primary position (i. e. with face

perpendicular and the eyes looking horizontally) its position is

of course horizontal. When the eyes move from side to side

horizontally, or up and down vertically, it retains its perfect

horizontality. But if the eyes be turned obliquely upward and
to the right, the image inclines to the left, thus —- ; if upward
and to the left, the torsion is to the right, thus — In depress-

ing the plane of sight, movement of the eyes to the right makes
'

> the right, thus — , while movement to the

e to the left, thus --.

The fact and the direction of the torsion of the images, both
vertical and horizontal, are very easily established by tbe some-
what rough method just described. But if we desire to meas-
ure the amount of torsion of the image, the wall or other exper-
imental plane must be covered with rectangular coordinates
vertical and horizontal. By this means I find that extreme
oblique positions produce an inclination of the vertical image on
the true vertical of the wall of about 15°, but of the horizontal
image on the true horizontals of the wall of only about 5°.

I here is a reason fur this difference, which we explain farther on.
Putting now all these results together, the following diagram

(.Fig. I) shows the direction and the degree of inclination of
>

!'"- image for all positions of the point of sight—the center
representing the primarv position, and the corners extreme
oMnpi.' positions of the point of sight.

Helmholtz's results are exactly the same as mv own, except
that he makes the inclination of' the verii- .

akes it i
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zontal image much less than that of the vertical image. He
embodies his results, therefore, in a diagram like the above,

except that the curves of the vertical and the horizontal lines

are exactly equal each to each in every part of the diagram,

while in mine the vertical curves are much greater.

The following diagram plainly shows that the apparent tor-

sion of the vertical and horizontal image- are in opposite direc-

!. tions. If the inclination

torsion of the images
w a corresponding tor-

i of the eve, the evidence

therefore, he a fallacy soi

where. They both can

be right; for when <

indicates torsion of the <

to the right, the other in

ght angles

they ought
to be, if they were both true representatives of ocular torsion.

This is best shown by using an image in the form of a rect-

Experiment 8.—If such an image, made by gazing on a cross

slit in the window, be used in the experiments already described.

then on turning the eyes obliquely upward and to the right,

the cross by the turning of the two parts in opposite directions

is distorted, thus -/-', so that the angles are not all right angles.

but 70° and 110°. On turning the eyes upward and to the left,

the cross becomes thus -V, downward and to the right, thus -\-,

i of the diagram, and in the crosses in the

>s thus -y.

-/-. Thto the left, thus J\~. The same mode of crossing is observed
in the lines of the diagram, and in the crosses in the corners.

It is perfectly evident that this distortion is produced by
projection of the image on a plane inclined to the line of sight.

Helmholtz also attributes this distortion to projection, but he

gives no experimental method of eliminating this source of

fallacy. If he had done so he would have escaped what I con-

ceive to be the error into which he has inadvertently fallen.

The method which I use to eliminate this source of fal-

lacy is the obvious one of projecting the image on a plan? in

every case perpendicular to the line of sight*

* With one eye " line of sight" is the proper term—but with two eyes "median
But except in very near objects the difference is so small that I

shall neglect it.
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Experiment -i.—For this purpose I prepare a plane a yard
square, and cover it with vertical and horizontal lines. In
the center I place an upright rod and make it accurately per-
pendicular to the plane. I place the plane inclined from the
perpendicular 30°-40°, and so set that with the face looking

to the experimental window the plane is 30° or 40°

above and to the right ; and when I turn my eyes obliquely
upward and to the right, I look directly on the end of the
rod, so that it, is projected as a spot on the plane. I thus
know that the line of sight is perpendicular to the plane.

Having arranged the plane and my own position to my sat-

isfaction, I gaze on a cross slit in the window until the impres-
sion is as it were branded upon the retina, and then turning
the eyes obliquely upward and to the right, I throw the

of the plai
' -. parts

of the
eyes in the same direction. I then make a similar experi-
ment on the left side: the cross turns to the left thus \-.
I now arrange the plane below the head and to the right,

but perpendicular to the line of sight when the eyes are
tamed in that, direction. When the image is thrown upon
the plane, by turning the eves obliquelv downward and to
the right, the cross rotates thus -V, or when placed on the
left, thus ^. In every case the rectangular symmetry of the
cross is perfectly preserved, a sure sign that there is no error
by projection.

Experiment 5.—Determined to neglect no means of testing
the correctness of these results, I next made experiments in the
open air, using the sky as the plane upon which to cast the
image. This spatial concave is of course everywhere perpen-
dicular to the line of sight, and therefore eliminates every
source of error from projection. Standing with head erect, I

gaze on a perpendicular flag-staff until a strong impression is

made on the retina. If now holding the head steady, I cast
the nn;ige <>n the skv obliquely upward and to the right, the

Aines decidedly to the right; if thrown similarly to
the left, it inclines to the left With the head in this position,
of course the ground prevents making the same experiments
with the visual plane depressed. I therefore varied the condi-
tions a little. Sitting on the ground in front of the college
ouddiiej, with the morning sun shi n in ir obliquely on its face, the
perpendicular li/nt ,,,;<„, d pi a^-rs -learning in the sunshine,

-|v with the shadows which border their north-
ern margin. Gazing steadily on the building, I easily get a
strong spectral image of the whole building, with its

marked vertical and horizontal lines. Now throwing myself
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flat on my back, I see the image perfectly erect, in the zenith.

Turning now the eyes upward (toward the brows) and to the

right and left ; and then downward (toward the feet), and to

the right and left, the whole image of the building rotates with-

out distortion, precisely as indicated in my previous experi-

I am perfectly confident then that I am justified in formu-

lating the torsions of the eyes when moving together with their

optic axes parallel, thus

:

1. When the visual plane is elevated and the eyes move to

the righ t, they rotate on their optic axes to the rigid; when
they move to the left, they rotate to the left.

2. When the visual plane is depre.ss.ed, then motion to the

right is accompanied by rotation to the left, and motion to the

left by rotation to the right.

3. The degree of rotation increases with the amount of eleva-

tion or depression of the visual plane, and of the lateral excur-

'

sion of the point of sight.

Now, the above laws (1 and 2) concerning the direction of

torsion, are precisely the reverse of those given by Helmholtz,
and therefore of what I expected to find when' I commenced
tliis Investigation. I quote from his work on Physiological

Optics, French edition, 1867.* This edition was revised, cor-

rected and added to by Helmholtz himself, ami by his own
statement is not only later but more authoritative than the

German.

"When the plane of regard is directed upward, lateral displace-

ment to the right makes the eye turn to the A/7, and displacement

to the left makes it turn to the right.

"When the plane of regard is depressed, lateral displacements

to the right are accompanied with torsion to the right, and vice

" In other words, when the vertical and lateral angles are both

of the same sign, the torsion is negative ; when they are of con-

trary signs the torsion is positive."

The very reverse of every one of these propositions is demon-
strably true.

I next set myself to find out how the mistake arose. I find

covered with rectangular coordinates vert ical and horizontal!.

we obtain a rotation in direction contrary to that which we

have just seen (in the ease of the ln,rir.nntaJ image). In fact, if

one looks upward and to the right, the image dues not turn to tin-

left, but to the right in relation to the vertical lines <f the wall. But

one cannot conclude from this that there is a rotation of the eye

* Optique Physiologique, p. 602 and 603.
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to the rigid, for in this case the vertical lines of the wall do not coin-

cide with a projection, on the wall, of a perpendicidar to the plane

of regard. The latter would, on the contrary, appear turned in the

same direction as the image, and at an angle much greater than that

of the image."*

In other words, (since the plane perpendicular to the line of

lelmholtz the horizontal lines on the wall are true terms of

comparison for determining the rotation of spectral images,

because they coincide with the horizontals on the plane perpen-
dicular to the line of sight ; but the vertical lines on the wall

are not true terms of comparison, because they do not coincide
with the verticals in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight.

Now, the very reverse is true. It is the verticals on the wall

which coincide with the verticals in the plane perpendicular
to the line of sight or perpendiculars to the plane of regard, and
the horizontals on the wall which do not coincide with the hor-

izontals on that plane. Therefore, it is the verticals on the

wall which are the true terms of comparison, by which to deter-

mine the direction of torsion of the eye, and horizontals which
give deceptive results by projection.

As this is a fundamental point, I must pause to make it

clear. Suppose, then, one stands in a room before a wall cov-
ered with rectangular coordinates, vertical and horizontal. Sup-
pose, farther, such an one surrounded by a spherical wire-cage,

constructed of rectangular spherical coordinates, or meridians
and parallels, with pole above the head, and eye in the center.

Evidently the surface of this spherical concave is everywhere
perpendicular to the line of Bight, and therefore like the sky, is

a proper surface for testing the true direction of rotation of
images in every position of the eye. Evidently, also, the
meridians and parallels, everywhere at right angles to each
other, are the true coordinates with which to compare the spec-
tral images, in order to determine the direction and degree of
their rotation. Now the simple question is: how do these
meridians and parallels project themselves on the wall, to an
observer at the center? How would their shadows be east l»v

a light at the center? Evidently the meridians would be cast
as straight vertical lines, and therefore coincident with the ver-
ticals on the wall. But the parallels would be projected not as
straight horizontal lines, and therefore not coincident with the
horizontals on the wall, but as hyperbolic enms i,,rli,nd in the

same way as the horizontal image in Heh„l„,Uzs diagram, hut at
much mater angle. I repeat, then, that the inclination of the
vertical image on the vertical lines of the wall gives the true
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torsion of the eye, but the inclination of the horizontal image

on the horizontal lines of the wall does not give the true tor-

sion of the eye.

re manv other ways of testing the truth of this last

averse statement of Helm-
rtical image, and instead

ung tbe eyes upward and to the right, turn the body

to the right and the /ace upward and cast the image on the

extreme right and upper portion of the wall ; the vertical

image will be projected vertically on the wall, but a hori-

zontal image cast to the same place, in the same way, will

be inclined in the same way as in Helmholtz's diagram, but

at much greater angle. In this case, the eyes are in the primary
position, and therefore there is no rotation at all, the inclina-

tion of the horizontal image is the result of projection alone.

Without any attempt at mathematical accuracy, the dia-

: ire 2, shows the manner in which s

dinates would project on a plane perpendicul;

crosses in the corners show how a rectangula

would be distorted by projection alone. Now by ca

ting, I have found that at a point 40° upward or <

3
and 40' to one side right or left, the i

j.
, of the hvperbolic curves with the true 1

V of the wall is about 20°—which makes

_JU*^- of the projected cross 70" and 1 10°. Tl

a^j\^ of such across 15", would give exactly

/| obtained by experiment Ii

cross shows the position of the image when dis

torted by projection only, and the lighter lines the same a

rotated 15° to the right' As the result of this rotation, th

vertical line is inclined 15° to the right, while the horizontal lin

is inclined only 5° to the left, as we found by experiment.

the he
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torsions of the eyes, in every
or the diagram which shows i

lines representing the inclination of llie vertical and horizontal

turned 'in the same direction.
'

lTv <\u\ -l, i .sp ction of this

ligure the law o|"torsion of the cross images and therefore of

But again/' nd ii, i; , v, 11. ' ni . it'

''

statements in regard to

the direction of torsion are, it seems to me, in direct contradic-

tion to his own general formulation of Listing's law, taken from
Listing himself. This general formula is as follows :

" When
thelim oj ,,. r i, I passes from 'he primary position to any other

position, the angle of torsion of the eye in its second position, is the

i fixed axis the first and to the second posi-
'""' Now an axis which satisfies thesetion of the line of regard."*

conditions can be none othei

turned on antique elpiat

upward and to the right, it

>ole.' If now the globe be
:is so that the pole shall look

no longer vertical and hori

not the left, as Helmholtz's
ing of the globe on a fixed
and to the left, will cause

S;:
but has rotated to the right,

ents would indicate. Turn-
that the pole looks upward
>ss to rotate to the left. So

iment, the true hi

Listing's law, properly undei
tinue to call it by that name.
itive statements, I commenced
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tation that the operation of Listing's law, when combined with

that of convergent motion, would completely explain all the

phenomena described in my previous paper. In this expecta-

tion I have been disappointed. On the contrary, the investi-

gation brings out in stronger relief than ever before, the com-

plete contrast between the two laws. We would thus formulate
the contrast

:

1. When the eyes move in the same direction parallel to each
other, in the primary plane, there is no torsion or rotation on
the optic axis ; but when they move in the primary plane in

opposite directions as in convergence, they rotate outward, i. e.,

toward the temples, thus i^"~~\ 0? "^

2. When the plane of sight is elevated, and the eyes move
together parallel to each other, then if the lateral motion is to

the right, the rotation is to the right, if to the left, the rota-

tion is to the left ; but when in the same position of the visual

plane, the eyes move in opposite directions, as in convergence,
then as the right eye moves to the left (toward the nose) it

rotates to the right, and as the left eye moves to the right (i. e.,

toward the nose), it rotates to the left. If Listing's law operated
at all in convergence, it would tend to neutralize the contrary
effect of convergence ; but such is not the fact.

_
3. When the visual piano is deprwd, the direction of rota-

tion is the same for parallel motion and convergent motion ; in

both cases the rotation is contrary to the direction of motion.
But there is this great difference between the two ; by the law
of parallel motion, the rotation increases with the angle of depres-

Bi< >n, while by the law of convergent motion, it decreases to zero

at 45°. If Listing's law operated at all in convergence, it would
in this case cooperate and increase the motion, but the reverse
is the fact, the rotation decreases.

4. There can be no doubt that in oblique motion the verti-

cal and hot-: l! - eye l><voine actually inclined
on the true vertical and true horizontal, and that if we observed
the iris of another person we would see it apparently rotated
like a wheel. But although in deference to usage of other
writers and to appearance, I have called this change a rotation

on the optic axis, yet it seems to me it cannot be properly so

called. For all parallel motions of the eves are rotations on
equatorial axes, and therefore on axes in a plan,- perpendicular
to the polar or optic axis, and therefore cannot l>e resolved into

rotations on the latter. In parallel rotation, therefore, the so-

called torsion is only apparent and the result or' position, or in

other words the result of reference to a new spatial meridian.

Turning the eye from side to side in the primary plane pro-

duces no torsion because all the spatial meridians are there

parallel, but turning from side to side in an elevated plane pro-
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duces apparent torsion, because the spatial meridians are there
convergent. But in convergent motion, on the contrary, there
is a real rotation on the polar or optic axis. This is shown by
the fact proven in my previous paper* that one eye, without
changing its position, will rotate through the influence of the
convergent motion of the other eye.

5. It would seem at first sight, that spectral images might be
used also for determining rotations of the eyes in convergence,
but they cannot be used for this purpose at all. This brings
into view another point of contrast, between convergent and
parallel motion. In parallel motion spectral images follow all

the motions of the eyes up and down, or to right and left, and
all their rotations to one side or the other, with the utmost
exactness. In convergent motion, on the contrary, though the

eyes may each move through an angle of 45° or more, the posi-

tion of the spectral image is the same, viz: in front; and
though the eyes in extreme convergence may rotate in opposite
directions each 10°, yet the spectral image retains its vertical

position. The reason of this is that, although there are two
retinal brandings, and therefore two spectral images, the exter-

nal representatives of these brandings, yet the brandings being
on corresponding points of the two retina;, their external rep-

resentatives, the two spectral images, are indissolubly united.

Their separation, either wholly or partially, would be a viola-

tion of the law of corresponding points, a law which is never
violated under any circumstances whatever.

In conclusion, then, it is evident that when the eyes move in

the same direction, parallel to each other, as in ordinary vision

of objects, all their motions are governed by the Law of Listing.
But when, on the contrary, they move in oj^posite directions, as
in strong convergence, then the law of Listing is entirely abro-
gated or overborne, and another law reigns in its place.

In a previous number of this Journalf I published the re-

sults of a chemical investigation of a resinous substance from
San Bernardino, sent to me by Hon. B. B. Redding, which was
said to occur in the form of vein in detached masses, and the
vein to be traceable for three miles. The finders (farmers or
" ranchers " of that vicinity) sent at the same time pieces of
rock as vein-stuff which contained this peculiar resinous sub-
stance in the crevices. Some months later another specimen
was sent to this University from Santa Ana in the same section

* This Journal, II, vol. xlvii, p. 162. f III, vol. iviii, p. 67.



of the country by a resident who stated in his letter that on

throwing a match upon the ground he was surprised to see

these rocks take fire and burn. He therefore sent a piece to

be examined.
The specimens furnished to Mr. Redding were examined by

me and the result published in the above mentioned article.

The substance, which was extremely light, white and porous,

almost chalky, was shown to be mainly a well-marked resin,

leaving but a trace of an ash on combustion. No theory wai

advanced as to its origin, attention simply was called to its

structure:—"On fracture it presents a slightly fibrous struct-

ure. Under the microscope it exhibits a two-fold structure,—

a quantity of very fine, irregular fibers permeating a mass of a

brittle, amorphous, structureless substance." Since that papW
was written I have endeavored to obtain more definite inform

ation as to the origin and occurrence of this peculiar substance.

The region of its occurrence is so remote and so

that it has been impossible for me to investigate the matter

in person, and difficult to find competent persons whose busi-

ness takes them into that region. However, from reports ob-

tained through the agency of Mr. Redding, I feel tolerably con-

fident that the true nature and origin of this substance has

been cleared up.

It seems that there grows and probably has grown for a long

time a species of conifer which exudes large masses of a resin-

ous secretion from abrasions or wounds. These resinous masses

are reported to attain considerable size, and to fall off from their

own weight. However that may be. the detached resin eitherfrom

fallen and decayed trees, or from living trees, becomes scattered

over the surface of the country and mixed with surface soil and

rocks. By a long process of evaporation, action of atmosphere,

and the leeching and bleaching agency of the snow which covers

the ground for a large portion of the year, these resinous masses

lose all vestiges of volatile and soluble matter and at the same
time, a fungus growth permeates and splinters the whole mass

into minute fragments rendered coherent by the fibers of the

fungus. Hence the two-fold structure noted, the fungus growth
as shown in the previous paper, amounting to less than 10 per

cent of the mass.

The perfect change which has taken place in the resin by
these agencies evidence that the resin must have been exposed

for an indefinite period to atmospheric agencies, and have at-

tained a position of equilibrium toward its surrounding condi-

tions. It is therefore apparently entirely a surfacre formation,

which however has in process of time become so mixed in with

surface soil and rocks as in some instances to present the ap-

pearance of being in situ.
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In the November and January numbers of this Journal I

have given some account of the inequalities in the moon's mo-
tion, arising from the oblateness of the earth. I now propose
to give a somewhat detailed account of my investigations into
the general theory of the moon's motion as affected by the sun's

attraction. Although this problem has undoubtedly received
more attention from mathematicians and astronomers, during
the past century, than any other arising from the general grav-
itation of matter, it is nevertheless conceded by those who
have given most attention to the subject, that the best lunar
theories of the present day are essentially defective and erro-

neous
; and that they signally fail to represent the motions of

the moon with a precision at all commensurate with the refine-

ments of calculation.

Early in the year 1876, I called the attention of my friend,
the late Leonard Case, to the unsatisfactory state of the lunar
theory, and he immediately suggested that I should undertake
a thorough and systematic examination of thS physical theory
of the moon's motion, for the purpose of ascertaining whether
the acknowledged defect arose from some oversight committed
in the development of the theory, or was due to the omission
of some of the smaller terms of the series produced by an

correct development. At the same time Mr. Case,
with characteristic generosity, offered to defray all the expenses
arising from the prosecution of these researches.
The opportunity thus presented for a thorough investigation

of the lunar theory was therefore very cheerfully accepted,
although I had some misgivings as to my ability to do justice
to a subject which had successfully baffled the" best efforts of
mathematicians. I had, however, somewhat familiarized my-
self with some of the methods employed by mathematicians in
the treatment of this and similar problems by devoting the
little leisure at my command to this subject during a number
of years. The subject was therefore quite in harmony with
my previous course of reading, and notwithstanding some false
steps have been made in the application of a new method of
analysis, the results at last obtained are both interesting and
satisfactory.

In my investigations thus far I have not, however, attempted
to carry on the approximation to terms of so high an order of
magnitude depending on the eccentricity and inclination of the
orbit, as Delaunay and others have done. I preferred rather to
first satisfy myself that no systematic error among terms of the
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third or fourth orders of magnitude depending on these quan-

tities had by ;my means found its way into the calculation :

because such errors would vitiate the calculations of the terms

of a still higher order. My investigation includes all the

terms of perturbation arising from the fourth, and inferior

powers of the eccentricity ami inclination of the orbits of the

sun and moon, while the investigations of Delaunay include

the sixth power of these quantities. The general agreement of

my work with the results of Delaunay's calculation is, on the

whole, quite satisfactory, but there are a few cases in which the

results are entirely at variance, even in terms of the third and

fourth orders. In this discussion I shall restrict myself to the

comparison of those terms in which the agreement is almost

perfect, and also to those in which they are most widely differ-

I will first give the value of that part of the co-efficient of

the inequality which is known by the name of variation, which

is independent of the eccentricities and inclinations of the

orbits. According to my method of development this coeffi-

cient is composed of the following terms:

2 1 1 L"-841 - 5"-562 - 0"'03O—0"-0O07=2106 ff

'248.

coefficient is

1586 ff-888+424 ,T -4474-80',

'091-|-12"-769-|-l
ff-809+0'-223+0'-021

=2106'*248.

These two results are identically equal to each other. But
a most important distinction between them is the convergency
of the series by which they are determined. The four terms

of my development are more accurate than seven terms of

Delaunay's, since the seventh term of the latter series is thirty

times greater than the fourth term of the former.

If we now compare the coefficients of the term whose argu-

ment is twice the argument of the variation, we shall find, ac-

cording to my development

—

8'-789 -0'u56—0'-0001=8'-733
;

while Delaunay gives

5*-070+2'-612+0*-8134-0'-196+0'-060=8'-75L

of the series, the second term of my development being 5

than the fifth of Delaunay's.

For the equation whose argument is three times argument of

the variation, I find o"-0493-0"'0005=0"O488, while Delau-

nay gives o'-021S+U"-0167=0' /
-0385.
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This coefficient of Delaunay's is about one-fourth part too
small, since he has not carried the approximation to terms of
so high an order as he did for the two former cases. To show,
however, that my coefficient is correct. I would observe that
the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society for

November, 1877, contains a paper" by Prof. J. C. Adams, which
purports to give the coefficients of the equations we have been
comparing, with extreme accuracy. If we reduce his coeffi-

cient of sin 6(nt—?i't) to seconds of arc, we obtain 0"*0490 for

this coefficient, a value almost identical with my own. For the

coefficient of sin 8(nt- n't) I find 0" -00034, while according to

Pro! Adams it is 0"'00031.

According to my development the coefficient of the paral-

lactic inequality is composed of the following terms

:

84"'523+26*-801-+-10"-2804-3"-872=:125''-476,

while Delaunay gives the following series of terms :

The coefficient of this inequality is one of the most trouble*

some to be determined by the theory, and the four terms
above given are all I have yet rigorously computed. If we
estimate the sum of the remaining terms!' by induction from
those alreadv calculated, we should increase the preceding co-

efficient by 2"*10, which would make it equal to 127""-58.

Delaunay's coefficient ought also to be increased for the same
reason, by about 0"'38, which would make it about 128 //

'00.

These coefficients correspond to a solar parallax of 8"'75. Ac-
cording to my calculations the eccentricity and inclination

would diminish this, coefficient bv 2
//

ll ; and if we assume the

mass of the moon to be one-eightieth of the earth's mass the per-

turbations of the earth bv the moon would diminish it by 2"10
more. The theoretical coefficient for the above value of the

parallax would therefore be 123"-37. Were the exact value
of the coefficient of this inequality determined from observa-
tion, we might, by comparing it with the theoretical coefficient,

determine the correction to our assumed solar parallax.

The preceding inequalities are the principal ones in which
the coefficients of different theories arc directlv comparable
with each other. For those inequalities in which the eccen-
tricity and inclination enter as factors, the value of the coeffi-

cient depends, to a certain extent, on the manner in which the

arguments of the different equations are measured. In most of
the lunar theories the anomalies are measured on the plane of
the orbit, while the longitudes are measured on the plane of
the ecliptic;—a needless complication, which I have carefully
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XX, No. 116.—Aug., 1880.
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avoided. However, in order to show the rapid convergency of

the series which determine the principal periodic inequalities

depending on the eccentricity and inclination of the orbit, I

here give the two terms of the coefficient of the evection which

I have computed. The first two terms depending on the lirst

power of the eccentricity are as follows:

4280*-9-
r-122

/r

-0,

while Delaunay gives the following terms :

3l76"-44-104r-54-297"-5+72"-3.

It is evident that the first series converges about ten times

as rapidly as the second.

The preceding comparison is sufficient to show the correct-

ness and value of the method which I have employed in the

problem of the moon's motion ; and I shall now mention a few

cases in which my results arc wholly different from what other

s have found for the same inequalities.

Before doing so, however, I would observe that there are

certain fundamental and axiomatic conditions which ought to

be satisfied by the results arrived at, whatever be the method

of analysis which we may employ. In the present ease the

condition to be satisfied is simply, That all the t rms introduced

into the expressions of the coordinates by the disturbing function

ought to disappear ichcu tic disturbing function is put 'quo 1 b>

nothing. It is, however, a remarkable fact in connection with

the lunar theory, that, among the/our hundred and seoenty-nim

equations of the longitude given by Delaunay, there are fi
r >'-

arising from the sun's attraction, which do not disappear when

the disturbing function is put equal to nothing. From this

circumstance it is easy to conclude that there must be some-

thing seriously wrong in his development, notwithstanding it--

intricacy and refinement. The same remark is also applicable

to the lunar theories of LaPlace, Plana and Pontecoulant.

The most important of these equations are those having the

arguments, 2F - I, and D + V, in Delaunay 's theory : or, twice

turbation amounts to -84"-N, 28" only nf whielidisappeai

when the disturbing function is put equal to nothing. Accon
ing to my analysis, the coefficient of this inequality arisin

from perturbation amounts to only 0" -

18, a quantity less tint

a four hundredth part of Delaunay's coefficient arising from tl

The coefficient of the second equation, mentioned abov
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depends entirely on perturbation, ami has a value of about 17"

according to Delaunay, while I find a coefficient of only O'^OS.

These two equations present the most remarkable differences

which I have found among the equations of short period in the

The inequalities of long period, or those which depend
wholly on the variation of the elements of elliptical motion

are also very easily computed by my method. The values of

the inequalities of this kind are subject to very simple and

precise laws ; so that if we have computed the coefficient of an
arising from a given force and having a given

period, we may deduce the coefficient of any other

arising from a diilerent force and having a different period,

directly from it. For convenience we may divide the inequali-

ties of long period into two classes, according to the nature

of the forces which produce them. We shall therefore desig-

nate the inequalities arising from the variation of the central

force as class (A), and those arising from the tangential force

as class (B). Then /
: m forces of

class (A) are to each other as the products of the forces b\ the

periods of their respective arguments; and second, the inequali-

ties produced by forces of class (B) are to each other as the

products of the forces by the squares of the periods of their

arguments.

either class of forces
'

f r,mi the mequalit

Oth( pie, su T"'<0 tilt

cen tral force / having a period la fou
pre, in the i

obtain the inequa lit\ • prodmjed by a

hav
fine

rag a period a!.

1 the following rel;

If' tl,

wetm
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and node of the lunar orbit, and the difference of longitudes of

perigee of sun and moon, respectively. Plana was the first to

give a correct approximate solution of the problem of the first

of these inequalities, which is produced wholly by the varia-

tions of the central force. By means of a laborious investiga-

tion, occupying about fifty pages of his Theory of the Moon's

Motion, he has obtained a tolerably correct approximation to

the value of the inequality. He obtains + l"-405 for the sum
or the elliptic and perturbed coefficient; but the elliptic co-

efficient is equal to — 0"*932; whence it follows that the coeffi-

cient due to perturbation amounts to about +2""34. 1 obtain.

almost without labor, -f 2"'54 for the value of this coefficient.

The second inequality is produced by both classes of forces,

and the determination of its coefficient is more complicated

than that of the inequality just mentioned. The value of the

force of class (A), which produces the inequality, is about one-

fifth of the former, but it has a period about t/>re> tunes as long.

The inequality produced by this force ought to be about three-

fifths of the former inequality, which would make it equal to

l"-52. But the tangential force is far more effective, since the

inequalities produced are proportional to the squares of the

periods of the arguments. I find, however, by an exact calcu-

lation that the part of the coefficient of this inequality which

of it which arises from tangential force amounts to +107' /-
08;

thus making the coefficient of the inequality equal to 108"'53.

The solutions of Plana, Pontecoulant and Delaunay, all make
the coefficient equal to about //-

4, when quantities of the same
order only are included.

It is remarkable that the inequalities of long period arising

from the two classes of forces which produce them should
follow the same law as the acquired velocity, and space passed

over, by falling bodies at the surface of the earth, the one

being proportional to the time and the other to the square of

the time.

Tf we extend the comparison to the variation of the ele-

ments, we shall find that the method which I have employed
possesses the advantage of more rapid convergency. For
example, I find for the first two terms of the mean motion of

the perigee the following value :

0*00419643 + 0-00395575 = 0-00815218,

while the first three terms of Delaunay's series are

0-00419643 +0-00294279 +0*00099570 =0-00813492.

This comparison shows that two terms of my series are con-

siderably more accurate than three terms of Delaunay's.

The preceding comparisons are sufficient to establish two
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points in regard to the lunar theory. The first is, that the
general methods of computation are undoubtedly correct : and
the second is, that one or more of the methods have been
incorrectly applied to the investigation of particular inequali-
ties. Now, without claiming that there are no mistakes, either
systematic or accidental, in my work on the lunar theory, there
are some reasons for believing" that it is correct in the cases to
which I have called attention. One of these reasons is the
fact that all the inequalities produced by perturbation would
disappear from the formulas by simply putting the disturbing
function equal to nothing; whereas there are a number of

ties which do not disappear from the formulas of
previous investigators by means of the same conditions.

It might seem, however, that such large changes in the val-
ues of the coefficients of some of the equations of the moon's
longitude, as my researches seem to indicate, would have a
tendency to make the theory less accordant with observations
than it is at present, since the present lunar tables represent the
moon's place within tolerably narrow limits. But a little con-
sideration will show that such a conclusion would not neces-
sarily follow. In order to illustrate this point, let us suppose
that we have a perfect system of elements of the moon's orbit
together with a perfect theory of the perturbations. It would

. follow that the moon's place could be perfectly pre-
dicted, and there would be no discordances between theory and
observation. Suppose, now, that we omit a number of small
though important equations from the computation of our ephem-
eris, it would follow that there would be a series of residu-
als between theory and observation. It is evident that these
res luals would be perfectly represented by the omitted equa-
tions

; but if the equations were considered as wholly lost, the
theory would be in the same condition as though 'they had
never been found ; and we might seek to make up for the im-
perfect theory by finding certain corrections to the elements by
means of equations of condition between the variations of the
dements and the observed residuals. In this way we might

!i 'i a ven good agreement between theory and ob-
servations which extend over a limited interval of time,—the
'' iT,

;

rslv
!"

fi,t> theory being partially compensated by the errors
its. lint this close agreement between theory and

observation would soon cease to take place, since the correc-
tions applied to the elements would vitiate the remaining part
of the theory. The imperfect ephemeris, computed by means
of the changed elements and theory, would gradually depart
more and more widely from the observed place of the moon,
but the res; ;

I n0 information in regard to the
nature of the equations to be applied in order to correct them,
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since the calculated places were based on imperfect elements
and an imperfect theory of the perturbations.
Now it seems to me that the actual history of the lunar

theory indicates a passage through just such "conditions and
changes. It is true, however, that it has never possessed the

of perfection assumed above; but through the
efforts of astronomers to improve the accuracy of the elements
and tables, it has been subjected to the same process of cor-
rection. Beginning with Tycho Brahe, in modern times, the
elements and theory of the moon's motion were so imperfect
that the observed discordances forced him to recognize the

which were at the

equation, was the last great step towards the per-
fection of the lunar theory, which preceded the discovery of

.<! cause of the inequalities Since that memorable
- of mathematicians have instructed ob-

utln La Ph,e e, reduced the errors of* the theory t

oul-quu i minute of arc! ' if this :last decree «

r'rh,
|

p.-rr,; .VicImpeZltt^flZ
ed, it must have been
rs of theory bv the en

te e because the theory very soorl began to (

lely from the i

.

ers have b obliged to suspect icon's motio
e ! : one or more equations of very 1ong period,

AJaonl the • mi d.d'le of the present century. new tables <

the best tables of i
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motion, we can hardly avoid the conclusion that they are not
due to the terms of a higher order of magnitude which have
been neglected in the development of the theory. They must
therefore result from some systematic error among terms of

more importance in the lunar theory.

In bringing to a close this account of my researches, I would
; been to discover if possible, by

means of a new method of investigation, any false steps which
may have been committed by previous investigators in the

i development ol the lunar theory. The history
of philosophy affords numerous examples of the advantages of

Is of investigation over independent calcu-

lations by the same method. It often happens that for particu-
lar values of the known quantities of a problem some terms of

the solution become infinite or indeterminate, when certain

general methods of investigation are employed ; whereas
other methods would not be subject to complications from
such a cause. It is therefore evident that the comparison of

the results of different methods would serve to call attention
to the particular terms affected by any such critical conditions,

and by thus oarrowia aable astron-

omers to concentrate their efforts on those particular terms
where further research would seem to be necessary or desira-

ble; and it is believed that the terms to which 1 have called

attention afford the means of a much ueeded improvement in

the lunar theory.

Cleveland, May 25, 1880.

-ears ago I gave (Phil. Mag., I

, p. 548) what appears to be the t

t deserves. I shall now state in a few words
which I refer.

y snow at great . elevations does not melt but
:it, is owing to the fact that the heat received

irown off into stellar space so rapidly by radi-
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ation and reflection that the sun fails to raise the temperature
of the snow to the melting point ; the snow evaporates but it

does not melt. The summits of the Himalayas, for example,
must receive more than ten times the amountof heal
to melt all the snow that falls on them, notwifbsta linu' wind
the snow is not melted. And in spite of the strength of the
sun and the dryness of the air at these altitudes, evaporation is

insufficient to remove the snow. At low elevations, where the
snow-fall is probably greater, and the amount of heat received
even less than at thie summits the snow melts and die

This, I believe, we must attribute to the influence of aqueous
vapor. At high elevations the air is dry and allows the heat
radiated from the snow to pass into space, but at low elevations
a very considerable amount of the heat radiated from the snow
is absorbed by the aqueous vapor which it encounters in pass-
ing through the atmosphere. A considerable portion of the

- -i 1 ed ! ' the vapor is radiated back on the snow,
but the heat thus radiated being of the same quality as that
which the snow itself radiates, is on this account absorbed by
the snow. Little or none of it is reflected like that received
from the sun. The consequence is that the heat thus absorbed
accumulates in the snow till melting takes place. Were the amount
of aqueous vapor possessed by the atmosphere sufficiently
diminished, perpetual snow would cover our globe down to the
sea-shore. It is true that the air is warmer at the lower level
than at the higher level and by contact with the snow must
tend to melt it more at the former than at the latter position.
But we must remember that the air is warmer mainly in conse-
quence of the influence of aqueous vapor, and that were the
quantity of vapor reduced to the amount in question, the dif-

ference of tempera. tare ;tt the two positions would not be great.
But it may be urged as a further objection to the foregoing

conclusion, that as a matter of fact on great mountain-chains,
the snow-line readies to a lower level on the side where the air

is moist than on the opposite side where it is dry and arid. As,
for example, on the southern side of the bimalavas and on the
eastern side of the Andes where the snowdine descends some
2,000 or 3,000 teet below that of the opposite, or dry side. But
this is owing to the fact that it is on the moist side' that by far

the greatest amount of snow is precipitated. The n loi'st winds
of the S. W. monsoon deposit their snow almost
the southern side of the Himalayas, and the S. K. trades.

the snow on the east, side of the Andes. Were the

in every respect the same on both sides of the moun taiu nniLrcs

with the exception only that the air on one side w;is perfectly

tion into stellar space, while on the other side the ai;r was moist
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and full of aqueous vapor, absorbing the heat radiated from the

snow, the snow-line would, in this case, undoubtedly descend
to a lower level on the dry than on the moist side. No doubt
more snow would be evaporated off the dry than off the

moist side, but melting would certainly take place at a greater

elevation on the moist than on the dry side, and this is what
would mainly determine the position of the snow line.

In like manner the dryness of the air will, in a great meas-
ure, account for the present accumulation of snow and ice on
Greenland and on the Antarctic continent. I have shown on
former occasions that those regions are completely covered
with perpetual snow and ice, not because the quantity of snow
falling on them fs great, but because the quantity melted is

small. And the reason why the snow does not melt is not

because the amount of heat received during the year is not

equivalent to the work of melting the ice, but mainly because
of the dryness of the air, the snow is prevented from rising to

the melting point.

There is little doubt but that the cold of the glacial epoch
would produce an analogous effect on temperate regions to that

experienced at present on Arctic and Antarctic regions. The
cold, although it might, to some extent, diminish the snow fall,

would dry the air and prevent the temperature of the snow ris-

ing to the melting point. It would not prevent evaporation

taking place over the ocean by the sun's heat, but the reverse,

but it would prevent the melting of the snow on the land dur-

ing the greater part of the year.

In places like Fuego and South Georgia, where the snow
fall is considerable, perennial snow and ice are produced by
diametrically opposite means, as I have elsewhere shown, viz :

by the sun's heat being cut oil' by clouds and dense fogs. In

the first place the upper surfaces of the clouds act as reflectors,

throwing back the sun's rays into stellar space, and in the second
place, of the heat which the clouds and fogs absorb, more than
one-half is not radiated downward on the snow, but upward
into space. And the comparatively small portion of heat
which manages to reach the ground and be available in melting
the snow is insufficient to clear oil' the winter's accumulation.

The following table gives the longitude of the perihelion ami
he eccentricity of the earth's orbit for a period of \

ears, of which 3,260,000 are before 1850, and 1,260,000 after

850. It is computed by the formula? of LeYerrier, as quoted
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in Mr. Croll's " Climate and Time," and also by those given in

Mr. Stockwell's pamphlet on the " Secular Equations of the

Moon's Mean Motion." The constants of the latter formulae

: for the sun's increased parallax

in the xviiith vol. of the Smithsonian Contributions.

An inspection of the table shows that the motion of the peri-

helion is exceedingly irregular, and occasionally retrograde.

The intervals between the maximum and minimum points

in the curve of eccentricity also varv -really, as a glance a

chart will show. The initial periods, 1800 and 1850, for tne

two sets of formulas, differ so little from each other that the

ordi nates to the curves practically coincide.

One object of the ti the res ilts re ched
by these two sets of formuhe. It is obvious that great changes

in the eccentricity will occur, unless the elements of disturb-

ance reduce more nearly to zero than is probable, or perhaps

possible.

The chart also shows that the time, rather than the value of

the maximum eccentricity varies; but even this variation of

the time, as shown by the two series of values, is not great

when long periods are considered.

Mr. Stockwell's formulae are deemed the more accurate, yet

the two curves exhibit a general conformity throughout their

whole extent. Whether a period of hi-h eecentrickv occurred

about 300,000 years ago, or 700,000, is a small matter :—the

chief point of interest is, that such a period has actually been
found in the past. For about 70,000 years, partly on each

side of 1850, the curves differ but slightly.

It is regretted that it has been necessary to draw the

curves on so small a scale. When drawn large they move on
with a generous sweep, so to speak, and make no sharp turns.

ving been made in the small intervals < »f

>f onerous duties, errors may have been

i and remained undetected ; but it is thought that there

ione of sufficient magnitude to vary the genera! results to

•onsiderable amount
m computations were originally begun at the instance of

ident Orton, of tin Ohm State Idu'versitv and were con-

d, I may be permitted to sav. on the suction of Mr.

s Croll, of the Geological Survey of Scotland.

is scarcely necessary to add that if any one wishes to

•mine the difference between the greatest and least dis-

: of the sun, it is only necessary to multiply the sun's

t distance by twice the eccentricity.

3 State University, June 3, 1880.

mpurai

1 .
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Table continued—Perihelion and Eccentricity.
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Table continued—Perihelion and Eccentricity.

__Year. Btockwell. LeVerrler. Year. Stockwell. LeVerrier.

Before 18S0. Long- Ecc. Long.
|

Ecc. Be7o7e"l85o7 Long. Ecc.
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Art. XV. — On Crystal! >::> >l DaJmrib'. fnan Russell, Si. Law-
rence County, New York : bv Geo. J. Brush and Edward
S. Dana.

Historical Note.—In December last (1879) we received a box
of minerals from Mr. C. D. Nims, the well-known mineral col-

lector of Northern New York, containing several specimens
labelled "unknown." Among these were a few prismatic
white weathered crystals that had been considered to be feld-
spar, to which our attention was specially called by Mr. Nims.
On ;i pyrngnostic examination this substance proved to be an

- horo-sHicate, corresponding in physical characters
with the rare species danlmritc. Mr. Nims at that time gener-
°">ly placed at our disposal all of the small amount of this
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realized, and the material which he has forwarded to us, as the

result of his recent active explorations, is all that could be de-

sired both as to quantity and. quality. We take pleasure in

acknowledging here our indebtedness to him for his prompt-

ness and liberality.

Method of occurrence.—The mineral occurs both crystallized

and massive, imbedded in what Mr. Nims calls a granitic rock:

the points at which it is found extend along the brow of a hill

for a considerable distance, say half a mile. The crystals line

cavities or seams, sometimes of very considerable size, in the

massive mineral or the enclosing rock. The associated miner-

als are a pale green pyroxene, a dark brown tourmaline, and

also some mica, quartz and pyrite. Of these species, the dan-

burite often encloses the crystals of pyroxene and tourmaline

and is itself imbedded in the quartz, which is a point of inter-

est in connection with its time of formation. These cavities

were doubtless all filled originally with calcite, as the facts ob-

served conclusively prove. A few perfectly fresh specimens

were found with the crystals imbedded in pink calcite and Mr.

Nims believes that when the explorations are carried deeper

that larger quantities may be obtained. This is much to be

desired, for the perfectly clear and transparent crystals found

in the calcite are of rare beauty. The specimens here spoken

of were actually obtained from some loose bowlders found on

the surface.

The most of the specimens are now nearly or quite free from

calcite, that mineral evidently having been removed by slow

solution. The crystals are thus left in their original position

projecting into the cavities. This natural removal of the cal-

cite is in some aspects of the case an advantage, and in others

quite the reverse. In no other way could the crystals have

been freed from the calcite so p< I

to themselves ; for the mechanical removal is out of the ques-

tion owing to the brittleness of the mineral, and the removal

by chemical means in the laboratory would not leave the crys-

tals so nearly in their original condition. On the other hand,

the specimens as found are somewhat destitute of freshness of

aspect, the crystals being much and more or

less covered with oxide of iron which cannot be entirely re-

moved. It is to be stated, however, that, while the mineral has

thus lost something of its original beauty, it is, in most cases,

very little if at all altered chemically, even the luster of the

: faces having suffered but little. On some few of

the specimens, on the other hand, the crystals are quite opaque

and have little luster.

General cr)/sfu!/<)<jmpJii<: a << -The dan-
'-.

-
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and in part massive. The crystals vary from those which are

very minute to others which are of considerable size. The largest

isolated crystal has a length of 4 and a width (macrodiagonal) of

2£ inches ; some of the groups are really grand in their propor-

tions. The massive mineral can be obtained in large blocks
;

it shows brilliant luster, is quite unaltered, and almost entirely

free from admixed species. The most striking point in regard
to the crystals is their similarity to crystals of topaz ; so close

is this resemblance that the specimens, if not examined too
critically, might be handled many times without a suspicion
that they did not belong to that species. It will be shown
below that this resemblance extends beyond the mere external
habit, involving a true bomoeomorphic relation. The cleavage
is basal, as in topaz, but not very distinct.

The hardness of the danburite is 7 to 7 '25, and the specific

gravity 2*986 to 3-021. The luster on the polished crystalline

surfaces is very brilliant ; on the fracture and in the massive
mineral it is vitreous to greasy ; in this form it has much the
aspect of common varieties of quartz. The color in the freshest
crystals imbedded in calcite is pale wine-yellow, and in others
from yellowish-white to honey yellow, dark wine-yellow, and
yellowish-brown. The streak is white. The freshest crystals
are perfectly transparent, the massive mineral translucent. The
fracture is uneven to sub-conchoidal.

Description of crystalline form.—The crystals are uniformly
in habit They are commonly attached by one ex-

tremity of the prism so that only the other end is terminated

;

occasional crystals, however, have been observed with termina-
tions alike at both extremities, and hence it is not hemimorphic.
The general range of form in the crystals will be gathered
from the accompanying figures; figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show
some of the more common and simple forms, and figures 5, 6
and 7 are others more highly modified. It will be noticed that
the forms shown in figures' 4 and 5 have the appearance of a
square prism {Ul=9¥ 52'). The variety in habit is. as will
be seen, very considerable, though the most constantly recur-
ring Jorm is that where the fundamental prism / predominatesW 1

) 5
the form represented in figure 7 is rather rare.

The crystals belong to the Orthorhombic System; this is
proved by the optical examination, since the three axes of elas-
ticity correspond in position to the three crystallographic axes.
Ihe measured angles and the general symmetry of the form
also correspond to this system.

Notwithstanding the number of the occurring planes the
crystals are not often favorable for exact measurement. The
planes forming the extremities of the crystals, even of those
taken directly from the surrounding calcite, are, with the oc-
Am. Joob. Sci.—Third Sbriks, Vol. XX, No. 116.-Aug.. 1880.
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casional exception of the domes d and w, uniformly unpolished

and often much rounded. They show, moreover, many par-

tially developed planes which do not admit of determination.

In these latter respects they resemble crystals of other species

found in a similar situation (e. g. pyroxene in calcite). The

determination of the symbols of the various planes was accom-

plished without difficulty with the aid of the zonal relations

le. The nri

ever, quite commonly smooth and highly polished. As fund-

amental angles* the following, as the mean of many single

measurements, were accepted :

From these the following axial ratio is obtained :-

0-8830 1-8367 TOOl

The observed planes are, as follows:

—

* The angles given are all the aupph
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27° 38' 71°

The angle of the fundamental prism {I^T) as measured on
several crystals was 57° 7, 57° 7', 57° 7, 57° 8, 57° 12' ; also

for Ul' 94° 53, 9-4° 52', 94° 55, 94° 56' (required 94° 52'). The
measured angle c^w (001 A 041) = 62° 33' (required 62° 31').

The measured angle I^d = 54° 22' (required 54° 27').

The similarity in general habit between the crystals of dan-
burite and those of topaz has already been remarked. In fact

the commonly occurring planes of the danburite crystals are
all common planes on crystals of topaz, and of the few planes
in the above list which do not belong to topaz all are rare in

danburit.... A comparison of the angles of the two species shows
that the relation in form is really a close <

seen from the following angles in the chief z

•vi
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The axial ratios for the two species are :

—

Danburite 0-8830 1-8361 10000
Topaz 0-9024 1-8920 1-0000

The above values show that the two species are closely homceo-

morphous.
Optical properties.—The transparent crystals of danburite

offered very good material for the determination of the optical

properties of the species, and they prove to be of rather unu-

sual interest. The first point established was the position of

the axes of elasticity, which were found to coincide, as stated

above, with the crystallographic axes. The optic axes lie in

the basal plane, and the axial angles are so large that it un-

necessary to measure both of them in oil. By this measure-

ment the interesting result was reached that the acute bisectrix

for the lower end of the spectrum (red and yellow rays) is

normal to the brachypinacoid, and for the upper end of the

spectrum (blue rays) normal to the macropinacoid.
From a section cut parallel to the brachypinacoid the follow-

ing angles were obtained, each being the mean of a large num-
ber of measurements

:

From a section parallel to the macropinacoid the angle:

The bisectrix normal to the brachypinacoid is negative, and
that normal to the macropinacoid is positive.

The index of refraction of the oil employed was found to be

for
Red (Li) = 1-4106; Yellow (Na) = 1-4135; Blue (CuSO«)= 1488

For obvious reasons the last value is less accurate than the

other two. Making use of these values in the usual formulas,

the mean index of refraction (j9) for danburite is obtained, viz:

/3 = 1-634, Red (Li)

= 1-631, Yellow (Na)
= 1-646. Blue (CuS04 )

It is obvious from the values of the axial angles for the differ-

ent colors given above, that for certain rays, those falling in
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the lower end of the blue, the axial angle must be for the ordi-

nary temperature exactly 90°. It would be easy to calculate

the wave-length of the rays answering this condition, but since

the sections employed were not faultless the angles are not
very accurate and hence the calculation would have but little

value.

Optically danburite does not agree very closely with topaz,

for with the latter species the axes lie in the brach ;.

the vertical axis coinciding with the acute bisectrix; the axial

angle is also quite different. It is interesting to note, however,
that the mean indices of refraction are not far apart ; thus for

the D line in the spectrum, we have

Chemical composition.—The quantitative chemical examina-
tion of the mineral was made by Mr. W. J. Comstock, of the

Sheffield Laboratory, to whom we wish here to express our
grateful acknowledgments for the following analyses :

The mineral was decomposed by fusion with sodium carbon-
ate for the silica and bases in Nos. I and II, and the boric acid
in Nos. Ill and IY was obtained by Stromeyer's method as

potassium boro-fluoride. A further decomposition was effec-

ted with fluohydric acid to make special exa
alkalies, which gave a negative result.

In view of the close homceomorphism of our mini
topaz, we requested Mr. Comstock to make special
tion for fluorine, but the result proved the absence of this and
allied elements.

Mr. Comstock's analyses offer a remarkable confirmation
of the analyses of Smith and Brush* of the Danbury mineral,
the mean of which gave

SiOa B a 3 A1,0,, Fe 3 3 Mn 3 3 CaO MgO ign.

48-15 27-15 0-30 0-56 22"37 0-40 0-50 = 99-43

The quantivalents ratio from the mean of Comstock's analy-
ses gives for SiO

a : B,O
a : CaO = 8-0-1 : :

3 '88 : : 414 and that
from the analyses of Smith and Brush is 8'02: : 3"89 : : 410.
There can be no question that the true theoretical ratio is

2:1:1. This leads to the formula previously accepted, that

* This Journal, II, xvi, 365, 1853.
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The formula requires:

Silica, 4878, boron trioxide, 2846, lime, 2276=100. These

results set at rest any further question as to the chemical com-

position of danburite. It does not appear, however, that there

is any immediate relation between danburite and topaz in chem-

ical composition, which, considering the similarity in crystal-

line form, is rather remarkable.

Pyrognostic characters.—The pyrognostic characters of this

species are sufficiently important to be here repeated. B. B.

the mineral glows, fuses gently at 3*5 to a colorless glass, im-

parting to the flame the characteristic green color due to boron.

On cooling, the assay loses its transparency and becomes milk-

white. In the closed tube it phosphoresces brilliantly with a

reddish yellow light. The mineral is slightly acted upon by

hydrochloric acid, sufficiently so to give the reaction for boric

acid with turmeric paper. When previously ignited to the

point of fusion the mineral gelatinizes with acid.

Comparison with the original danburite.—A comparison be-

tween the characters of the danburite from Russell, N. Y.,

and those of the same species from the original locality

at Danbury, Conn., shows a very close agreement in all

essential respects, which removes all doubt as to the real iden-

tity of the mineral now described. In crystalline form alone

is there apparent divergence. In regard to this there is only to

be said that the earlier determinations upon the Danbury mineral

were made on imbedded fragments in feldspar where apparent

planes, at best of a problematical nature, certainly did not rep-

resent the true crystalline form of the species.

Art. XYI.— On a Photograph of Jupiter's Spectrum, showing

Evidence of Intrinsic Ligfit from that Planet; by Professor

Henry Draper, M.D.

[Read before the Royal Astronomical Society, May 14th, 1880, and extracted from

the Monthly Notice*.]

There has been for some years a discussion as to whether
the planet Jupiter shone to any perceptible extent by his own
intrinsic light, or whether the illumination was altogether

derived from the sun. Some facts seem to point to the con-

clusion that it is not improbable that Jupiter is still hot

enough to give out light, though perhaps only in a periodic or

It is obvious that spectroscopic investigation may be usefully

employed in the examination of this question and I have inci-

dentally, in the progress of an allied inquiry,* made a photo-

* See paper " On Photographing the Spectra of the Stars and Planets," read
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graph which has sufficient interest to be submitted to the

inspection of the Astronomical Society.

If the light of Jupiter be in large part the result of his own
incandescence, it is certain that the spectrum must differ from
that of the sun, unless the improbable hypothesis be advanced
that the same elements, in the same proportions and under the

same physical conditions, are present in both bodies. Most of
the photographs I have made of the spectrum of Jupiter,

answer this question decidedly, and from their close resem-
blance to the spectrum of the sun indicate that, under the

average circumstances of observation, almost all the light com-
ing to the earth from Jupiter must be merely reflected light

originating in the sun. For this reason I have used the spec-

trum of Jupiter as a reference spectrum on many of my stellar

spectrum photographs.
But on one occasion, viz : on September 27, 1879, a spectrum

of Jupiter with a comparison spectrum of the moon was
obtained which shows a different state of things. Fortunately,
owing to the assiduous assistance of my wife, I have a good
record of the circumstances under which this photograph was
taken, and this will make it possible to connect the aspect of
Jupiter at the time, with the spectrum photograph, though I

did not examine Jupiter with any care through the telescope
that Dig lit. and indeed did not have my attention attracted to
this photograph till some time afterwards.

I send herewith to the Astronomical Society for examination,
the original negative which is just as it was produced, except
that it has been cemented with Canada balsam to another piece
of glass for protection. Attached to the photograph is an
explanatory diagram, intended to point out the peculiarities
which are of interest. It will be noticed at once that the main
difference is not due to a change in the number or arrangement
of the Fraunhofer lines, but rather to a variation in the strength
of the background. In the case of 'the moon the background
is uniform across the width of the spectrum in any region, but
in the case of Jupiter the background is fainter in the middle
of the width of the spectrum in the region above the line h,
and stronger in the middle in the region below A, especially
toward F. The observer must not be confused bv the dark
portion where the two spectra overlap along the middle of the
combined photograph.

In order to interpret this photograph it must be understood
that the spectrum of Jupiter was produced from an image of the
planet thrown upon the slit of the spectroscope, by a telescope
ot 183 inches focal length, the slit being placed approximately
in the direction of a line joining the poles of the planet. The
spectroscope did not, therefore, integrate the light of the whole
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disk, but analyzed a band at right angles to the equator and
extending across the disk. If either absorption or production
of light were taking place on that portion of Jupiter's surface

there might be a modification in the intensity of the general

background of the photographed spectrum.
A casual inspection will satisfy any one that such modifica-

tions in the intensity of the background are readily perceptible

in the original negative. They seem to me to point out two
things that are occurring : first, an absorption of solar light in

the equatorial regions of the planet ; and second, a production
of intrinsic light at the same place. We can reconcile these

apparently opposing statements by the hypothesis that the

temperature of the incandescent substances"producing light at

the equatorial regions of Jupiter did not suffice for the emission
of the more refrangible rays, and that there were present
materials which absorbed those rays from the sunlight falling

on the planet
If the spectrum photograph exhibited only the absorption

phenomenon above A, the interest attached to it would not be
great because a physicist will readily admit from ;.

considerations V '

ilts of the pi ..

between h and F
the equatorial regions of Jupiter bears so directly on the prob-
lem of the physical condition of the planet as to incandescence
that its importance cannot be overrated.
The circumstances under which this photograph was taken

were as follows : Longitude of observatory 4h 55m 298 '7 west of
Greenwich. Night not very steady. Jupiter and the moon
differed but little in altitude. Jupiter's spectrum was exposed
to the photographic plate for fifty minutes, the moon was
exposed for ten minutes. Jupiter was near the meridian. The
photograph of Jupiter's spectrum was taken between 9h 55m

and 10h 45m , New York mean time, September 27, 1879.
I have suspected that perhaps there may have been an

influence produced by the great colored patch on Jupiter which
has made itself felt in this photograph. It may be that
eruptions of heated gases and vapors of various composition,
color, and intensity of incandescence are taking place on the
great planet, and a spot which would not be especially conspic-
uous from its tint to the eye might readily modify the spectrum
in the manner spoken of above.
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16, 1880.

Messrs. Liveing and Dewar state, in a paper read before the
Eoyal Society on June 10, that they have obtained a photo-
graph of the ultra-violet part of the spectrum of coal gas burn-
ing in oxygen, and in a note dated June 8th they add that they
have reason to believe that this remarkable spectrum is not due
to any carbon compound but to water.

Under these circumstances I think it is desirable that I

should give an account of some experiments which I made on
this subject some months since, without waiting until the inves-

tigation is more complete.
On December 27, 1879, I took a photograph of the flame of

hydrogen burning in air. As is well known, the flame of hy-
drogen possesses but little luminosity, and shows no lines or
bands in the visible part of the spectrum, except that due to

sodium as an impurity.
Professor Stokes, in his paper " On the Change of Refrangi-

bility of Light,"* has stated that " the flame of hydrogen pro-

duces a very strong effect. The invisible rays in which it so
much abounds, taken as a whole, appear to be even more re-

frangible than those which come from the flame of a spirit

lamp." I was not, however, prepared for the strong group of
/lines in the ultra-violet which, after an exposure of one minute
and a half, came out upon the plate.

Two or three weeks later, about the middle of January,
1880, I showed this spectrum to Professor Stokes, and we con-
sidered it probable that this remarkable group was the spectrum
of water. Professor Stokes permits me to mention that, in a
letter addressed to me on January 30, he speaks of " this novel
and interesting result," and makes some suggestions as to the
disputed question of the carbon spectrum.

I have since that date taken a large number of photographs of

pre-the

•ibe the spectrum of the flame of hvdrogen, but I shall
•the present the experiments which relate to ththe presence offor 1

carbon and its compounds.
The spectrum of the flame of hydrogen burning in air (No

consists of a group of lines which terminates at the more
frangible limit in a pair of strong lines, X 3062 and X 3068.
a short distance, in the less refrangible direction, what n

* Phil. Trans., 1852, p. 539.
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perhaps be regarded as the group proper, commences with a
strong line, ^3090. Between the strong line X 3068 and the
line X 3090 there is a line less bright, X 3080. Less refrangible
than the line X 3090 are finer lines at about equal distances.

The lines are then fine and near each other, and appear to be
arranged in very close pairs. There is a pair of fine, but very
distinct lines, X 3171 and X 3167. In this photograph the group
can be traced to about X 3290. This group constitutes the whole
spectrum, which is due probably to the vapor of water (see fig.)

Spectrum of Water.

I then introduced oxygen into the flame, leaving a small ex-

ess of hydrogen. A spectrum in all respects similar came out
pon the plate. I repeated the experiment, taking both spectra

;-half of the slit the spectrum
of the oxyhydroc
seven inches long, and the spectrum taken of a part of the
flame two inches from the jet. The oxygen was then turned
off, and the quantity of hydrogen allowed to remain unaltered.
A second spectrum with an exposure ..f the same duration was
then taken through the second half of the slit. On the plate the
two spectra are in every respect similar, and have so exactly
the same intensity, that they appear as one broad spectrum.

In all these experiments a platinum jet which had been
carefully cleaned was used.

In these experiments the two gases met within the blowpipe
and issued in a mixed state.

of hydrogen was sur-

(No. 2) shows some addi-
tional !mes. In this case the jet was brass, and irf this or some
other way impurities may have been introduced

; and I should,
at present, incline to the view that the additional lines about
/ :31-J1> and X 3473, and the groups more refrangible than X 3062,
do not belong to the water spectrum, but to impurities.

Coal-gas was substituted for hydrogen in the oxyhydrogen
blowpipe, and oxygen admitted in as large a proportion as pos-
sible. The inner blue flame rising about two inches above the
jet showed in the visible part of the spectrum the usual " five-

fingered spectrum." The light from this part of the flame
was projected upon the slit. The spectrum, (No. 3), contains
the water group already described, and in Addition a \

line close to G, and two lines. / 8872 i
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line is seen to be the more refrangible limit of a group of

fine lines shading off towards K.
The ultra-violet group when carefully compared with the

group in the spectrum of pure hydrogen, shows several

small differences. I am inclined to believe that there is the

superposition of a second fainter group. There is strong

evidence of this in some spectra of hydrogen taken under
other conditions. There is also a broad band less refrangible

than the strong line at G, and the light extends from this line

on its more refrangible side.

A double Bunsen burner (Fletcher's form) with a strong

blast of air was then fitted up. The spectrum was taken of

the intense blue flame. It resembles the one last described.

All the distinctive features are intensified and a continuous
spectrum and groupings of very fine lines fill up all tl

tervals between the groups already described, so that there

is an unbroken strong spectrum throughout the whole re

gion which falls upon the plate.

A spirit lamp was arranged before the slit. The spec
trum is essentially the same as No. 3, but as it is less in-

tense only the strongest lines are seen. The water group,
the strong line at G, and the pair of lines rather more re-

frangible than K, are seen. Probably with a longer expo-
sure the finer lines would also show themselves.
The distinctive features of spectrum No. 3 appear to be

connected with the presence of carbon.

Table of Wave-lengths of the Principal Lines of the Spectrum of Water.—No, 1.

3062 3090 3117 3142-5 3167 3198 3232
3122-5 3145 3171 3242 5

3095 3127 31495 3175 3207-5 3252.5
3074 3099 3130 3152-5 3180 3211 3256
3077-5 3102 3156 3184 3217-5

3135 3159-5 3189 3223 3266
3082 3111 3139 3163 3192-5 3228 3276

s of other Lines in Spectrum.—No. 2.

2869-5 2897 2929 2959 2994 3029
2872.5 2904 2932"5 2966 2999 3031
2876 2907*5 2935-5 2967*5 3002 3039
2880 2910 2940 2970'5 3005 3042
2883 2913 2943 2975'5 3010 3046
2887-5 2917-5 2947 2981 3013 3051
2892 2922-5 2951 2989 3017 3057-5
2895 2925-5 2955 2991 3019'5 . 3246

Wave-lengths of other Lines in Spectrum.—No. 3.

3872 3890 4310
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The following series of determinations of the value of the

acceleration due to the force of gravity at this place was begun
in the month of February of the present year and continued

• the succeeding two or three months. A considera-

ble time was devoted to preliminary experiments, and there was
some delay on account of the non-arrival of one of the pendu-
lums used, from the maker in Europe. Throughout the whole
series and in all of the labor connected with it I have had the

intelligent and faithful assistance of Messrs. Tanaka and Tan-
akadate, two special students in the department of Physics of

the Imperial University of Japan.
There is probably nothing new in the method employed,

" ng the time of vibration

are this method has not

been previously described, and it seems to possess many advan-
tages over the ordinary method of coincidences. It simply
involves the use of a good chronograph and a brefa

clock or chronometer, together with an arrangement by means
of which the experimental pendulum can be made to record

its own beats upon the chronograph at any time. In the be-

ginning the whole number of vibrations which the pendulum
will make in a given time may be determined by letting it

break the circuit at every vibration, or, better, at ever
or hundredth vibration, which can easily be accomplished by
counting and raising the break' > its proper
position underneath the pendulum at the right moment. In
our arrangement this apparatus consisted of a very small and
light "trip-hammer" made of fine wire, which was "so adjusted
that by pressing upon a button it was brought up to such a

point that it would be just "thrown " by the pendulum in its

passage through the lowest point of its arc. Although the

resistance offered to the pendulum can be made extremely
small, yet it is so great as to interfere quite perceptibly with its

motion if the pendulum is obliged to operate the break-circuit

at each beat, as experiment has proved. But it may be
rejected after the first two or three trials, not only on account
of the resistance which it introduces but also because it is not

necessary to continue its use. The whole number of seconds

required for a given number of vibrations being known, it

only remains to determine the fractional part of a second as

. as possible. It is therefore only necessary to cause

the pendulum to break the aiic teginniDg

of the period and once again at the end. By this means all
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objection to the process on account of resistance is removed.
Indeed it is in the possibility of determining these fractional

parts of a second at the beginning and at the end, that the
merit of this method consists. The chronograph used in these
determinations is by Alvan Clark and Soup, and for uniformity
of speed it is everything that could be desired. The line made
by the pen is sharp and clear. The length of one second on
the sheet is about 8 mm., so that it can be easily measured with

t
of low power with a micrometer eye piece. It

will easily be seen that even if the total time during which the
pendulum is made to swing be not great, its value can be ascer-

tained within a very small fraction of itself. By this process,

therefore, it becomes possible to make the duration of the ex-
periment extremely short compared with that required in the
method of coincidences and yet to reach the same degree of
accuracy. As a proof of this it may be stated that in numerous
instances in which the duration of the experiment was only
twenty minutes, three independent measurements of the total

time, made from the chronograph sheet, did not differ among
themselves by more than one sixty-thousandth part of the
whole. The advantages in thus reducing the whole duration
of the experiment from hours to minutes are many. All of
the conditions may be maintained nearly constant during the
whole time of the swing, and this is especiallv important in
regard to temperature and arc of vibration, the latter being also
made much smaller to begin with than would otherwise be
possible. Again, the method eliminates "judgment" to a great
extent as the pendulum marks for itself the beginning and the
end of the period of time. Another important gain is that the
use of the clock may be dispensed with, and, without loss of
accuracy, the break-circuit chronometer substituted, thus ren-
dering the whole apparatus for such a determination easily
portable.

The first series of experiments undertaken was with a Kater's
pendulum. The adjustment of the sliding weights, for the
purpose of making the times of vibration when suspended
from either knife edges equal to each other, is a matter of con-
siderable difficulty and involves much labor. In the present
instance no attempt was made to secure a closer agreement
between the two periods than that of those recorded below, for
the reason that the difficulties in the way of obtaining the
exact length of the pendulum were such as to make any greater
degree of accuracy as far as time is concerned unnecessary.
There being at that time no standard of length in the posses-
sion of the University, recourse was had to a standard bar three
meters in length, made bv Troughton, belonging to the Depart-
ment of Public works. As the pendulum was api
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> "triplicate" it in order to

three

: believed to

be not more than a few hundredths of a millimeter from the

truth. The results of six determinations of the time of vibra-

tion are given below in columns A and B, the first set being

made .

corresponding to these

'•5 (vibrating temp.) 1-00090

1-00410

1-00412

1-00410

These give a mean value of 9-7974.

It must be remembered, however, that these results are not

corrected for buoyancy, in other words they are still to be

reduced to a vacuum. This correction has not been applied

for two reasons : first, because the result cannot be considered
as anything more than a first approximation, and, second, be-

cause I am by no means certain as to just what it ought to be.

There is no doubt but the correction must be different in the

two cases of suspension, when the heavy ball of the pendulum
is above the knife edge and when it is below, as was experi-

ntally demonstrated by Sabine many years ago. I believe

Sabine also investigated the actual correction to be applie

Kater's pendulum, but owing to the very limited library facili-

ties afforded residents of this country I am unable to refer to

his results. When corrected, the above mean will undoubtedly
somewhat exceed the true value, but no great degree of accu-

racy was attempted either in the adjustment of the pendulum
or in the measurement of its length.

A "Borda's Pendulum," made by Salleron, was received

soon after the conclusion of the above experiments, and as it

was accompanied by a standard measuring apparatus it was
determined to undertake a more accurate and a more extended
series of observations for the determination of the value of "g"

The pendulum was of the well known form used by Borda
and by many others since his tim*. The ball was of brass,
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and upon examination ^

and homogeneous. It could be suspended Oy
concave cup to which the ball would cling when it was rubbed
with a little tallow. To this cup a suspending wire was fas-

tened, the other end of which was secured to the end of a small

cylinder projecting down from the knife edge. In a line with
this and above the knife edge was a set of adjusting screws, by
means of which this part of the apparatus, independent of the

wire and ball, was made to vibrate in approximately the same
period as that of the pendulum. Experiment proved that this

adjustment might be very considerably disturbed without sen-

sibly affecting the time of vibration of the pendulum, but it

was, nevertheless, carefully attended to. After a number of trials

the cup was rejected as a useless and somewhat uncertain part of

the apparatus, and in its stead, in the final series of experiments,
the wire was securely fastened to the ball by means of a small
drop of solder which was fused on the end of the wire and after-

ward brought in contact with the ball while the latter was heated.
The rejection of the cup greatly simplifies the calculation of

the reduced length of the pendulum and lessens the probability
of error in the measurements. A number of trials were made
to determine the most desirable suspending wire. Theoreti-
cally an exceedingly fine wire is best, but practically it was
found that much trouble was occasioned by the almost con-
stant stretching and final breaking of very fine wires, so that it

was found best to employ a wire of sufficient strength to assure,

after a few days' suspension, a pendulum of invariable length
during the time of the experiment, subject, of course, to slight

changes due to variable temperature. The wire used at last

was of platinum, which is desirable on account of its low coef-
ficient of expansion. The measuring apparatus was similar to
that used by Borda. The great advantage of this method is

that the pendulum can be measured in place, or at least it must
only be removed to give place to the measuring rod, the actual
adjustment for length having been made before. This pendu-
lum, as in the previous case, was suspended from a strong iron
support secured to the top of a stone pier about six feet in
height and two feet square. The knife edge of the pendulum
rested on a pair of agate plates which were accurately leveled
by means of four leveling screws and then firmly secured, so
that motion was impossible. At the base of the stone pier and
firmly secured to it was a strong wooden beam, upon which
could be placed the apparatus for breaking the circuit, and also
the small circular plane table which was elevated by means of
a screw until it was tangent to the sphere at its lowest point
I he measuring rod which could be substituted for the pendu-
lum was of iron, and the length of the rod was read by means
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of a vernier and microscope to hundredths of a millimeter.

There was also a metallic thermometer attached for giving the

temperature of the bar. The reading of the length of the rod

was always taken while the rod was in position upon the agate

plates, and its temperature was read at the same time. The
deflection of the support of the pendulum due to the addition

of the weight of the measuring rod was determined to be about
•02 mm. and correction was made for it. As the apparatus
was arranged it was very easy to make a measurement of the

length of the pendulum, and measures were taken at very short

intervals, always both before and after a series of vibrations.

It was found, however, that when the temperature was constant
the length remains sensibly the same. A number of compari-
sons were made between the meter upon the measuring rod

and a standard meter from the Finance Department, made by
Deleuil, both of which ought to be correct at 0°. The result

of these comparisons was such that a correction of —'04 mm.
was made upon the length of the measuring rod at 0°. The
pendulum was suspended in a small room favorably situated

as regards all disturbances from air currents and sudden
changes in temperature. From this room wires were carried

to the chronograph, which was in a room near by. The time
was taken from a break-circuit chronometer in the transit room
of the Astronomical Observatory. The chronometer was not

moved from its place, the observatory being connected with
the physical laboratory, from which it is distant nearly two
miles, by a telegraph line, so that the beats of the chronometer
were recorded upon the chronograph in the laboratory. The
rate of the chronometer was determined by star transits ob-

served for several nights in succession before'and after the date

of the observations recorded below. The results given are the
periods of vibration in mean solar time, corrected for chronom-
eter rate and also for arc of vibration, the latter being observed
by means of a scale and a telescope about fifteen feet away.
The mean arcs varied, in the different experiments, from 40'

After having found the total length of the pendulum, as

well as the dimensions and masses of its various parts, the
" reduced length," or the length of the equivalent simple pen-

dulum, is computed by means of a well-known formula. This
with the time of vibration gives the value of il

<f'
in air, and to

this must be added the correction for " buoyancy." In most
of the earlier determinations by this method this correction was
found by simply comparing the density of the pendulum with

that of the air in which it vibrated. Although it was shown,
before Borda made his experiments, that this correction was

too small, he seems to have been ignorant of the fact, and not
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until Bessel again investigated the question a good many years

later, was general attention called to the fact. About the year

1830, Baily made an extensive series of experiments with a

variety of pendulums, for the purpose of determining the true

value of this correction. Unfortunately I am unable to refer

to his results directly, but I believe that his conclusion was
that for such a pendulum as was used in these determinations

the ord i nary correction should be multiplied by 1*5, and this

factor has been used in correcting the results given.

Below will be found the results of eleven different deter-

mine ions, the first five of which were made on May 26, and
the others on May 27. On both days during the time of vibra-

tion, all of the conditions were sensibly constant and the same,
and in addition to this the nights were favorable for the deter-

mination of the chronometer rate. Each of the results is based
upon an experiment of twenty minutes' duration, the time of

vibration in each case being the mean of two or three inde-

pendent measurements of the chronograph record made by dif-

ferent persons.

The value of "g" is calculated for each time of vibration

determined, and each is corrected for buoyancy. These include
all of the determinations made upon those two days, none hav-
ing been rejected.

Total length of pendulum, . .
1014-18 mm.

Distance from knife edsje to wire, . 40*50 "

Length of wire, .... 931-62 "

Radius of ball, 18-03 "

Weight of ball, . . . . 198*951 grm.
" wire, . . . . 1-913 "

Density of ball, .... 8-0

Length of equivalent simple pendulum, 994'59 mm.

Time of vibration. Corresponding value of '

1-00103 9-7982 meters.
1-00100 9-7988 "
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This result is slightly greater than that given by many of the

formulas for computing the value of "g" in any latitude.

An excellent opportunity is offered in Japan for measuring
the force of gravity at a considerable height above the sea level,

in the great extinct volcano, Fujiyama, which reaches a height

of between 12,000 and 13,000 feet. An excursion is being
arranged for the purpose of making this determination during
the coming summer. For this purpose what may be called an

"invariable" pendulum is now being vibrated in the place at

which the above result was obtained. Its period will be care-

fully ascertained here before carrying it to the mountain, tla-u

on the top of the mountain, and again here after it has been
brought back.

Nearly all of the labor of the above determin
concluded when the April number of 1

zinc reached Japan. It v

Messrs. Ayrton and Perry,
eration of Gravity for Tokio, Japan," which was based <

experiments made by the authors, at the College of Engineer-
ing in this city, in 1»78. Before beginning the series of ex per

iments described above, I had learned that some work in the

same direction had been done in the College of Engineering.
Messrs. Ayrton and Perry being no longer in Japan, I was una-

ble to ascertain, although inquiry was made, anything very

definite concerning their methods or results. I was led to

believe, however, that they had made no attempt at a very pre-

cise determination. Their paper, as now published, puts the

matter in a somewhat different light, and, as their result differs

from that deduced above, I desire to call attention to some
points in connection with their method and their calculation.

The data furnished in the paper are by no means as complete
as would be desirable for a thorough discussion of its value,

but much may be learned by an examination of what it does

The pendulum used by Messrs. Ayrton and Perry was
nearly ten meters in length. There are serious objections to

the use of a long pendulum. Bordn, in his celebrated deter-

made at Paris, used a pendulum about four meters
long, but one whieli approximates in length to a seconds pen-
dulum has been almost universally made use of since. The
great objection to the use of a long pendulum is the difficulty

of measuring it in place. Messrs. Ayrton and Perry measured
their pendulum by placing it in a horizontal position, and

Stretching it by allowing the end near the ball to hang over a

wheel with very little friction. The length was obtained by
comparison with a bar one meter long, and as this bar must be
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placed ten times

great degree of ;

and this is especially true when the measurement of that por-

tion <.f the wire which hangs over the wheel is considered.

Their 26th experiment was made on the 25th of January, and
the 53d on the 21st of February, from which we may infer that

the entire time of suspension was at least two months. As
only one measurement is spoken of, it is probable that it was

measured at the conclusion of the series of experiments, and
it seems hardly likely that its length would have remained con-

stant during that length of time. In getting the time of vibra-

tion the first method used was what might be termed the

method of coincidences by electricity, and which, so far as I

know, was first described by Professor Pickering, in his excel-

lent " Physical Manipulations." This was afterward rejected,

however, and the vibrations were counted by means of a

Morse instrument. The authors speak of measuring the frac-

tion of a vibration, but evidently this could not be done with

accuracy by the use of such an arrangement, and there is also

the objection that the pendulum was obliged to do the work of

breaking the circuit at every vibration. Messrs. Ayrton and
Perry give the time of vibration of their pendulum" for onlv
three experiments, and it is a little difficult to understand
exactly how these were obtained. The time, taken from the

chronometer, is -mm mid also the number of vibrations. Any
one who will take the trouble to divide one bv the other, will

obtain results differing very materially from those given in the

is to consider the times given as the apparent times corrected
for clock error, and this 1 shall do, although it involves the
somewhat violent assumption that the chronometer employed
had, in the first experiment, a - losing rate'" of about 1 minute
and 15 seconds per day, which, at the time of the second exper-
iment had changed to a slight -gaining rate." and had fallen

again to a "losing rate" at the third. Supposing, however,

corrected for buoyancy,
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after that correction is made. But as nothing is kn
cerning the experiments not quoted, the most favo:

may be assumed. Suppose that in additi

three results given, they wt
ber of others, all agreeing i

their computation. The extreme results would still cover a

wide range, from 97997 to 97952. Instead of the latter num-
ber they give 97958, but they have made a miscalculation in

reducing the formula, the true value being as given above.

Although making some elaborate calculations concerning

corrections which may be rejected, they reject, apparently with-

out calculation, the correction for the arc of vibration. The
arc through which their pendulum swung was nearly 2°, and if

a correction for this be applied it will materially alter the last

figure of their result. In applying the correction for buoyancy
they seem to have corrected only for the ordinary density of

the ball and not for its "vibrating density." The correction

which they apply is -0016 meters, and if this be multiplied h\

1-5 and the correction for arc also made, their result will be

9-7979 instead of 9*7974, as given in their paper. They refer

to the close agreement of their result with that deduced from

Churnult's formula, which they make to be 9797. But they

have misquoted Clairault's formula, putting r where there

should be 2y. This is doubtless a typographical error, but
they have also miscalculated it, for it gives 97980 meters as

the value of llg" at this latitude, and not 9797 meters, as

stated in their paper.

Taking all of these facts into consideration, it does not seem
that great weight can be attached to their result, notwithstand-
ing its close agreement with the calculated value for this place,

and it is doubtful whether the " bounds of existing knowledge"
have been advanced, in any great degree, by this investigation.

Tokio, Japan, June 2, 1880.*

Art. XIX.— On a nam slt,rp: ,< ,./ />/, r irih>/s, a lit •'.<!, /,, /},,f/irio!tpi<

ornata Eichwald, from the Devonian ro'ks of tin- X<>rth si<l> <f
the Bate des Chaleurs ; by J. F. Whiteaves.

The nomenclature of some of the Devonian Placoderms of

the sub-order Ostracostei of Eluxlev is still in a state of great

confusion. Thus, Pterk-lhu* Agassi/, and Ilntlmnh-pis Kich-

wald, are both quoted by Pander as synonyms of Axlrrob.pis

Kichwald, while the AsU-rolepis of Agassix and Hugh Miller is

regarded by the same authority as synonymous in part with

* Received at New Haven, Ct, June 29, 1880.
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Homoslius Asmuss, and in part with Heteroslius. On the other

hand, Prof. R Owen claims* that Ptericthys should be retained

in preference to Asterolepis and Bothriolepis Eichwald, on the

ground that "no recognizable generic characters were associa-

ted " with the latter names; and, as this view has been very
generally accepted by paleontologists, it will be adopted pro-

The only remains of fossil fishes yet recorded as occurring
in the Paleozoic rocks of North America which may prove to

be referable to the genus Ph-ridhys. are some isolated scales

from the Catskill group of Tioga County, Pennsylvania, de-

scribed by Prof. Hall in 1843 as tiviriptcrk Toylori, but which
Dr. Newberry thinks have the characteristic sculpture of Both-

riolepis. The name Ptericthys Norwoodensis, although inadver-

tently cited by Mr. S. A. Miller, on page 238 of his "Ameri-
can Palaeozoic Fossils," should have been rejected long ago,

for in the first volume of the Second Series of this Journal,

dated 1846, Drs. Norwood and Owen showed that the specimen
for which it was suggested is the type of their genus Macropeta-

licthys, and of a species which they described as M. rapheido-

labis.

In the summer of 1879, Mr. R. W. Ells, M.A., of the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada, had the good fortune to find, in a

concretionary nodule of argillite from the north side of the

Baie des Chaleurs immediately opposite Dalhousie, a mould of

the plastron or ventral surface of a true Ptericthys (as deiined

by Prof. Owen) with one of the pectoral spines in situ. At
the earliest practicable opportunity, Mr. Ells revisited the

locality, and in the first week of June last obtained three ex-
quisitely preserved specimens of the buckler of the same spe-

cies and several fragments ; also some isolated scales of a

T i« finest • i unpl< f th< Cj \ tn Ptericthys

collected by Mr. Ells had a large piece brokenoff the left mar-
gin when it was found, but with this exception the whole of
the upper surface of the helmet and buckler is finely exposed

partly covered by the matrix), and the out-
line of the orbital opening is clearly defined. A few weeks
later. Mr. T. C. Weston, also of the Canadian Survey, collected
:m additional number of fine specimens of the Pteridhi/* from
this lo ality, some of which illustrate admirably the shape,
sculpture and mode of articulation of the pectoral spines.
Associated with these there are, in Mr. Weston's collection, a
nearly perfect but badlv distorted specimen of a

fully seven inches in length, some fragments of /'

and a spore case of a Lepidodendron.
Taken collectively, the specimens thus far obtained of the

* Palaeontology, Second Edition, page 141.
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Canadian f'tcf/ct//?/s show nearly all the characters of the hel-

met, buckler, plastron and pectoral spines, in the i

-

tory manner, but no vestiges of the tail have yet been detected,

nor of any of the fins other than the two pectoral spines. The
nature of the mouth and of its dentition, if it had any teeth,

are unknown, and the small isolated plate in the orbital cavity

(the " os dubium," of Pander, the " median " plate of Owen)
has not yet been observed. In the number, outlines and dis-

position of the plates on the upper and lower surface of the

head and body, and in the shape and mode of articulation of

the pectoral spines, the Canadian fish agrees, in every essential

point, with Pander's well known figures of a typical Pkri'-tjnj*,

but the sculpture of the entire surface of the former is precisely

like that of Bolhriolepis ornata Eichwald,
n

'

•ibed by Agassiz :* " Les ornemens de cette espece consistent

en petits enfoncemens eirculaires places les mis a cute ties

autres ct separes par des carencs qui, par lour juxta-posiiioii,

paraissent hcxagonalcs, a-peu-pres eomnie les vitraux ronds des

anciennes fenetres, avec ('entourage en plomb qui les reunit

Les creux ont a-peu-pres la grandeur d'une bonne tete depin-

gle, et ils sont places en series lineaires plus ou moins regu-

lieres, I'onnant des ligin's ondulees sur la surface de l'eeaille.

Pour la plupart, ces creux sont isoles les uns des autres,

quelipiefois aussi plusieurs se confondent en I'onnant tin sillon

plus on moins long. Les carencs intonnodiaires sont tranehan-

tes et minces, mais elles se maintiennont an meme niveau :
foil

ne pourrait donner une meilleure image de cette sculpture des

plaques, qu'en enfoncant des epingles, la tete la premiere, sur

du gyps encore frais, car il en rdsulterait le meme dessin. En
examinant ces plaques a la loupe, on voit au fond de chaque

cellule osseuse un petit trou central, qui mene dans un canal

medullaire de l'interieur de l'eeaille. Evidemment ces trous

etaient destines a donner passage aux tins vaisseaux sanguins

3." All thela plaque." All the markings so care-

>ove passage, even to the minute perfo-

rations through the plate in the center of each pit, can be made
out with perfect ease in most of the specimens collected by

Messrs. Ells and Weston.
The Canadian Ptericthys is so closely allied to the Ifrthn'o-

i,pis omnia that it is by no means certain whether the two are

specifically distinct or not. Apart from its peculiar sculpture,

the specific characters of B. ornata are very imperfectly ascer-

tained, the species having been founded exclusively on a few

lar-v isolated plates of a placoderm, from the Devonian rocks

of Kussia and Scotland. Until more perfect examples of B.

* Monographie des Poissons Fossiles du Vieux Gr&s Rouge, &c, page 99.
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ornata shall have been described and figured, it will be impos-
sible to institute an accurate comparison between it and the
nearly related Canadian form. There are, however, good rea-

sons for supposing that the European species attained a much
larger size than the Canadian, for Agassiz says that the

plates of B. ornata are from three to six inches in length,

and, judging by this, the approximate length of its helmet
and buckler together may be roughly estimated at from six

to twelve inches at least. The largest isolated plate of the

Ptericthys from the Baie des Chaleurs yet obtained (one of the

ventrolaterals) is only two inches and a half long, while the

smallest of two perfect specimens of the united helmet and
buckler from the same locality is a little over two inches in

length, and the largest (the fine specimen collected by Mr. Ells)

is just six inches.

Under the circumstances, the writer thinks it most prudent
'"

in Ptericthys a local and provisional name,
? of its most salient characters, as follows:

promising that a more detailed description of the species, accojn-

panied with figures, will appear at an early date in one of the

publications of the Canadian Geological Survey.

Ptericthys (Bothriolepis) Canadensis, Nov. Sp.—Plastron
nearly Hat. Helmet moderately arched above, most prominent im-
mediately behind the orbital cavity where it rises into a ridge or
blunt keel, which is continued, at intervals, with greater or less

distinctness, along the median line of the buckler. Buckler
slightly arched, median keel strongest in the center of the dorso-
median plate, and in the posterior half of the post-dorsomedian.
(ieneral outline of the helmet and l.uekler combined elliptic-ovate,

their united length being nearly, but not quite, twice the maxi-
mum breadth of the buckler. Dorsomedian plate large, hex a iro-

lower margin being concave. Orbital cavity situated nearly in

center of the helmet, transversely reniform or bean-shaped in <

line, much wider than high. Upper margin of the orbital ca^
broadly, regularly and very shallowly concave, the lower be

pondingly
strically and rather narrowly ro

tending nearly 1
Pectoral

tuose.4m e.its <"

taper
livided, nearly transversely, by a 'ball and socket

.cm, separanug rue ,

from whence they taper gradually to an acute point.
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. being in the anterior and the socket in the posterior

jgment. The anterior end of each spine seems also

3d with a ball and socket joint, as there is a strongly

ty in the ventrolateral plate to receive the anterior

•minutes in a rounded protuber-

ateral margin of the pectorals

there is a single row of crowded, nearly erect, conical, tooth-like,

hollow spines. These are directed towards the articulation of the

spine with the ventro-lateral plate up to about the mid-length of

the anterior segment, and from thence they begin to point towards

the posterior termination of the spine.

Sculpture of the helmet, buckler, plastron and pectoral spines

very closely resembling that of the plates of Bothriolepw oruntn,

but much finer and more delicate.

Montreal, July 6, 1880.

Art. XX.

—

A new Meteoric Mi„. ral (I'^-hininiite), mid some addi-

tional facts in connection n;ifh tin fall of' Meteorites in Iowa, May
f.0th, 1879 ; by J. Lawrence Smith, Louisville, Ky.

face. When broken it: has a greasy aspect with a more or less

perfect cleavage, and the yellow color has a greenish hue. In

structure it diilers widely from olivine, as may be seen under
the microscope. Not being furnished with the proper instru

ment, I have not been able to study all its optical characters.

Small rounded nodules, several millimeters in size, arc found
in the interior of the mass, sometimes of irregular form, from
which fragments nearly pure can be detached. Its specific

gravity, taken with about ,'JOO milligrams of fragments, is 323.

No. 1 was made with 100 milligrams detached by myself ; and

No. 2 with 350, sent to me by a friend. The oxygen ratio gives

very closely the formula Sift+KSiB,) or perhaps more correctly

* This Journal, June, 1880.
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SiR + siR,, being two atoms of enstatite or bronzite plus 01

torn of olivine. There was a slight inaccuracy in the stat

lent of the formula in the former paper.

onor of Professor Peckham, who has been industrious

ollecting the minerals of our Lake region, and to whom I a

ridebted for every facility in prosecuting my researches

this Journal, on pa-e PC I have given a brief account of the

discovery, near the bonier of Dickinson County (the county

west of "Emmet) and about live or six miles southwest from
where the larger masses fell, of evidence that the fall of the

meteorite was attended by a shower of fragments, as of hail-

stones, hilling iijM-ii the water of a lake near by. The search

which has been made over the region by men, women and chil-

dren for a distance of eight miles, and one half mile in width,

has resulted in the collection of thousands of pieces of this mete-

orite from the size of a pea to 500 <rrams. but mostly quite small.

The number found has been estimated at f>000. weighing in all

about 30kih.era.ns. All the smaller pieces are little lumps
of nickcliferous iron, and even the larger ones have but little

stony material attached. Those familiar with the numerous small

stone- that were collected after the Pultusk fall, have but to

nd going north of that line in 'Emmet County, dropped the

mailer fragments over the surface of the latter.
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Art. XXI.— Tlie Earth as a Conductor of Electricity ; by JOHN
Trowbridge.

The Observatory of Harvard University transmits time sig-

nals from Cambridge to Boston, a distance of about four miles.

The regular recurrence of the beats of the clock affords a good

means of studying the spreading of the electrical current from

the terminal of the battery, which is grounded at the observa-

tory ; and the establishment of the Telephone Dispatch Com-
panies in Cambridge, with their various ground connections,

gave me a means of studying this spreading. In all the tele-

phone circuits between Boston and Cambridge, in the neighbor-

hood of the direct line between these places, the ticking of the

observatory clock could be heard. The ticking heard in the

telephones at the various stations has been attributed to the

proximity of the telephone circuit wires to the time wires from

the observatory. This is evidently an erroneous conclusion, as

will be evident from a short Dial ration :

i produced in one wire by
, parallel wire, is

R,y,=:±:Myu
«

iich */, represents the induced current, R, the resistance of

ircuit which conveys this induced current, M the coeffi-

of induction between the parallel circuits, and yx
the c

in the primary circuit; the interruption of which pro-

i the induced cui

We shall therefore have R,y
a
=±—-

y

v eq. (1). Now the

electromotive force in the induced current y, is very much
greater than that of the inducing current//,, and in order that

the current strength y, should be able to develop even a

small electro magnetic effect in the receiving telephone, the co-

efficient of induction must be increased, or the distance along

which the conductors are parallel, the distance between them
remaining the same. An arithmetical consideration of eq. (I)

will convince one that with telephones of the resistance usually

employed, no inductive effect will be perceived by the employ -

* Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, vol. ii, p. 209.

::zjf^.
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part for the distance of thirty or

forty feet. In order to detect an inductive effect under these

conditions, a telephone of three or four units of resistance

must be employed. The ordinary Bell Telephone has a resist-

ance from thirty to sixty units. For still stronger reasons it is

impossible to hear telephonic messages by induction from one
wire to another, unless the two wires between which induction
is produced run parallel to each and very near to each other a

long distance. This distance generally exceeds the distance

at which the ordinary Bell Telephone ceases to transmit articu-

late speech. The effects which have usually been attributed

to induction on telephone circuits are due to the earth con-

nections and to imperfect insulation. There would be no
trouble from induction if telephone wires were enclosed in a

cable ; for a consideration of eq. (1) will make it evident that

the telephonic message transmitted over one wire would have
no practical effect upon the neighboring wires enclosed with it.

Since the transmission of the time signal service of Har-
vard College Observatory through all the telephone circuits

in Boston and Cambridge is evidently not due to induction.

but to tapping, so to speak, the earth at points which are not

the extent of the e.piipoiential surfaces formed by the ground
ol the time signal service circuit at Cambridge and in Boston.
I speedily discovered that the time signals could be easily

heard in a field an eighth of a mile from the observatory,
where one ground of the time circuit is located. The method
of exploration was to run a wire five or six hundred feet, to

ground it at its two ends in moist earth, and to include a tele-

phone of fifty or sixty ohms resistance in the circuit. On complet-
ing the circuit through the telephone and the ground, the evi-

dence of an electrical current was plainly apparent from the tick-

ing which the making and breaking of the circuit produced in

r '"' telephone
: and the time si-nals of the observatorv clock were

distinctly heard. At the distance of a mile from the observa-
tory and not in the direct line between the observatorv and the
Boston office, the time signals were obtained bv tapping the

'Y'
1
''

1
'
at points onh line let apart. At a distance of live hun-

tory ainWhe Boston office, the time signals could noi
011 !i "' trial wire of six hundred feet. This was to be
since the trial wire should have its length increased 1
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tance from the grounds of tbe battery increases, in order to per-

mit of one end of the wire touching a point of higher potential

than the other.

The theoretical possibility of telegraphing across the Atlan-

tic without a cable is evident from this survey which I have
undertaken. The practical possibility is another question.

At no point in our survey did we find an absence of earth

currents. The peculiar crackling noises heard in telephones

are due to earth currents and not to fluctuations in the batteries

employed on telephone circuits ; for they were characteristic of

the circuits employed by us in which the earth was used as a

part of the circuit, and were absent when a battery circuit was

closed without the intervention of the earth. The tick pro-

duced in the exploring telephone, whenever the circuit was

closed, through the ground was due to earth currents and not

to polarization between the copper wire and the moisture of the

ground, for it was many hundred times stronger than the polar-

ization effect produced by dipping the copper terminals of the

telephone wire in acidulated water. This crackling noise pro-

duced l>y the earth currents in a telephone is a curious phe-

nomenon, and shows that the earth currents have a rapidly

intermittent character, which escapes observation by any other

instrument than the telephone. A delicate electro-dynamome-
ter, for the registration and observation of these intermittent

earth currents, is much to be desired. In some cases the pul-

satory died of these earth currents was very marked. At no
poim which we explored, were evidences of earth currents

absent. They seemed to be more pronounced along water

In a discussion of the earth as a conductor, Steinheil says

:

"We cannot conjure up gnomes at will, to convey our

thoughts through the earth. Nature has prevented this. The
spreading of the galvanic effect is proportional not to the dis-

tance from the point of excitation, but to the square of this

distance ; so that at the distance of fifty meters only exceed-

ingly small effects can be produced by the most powerful elec-

trical effects at the point of excitation. Had we means which
could stand in the same relation to electricity that the eye

stands to light, nothing would prevent our telegraphing through
the earth without teleti'rajih conductors. Rut it is not proba-

ble that wo shall ever attain this end."*
Theoretically, however, it is possible to-dav to telegraph

across the Atlantic Ocean without a cable. Powerful dynamo-
electric machines could he placed at some point in Nova Sco-

tia, having one end of their circuit grounded near them and

the other end grounded in Florida, the conducting wire con-

* Die Anwendung des Elektromagnetismus, p. 112, 2d ed., 1873.
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sisting of a wire of great conductivity and carefully insulated

from the earth, except at the two grounds. By exploring the

coast of France, two points on two surface lines not at the same

potential could be found ; and by means of a telephone of low

resistance, the Morse signals sent from Nova Scotia to Florida

could be heard in France. Theoretically this is possible; but

practically, with the light of our present knowledge, the expen-

diture of energy on the dynamo-electric engines would seem to

The points made in this paper are as follows:

1. Disturbances in telephonic circuits usually attributed to

effects of induction are, in general, due to contiguous grounds

of batte^ circuits. A return wire is the only way to obviate

these disturbances.

2. The well-defined equipotential surfaces in the neighbor-

hood of battery grounds shows the theoretical possibility of

telegraphing across large bodies of water without the employ-

ment of a cable, and leads us to greatly extend the practical

limit set by Steinheil.

3. Earth currents have an intermittent character, with peri-

ods of maxima and minima which may occur several times

a minute during the entire day. This intermittent character is

seldom absent.

Physical Laboratory, Harvard University.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On Chemical Curves as Lecture-Illustrations.—The grow-

ng importance of chemical dyn:

clear the

use the graphical method in class instruction.

the significance of these ci

» graphic methods difficultly,

irves. espcriallv

,
Mills has cont

the author's apparatus is j

of each cylinder being al.ou

tion upon the action^of hy

i.:.?

1

;::
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retort in order. The retorts and the pieces of zinc must i.e cnre-

fullv cleansed. The experiment may he conducted to give either

the effect of mass of the acid, or of the time of contact; yielding

the quantity of hydrogen gas collected in the successive cylinders

giving the required curve, the height of the water column hcing

usually of a logarithmic form. The quantity-

inflection and consists generally of one or raon
bolas, showing

( 1) that the progress of the rea

tional to the acid-strength : (-) that there is t

- ~~
t H

2
S0

4 , a minimum with 33 per —*
m with 36 per cent ; very weak and very str

:hout effect; (3) that the effect of weakeni
e rapid than an equal strengthening

nplished in three stage-

v,, that, if the weight of
exactly to fill the cylinder with hydroge
represents the remaining chemical energ
simultaneous use of blackboard or lantern

the significance of the method may be c'
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; barometer is now noted, the temperature of the water sur-
' 'ing-bottle is observed and the overflowed

water is weighed. The water contained in the graduated tube

between its first and second level, must be subtracted from that

collected in the flask. A sample of commercial zinc which gave
99-80 per cent zinc by Fresenius's method, gave 99-89 per cent by

this. A lot of zinc-dust which gave by this method 80*59 per

cent of zinc, yielded 80*1 by the method of Fresenius.

—

Ber. Berl.

Chem. Ges., xiii, 947, May, 1880. g. f. b.

3. On a Reflection Cuprimeter.—Bayley showed in 1878 that

the light transmitted by dilute solutions of cupric salts is deficient

in those rays which the spectrum of light reflected from metallic

copper has in excess, and hence that if we look at a copper sur-

face through a sufficient thickness of copper sulphate solution,

the metal appears silver white, the solution absorbing the exces-

sive rays which make the copper red. He has now perfected an
in-' rum. tit for the estimation of copper, founded upon this prin-

ciple, which he calls a reflection-cuprimeter. A copper mirror
movable about a horizontal axis reflects the direct light of the sky
vertically upward through two tubes of glass closed at bottom
by glass pi;

light is con<

glycerin. The whole is surrounde

concentrated upon two paper <liscs made translucent by
'

(1 by a wooden case to shut out

ends of the tubes, these are put in communication with reservoirs,

one containing- a standard solution of copper, the other the solu-

tion to be tested. The former is made by dissolving one gram of
pure copper in nitric acid, adding a slight excess of sulphurous
acid and diluting to a liter at IT,

(
'. ('merino- one-half the mir-

ror with silver, the other half was looked at through a varying
'It'pth <'Mlu- solution until Loth disks were equally white. The
length of the column required was then noted, the tubes being
graduated for this purpose. In the author's instrument it was
8-01 cm. Since the length of the column required to produce
white light is inversely as the quantity of copper present and
since a solution of copper containing o-l "per cent required a length

i. e., pure copper, would require a thickness of 00801 mm. Tins
length the author calls a " cuper ;" and hence lono eupers of the

and the amount of coppe

solution. With a solution cor
liter six readings of the cuprin
and -813; or -803 as a mean,
injurious. The substanc
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treated with sulphurous acid in excess, boiled, cooled, made up to :i

liter, and examined in the cuprimeter.-—/. <'/>,ht. Noc, xxxvii.

418, June, 1880. a, F . „.

4. On a Method of prodtiring Acetal— In the hope of produc-
ing in larger quantity, a crystalline substance which thcv had
observed, Excel and' l)i; (tikaud dissolved aldehyde in aboul its

own volume of absolute alcohol and passed into it a current of

hydrogen phosphide gas for three days, the mixture bein<< at first

cooled to —40°, then to —21°. No" crystals were formed ; but
on adding water a liquid separated, which gave on fraetioning a

liquid boiling at 104°, having an ethereal odor, a specific gravity

sessed in other respects the characters of acetal. The yield is

1880. '

g. f. B.

5. On Phlobaphen and Oak-red, and their Relation t-> Tan-

nin.—Bottingek has proved that, under the influence of sulphu-

'

.
^ - •

stetter. To prepare phlobaphen -i-l kilos, of oak Ian was extracted,

tirst with ether to remove fat. wax. chh.n mil v il and -allic arid,

and phlolcphen, insoluble i

extremely difficult, howevei
soluble in a solution of tai

water or alcohol, both of the
The ([uercitanniu, treated in i

heating. At higher temper
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hung, and the o-l,,bulin separates in white tloeks. It contains

14-2 per cent of nitrogen and its properties prove it to be quite

similar to one of the myosins of muscular tissue.— lii-r. Bed.

Chem. Ges., xiii, 1064, June, 1880. g. f. b.

7. On the behavior of Carbonic Acid in relation to Pressure,

Volume and Temperature.—Professor Ii. Clausius discusses the

hearing of recent observations upon the departure of gases from
the law of Narriotte and (lay Lussac, and advances a theory

to account for these departures of a gas from the perfect state.

In a perfect gaseous state the molecules rush together and
separate completely after the collision. When the gas is con-

densed to a liquid the molecules are generally held together by

their mutual attraction, and separate only under certain favorable

conditions. Between these extreme conditions one can imagine
an intermediate state in which the molecules do not completely

separate, but oscillate about one another while moving onward as

a whole until they are separated by further collisions. The num-
ber of these pairs of attached molecules would be greater the

lower the temperature, and hence the less the mean vis viva of

the motion ; on a further fall of temperature more than two mole-

cules might collect together and execute the progressive move-

the mutual attraction of the molecules would be increased since

the united molecules on account of their greater nearness would
attract each other more strongly. " U( nee it irould not be alloic-

able to regard the quantity which represents in the formula tin

mutual attraction of the molecules as independent of the tempera-
te,;, but one would />< obliged to admit that it becomes greater

with falling temperature." Clausius gives a formula which em-
bodies the above ideas and finds a satisfactor

—
the values calculated from the formula and
periment. At the close of his paper CI
sure curve given by Andrews and James Thomson for the t

perature 13°-1, and discovers a reversible cyclical process,

tricity.—B. W. (
'. Kont./kn repeats the experimei

Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XX, No. 116.—Aug., 1
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lo. On th> work done by
-TheRev.Dr.Hai "
rought to a concl

Dr. Ilaughton, of Trinity College, Dublin, has recently

f papers on Animal Mechanics
the Proceedings of the Royal Society. The ninth of

these papers was appointed the Croonian Lecture for th

year, and the tenlli paper closes the series.

The most important subject involved in these papers is the

experimental determination of the law that regulates fatigue in

men and animals, when work is done, so as to bring on fatigue.

Many writers, such as Bougeur, Euler, and others, have laid

down mathematical formulae, connecting the force overcome with

the velocity of the movement ; but these theoretical speculations

have never received the assent of practical engineers. *

Venturoli points a method of observations and experiments
which would serve to determine the form of the function which
expresses the force in terms of the velocity, after which a few
carefully planned experiments would determine the constant
coefficients; and he adds that '-such a discovery would be of the
greatest usefulness to the science of mechanics, upon which it

depends, how to employ, to the greatest possible advantage, the

force of animal agents."
Dr. Haughton believes that he has found the proper form of

this fraction, by means of experiments, and sums it up in what he
• •alls the Loir of t-utigin . which he thus expresses:

—

The product'of the' total work done by the rote of work is con-
stant, at the time when fatigue stops the work.

If W denote the total work done, the law of fatigue gives us—

^ = eo„ S, (1)

The experiments made by Dr. Haughton from 1875 to 1880
consisted chiefly in lifting c * '

of the arms; the law of fati

ate equation, with which the results
'•'•inpared. When the experiments o
the following Expression—

"'

(w + ay
This denotes a cuspidal cubic, and the useful work is a



The Law of Futhjn. mti^, in iw-ir, |»r..i.;tl >U- enough, but of

ourse its real value depends on its agreement with the results of

If W denote the total work done and R the rate of work, the

*w becomes, simply-

W X X = const. (6)

Try** = wji
t
+ wji

2
+ ii;a' +

the problem for the engineer would be,

i and rate of work of each agent employee
ul work a maximum, the work both useful

using t'ipiiition (5) in his concluding pa]

fatigue.

It shoulc

to Dr. Ma
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;,-<: Ay,',"""
of Gravity at Tokio, Japan.—-The pap<

i Perry on a " Determination of the Ace,
ity for Tokio, Japan," published in the April number

ilosophical Magazine I

ias been severely cr ;ed by Major Herschel (1. c.

.lime, li-sso, p. 440). A reply to this criticism is given by the
authors in the July number of the same journal, p. 43.

12. Winchester Observatory of Yale Collcy, : Circular of th<

Hnmlnyu-id and Thermometries Bureaus, June, 1880.—These
bureaus have been established by the corporation of Vale College,

at the recommendation of the Board of Managers of the Winches-
ter Observatory. The former is designed to encourage the higher
development of the horological industries, and to pursue researches

calculated to aid in the construction of retined apparatus for the
measurement of time. This circular gives detailed information
in regard to the tests to which time pieces are subjected ; the
regulations of the distribution of the time service from the

observatory, a list of the standard instruments employed in rating
time pieces, and those used in testing thermometers. Watches
and chronometers are submitted to well considered tests during
varying times, and certificates are given which embody the

performances of the time pieces and the conditions of the tests.

In the work of the thermometrical bureau, thermometers are

importance of work similar to that undertaken h\ the Horological
Bureau of Vale College. The t hernionu t rica! bureau promises to
afford valuable assistance to the United States Signal Service and
t«» meteorology in general, also to medico-physiological investiga-
tions and to many departments in the arts. .r. x.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Odontolith,*; „ Mono'tnn,/, <>,, tin Ertim-t Tnoth, <1 liinls
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translated into 1

cal or otherwise. Treatises like this can be written only by bot-
anists of long experience; and long experience, founded upon
good training and accompanied by good judgment, gives the right

to speak with a certain authority. particularly upon writing and
pub'ication in systematic botany, in which rules and method are

most important. DeCandolle is now one of our oldest systematists,
one who as editor as well as author has had to consider every
sort of phytographical question; and the volume he has here pro-

duced is "a needful supplement to the Philosophic Butanica of

Linnams and the Theorie Elementaire of the elder DeCandolle, the

two classical books which the serious botanical student should
early and thoroughly master. Phytography has to do with form
and method in botanical works: aiid natural history is nothing if

not methodical. Its advancement by research and its educational

value which will he more and more appreciated as it is better

taught—both depend upon correct morphology and upon well-

settled method. Those who will not use its proper language and

than is unavoidable. Observation and interpretation must go
together, if either is to be of value; the naturalist must not only
observe that he may describe, but describe if he would observe.
In his preface DeCandolle remarks upon the peculiar advantage
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requisition are the spirit <>f obsen ation and of ord«ar, sagac-
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pagination of the volnnu' should be scrupulously preserved; and
it were better that there should be no other. Less complete, bill

ber of copies, and so high in price that only a few lil»raries can
possess them; also articles in journals without full indexes, or

with indexes only to a series of volumes.

Incomplete publicity is given when papers upon botany are

inserted in the voluminous transactions of general learned socie-

ties, of which few individuals can possess the scries or find room
for them; also articles in reviews, encyclopaedias, and the like,

treating of many or of all sciences. Even journals of natural his-

tory alone fall under the ban, unless divided into separate parts
tor zoology and botany,—as is the long-continued Annales des
Sciences Xaturelles of Paris, and the Journal of the Linnean
Society of London. A remedy or alleviation of these obstacles
to publicity, and of others like them, is supplied by the catalogue
of papers published by the Koyal Society of London; which
noble work was instigated by the late Professor Henry

;
yet, as

can seldom be in the library of botanists.

In speaking of the obstacle- to scientific publicity which an'

interposed by too limited cd.it ions, high prices caused by undue

fifty or -i. .-,.,. ortw'clw- 'i hoicand 'dollars ,,

and needs about 1J,(>(.0 francs for annual purchases. He asks

ons is the

1 the Latin
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we interpose the remark that Fug-

incorporating as it does all Latin

:ui<l Greek terms, comes next to Latin in convenience, compact-
ness, ami facility to all foreign botanists, who. being familiar

with Latin, can seldom he at a loss. For discussions and reason-

ings, the botanists of each nation prefer their vernacular tongue;
lmt DeCandolle would reslrict them to the four modern lan-

guages, one or two of which, beside his native tongue, every

naturalist is now-a-davs supposed to be aide fairly to read;

English, Gorman, French, and Italian. Indeed, 'DeCandolle

iff in rnlia, on the ground of brevity; and he aptly suggests that

the less capable botanists are of handling other than I.inmean

Latin, the more brief, sententious, and strictly to the point their

Hints are given as to the best mode of collecting literary material.

making and preserving notes (each upon separate slips of paper),

upon the importance of adding clear explanations of drawings at

the time they are made; and upon the desirability of refraining

from publication until the work is thoroughly completed, but of

then publishing as soon a- possible. A manuscript work is said

to have its maximum value at the moment of completion. Our
author declares that second and third editions are seldom emial



;raphy. There is (Linger of some misunderstanding when tlu-

-o modes are used in the same work. In the Synoptical Flora
North America, the former mode is in variably adopted, partly
the score of brevity. Either the originally described form, or
medium or common form i> taken as the type, and the varieties

e treated as departures from this. Even when the specific

aracter is drawn so as generally to cover the varieties (as

ould be done as far as possible), some form, and the history of
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be incorporated with the

resemble, or be men

'

affinia," and the ]

days of the natural system
;

considerations of symmetry
the place of these floating croups; so that their general incor-

poration into the orders by iM-ntham and Hooker in the Genera
Plantarum of our day is in the natural course of things. But
botanists have to remember that many of them are still riddles.

DeCandolle classes descriptions under the two general head- of

developed and abridged. A developed description is a detailed

account of the whole conformation, without regard to d[ft r> nt'm.

The type of an abridged description is the diagnosis, such as the

specific phrase, or as Linnaeus called it, the nomen si>ev[p''-)im.;

what we now universally term the specific name being bis /i<>>»t>i

triviale. In the course of phytography both these have become
rare or of special use as regards species, and a hybrid between the

two has been eno-etidered which is more serviceable than either.

The long and independent descriptions of the olden time are now

to multiply division- and siih-di\ isions between' tli

species. To do this well, to arrange the specu
group most definably as well as most uaturallv, t
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part of the book. There are so many points which it were well to

r sometimes to comment upon, for which space
Miitiii--, thai we must defer the remainder of this critical

• the next issue of the Journal.

other Cryptogatnia, or any <

C Lnh.r jxrjVrtn, ,/,/ ('„r<>li L'nnoti Sj,<ri<s Plan
itziHjji <<t,;,„, Prhnmu E'Utiiun;,, {an,,n l~oZ), ( 'vl/atn,;-,

im: Miki.i.ki;. Melbourne, 1880. pp. 40, 8vo.—Baron von }

snn,elimeao-o called attention to the fact, that most hotani
the second edition of the Species Plantarmn of Linna-us i

of the first, thus not really beginning at the beginning. A
ting this practice to the scarcity of the first edition, he now
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A letter has been r

Professor Wilder
nts of the brains o

1. The Seismological Society of Jape

couraging the study of cart lnjiiake an

that country. Its officers are I. Z. Hatt<
Milne, Vice-President, and Pro£ W. S. C
names are already familiar to students <

ficient guarantee that the new society \

tion to the science. At a general me'eti

paper was read bv Prof. Milne,* which 1

"What I have attempted has been to

Mr. E. Knipping's

several modificatic

4£

rth quake causes the
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lever to move across this line, and so records

on each plate. These lines enable the movements to be measured

and their relation to the time, from which the amplitude, velocity

and direction of the horizontal motion of a point on the earth's

surface are determined at every instant throughout the whole

disturbance. The pendulum is not suspended from the roof of the

house but from a separate rigid frame; and the levers with then-

recording discs are attached "firmly to a wooden post stuck in the

ground and cut off a few inches above the surface."

The new society is well located for effective work, as earth

quake shocks seem to occur in Japan almost daily. A letter from

1'rof. Milne (June 12) speaks of " over fifty during the last two

months," one night five, and another night three. c. g. k.

2. Science: A weekly Record of Scientific Progress; John

Mi, i.Ki.s, editor. Vol. 'I, No. ! and 2, New York, July 3 and 10,

1880. The aim of this new Journal is stated to be "to afford

scientific workers in the United States the opportunity of promptly

recording the fruits of their researches and facilities for commu-

nication between one another," etc. It aspires "to take the

position which 'Nature' so ably occupies in England." The

necessity of the existence of such 'a Journal may perhaps be ques-

tioned, in view of the prompt and wide distribution of "Nature"
in this country, although it would certainly be of value it it

could maintain the position suggested in the prospect us, which

it certainly has not done thus far.

The author of the ingenious itory about the " diaphote" will

be amused to see a column in " Science" devoted to the subject,

in which the remarkable invention of the supposed "Dr. II. K.

eighth year of his ag<

number of the Journ;

Professor Kdiakd
the age of sixty-eight
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Art. XXII.— On the New Action of Magnetism on a Perma-
nent Electric Current;* by E. H. Hall, Assistant in Physics
at the Johns Hopkins University.

In the early part of last winter there was published in the
American Journal of Mathematicsf an account of some exper-
iments which prove that an electric current, as distinguished
from the conductor hearing the current, is acted upon bv mag-
netic force in a manner altogether different from that hVwhich

tduction (s known to take place. The new phenom-
enon was in short the action of a permanent magnetic force on a
permanent electric current. Up to the time when the above-
mentioned article was written this new action had been ob-
served in only one conducting material, gold. In the present
article will be given the results of observations with several
other conductors ; but first it seems worth while to give some
account of various closely related experiments which, though
resulting negatively, are not entirely devoid of interest.

In the previous article the fact was mentioned that a form
! ns had been devised which, it was thought, might

reveal the new action in the shape of an increase of resistance
in the conductor. The plan, as modified in accordance with a
suggestion of Professor Rowland, was to emplo\ as the con-
ductor to be experimented upon a circular disk of -old leaf, in

'•unvnt entering at the center would radiate to a
t the edge and so pass off bv a wire attached to the

nng. ln suca an apparatus under ordinary conditions the
electromotive force, and so the flow of electricity, would be

In itsonjriu 1 i\>r - u w ,. r « r le-n T> r r . Phi-

.
-;, n

Am.Jodb.Sci.-Iitir!. I;

11
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along the radii of the disk, but if a strong magnetic force were
made to act perpendicularly to the face of the disk a new
electromotive force would be set up, which would be always
perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic force and to the
actual direction of flow of the eloctra t\ t a

n

\ nstant in every
part of the disk. The actual electromotive force therefore,
under which the electricity would How. would be compounded
ot two, one of which would in general have the direction of

the radii of the disk, while the other would be nearly at right
angles to tli-

, ; ls direction constantly as the
flow of eh

, veered from its normal course
under the resultant acta >n < >f the two electromotive forces. The

ty from the center to the circum-
ference of the disk would be, not, a straight line as under nor-
mal conditions, but a spiral. This path being lonirer than the
straight line, we should expect an increase of electrical resist-

ance in the disk of gold leaf. Before any very extended ex-
periments had been made with this apparatus, however, it was
pointed out by Professor Rowland that the increase of resist-
ance which might be looked for in this ease would be exceed-
ingly small, too small probably to be detected. This experi-
ment was therefore abandoned for the time at least.
The next experiment to be described was a very simple

variation upon the main one, and before goino farther it may
be well to give a drawing of sue], a plate as has been used in
making most of the observations to be hereafter recorded.
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enters and leaves the metal strip by means of the binding
screws e, e. Kunning out from the middle of this strip are two
projections which make contact with the chimps f\, Gn worked
by the screws 8n 8,. From the screws ?", ?', wires lead to the

Thomson galvanometer. The projections from the metal strip

just alluded to make the apparatus very easy to adjust, for by
scraping off little particles from the proper part of the projec-

tions, while the current is allowed to run through the metal

strip, the current through the Thomson galvanometer may be
reduced to the extent desired.

In ordinary experiments such a plate as that just, described

is placed between the poles of the magnet in such a position

that the direction of ma-net ic force would be represented by a

perpendicular to the plane of the paper in the above drawing.

In the variation upon the main ex
ployed similar to the above, but nai

/"ith this arrangement a permanent deflection of about 30
on the scale before the Thomson galvanometer could be
lined bv reversal of the magnet current. Leaving now the
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galvanometer.

of the kind looked for.

The first part of this experimen
viz : that in a conduetor subjected t

raanent electromotive force is at c

direction perpendicular to the dire

perpendicular to the direction of the prinian current in the

conductor. The second part of the experiment shows that

under similar conditions no electromotive force is set up in tbe

direction of the magnetic force, or at least none of the same

order of magnitude as that described above.

The third experiment to be described was made at the sug-

gestion and desire of Professor Eowlancl. It was to test for an

action of the magnet on the lines of static induction in glass.

A thick pi< - taken and

a hole about four mm. in diameter was drilled through each of

the four lateral faces. These four holes were all directed to-

ward the center of the glass and each extended to within about

seven mm. of this point. If the holes had met they would have

formed two cylindrical channels at right angles to each other

and extending straight through the glass from lateral face to

lateral face. In each hole a loosely fitting plug of brass sex oral

mm. long was placed and securely fastened with a cement of

material. Leading out from each plug was a wire

which was insulated for some cm. by being surrounded with

a glass tube. The piece of plate glass thus prepared was placed

between the poles of the magnet, precisely as a plate bearing a

strip of gold would be. One of the brass plugs was placed in

connection with the inner coating of a battery of Leyden jaia

charged by means of a Holtz machine, the opposite plug being

in connection with the outer coating of the jars and with the

earth. The other two plugs were placed in connection with

separate quadrants of a Thomson electrometer. Tbe quadrants
were both insulated from the earth. The electrometer was

sufficiently sensitive to deflect the spot of light about 170 mm.
for the electromotive force of a Bunsen cell, or 340 mm. on re-

versing the connections with such a cell. The battery of

Leyden jars was charged to a potential sufficient to give a

spark of two or three mm. The connections being thus made,

the position of the spot of light was observed and the magnet
then operated with the purpose of discovering, if possible, any

consequent change of position of the spot of light which would

indicate an action of the magnet on the lines of static induction

in the glass. The observation failed to establish the

h action. The electrometer being in a ven
condition the spot of light was rather unsteady, so
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very slight effect of the kind looked for would not have been
detected, though it is probable that if a reversal of the magnet
had caused a change of four mm. in the position of the spot of

light, this effect would have been apparent.

We may therefore conclude that any change of relative po-

tential on the quadrants of the electrometer caused by reversal

of the magnet was probably less than -fo of that caused by
reversing the connections of the electrometer with a Bunsen
cell, as mentioned above. If now we estimate the difference

of potential between the plugs A and B, connected with the

Leyden jars, to have been, as indicated by the length of the

spark, equal to that which would be produced by 10,000 Bun-
sen cells in series, we may conclude that any difference of

potential between the other plugs and D which was caused
by the action of the magnet, must have been less than

8 o\) ao
of the difference of potential between A and B. We must
remember, however, that any change of potential on C and D
had to be extended as well over the comparatively large area

of the electrometer quadrants. Professor Kowland has roughly
estimated the capacity of the quadrants as twenty times that of

the plugs C and D. If, therefore, these plugs had not been
attached to the electrometer, any difference of potential between
them due to the action of the magnet would have been twenty
times as great as in the actual case, so that instead of 80Vooo
we have

xrfaj-ff of the difference of potential of A and B as the

superior limit of the difference of potential of C and D which
the magnet might possibly have produced, if C and 1) had not

been connected with the electrometer. Representing the for-

mer difference of potential by E, the latter by E', and the

strength of the magnetic field, about 4000 (cm.-grm.-sec), by

M, we have for this case of static induction in glass ^zt^ if

"" ™"* 1 " *'• muMMunnnr- vve w

affected at all by the magnet, i
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to be smaller than the analogous action in the case of a current

I now go on with an account of further investigation of the

phenomenon actually discovered and already in some measure

described in my previous article. When writing that article it

seemed to me instructive to deduce the ratio, — , of the differ-

ence of potential per cm. on the longitudinal axis of the gold

leaf strip to that per cm. on the transverse axis. There were

thus obtained for the experiments made values of = , ranging

from 3,000 to 6,500 according to the strength of the magnetic

field.*
'

At that time I supposed that the ratio would prove

to be a constant, not only for different strips of one metal, but

for all conductors. Subsequent experiments showed that this

was not the case, and in this article the results obtained will be

expressed by the ratio _, ,
where E' has the same significa-

tion as before, while M now expresses the strength of the mag-

netic field in cm.-grm.-sec. units and V= -
, the strength of

the primary current divided by the area of section of the con-

ductor. This ratio does not Vv^y^ to be the same constant IW

ivinced by tin
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action of magnets on conductors bearing currents. This being
the ease, it seemed desim h I. mak< experiments with several
strips of the same metal and determine whether the ratio

^^p^would prove to be a constant for all. The dimensions of

many of the strips used, of whatever metal, are given below,
and in order that the conditions to which they were variously
subjected may be more fully understood, there will be given in

many cases the strength of the magnetic field in absolute units
and the strength of the primary current through the strip,

the latter being expressed in terms of the constant, k, of
the tangent galvanometer used to measure it. This constant
there has been no occasion to determine exactly, but it is

about -07.

It will probably be readily admitted that the results ob-
tained cannot be accounted for without admitting substantially
all that was really claimed in the previous article. Even' if no
such quant had been made, however, there
would still be one fact inexplicable on the theory of an acci-

dental cause for the phenomenon under consideration. The
arrows in fig. 2 show the direction of the transverse current
relatively to the direct current in gold, the magnet pole, S,
being a south pole, i. e., the pole attracting the north pointing
end of a needle. This relation between the directions of the
two currents and the magnetic force is the same in all of the
four gold plates which have been examined in' this particular.
The same uniformity is observed in the four silver plates, and
the three iron plates, which have been tested in the same way.
With the two plates of tin which have been examined there
has been a trifle of uncertainty upon this point, as the effect in
this metal is at best very small, but this uncertainty is hardly
Buflicient to cast doubt upon the correctness of the rule that, so
far as observation has gone, the relative direction of the trans-
verse current is always the same for ;mv

j
.articular metal. This

'indVmity in so many cases could hardly be accidental.

I'ortanct'. The dip
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periment are gold, silver, iron, tin, nickel and platinum. The
direction is the same in all except iron.

The extreme irregularity in the results obtained in the early

part of this course of experiments was due to various causes,

only one of which is worth mentioning here. This source of

error was the shape of the magnet poles, which, being intended

for the study of the magnetic rotation of polarized light, were

perforated axially by a hole several mm. in diameter. With
these poles the magnetic force was found to vary many per

cent in different parts of the field. These poles were subse-

quently replaced by solid ones, and a sufficiently uniform field

was thus secured. It will, however, be noticed that even after

this change the results obtained on the same day and with the

same plate often vary by several per cent. Probably quite a

part of this irregularity was due to the faulty manner in which

the tangent galvanometer, which measured the strength of the

primary current through the strip, was introduced. This

source of error can probably be avoided in future measure-

ments. Again it is to be remembered that the strength of the

ent was determined by a delicate Thomson gal-

instrument far more sensitive than accurate.

In using comparatively thick strips of metal there is especial

liability to error from this source, as a low resistance gal-

vanometer must then be employed, which may easily change

in sensitiveness several per cent within an hour.

Much of the disagreement to be observed in the results ob-

tained with different plans of the same metal, is no doubt to be

explained by the difficulty of determining with anything like

accuracy the thickness of the various strips employed. I have

tried to determine approximately the thickness of the thinnest

films used by measuring the electrical resistance, but this

method, as will be seen, is exceedingly faulty. The thicker

strips have been weighed before being placed on the glass, but

even this method fails to determine the effective thickness ac-

curately. Even if the specific gravity were the same for all

the strips, and it probably is not, the value thus obtained i<>>

the thickness would give onlv the average thickness, and this

is by no means the effective thickness, it will he remembered
that the connections leading to the Thomson galvanometer are

placed opposite to each other with the width of the metal strip

between them. The effective thickness is the average thick-

ness along the line joining these two side connections. Gold

foil is obtained in sheets ten or twelve cm. square. It will he

seen further on, that in one case two strips cut from similar po-

sitions in the same sheet differed in average thickness about

-rible
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differ many per cent from the mean thickness indicated by the
weight.

All these sources of error being considered, the discrep-

ancies which will be observed in the results to be given, will

not be surprising.

A single complete series of observations consisted of the
following parts :

1st. A determination of the extent to which the indicator of

the Thomson galvanometer was affected by the direct influ-

ence of the magnet and the magnetizing current.—All that it

was necessary to ascertain in this case was the change in

position of the galvanometer indicator caused by reversing
the current through the magnet. This usually amounted to

one or two mm. and subsequent readings of the Thomson
galvanometer were, when it was necessary, corrected accord-

ingly-

2nd. A determination of the strength of the magnetic field.

—

This was done by withdrawing suddenly from the field a small

coil consisting of a few turns of wire and observing the effect

of this action on a delicate galvanometer placed in circuit with
the coil.* The galvanometer was used with a mirror and scale

and the readings actually obtained were reduced by the formula

^-mi
where n is the actual reading and r the distance from the mir-
ror to the scale. The constant of the galvanometer not being
known, its sensitiveness, that is the significance of its readings
in absolute measure, was determined whenever the strength of
the magnetic field was to be found. This was effected by means
of an earth inductor placed in circuit with the galvanometer and
the test coil used with the magnet. The determination of the
strength of the magnetic field therefore involves two series of

observations, one with the earth inductor and one with the test

3d. A determination of the sensitiveness of the Thomson
galvanometer.—This was done by sending through it a current
of known strength obtained by shunting the current from a
Bunsen cell, the main current being measured with a tangent
galvanometer.

the metal strip measured with the tangent' -'alvanometer just

spoken of, and the effect nf reversing the magne! observed on
the scale of the Thomson galvanometer.

5th. Another determination of the sensitiveness of the Thom-
son galvanometer.—Method as described above.

Rowland, "On a Magnetic: Proof Plane," this Journal, vol. x, p. 14, 1875.
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6th. Another series of observations with the test coil.

7th. Another series of observations with the earth inductor.

8th. Another determination of the direct action of the mag-

net on the Thomson galvanometer.

If, as was usually the case, several series were to be made
with the same plate in one day, for the purpose of using pri-

mary currents of various strengths, the sensitiveness of the

Thomson galvanometer was tested before each main series of

observation.- and alter the last.

The mean of two values found for the sensitiveness of the

Thomson galvanometer was of course taken to be the sensi-

tiveness during the series of observations intervening. It was

not found necessary to determine the strength of the magnetic

field more than twice during a half day's observations.

In working up these observations the following formula

applies

:
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: proportion of above current which passes through the Thom-
son galvanometer.

: total resistance of circuit containing Thomson galvanometer

It will be seen that k and w have disappeared. The elimi-

nation of w is a very important fact as this would be an exceed-

iul1 quantity to determine with accuracy. As the

case stands, it. is not at all important to preserve the form of the

metal strip after its thickness has been determined. This makes
the adjustments of the side connections (see fig. 1), leading

to the Thomson galvanometer, a matter of considerable ease.

The following pages give some details of the study of the

various metals examined.

xperiments which furnished the result

ere made with gold leaf so thin as to 1

to reduce those results to the form sir

3 necessary to know the thickness of

ckness might be determined roughly, i

after mentioned m
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This second plate of gold leaf was not constructed until after

several thick plates had been tried and found to give very dif-

ferent results from those obtained with the first thin plate in the

manner described above. Thinking that some experimental

error in the first measurements might account for the discrep-

ancy, and the first plate being destroyed, I constructed the sec-

ond one. In making observations with this plate I first used

the high resistance Thomson galvanometer, whereas the low

instrument had been used with the thick plates.

nking that I might in changing instruments have fallen

) some error, I afterward made another series of observa-

is with the same plate, but using the low resistance galva-

neter. The results were, the thickness here also being

mated as above described,

March 18, with high resist, galv., —™— = 622 X 10
10

This result is about four times as large as those found with

thicker plates. Arguing from these facts alone, it would appear

that the transverse effect in thin leaf gold is relatively much
smaller than the effect in strips of sensible thickness, but this is

hardly a safe conclusion. Three objections to the above

method of determining the thickness by means of the resist-

ance are evident: 1st gold leaf so thin' as to be transparent

is by no means continuous, but is perforated by a multitude of

small holes, so that the electricity is, as it were, obliged to wind

or zigzag its way through the strip, thereby having a longer

path and meeting a Lrreater resistance, than if it could pursue a

direct course : 2d, gold leaf is an alloy about twenty-three

carats fine, and the resistance of such alloys is often much larger

than that of either of the pure metals : 3d, it is difficult to se-

cure good contact at the ends of the strip. In the plate under

consideration this contact was probably very bad, and may have

In on many per cent of the whole resistance of the plate as

measured.
All these sources of error affect the result in the same \v:iv.

does not seem worth wh
present. In fact I woulc
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ject of gold leaf strips with a very few words, were it not the

case that, in a matter of this kind, it seems proper that the pub-
lic should be informed of any facts that have the slightest

suspicious appearance.

The gold plates which are now to be described, were of

comparatively thick metal, such as is used by dentists. The
metal in this shape is said to be very pure, and the thickness

was so considerable as to make it possible to weigh the strips

with sufficient accuracy. The determination of the thickness

in this way involves the assumption that the specific gravity is

that given by the tables, but the error from this source must
be very much smaller than the sum of those introduced by

ploying the resistance method.
" 3ld used by dentists is classed under various heads accord-

to the manner of tempering. The kinds I have used are,

Gold u

possibly "semi -cohesive," and "hard,'

"cohesive." I noted the varieties, thinking that specific pecu-

liarities might possibly appear in their behavior. The number
attached to each plate is the commercial number of the speci-

men and indicates approximately the number of grains in a

sheet about ten cm. square. The letters attached are intended
to distinguish different plates constructed from gold of the

same number.

Gold Foil, No. 6 {A).

This strip was, I believe, of the kind called by dentists

"hard," or "cohesive." To determine the thickness it was
weighed before being attached to the glass. Previous experi-
ment having shown the great variation in thickness between
different parts of a sheet of gold foil, this strip was cut before
weighing into nearly the same shape and size that it was to

have on the glass.

The strip

laking the speeifir irravitv <>f -v>M at l'K'W. the value iriven
by Ganot for "gold stamped," we find

Thickness = -000214 cm.

%

With this plate many series of experiments were made, yield-
ing most of the time results which were very discordant, owing
to various disturbing causes, some known and others perhaps



Mean " = 1513 X 10'

The strength of the magnetic field was, as usual, determined
twice on March 5th, once before and once after the other ob-

servations. The two values varied by something more than

one per cent. The mean of the two' is taken as the uniform
strength for the day. The strength of the primary current

sent through the gold strip was. much varied for the different

series of observations.

Thus we may write as corresponding to the above three

of the t.;ii
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Gold Foil, No. 5.

Th e metal in this pi

Length of strip

Width
when weighed =

either ":soft,"

28 *

Area including projections as 80 •0 *
;

8q"

Weight
Thickness

112:2

= •eenl 88 cm.

Th is strip after bentg placed on the Idass was trimmed dowr
to a width of about 2-82 cm., and the nekn ess of thh

above oh

tained. This strip w as reduced in width alter bein - wei<rhe.

lore than any other that has been used, and this fact

2count for the discrepancy between the results obtained

and those obtained with the strips of No. 6, already
u-ibed, and of No. 4, which is to be described next.

With No. 5 were made four series of observations, resu

Weight
U<in

" l>1 °'jections

With this plate four aeriess of observat

The results obtained Mai•eh 12th were
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indicating —=7- to be a constant for this metal. If the ex-

periments in gold had begun with these particular plates, they

would probably have ended with them for the present. Owing,

however, to the great discrepancy observed between these re-

sults and those obtained with the very thin plates it seemed

desirable to go further, and I therefore constructed a plate

Gold Foil, No. 30 (A), {semi-cohesive?).

Length of strip when weighed = 5-76 cm.
Width " " ^ = 1-085 «

Area including projections = 7*36 " sq.

Weight = -161 grm.

= 1 '-'A <l X I"'

) (B), (semi-cohesii

It will be seen that the strips (A) and (B), cut from sim

positions in the same sheet of metal, differ about seven

cent in mean thickness. The importance of this fact

already been pointed out. The difference in thickness t

found was so great, that I at first supposed a mistake must h

been made in weighing the first strip, thereby giving

large a value for the weight. I therefore removed the si

from the glass plate and weighed it again. The result c

firmed the original value obtained.

With the new plate, No. 30 (B), I found



This value is much nearer those obtained with the plates 4,

f>, and (5, Imt even now there is a discrepancy of eight or ten

per cent. Without discussing this matter any further at pres-

ent, I ] B i to tell what has been observed with

Silver.

Measurements have been made with four separate plates of

this metal. The thickness of the strip was estimated in one
case by weighing, in the three others by measuring the elec-

trical resistance. I will give first the results obtained with the

thick strip.

Silver Foil, JVo. 10.

Leno'tli of strip when weighed = 7*98 cm.
Width "

.
". = 1-07 «

Area including project ions = 9*23 " su.

Weight = 0474 grm.
.-. Thickness (taking sp. gr. to be 10*47)= '000491 cm.

With this plate

Two of the other. ,| :il es wore prepared, not b V fastening sil-

3rleaf to glass with shellac, but bv depositing fromasolu-
on the silver directly upon the glass. The process made use
?
for this purpose was Bdettgers, as detailed in this Journal

r 1867. The two plates were cut from the same piece of

'ass after coating.

Silver Film (A).

Length between the contact blocks = 6*05 cm.

med, though of course verv routihlv.

to the resistance of about 2*7 cm. of t

ur. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XX, No. 117.—Sbi
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therefore in estimating the thickness of the strip from the elec-

trics! resistance, theeffective length of the strip was taken to be

not 6-05 cm., but 8 "8 cm. Assuming the specific resistance of

the silver in this plate to he oOOiiuii;."') ohms, the value given

bv Jcnkin for "hard drawn"' silver, we obtain as the thick-

ness of the strip -00000407 cm. It will be shown below that

this value is probably very much too small, but I will for the

moment give the results obtained on the basis of this estimation

of the thickness.

Passing over a result obtained at quite an early period of

the experiments, and which there are excellent reasons for re-

jecting, we have

Silver Film (H).

. thickness of (B) 1

^reement of this result with the mean of those just pr

; entirely satisfactory-, and the discrepancy above me
s existing between the results with plates of differe

particles of cement adherin
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then removed by dissolving in nitric acid, after which the

glass was again dried and weighed. In addition to this the so-

lution of silver was filtered and treated with hydrochloric acid.

The precipitate was filtered off, and the silver reduced by burn-

ing with the filter paper. The amount of silver on the glass

was thus estimated in two ways. According to the weight lost

by the plate the amount of silver appeared to be 4'3 mgr., while

the amount obtained by the chemical process was only about
2'5 mgr. There are good reasons for thinking the former

value too great and some reasons for thinking the latter too

small. Giving the latter double weight in taking the mean we

get
4 '3+2X2-5=31 mgr fof the amount of gilver in tUe film

The area covered by this on the glass was about 20 sq. cm.

Taking the specific gravity of silver to be 10-5, we get for the

thickness of the film

•0031 Jn

This value is more than 3*6 (

by the resistance method. In order to make per

feweeo the results obtained with the two kinds oi silver plates,

the thickness would need to be rather more than lour times as

.-rent as that obtained by the resistance method, but consider-

ing all the difficulties of 'the ease, it seems to me that the huge

error. In presenting the results of all the experiments in tab-

ular form further on I shall give the results obtained with these

silver films as calculated on the basis of the larger value, i. e..

•00001-48 cm., found for the thickness.

Mention is made above of a fourth plate of silver. This
was also «,!' a very thin film, but the silver was fastened to the
glass with shellac instead of being deposited from a solution.
The silver was in the same state as that oi the thickest plate,

•'lid the results of measurements with it accord sutlieientlv well

with those obtained with that plate. As the resistance method
was employed in estimating the thickness, it does not seem
worth while to publish the results obtained.

tho quantitative results, like all other
hardly reliable enough to be worth p
The dimensions of the third strip ^
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Length as weighed = 5*68 <

Width " = 1-08

Area including projections

m (takin:

With this plate the following results w

Apr. 29th, 6680 k X tail 38°

Mean

One strip of this metal has been used.

Length as weighed
Width
Area including projections

With

mi.-,l I

. Thickness (taking

iis strip only one sc

i strip of this metal

piece used was ob-

ner as to make it easy to remove. The strip thus obtained i

narrow and irregular in shape and its thickness cannot reac

be determined at present, so that I do not attempt to give

merical results for this metal. The main object in using it

to determine the direction of the new effect therein, nic
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site to that in iron. The action in nickel, though not real

measured, was seen to be very decided, and may possibly pro

Tin.

The action in this metal is very small and has not be<

measured with any accuracy. Its magnitude may be ^ th

of the action in gold.

No other conductors have been tested in such a manner as I

warrant an expectation of detecting an action.

In the following table the results obtained with the differe

metals are brought together. Those obtained with very th

strips will be marked thus (?) for reasons which must be ev

dent to any one who has read the preceding pages :

;,],!. No. <;
|

••



or two hundred per cent larger or smaller than the true num-
ber. All the numbers given must of course be taken as at best

only rough a ve numbers.

We find then
Iron — 78- Platinum 2-4

Silver 8-6 Tin -2 (?)

This arrangement is made on the basis of defining the magni-

tude of the action studied as a quantity inversely proportional

to
M

^,

Y
If on the other hand we were to define the same as

inversely proportional to ^——— , rather, E being the difference

of potential of two points a centimeter apart on the longitud-

inal axis of the metal strip, the representative numbers would
be relatively changed. The representative numbers on this

new basis may be found by simply dividing each of the repre-

sentative numbers given above by a quantity proportional to

the speeili .of the metal to which the num-

i obtain

results obtained with different metals,

nportance whether we take as our basis -

ith difVere

M x V MxE

When, h
metal. w(

that the

i see from the e?

basis
M X V .

g
,

up them
1st, the

2nd, tlrrjs^i!
quantity for different plate

, . MxV ,
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ddent, upon consideration, that this ratio
J

tpected to give the same result for all metals.

We must, however,
us. hut consisting of

a u'ii'rotated in the

Kvidentlv, therefore,

ection with various other

:side the specific electrical
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the principles of Maxwell's elecl of light.

Professor Bowland, therefore, in view of this difference of

behavior of iron and nickel with respect to electricity, was

very desirous to know whether these two metals would mani-

fest a similar disagreement in their action upon light. I have,

therefore, at his suggestion, repeated Kerr's experiment on the

rotation of the plane of polarization of light by reflection

from the pole of a magnet, using nickel for the latter instead

of iron. The reflecting surface used was the nickel plating on

one of the disks of Professor Rowland's absolute electrometer.

This disk for the purpose of the experiment was placed be-

tween the poles of the electro-magnet. The action upon the

plane of polarization, though apparently much weaker than in

iron, has, in the plate used, unmistakably the same direction.

This nickel plating, however, was executed in Germany, and
Professor Eowland thinks that, as the nickel of that country is

very impure, this specimen may possibly contain iron enough
to mask the true action of the nickel.

I have already spoken of the fact that, when a strongly mag-

netic substance is experimented upon, complications are intro-

duced by the influence of the induced magnetism which affects

the condition of the magnetic field through which the current

Hows, making the value of M different from that determined
by means of the test coil. It does not seem probable that in

this fact can be found an explanation of the anomalous behav-

is here suggested. For instance, it might be profitable to sub-

ject to experiment a thin plate of hard steel and determine to

what extent the permanent magnetization induced therein by
the electro - magnet would be accompanied by a permanent
change in the equipotential lines after the electro-magnet had

It is perhaps idle to speculate as to the exact manner in

which the action between the magnet and the current takes

place in any of the preceding experiments, but it mav be

worth while to remark a seeming analogy, somewhat strained

nomeno'n. the throw «.i' wide!, '

.'..is'idera-

ball, moving through a metallic eon

iince of which will correspond to tl:

offered by the air. Suppose, further.
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tricity. on coming within the inilnonec of the magnet, to acquire a

motion of rotation about an axis parallel to the axis of the mag-
net.* Under all these supposed conditions wemiedit perhaps ex-

pect to find the action which is actually detected: To account
for the reversal of the action in iron, we might suppose the par-

ticles of electricity to aeepdre in this metal a rotation about the

same axis as in the other metals, but in the opposite direction.

Even after all these generous concessions in favor of our
hypothesis, however, it fails to account for the behavior of

nickel, as different from that of iron. The analogy, such as it

is, which has been pointed out. is perhaps curious rather than

Historical.

lam not aware that investigators, during the first part of the

century, made any attempt to discover the phenomenon which
has been the subject of the observations described in the pre-

ceding article. Wiedemann, f however, mentions two investiga-

tors who have at different times given the subject their atten-

tion. The first ^{ these in point of time was Feilitzseh.J He
.through each <,f which an

These currents, passing in

made use of tvto flat spirals ol

oppo: tions througl

so adjusted tl

no effect upon the needle.
and itsolf I.,;,,•ing a currei:it,

these and the,
on of the necVllewa^l, •ev
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rent, the wax began to melt and melted most rapidly where
the current was strongest, thus roughly showing the distribu-

tion of the stream. The plate still bearing the current was

now subjected to the action of an electro-magnet, but no change
could be detected in the behavior of the melting wax, the cur-

rent remaining apparently unchanged in its course through

the disk. This experiment therefore, like the preceding, was
negative in its indications.

A recent number of the "Beiblatter zu Wiedemann's Anna-
len " mentions, in connection with the researches of Feilitzch

and Mach, another by Gore.* The latter took a wire bifur-

cated throughout a part of its length and passed through it a

current sufficiently strong to raise both branches to a white

heat. He then endeavored by means of a magnet to divert

the current somewhat from one branch of the wire and draw
into the other branch more than its normal share. It was

A an unequal division of the current might show
itself by a change in the appearance of the white hot branches.

No change of this kind could be detected, and the investigator

therefore concluded that the action known to take place be-

electric currents as such. Gore expressly states that he

On fti the same paue of the " (Jalvanismus" which treats of the

rch of Mach, as mentioned above, Wiedemann describes,

3 a means of showing' that no action takes place between per-

lanent electric currents as such, almost the exact arrangement
f apparatus with which the discovery was finally made. Who
rst used this apparatus for this purpose I cannot say, unless

himself. The same plan was

f quite independently I believe,

w;ar 1-7.). The
:

• i.ted by me
method of attacking the pi'oMem had been unsuc-

cessfully tried.

I desire to express my sense of obligation to the professors

and students of the physical department of the Johns Hopkins
luiivcrsity, for the generous assistance which they have ren-

dered me during the progress of this research.
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Some examples of the action of very fine particles of matter
upon light, having lately come to my notice, it may be inter-

esting to make them public, as they have heretofore', I believe,

Those who are familiar with the methods of blowpipe anal-

ysis have observed faint borders occasiouallv sn

some of the colored charcoal coatings, the colors of these borders
seemingly Iteming no relation to the characteristic colors of the
adjoining oxides. Vox instance, the white coating of antimony
is geimralh accompanied \\ tn a blue border, the brownish
oxide of cadmium occasionally with a green, while the lead
and bismuth yellows not un frequently have a whitish ring-

inclosing them' As these occur only 'and alwavs where the
coating is very thin they have a significance dilicrent from
that of the ordinary colors, and as they may be produced at

pleasure from the purest specimens they cannot be due to

mixtures of the metals. A possible analogy with the antimony
blue was suggested by a consideration of the colors of the sky.

get the ravs of the sun d

the union of t

When
beyond t

Is." Thirdly, the 1

ith the sun, is pla:

h^vhileoxnlc!^!

ight of the sk\

blSe well defin
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iion of the test then showed that the proportion of light

tion so executed that the -lass was in the center of a

area all of which was blue" On removing the glass, the

which passed tliroush, proved to be of the expected

y though less brilliant than anticipated. The color

be seen either by transmitting the direct light of the sun

placing the glass at such an angle that total reflection

(reduced and Vims in the passage of the rays through the

lis case, a type of all charcoal eoatimrs which shade off to

in thin layers, appears thus parallel to that of the sky

and the theory which is accepted for the one will also

:act«>rily explain the other.

if the substance upon which we arc experimenting have
Dower of absorbing the shorter ravs of the spectrum, the

;-ted light would from a heavy coatinu' be yellowish or

ish, the particular shade depending upon the amount of
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The other ca,se, lead, is r.iow ea silv expl ained. This metal

; of which the <'< ilor !>ea> itifu 1 chrome
fellow, and reg;arding this m civly ; re pet oi ,|

ng phenomeno uided of rays from
;he whole range of the speef rum 1 tut u ot in the

)

irojx r pronor-

;ion to form white, the line dentlv is.

ihat if the lay€:r be decreased in ll'lir!CUCSs reg u larlv from the

jenter to the cir<^inference o1 al.t! t to be, at

some distance iTom the cen /on, • will lief, sul'tieient

red should be transmitted to equalize the amount of blue lost

by absorption ami the reflected ray? should form a yellowish
white. Beyond this, as the thickness of layer still decreased.

the color should be blue for the same reason as in the case of

border, which always surround.- it. polarizes the light as before
and transmits orange colored rays.

The theory, once given, serves to explain nearly all the

'-orders \\hjrh m-c^mmi H \ <l\n ainuM ai,v"of ,)„. nmlidbe
oxides, the -peaeork-tails" of cadmium, etc.. and thus docs
away with the nceessiu of suppose., ihe nreseuee of impur-
ities(thou,h U the vv i .v,i.«.i.m!.iriu would solve the problem

small par

itself in i

AET. XXIV.—The Periodic Character of Voluntary Xerv
Action ; by M. M. Garver.
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that the expression "think twice" is lifcralhj true, and that

be best presented in the form of an hypothesis, supporting it

by what proofs may be at hand. The hypothesis is this :

The cerebral portion of the nervous system is continually

varying in its activity, waxing and waning- between certain

limit periods f maximui et ii Ho ug pet >ds of mini-

mum activity at the rate of 36 to 60 times per second.

The first 'proof in support of this view is that it offers a

satisfaeton explanation of the grouping in those experiments

to which attention was called in the preceding article. For, if

such a condition of things exists it is evident that the purely

voluntary movements must also be periodic in character—it

being impossible, according to the i vpothesis, for a voluntary

impulse to originate during a period of minimum activity or

rest. The fact that the periods are not more sharply defined

a hearty meal as before. Here ;

one of which was taken imnied

soon after.

Before



ry Nervous Ac

series, to answer at all. This last series di

from many others. The periods are not all of the same length :

and if this should prove to be a rule and not an exception a

oi the ;/- pothesis would be necessary. At present
I am inclined to regard it as accidental, as it is opposed to so
many well-defined example*. The periods after dinner are
seen to be lengthened and the whole series drawn out.

That the grouping is not due to the nerves themselves is

shown by the fact that the nerves of animals recently killed

the motor impulse with perfect regularity; and also
by the fact that, in the living subject, nerves excited by artifi-

cial means transmit the motor impulse with the same regu-

2d. The muscles, in order to remain in sound health, must
have periods of rest alternating with periods of activity. Even
the heart, that keeps the blood in ceaseless motion from the

dawn of our independent existence till the last closing
act in life's drama, rests about one-half the entire time; and it

certainly appears reasonable to suppose that the brain also has
its periods of rest. Besides this, it is an established physio-
logical fact that a muscle during contraction is in a state of
vibration, giving out a continuous sound like a musical tone.
According to Helmholtz* the pitch of the fundamental tone
is very difficult to determine, because the rate is such that it

at the lower limit of continuous tones. The rate of
vibration varies somewhat, but Helmholtz and two other
observers working independently agree in finding thirty-six

r Becond as the rate, although Helmholtz himself
found, in some cases, thirty-two to be the number. Fosterf
states that the sound heard indicates thirty-six to forty vibra-
tions, but that the sound is the i that the real
number of vibrations is one-half that number, or eighteen to
twenty per second. The period found in our experiments is
from thirty-six to sixty. If the muscular system is subject to
such pulsations it seems reasonable to suppose that the nervous
system is subject to a similar law. if not really the cause of the
muscular -----

od. All of the simple mental or psychological processes, the
time of which has been measured (and many such measure-
ments have been made), require a longer interval of time than
that shown by experiment to pass between two maxima and
minima. This fact is regarded as specially significant, for, if

such waxing and waning of nervous activity exists, the sim-

• Helmholtz, TJeber das Muskelgerausch ; Reichert u. du Boia Raymond's Ar-
••1'iv fur Anatomic. 1**1. ,,. :r,fi.

J

.
...iirion. P. Sfi.
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est possible element of thought would pr

intelligent pe

second. To

r. According to experiments In Ibirckhardt.

lers, and maiiy others, the time 'required h\ a

son to perceive and to will is about
± \,

of

llustrate, take an example from Burckhardt.

After allowing for the time required to traverse all of th

nerves and for the latent period of the muscles, there sti

remains about ^ of a second for the cerebral operation:

a movement "of the hand, the' percentage of the time require

for the different operations was found to be as follows

:

K^^i^on;;;::;;;:;::;:;;;:;;; 2 '

The mean value for the time required from "ear to hand

was 0'169", of which (H05" or sixty-two per cent was take

up by the mental operation involved. From this it will 1

(see this Journal for. lime. ls,s. p. lid), the " reaction period'

from ear to hand varied from (Vlo27" to 0-1651' . The latter

number is my own ''reaction period :"' and if sixty per cent of

the time was consumed in the cerebral operation it takes -^
of a second for me to perceive and will.

The foregoing results were obtained by answering to an ex-

pected and known signal : however, if a dilemma is introduced.

ottering a choice, the time required is considerably lengthened,

and the lengthening is greater as the mental operations are

more complex. Professor Donders^: made some experiments
in which the answer was required by the left hand when the

siga.i! was given on the right foot, and by the right hand when
the signal was -oven on the left fool. After allowing «M>0<> of

a second for the less ready use of the left hand, the results

isa-r's Physiology, p.
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an impression required ^th, and an act of volit

a second. The sum of the two is practically equal

has been found to be the time required for the cerebral

a'gth of a second. The sum of the two is practically equal to

what has been found to be the time required for the cerebi '

dimply answering a signal ! But each of the

periods is long enough to include two periods of

activity
; and this fact might lead us to infer that the so-called

simple operations, perception and volition, are in reality com-
plex, and that the simplest mental operation requires about
s'oth of a second. However, the fact that from ^th to ^th of
a second is necessary for i

plain our appreciation of c

if the vibrations occur at

recognized as separate sou
ous tones.

4th. It is maintained by some writers upon purely meta-
physical grounds that alternating states of consciousness and
unconsciousness are necessary to explain some of the phe-

nomena of mind. Dr. Payton Spence* advances some views
which in this connection are very interesting. He says in con-
clusion :

" Hence the simplest form of consciousness or mental
life must consist in an alternation of a state of consciousness
with a state of unconsciousness—a regular rhythmical
tion of the affirmation, consciousness, by its negation
sciousness, and vice verm. We might call it a pulsation or an
undulation of the constituent of the mind, provided such an
expression did not fasten upon us a premature theory as to the
nature of that constituent. Perhaps it would be safer, for the
present, to call it a pulsation or an undulation in the brain, or
a vibration of the molecules of the brain paralleled in con-
^•loitsness. This pulsation or vibration is, of course, very
rapid

; otherwise, we should not have to infer its existence,
but would know it by perceiving the alternation of one state
with another. Wo may make it to some extent p-

however, by interfering with the regularity of its rhythm, as
by making a determined, persistent effort to retain

for an

;iml n """ returning to it. If the experiment be persevered in
it ultimates in a certain bewilderment and confusion of mind
as well as of vision, and during hnc f intervals not only does

Dr. Spence may object to mv " hypothesis'' as a "premature
theory;" however, his words express quite elearlv mv views,
and seem to accord well with the tacts in the case.

Ithaca, N. Y., July 1st, 1880.

*Dr. Payton Spence: Space and Tim.- consider,,! a* Nations. Journal of
-peeubhv-e Philosophy f„r u.-toWr IsT'.i

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thiki, Skkif.s, Vol. XX, NV \\7. Skit., isso.
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[Continued from page 32.]

(4.) Ilornblendic, Augitic, and other associated Hocks not in-

cluded in the preceding subdivisions.

The hornblendic and associated rocks referred to in the

above title cover a large part of the township of Cortland

—

the northwestern of Westchester County— between Croton

River on the south, and the parallel of Peekskill on the

north, an area of about 25 square miles. They differ widely

from the ordinary rocks of the county, and may well be des-

ignated the Cortland series. In fact, a series so remarkable

in constitution, so diversified in kinds and so full of geological

interest is seldom found together within so small an area any

where on the globe. They reach the banks of the Hudson
just south of the Peekskill railroad station, and at several

points beyond
;
yet considerable portions of the shore region

upied by narrow strips of common kinds of mica schist

ami gneiss, and occasionally limestone. Leaving Peekskill by
South street, near the river, the first ledges (north and B0UW
of Hudson street, A, on the following map), consist of i

the rocks of the series; and to the eastward of the village,

on the road leading southeast, only half a mile from the Acad-
emy grounds (adjoining which, on the street north, an evenly

bedded mica schist of the limestone series outcrops), the same
rocks occur. The western boundary of the town is passed by
the Cortland rocks only south of its middle point (below Mr.

Strang's), for a distance of a little over a mile.

South of Verplanck they extend to the Hudson, and are

the rocks of Montrose Point and the northern portion of Cru-

ger's Point. Just here the river becomes narrowed to one third

of its width through the projection of these points and of an

equally prominent headland called Stony Point on the oppo-

site side. This isolated enst-and-west ridge consists of rocks

related to those of Montrose and Cruger's Points, and there is

little doubt that it was once connected with the Montrose re-

gion. It is the only locality of the rocks yet observed on the

western side of the Hudson.
The accompanying map of the western portion of the town

of Cortland, between Peekskill and Cruger's, together with

the Hudson River adjoining, contains the places here referred

to. Its scale is an inch to a mile.

The occurrence of limestone areas in close proximity to the

rocks of the Cortland series is a fact, of special interest, as is
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tally lined

A brief description of the prominent varieties or kinds of
these Cortland rocks will prepare the way for a discussion of
their relation to the other rocks of Westchester County.
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The more prominent peculiarities in the constitution of these

rocks, (as learned by the aid of thin slices and microscopic ex-

amination,) are as follows

:

1. The feldspars are chiefly triclinic species, or soda-lime

feldspars, though some orthoclasc (potash-feldspar) is also often

present. They are therefore distinctively what many would

call " plagioclase " rocks.

2. One or more of the minerals of the Amphibole group

—hornblende, hypersthene, augite—are present in a large part

of the rocks ; of these, hypersthene is the most widely distrib-

uted. Its crystals, which are sometimes quite perfect," have the

form of the augite common in volcanic rocks except that they

are not oblique ; they were ascertained to be true hypersthene

through optical methods by Dr. G. W. Hawes.
3. Black mica or biotite is usually present, and sometimes

abundantly, and in some of the kinds replaces wholly, or

nearly so, the iron-bearing amphibole minerals.

4. Quartz is not a prominent ingredient, and in general is

only sparingly present

5. Chrysolite is a characteristic ingredient of some of the

common kinds.

6. Apatite exists in microscopic and sometimes visible crys-

tals in all the varieties; the largest crystal observed has a

length of half an inch and diameter of a sixteenth. Magnetite

is present in grains, and sometimes constitutes beds. Pyrite

also is disseminated through most of the rocks.

These crystalline rocks are commonly massive, that is, with-

out bedding. They are everywhere jointed, and for this rea-

son the ledges are generally piles of large and small blocks. In

most places they undergo easy decomposition, making a gray

or iron-red soil around ; and, as the joints give access to

water, the outer blocks in the pile have often become reduced

to rounded and half-detached masses.

The rocks may be divided, for the convenience of the strati-

blendic; (B) the Hypersthenic; (C) the A wjitir ,-. and (D) t

intermediate varieties. The chrysolite-bearing kinds :

either (E) hornhlciitir, or (F) amjitic, or (G) chiefly chrysolit

but here again intermediate kinds occur.

In the following descriptions I have confined myself to i

ting only the prominent distinctions so far as necessary to t

stratigraphical dismission beyond. I take pleasure in stati

that a detailed study of the rocks of the Cortland region h
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already been begun, at my suggestion, by the accomplished
lithologist, Dr. G. W. Hawes.
A. The Hornblendic.—The common hornblendie rock resem-

bles syenyte, but contains little orthoclase and much trielinic

feldspar. The latter is mostly of the species oligoclase, ac-

cording to an optical measurement on cleavage slices. In addi-
tion, quartz is rather sparingly present. The rock contains
more or less black mica and sometimes much of it ; and as the
mica increases at the expense of the hornblende, the rock
passes into soda-granite (mentioned beyond). The quartz-dio-

ryte has the same relation to soda-granite that quartz-swnyte
has to potash or common granite. Garnets are rare. Trie rock
is often a very coarsely crystallized rock (/la), having the
hornblende crystals large, one-fourth to one-half an inch being
a common size, and an inch and larger also common ; and not
unfretjuently the black crystals are as large as the fingers, and
occasionally six to eight inches long. A fine-grained variety

(.1//) has a blackish color; and this variety is sometimes por-

phyritie (An. The micaceous is another common variety (Ad).

Another kind (Ae) is exceedingly fine-grained and consists of

minute grains of hornblende along with similar feldspar grains,

which are partly orthoclase; it looks much like hornblende
schist, and in some places is schistose. It sometimes con-
tains an occasional crystal of hypersthene. Another rock of
the region is hornblendyte, consisting almost wholly of horn-
blende. One variety (Af) is made up of coarsely crystallized
black hornblende: another (.by) of gray hornblende along
with an asbestiform mineral. The black hornblendyte grad-
uates intodioryte; and again, it is often chrysolitic.

B. The Hypersthenic.—The typical rock of this division (Ba)
is the most wide-spread of the Cortland series. It consists of

l.-pars (and. according to some trials, yet incomplete,
by Dr. Hawes, oligoclase is the most abundant), hypersthene
in grains or quite small crystals, with frequently more or less

biotite, and often some orthoclase. There are also present
some magnetite and apatite, frequently traces of quartz,
and generally some augite or hornblende. In mineral consti-
tution it approaches one of the kinds of rock that have been
called both noryte and hypersthenyte or hyperyte. The name
nori/lr is here given it provisionally. It, however, looks more
like a coarsish dolervte or diabase'than like other hypersthene
rocks.

The noryte has commonly a dingy, brownish-red color on a
surface of fracture owing to the smoky-red color of the feld-

spar, but varies from this to pale gray on one side and black-

on the other. It occurs along the railroad between
Peekskill and Montrose station, and over the most of the town
of Cortland east of this line, and to some extent west.
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This rock passes into a feldspathic kind {Bb), consisting

almost wholly of the feldspars; and into a micaceous kind
(Be) containing very much black mica with little hypersthene

— a very common variety, often occurring close alongside of

the ordinary noryte.

Although the noryte is generally a massive rock, it is occa-

sionally distinctly gneissic in structure, and sometimes con-

tains a few garnets. The schistose variety usually abounds
in black mica, or contains more quartz than other varieties.

and sometimes more orthoclase.

C. The Augitic.—Ti'\xe augitic rocks are less common than

hypersthene rocks, although augite is present in most of

the massive rocks of the Cortland region. The chief kind (Ca)

is pyroxenyte—consisting mainly of pyroxene or augite, with

sometimes a little hornblende: it varies from a very coarse rock

with the augite crystals half an inch across, to a fine granular

kind. A greenish -gray granular variety occurs on Stony
Another kind (Cb) contains

much triclinic feldspar with the augite, and is here called augite-

noryte.
10 A local variety (Cc), related to the last, is light gray

in color and smooth in fracture ; it has a whitish feldspathic

base, seemingly almost felsitic, speckled with small spots or

points of dark gray-green augite, and only traces of mica.

The feldspar in this variety, as slices show, is actually in

fine crystalline grains; almost all of it is triclinic, as in other

varieties. Chrysolitic kinds are mentioned beyond.
D. The Micaceous.—-The micaceous rocks are of two promi-

nent kinds. One (Da) is like a coarse granite in aspect; but its

frldspathic portion is chiclly triclinic/ and quartz is sparingly

present. It is characteristically a soda-lime granite, although
containing some orthoclase, and it is a nearly quartzless variety

of it The mica is almost solely biotite or black mica. It is

called beyond soda-granite. Some hornblende or augite is

usually present ; and apatite is common in small or minute dis-

seminated crystals. It is sometimes sparingly garnetiferous.

Good examples of this rock occur west of Cruger's railroad sta-

tion above the brick yards ; and also at Stony Point, where it

is the prominent rock. At the former locality it graduates into

the quartz-dioryte ; and at several places the coarsest of the

dioryte is found within a few yards of the typical soda-granite.

Another kind (Db) is a fine-grained black rock, often small-

porphyritic. It owes its color and texture to its having black
mica in fine scales as its chief constituent. Like the preced-

ing, it contains little quartz, and the feldspar is almost wholly
10 This rock looks like the noryte, but contains augite in place of hjpersthene.

If its feldspar is chiefly labradorite (a point yet in doubt), it does
doleryte or d •• of the so-called
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triclinic. Hornblende and augite are sparingly present. The
rock is therefore a micaceous variety of the soda-granite. But
though ordinarily massive, it sometimes has distinct indica-

tions of bedding. The rock is most common in the vicinity

of limestone belts. It occurs at Centerville, east of limestone
number 4 (see map), and also north of this limestone in the field

west of the road, where it is conformable with the limestone.

E. The Chrysolitic rocks.—The chrysolitic rocks of the region
have no resemblance in aspect b titic volcanic
or igneous rocks. The kinds a ->ndyte, (2)

pyroxenyte, (3) chrysolitic noryte ; and these graduate
not only together but also into a rock in which chrysolite is

the chief constituent. They are black or brownish-black
rocks, and are mostly coarsely crystallized, the hornblende crys-

inch in length or breadth ; and the chryso-

'ous irregular forms and sizes, distributed
11

5 among them, and not in well-

ley contain but little feldspar,

and this is triclinic; and a variety intermediate between the
hornblendyte and pyroxenyte is common. They contain occa-
sionally black mica, but no quartz. The chrysolite is more or
less altered, as is shown (when examined in thin slices) by the

bordering and intersecting bands of magnetite and viridite,

and in some cases it appears to be changed to serpentine.
11

These rocks are largely exposed along the western half of

the north side of Stony Point, west of the boat pier (the area
is lettered z z' on the map), and over Montrose Point, as well as
Hi its vicinity : at which places they are associated with noryte
and other rocks of the series. They also outcrop in eastern and
southern Cortland. The most eastern locality observed is

within half a mile of the eastern border of the town, near the
middle of the three " emery" mines referred to beyond, and
the most southerly, a short distance east of Croton,
a mile of Croton Eiver.
The chrysolitic rocks are the most decomposable of the series,

and wherever the brown-black ledges are crumbling in an
extraordinary way an m of brown sand or
brown or red earth, the presence of chrysolite may be suspected.

F. Iron and Emery Mines.—This Cortland region has its

mines of magnetite, some of which are also mines of emery.
The containing rock is either noryte, dioryte, or soda-granite,

11 These chrysolitic rocks usually have, on a fresh fracture, the cleavage sur-
faces of the hornblende or augite spottr :he presence of

scopic examination, since c ally, and such
spots on hornblende crystals may be due to small imbedded crystals of augite.
If the cleavage of the hornblende has an unbroken surface it is probable that the-'•'.':'
the pyroxenyte.
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and even chrysolitic rocks are sometimes near by. The iron

ore has been found at several points within a mile north and

northeast of Cruger's, and also three or four miles distant in

the eastern part of the township of Cortland ; but the amount
appears to be small and no workings have yet proved profita-

ble. The ore is commonly very chloritic, and contains less

magnetite than the appearance and weight seem to indicate.

At a mine three-fourths of a mile north of Cruger's (at u, on

the map, p. 195), the including rock is a dark reddish-brown

noryte. The ore contains much chlorite, as shown by the

gray-green tinge of its powder, and the green color of trans-

mitted light when in very thin slices. With it there are also

garnet and some fibrolite in minute short needles. Southeast

of this locality (at v and w on the map) other openings have

been made. Thin magnetite beds occur also on Cruger's Point,

in the soda-granite and quartz-dioryte, half a mile west of the

railroad station. The matt rial is line-grained, nearly black in

color, chloritic like the preceding, and is usually associated

with black mica. These beds are the subject of special de-

scriptions beyond.
Among the localities in eastern Cortland, three are situated in

a ridge or mountain running northward from ( Vlabaugh Pond.

One is at the southern end of the ridge, just north of the pond;
another, near the road crossing it. about a mile farther north;

and the third, at the north end of the ridge, nearly three miles
'* "Summer Hill." The magnetite, at

tains some disseminated corundum,
making it a serviceable emery, and two of these mines have
been worked for the emery ; much of it also is chloritic. Fib-

rolite in small needles and divergent tufts is found with the

ore at each locality.

B. The relation of these Cortland rocks to the other rocks of Westches-

The above brief description of the Cortland rocks prepares

the way for a consideration of their relation to the other rocks

of the county. The following questions arise : Are they one
with the latter in system? are they rocks of an earlier system?
or are they eruptive rocks, and not metamorphic, and, hence,

of no bearing on the general question as to the age of the West-
chester limestones and the associated schists?' If it can be

shown that the second or last supposition is the true one, the

subject before us is rid by a stroke of the most serious of its

perplexities.

1. Evidences of more or less complete fusion.
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the following ways: (1) The massive character of the crystal-

line rocks over so large an area, and a general resemblance in

them to igneous rocks; (2) the great size of the hornblende
crystals in some of the quartz-dioryte, and the well-defined
crystals of bypersthene in part of the noryte, resembling the
augite crystals of some volcanic rocks, facts indicating freedom
of molecular movement during the process of crystallization;

(3) the broken condition of the crystalline individuals in some
places, which is evidence of

:e in the

ncluded fragments of other rocks, like the
inclusions in man\ trap or basaltic ejections; (5) the existence
of dikes or veins of the hornblendic and other rocks, of very
various sizes, intersecting the adjoining rocks.

The inclusions are remarkably numerous in some portions
of the region, and are often of wonderful magnitude. About
Cruger's station, in the soda-granite and quartz-dioryte, they
occur from an inch in breadth to many feet; one seen in the
face of a bluff on the railroad, between' three and four hundred
yards northeast of Cruger's station, has a maximum breadth of
eighteen feet and a length but little less, and consists of gar-
netifcrous mica schist like that within a fourth of a mile to the
east and south; and this is not the largest in that region. They

kfl and noryte of Montrose
: of Verplanck

materials which
to the magnetitic

\

ure rep.

large brecciated pyroxenyte adjoining directly
the crystalline limestone on the shores of the
Hudson at Verplanck Point The masses in
this strange breccia are contorted fragments of

me, one to two feet long, the thin layers of which
brought out prominently by surface erosion.
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The examples of what appear to be veins or dikes are also

numerous. They cut through the chrysolite rock and noryte

of Stony Point and Montrose Point, and
through the crystalline limestone of Ver-

F — 7^71 planck Point. Those at the last-men-

t 7] tioned place, facing the river (north of

I j
the foot of Broadway), vary from an

i In width to over fifty feet. Some
%/.'

j

:nv simply faulted hands." like figure 6.

i Others have more irregular courses, as

I in figure 7, representing eight feet from
11^==*==*: ..iV;v n a vein at Verplanck Point. Figure 8

shows a crossing of two small veins from the same limestone

region. Some, if not all, of such veins must, therefore, be true

veins or dikes ; and are evidence as to

the former fused or plastic condition of
:

to fissures.

Veins formed in this way are not veins of

infiltration or segregation, that is, they
are not due to the filling of fissures by
material supplied slowly in solution or
vapor ; for no difference in coarseness of

texture or structure exists between the
rock constituting them and that of the

massive rock elsewhere; they are just ,

Bach bs have been made by simple in*

There are also peculiarities in the ex-
terior of inclusions, and in the walls of
veins or dikes, in some cases, which favor
the idea of fusion. At Verplanck, the limestone of the wall is

often discolored for two or three inches, and sometimes pen-

etrated by the material of the vein, or contains minute crystals

of hornblende
; and in other cases, the limestone is impregnated

8. with the hornblendic or augitic material in

irregular lines or bands, so that surface erosion

has left a complexity of small curving ridges.

The crystallization of the limestone adjoining

the vein is sometimes coarser than elsewhere;
though, in general, n<. difference is apparent.

On a small point, just north of the region of

veins, part of the limestone is of the coarsest

kind, the crystalline -rains over a fourth of

inch broad, while the larger part is very fine in grain, like

: most of the Verplanck limestone—a fact that indicates the

al action of escaping heat.

Still more positive evidence, if possible, of fusion are shown
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at the junction of the schists of Cruger's Point with the soda-

granite, where the schist itself bears evidence of partial fusion

and exhibits other contact-phenomena.
The proof of the crystallization of the rocks from a more or

less perfect state of fusion or plasticity is thus complete.

But, admitting fusion or a plastic condition, the question

Were these once-fused rocks fused approximately in situ,

that is, where, or near where, they now lie ; or were they
erupted through fissures from great depths below? that is,

using Dr. Hunt's terms, are they indigenous, or are they

a. The results are pari?.// the same whichever the condition of
fkmon.— If they were fused where approximately they now lie,

that fusion must have come from accessions of heat, and such ac-

cessions may have resulted from the movement and friction con-
nected with an upturning of the rocks ; and it may hence have
been one of the results, in that region, of metamorphic action
at an epoch of general metamorphism ; and if so, at the very
time that these rocks became fused or plastic through the
process, other rocks of the region, owing to less extreme met-
amorphic action, or to less fusibility, may have been left with
their bedding unobliterated; just as much granite in New

in the same process and at the same time with the associated
schistose rocks, the gneisses, mica schists, etc.

All the facts as to fusion which have been presented are
consistent with either mode of origin, even to the inclusions
and the dikes or veins.

(1) The veins or dikes have the same essential characters
whether made one way or the other. As has often happened
in the case of granitic rocks, and even granular limestone, the
fused or plastic material, under the pressure attending the sub-
terranean movements, would have entered and filled all fissures

fchal might have been opened to it, and so have made veins or
dikes having the sizes of the fissures were they large or small,
and possessing also a uniformity of grain like that of ordinary
erupted rocks."

(2) Again, whatever the process of ejection, fragments, large
or small, of any rocks adjoining such fissures might have
become included in the fused or plastic material.
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(3) Moreover, the contact-phenomena in the case of veins so

formed may be as decided and extensive as in that of any

dikes or erupted masses.

(4) Further, the evidences of fluidal movement exhibited in

the broken condition of many of the crystalline grains would

be the same. Such a fragmenting of grains taking place after

the stiffening of incipient solidification requires but a moderate

amount of movement, and this is all that such circumstances

would admit of. One foot would suffice ; thousands would

be impossible.

(5) Again, the resulting rocks need not, and generally do

not, differ in kinds from erupted rocks of deeper source. In

such fusions in the course of a process of metamorphism, the

thickness of the rocks undergoing common movement may
have a depth of 20,000 feet or more, and the fusion, therefore,

would not be superficial. The view that many of the ordi-

nary erupted rocks are nothing but fused sedimentary rocks

need not be here discussed. The improbability of the view

conies from the improbability of any movements in the earth's

crust being sufficient to fuse its own rocks or the overlying

sediments. Rut the epochs of metaniorphism are the times

not only of the profoundest movements vl the crust, but also

of the most thorough upturning of sedimentary beds, and if

these arc ever melted through the friction of upturning, or by
its aid, then would be the occasion for it.

(6) Veins made at such an epoch by the injection into fis-

sures of any rock so fused might have any extent, even that

of the whole depth of the rocks metamorphosed ; for the fis-

sures may be thus deep. And the material filling them, since

it might be that of the bottom rocks, might be wholly unlike

that of the rock on either side of all the higher parts of the

But while there may be these resemblances between the

effects of metamorphism and those of deep-seated eruption,

b. The results of fusion of sedimentary beds under metarnorphic
action may have dist.iinjai.shiny peculiarities.- First: The kinds

of rocks so resulting are likely to vary greatly at compara-
tively short intervals, because sedimentary beds often vary thus,

should not have that uniformity for scores or hun-

of square miles which often characterizes ejections that

have come up from regions beneath the supercrust.
1 ' Sedi-

ments, and therefore sedimentary deposits, are liable to fre-

quent and sudden changes as to material, which igneous out-

flows cannot imitate. Secondly, the rocks are likely to have no

13 The term sii}»-n-ru,st.[* used for that part of the earth's crust which lias

been made by sedimentation, the true crust being restricted to the part beneath

They sb
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columnar (basaltic) structure ; because the fractures to be
filled in such cases are fractures in rocks which are participat-

ing in the movement and which, therefore, are heated rocks,

and not cold.

Again, the phenomena of contact and the facts as to inclu-

sions, structure and superpositions may have distinctive pecul-

iarities.

c. The condition offusion or phi and region.—
To answer the question before us we have, therefore, to con-

sider more closely than has been done the phenomena of con-

tact of the schistose with the massive rocks over the Cortland
region, the peculiarities of some of the inclusions, the charac-

teristics of some of the so-called veins or dikes, and the charac-

ters of the rocks as to their transitions, structure, and rela-

tive positions.

3. Special facts from the Cortland region.

a. Contact-phenomena between the schistose ami hiassicc rocks ;

facts connected with the inclusions; s/rath/ni/Jiintl relations to the

limestones.—The facts with reference to inclusions and all contact-

phenomena bear directly, as will appear, upon the question as to

any stratigraphical relation in the Cortland rocks to the lime-

stones
; and they are, therefore, here taken from the vicinity

<>l particular limestone areas.

(1) The vicinity of CnujeVs limestone area.—The small lime-

stone area near Cruger's, (see map), lies mostly to the south and
east of the station ; only a small portion about forty feet in

greatest width borders the river west of it, beyond the first

brick-yard (./), the rest of the westward extension of the lime-

stone being beneath the river. The schistose rocks directly

and conformably adjoin it on the north, the average strike of

both being N. 70° E. and the dip 75° to the northward. In
the southeastern portion of the area there is a twist in the
whole to the northwest. The limestone is finely crystalline

granular, mostly white in color, and over the hills to the east-

ward contains crystals of white pyroxene.
The schist north of the limestone has a thickness of about a

thousand feet. Toward the limestone, it is a silvery mica schist

containing a little black mica and an abundance of very small

garnets. A hundred yards or so to the north it is staurolitic,

color and rarely in distinct ervstals ; and it also in some parts

becomes quartzose and consequently thick-bedded. There are,

inti re I \<^ i of a black mieact ous n el e.mt nings. n< ft ' Isj ir

which is about equally orthoelase and a soda-lime species.

After another hundred' to a hundred and tiftv yards north-
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ward, in the course of which it becomes increasingly stauro-

litic and garnetiferous, and passes in places into a true gneiss,

it comes to its end against soda-granite and quartz-choryta

Thus within a breadth of only 250 to 350 yards, there is here a

passage from a stratum of crystalline limestone through con-

formable schists, to the massive rocks along which we have to

look for contact-phenomena.
The facts here described are mostly from three south-to-

north sections : Section 1, 300 to 400 yards west of the Station

(I to ?i, on the map) ; section 2, about 700 yards (p) : section 3,

about 900 yards (q to s).

In section 1, I to m is the schist ; at m is soda granite, which

becomes hornblendic twenty-five feet above, toward the road

;

and then at n, on the north side of the road, the rock is of

coarse quartz-dioryte. (The locality n is that of the first out-

crop of rocks on the road going northwest from the railroad

station.) The contact-phenomena in this section are as follows.

In the first place, the mica schist is even in bedding against

the limestone ; becomes more and more contorted to the north-

ward, or away from it ; and is full of flexures of a yard or so

in span for the last fifty feet or more south of the junction with

the granite.

With the increase in the flexures of the layers, the schist

becomes interlaminated with nodose-lines of quartz, vein-like

in origin ; and, besides, the garnets become somewhat larger.

At the junction referred to, the schist is mostly a gurnet rock

containing much fibrolite and staurolite, and the latter is in

some places granular-massive in a small way. Just below the

granite, the layers are a compact body of flexures, and in the

soda granite there is another flexed layer rather faintly indi-

Figure 9 represents the condition here described ; it was

taken from the west side of a little bluff at m ; the height

is twenty feet. The dotted portion is that of the sodn granite

The garnet rock of the flexures under the granite contains,

like the granite, soda-lime (or triclinic) feldspars, with little

orthoclase ; and the first foot of the granite is strongly garnet-

iferous ;—facts which show a degree of transition in the mate-

rial of the two rocks. The flexed bed within the soda-granite

is gneissoid in character and of darker gray color than the

granite; it is quartzose and garnetiferous, strongly micaceous
with black mica, and contains magnetite and a little staurolite.

The schist is consequently not a schistose portion of the gran-

ite, but a distiii! t bed . it is like the s< his! in its n

in its more gneissic character indicates that it is intermediate

between the schist and the soda-granite. The eastern face of

the same ledge is about a dozen feet to the east of the western,
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and here the junction of the schist with the granite looks mo
abrupt, but partly in consequence of erosion ; above this pla

of junction, in the mass of the gr; te 1 st act though fainter

indications of flexed beds exist. The change above m from
soda-granite to quartz-dioryte is simply a change in the substi-

tution of hornblende for the larger part of the black mica, the
feldspars being equally triclinic in the two, and the quartz
equally deficient in amount. At a small bluff, 160 yards to the
west of m (at o, see map), the change is more abrupt than be-
tween m and n ; in only six feet, the rock passes from soda-
granite to the dioryte.

A natural inference from the series of facts presented in this

section, those as to the flexures in the schist as well as the
changes at the junction of the schist and granite, would be
that the heat of metamorphism increased from the limestone
northward toward the granite and dioryte region, the heat be-
ing a consequence in part, if not chiefly, of the movement and
friction attending the flexing, and that consequently there was
produced a more and more yielding condition in the material
of the schist as the region of complete fusion was approached,
and, at the junction, perhaps a fusing ami <>1>! iteration of por-
tions of some layers of the schist ; and that a bed of schist
existed in the granite which approached somewhat the granite
in character, but which, owing to the nature of its material,
was not wholly obliterated.

But, are not these flexed portions of beds fragments that
were broken off and carried up l>v the fused or plastic material
as it rose from depths below? They lie so conformably to the
flexures of the schist as to suggest a negative replv' to this

query.

Sections 2 and 3 (at />, and q r *, on the map) show inclu-
sions on a grander scale.
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Section 2 extends up the face of the first high bluff of bare

rock west of m (a bluff that has by its east foot a path leading

up among the trees to a fine spring).

Figure 10 represents a portion of the surface of the bluff

about forty feet wide. Below is the hard contorted schist, a

well-bedded micaceous schist, becoming in its upper part true

gneiss ; and above this, as the dotted surface shows, there is

soda-granite, and then, after a few yards of this rock, the

dioryte or hornblende rock, which is indicated in the diagram

by short lines instead of dots. About a yard above the schist,

within the mass of the granite, a schistose layer, about a foot

thick, occurs ; and eight to nine feet above this another in the

'
, and both are conformable to the schist.

upper bed of schist shows (in thin slices) that i

quartzose, dark gray gneiss, containing much black mica and

garnet, but also much triclinic feldspar and apatite, and in

these two points approaching the soda-granite,—thus evincing

a very marked transition in its composition toward that of the

soda-granite. The first bed above it, lying in the granite, is

similar to the schist in its black mica and quartz, but contains

very little garnet ; but like the soda-granite, it contains much
apatite and more triclinic feldspar than orthoclase. Still other

parallel beds are indicated at higher levels : one of them
exists at the top of the bluff, twenty-five to thirty yards above
the upper bed in the figure.

The facts look toward the same conclusions as those from

Section 3 was taken along a line about half a mile west of

Cruger's Station, commencing on the river at q (see map, p.

195) in front of the most western of the brickyard sheds.

and passing r, a point north of the upper shed, to s. For a dis-

tance of about 500 feet from the shore, the rock is mica schist

;

next follows soda-granite for about fifty feet; then, very coarse

dioryte (the hornblende crystals in some parts finger-like in

size) for 90 to 100 feet ; then soda-granite again. At the shore

the schist is nearly evenly fissile; 450 feet north, on the line of

the section, it is like the six feet square represented in fig. 11.

In the next fifty feet, the flexures are distinct but half hided

out or nearly obliterated ; ami this is the last step before the

soda-granite, the once plastic or fused rock, begins.

After twenty-five feet of soda-granite the first (a) of the

ranges of "inclusions" appears; it is on the side of the road

which here leads up the slope. Between three and four yards

of the band are represented in figure 12. As shown, it is in

pieces; yet the pieces are not much displaced, which thev

would be in an erupted rock. The material is gra

and consists of a very chloritic magnetite, with a little black
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The rock of the middle of these bands (i") is a quartzose

neiss, with black mica, many visible grains and octahedrons

f magnetite, and some garnet—resembling the gneiss of some

f the nearest schist and unlike the enclosing soda-granite in

ts excess of quart/, magnetite, and its garnets ; and that of

he others is similar. About three vards north, but a little to

he west, is another band (b% one to two inches thick, which

as a gray color, and consists of small spangles of silvery mica,

ome scales of black mica tins of magnetite

-a thin layer of the mica schist more magnetitic than usual.

About eight yards north of the third of the bands repre-

ented in figure 12, there is another schistose band (c) which is

hort in the line of the section, but appears again to the east-

ward and also to the westward ; the rock is quartzose, garnet-

ferous, and includes chloritie magnetite with fibrolite, and

iIut materials of the schist.

Eight to nine yards farther north, in the soda-granite, another

and (d) exists.' with the same strike— that of the schist—

diich outcrops for two hundred feet, or as far as the rocks in

he direction are uncovered. Tins band is gray, like the last.

irgely of brown staurolite in a half-granular form, showing

mgnetite and some fibrolite and chlorite ; a garnetiferous por-

1011 contains much black mica. Eight feet farther north, but to

ic eastward a few yards, a very silicious schist appears for a

hort distance. Fifty feet north, in the soda-granite, is still

nother band {e\ which contains much chloritie magnetite;

nd a hundred beyond, another thin. gray, micaceous band re-

smblinsr closely b* : the condition of a oortion of it is shown
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Since it is obviously impossible that the inclusions taken in

and carried up by rocks erupted through deep fissures should
be beds of schist 100 to 200 feet long, and a series of such
beds separated by the fused rock retaining together their par-

allel position, we have to admit that these indications of bed-

ding are of unohliterated bedding. The rest of the upturned
strata were fused or at least softened; these portions of beds
were not fused, though flexed and variously displaced.

There is reason for the resistance to fusion in the mineral
nature of the beds; for quartz, staurolite, flbrolite, magnetite,

arc infusible minerals: museovite and biotite are but slightly

fusible on thin edges; and orthoelase fuses with great diilieult.y.

much greater than the other feldspars, oligoclasc. labradorite

and albite.

Thus the study of the phenomena of contact becomes in this

region a study of "inclusions;" and the larger of the inclu-

sions turn out to be beds of schist, conformable to the schist

We seem to be thus forced to the conclusion that the soda-

granite and the included dioryte were once parts of the same
sedimentary strata with the schist, and that all, with the Cru-
ger limestone, were once a continuous stratified formation;
;i 'id that the plasticity given to the granite-making or dioryte-
making portions, because of the heat, occasioned the excep-
tional geological features of the region.

The region of Cruger's Point is continued northward into
that of Montrose Point; the latter is characterized, as has been
stated, by chrysolitie rocks for its southern three-fourths, and
by noryte with chrysolitie rock for the other fourth: and
tlinmu-h the facts there as well as elsewhere afforded, the evi-
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exposed for a length of twenty feet. The material shows it to

be no vein or dike, but a bed from the schist : it; is a dark-col-

ored quartzose garnet rock, heavy with magnetite and contain-

ing some staurolite, resembling much a portion of the schist in

section 1 (above described), near the soda-granite. The cov-

ering of earth prevented a determination of its whole extent

1'n the same kind of rock, abonl fifty vards north of the brick-

yard which divides Montrose Point (into a North Montrose

and a South Montrose Point), a vein-like band, two feet to

gnu massive argillyte. Kxammed in thin slices by the micro-

e hornblende schi

nblendic mica sc

of two feet. Tli

'•H>f\

,

! i ;n 1'i!]en'!ic with mm-1
feldspar.

On the same part of the point, the noryte and chr
rocks apparently cut through one another, but with the

oftener like an inclusion in the chrysolitic rocks. Agai
follow one another, or lie side by side, but without a <
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Going north from the vicinity of Cruger's Station along sec-

tion 1, instead of section 3, the rocks change from the coarse

dioryte at the end of the section to fine-grained ; and then, in

three-fourths of a mile, the rock is well-characterized noryte.

Moreover the noryte contains a band of magnetite, exposed in

a working (near Mrs. Muni en's) with which occur garnet and
fibrolite. The band is bedded, the magnetite is chloritic. and
the assemblage of minerals is the same that occurs in the soda-

granite, as well as the schist west of Cruger's. Fibrolite is

found also with the magnetite of Eastern Cortland.

The noryte and chrysolitic rocks are thus apparently in the

same category with the suda-ur.-inite and quartz-diorvte.

Stony Point.—This conclusion is further sustained

facts to be observed at Stony Point, and these facts coi

this place although the locality is on the west side of th

son ; for the Cruger schists make the south border of the

precisely as near Cruger's, and have the same strike a

showing a like relation to the Cruger limestone bell an<

in- its former extension across the river. For further e

ison betwesn the geological facts of the east and west i

the river, it is to be observed that the succession of rod
of ('ruber's, on the line troiiur northward, from the river

south side of the point to the north side of Montrose P

(2) schist; (8) so*

»te); (4) chrysolite rocks: (5) (on Northei ii Montrose P oint)

ept that the

3 is not in sio-ht (no doubt because' suhinerged);iti>i:7|)
•ts: (3) soda-granite: (4) chrysolite rock s, followed b } 5)
te and chrysolite rocks combined. (The dioryte ol ! the

rer soda-granite is not represented there

e area of the schists: y, the soda-granite : .:. the chrvs
s, and z the latter with noryte. But besides being the
rder, there is evidence that the soda-gr
it along a plane oji bedding of the schists. as if conform
is apparent at the junction of the two on the east-n ortb-



Such facts sustain the inference as to the former connection

of the rocks of the east ami west sides of the river, ami strongly

favor the view that the succession in the rocks noted was de-

pendent originally on stratification.

If the thickness of the schists at Cruger's Point may he taken

as that at Stony Point, the submerged Cruger limestone is to

be found beneath the bottom mud of the river within a few

hundred feet of the southeast shore.

(2) Vicinity oj 'In /' '. - HI Limestone areas.—The Peekskill

limestone areas have similar - 'ions to the

norvte and the other Cortland rocks. One of the two areas

extends up Sprout Brook or Canopus Hollow, and the other up

the valley in the village of Peekskill along which Center street

descends toward the river. The southern extremities of these

areas are shown on the map, page 195 ; the former has the

strike \. 52 E. and dip 75
c

S. : the latter, N. 7b° E. dip 75° S.

Figure 17 represents a section about 1300 yards in length from

north to south, along the line marked >i f> <• on the map, starting

from the limestone at the mouth of Sprout Brook, near the Tron

works. The limestone (,/) lies against true, whitish, well-bed-

ded, conformable quartzyte {a to b) ; this qaartzyte changes

gradually t<> jointed massive granitoid and ^neissoid (piartxvte,

with only an occasional bedded band or plane; each such 'can't

or plane is conformable in direction to the limestone and the

adjoining bedded quartzyte. This quarts te (the rock referred

to on page 24 of this volume) continues southward to the

Center street valley, but on the north side of the valley, just

back of Hill's Foundry, it is followed by an arenaceous mica

schist v- </), with the strike varied to N. 7^ K. the dip remain-

above Baxters fro imestone of

the srrn,,<I bolt outcrops, havimr the same dip :m d strike as the
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s of bedding also near its .south extivmin
noryte has a lighter-gray color and conta

. orthoclase than in other outcrops more ren

schist and limestone, and thus exhibits an

acter corresponding with its intermediate

Lfication in portions of the noryte is also <

e eastward of this locality on the same sh

at the point mentioned on page 194.

usition of this gnmitoid ruinrlzyl

ntioned on page 24.)

Chese facts arc all in favor of tin

(3) Vic

limestone belt follows the border of the river from a point just

north of the foot of Broadway, and lias the usual strike for the

county, northeast.

the belt

ruek''oi
!

atelv eo;
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bands of hornblendic
border of the micacec
limestone just north of this mass,

-7

facing the river, occur the

supposed dikes or veins mentioned on page 202. Some of them
consist of pyroxenyte

; others of coarsish hornblendyte ; very

hornblendic rock looking like hornblende schist

(Ae)
; very fine-grained hornblendic mica schist ; augite-noryte.

As already admitted, there is here abundant evidence of

a former plastic state in at least part of this augitic and horn-

blendic material. Still, there are strong reasons for question-
ing the idea of its deep-seated origin. (1.) The variet} in the

constitution of the mas I in the sup-

posed dikes or veins is very unlike what is ordinarily found in

regions of igneous eruption. (2.) The supposed veins or dikes
are for the most part conformable with the bedding of the

limestone and partake in its flexures, just as if they had been
originally beds alternating with the limestone depositions.

(3.) The impregnation of the limestone along the junctions
with pyroxenic or hornblendic material, sometimes minute
crystals, looks as if it may have been in part at least a result of

mixture attending ,. </n a! deposition.

Further (4.), there is the decisive fact that these intercalated
masses are represented to the northward by band< ten feet and
less to over thirty feet in thickness, of a Mack I'm, '-rained
mica schist, ven pyritifoivms. (iom- from tin- Point, the first

outcrops of interstratified schist and limestone occur after an

earthy interval of 300 yards, and here tin mi. s list & In

hhi»Ii(, a featmc it loses to the northward. These beds of

mica schist have just the positions of most of the supposed
"veins, and appear to be their more northern portions; and
further, among the more northern "veins "of the Yerplanek
shore H»ine are -/,„,,/,, „„<.•„ s,h,\t. Such facts explain also

many of the vein-like bands of Montrose and Stony Points.
nee in mineral constitution between such interstrati-

tied heds to the northward and on the shore i- what should he
expected; for the limestone is bordered to the eastward in the

one case by true mica schist, and. in the other, by amritic or

hornblendic beds: and the as.-.- .JSnuv

and metamorphic action '

e east of the limestone at' th . -
'

.us in the drift) for 200 var i- from the diore: In

yond this continues eovered for three-fourths of

ilea schist : the spot.- »

e its only representative.
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The essential continuity of these intercalated beds of

mica schist with the intercalated beds of augitic and horn-
blendic material along the coast proves identity of origin, and
origin by sedimentation. It indicates also a small change of

constitution in the beds as they extend in that direction. The
plasticity occasioned in part of the latter, during the progress

of the metamorphism, accounts for all that looks like eruptive
phenomena, even to the broken feldspar grains found in a slice

of the pyroxenyte of one of the so-called veins. There is no-

where evidence of injection into or through cold rocks.

(4) Vicinity
<>f tin', smaller limestone areas of the Verplanck

P, nliisnhi.-- Six small limestone areas occur in the Yerplanck
peninsula. They are lettered on the map 1 to 5 and/ Number
3 has the strike of the large Verplanck belt, and has about it

the same arenaceous mica schist. The others are in the midst
of. or adjoin, the noryte, dioryte, and chrvsoHtic rocks, and
hence might be put do vn an met . "h

•(X. W.) But
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nuri/tr. The noryte near the quartzyte is micaceous, quartzose

>.-e. aiul that underneath is of the ordinary massive
kind. There is evidence also that the bed of quartzyte has

noryte above as well as below it. The quartzyte looks some-
what like a pale quartzose porphyritie granite : but, as < ^served
in thin slices, the quartz consists o( aggregated grains like

Bandstone : showing a resemblance to the Peekskill quartzyte.

The feldspar is mainly orthoclase.

C. Conclusions as to the Cortland Rocks.

Many more observed facts might be here reported. But the

above appear to be sufficient to settle the question as to the re-

lations f the rocks of the Cortland series. They appear to

sustain fully the following conclusions :

(1) These rocks, although they include soda-granite, noryte,

augite-iiorytt', dioryte, hornblendyte, pyroxenyte, and chryso-

litic kinds, are not independent igneous rocks erupted from

(2) However complete their former state of fusion or plas-

ticity may have in some cases been, they are metamorphic in

the other Westche:
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Silica, alumina, iron protoxide, magnesia, lime, soda, potasl

are all the essential ingredients obtained in analyses of thes

various rocks (excluding the magnetite, apatite, pyrrhotite* an

pyrite) ; and it is not mysterious, therefore, that such rock

should be among the results of metamorphism.
The title of this paper might, therefore, well have been

Suda-ffranite, noryte, dioryte, hornblendyte, pyroxenytt, m,

various chrysolitie md,-* ,,iad> t/irnnyh uietam orpine ayeneies >

one metamorphic process.

the Cortland region. 'Starting fn»m Crugefs Station (37 n

from New York Oitv). a walk of half a mile brings him to th

vill reach Montrose Point °and the 'el

ng these around by the shore for aH
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XXVL—l%e Permian

Canons of the Wl, ilea, cl Vermilion
low the hitter into a low broad valk
escarpment of the Shinarump ClilV, ai

ifenms^and'Silm'ian 'fonnations to'

During the Held season of 1879 a de

•Mil ripple-m:.

it from the overlying Shinarump conglomerate,
sidered as the base of the lowest Mesozoic gn
doubtedly of Triassic age, but, as vet, this has i

mined by paleonn.loo-ieai evidence in the Colorac
The chocolate arenaceous d.ales -ive way be
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Plane of Unconformity by Erosion.

Upper

Permian.

Plane of Unconformity i;v Kkosion.

l - p - i45ft
- ^e

2^
vveTdWMoawithmoT0 ™as*

1

1

Upper
jfftggive chertj limestone with arenaceous gypafer-

Lower Friable reddish sandstones ^as.inu into more eom-

1465 feet pure limestone are intercalated.

Pod Wall
|

Arenaeeous and ehertv limestone 236 feet, with

St? |

—- - -P-—
1

1

1

235 feet, t at the base

Primordial. Green arenaceous and mieaeeous shales ion feet, at
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lateTid i. This hasluflfeS
• extensive denudation by erosion and is now found only in

Hi. sandsl.on, Ill ml the space.- between Pecct . n.sion has

cut channels down through each to the formation beneath,

uduch is a nunnberof the Upper Aubry group. A slight plane

separates the two groups.

The Pcrmo-carl'.nniferous of Mr. (J. K. Gilbert* is the same
as my lower division of tl,e Permian. It is placed as a subdi-

vision of the -roup, now that the hods a hove are known to he

of Permian aire.

The stratigraphy of the section shows a -roup separable into

two divisions', defined above and below by planes of unconform-
ity b v erosion and a decided chan-e in the character -of the
beds 'from those of the subjacent and superjacent formations.

There is no physical break'in the beds ab'n e' the Permian lii.u-

r

rin> ,V.• ; Mi'-!:

,

^ ; qd?o- ;'l

,

;'nCu ,

o-
(

. n l<'l !l

'

is ^ uM o i m'.T 'l .V' Vl ,o\ 'vi!b -mu'

I'pper Permian division. Mr. <i. K.Cilbcit obtained from this

same horizon PI,;,,,,,,},,,,;,?, .VA/--o,/„, and BakvrdlUt a -roup
of shells, as he states, surest! im the Penno-carboniferous of the

Mississippi Valley.f
'

Twenty-three genera represented by thirty-four species com-
pnse rhe fauna of the upper division. Of these the following

W< ,Mvi a ,t„l„ <h> ,
' l.'i mJ:, < !

?, Nnciifa, 2 species. .-1 rir, thr i-h „, 3 species. M,taUn-u 4
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mostoneof the apper division.

;erof the fauna, taken with the evident

the stratigraphy, clearly estahlisl.es the Permian a:

of the Upper Auhry group in his Permian.

The Carhonifen'.us formation is divided into three -rent

groups, Upper Auhry and Eed Wall limestones with the

intermediate Lower Auhry sandstones. The contained fauna

is of the Coal-measure type, except near the hase, where there

is an assemblage of forms uniting a few coal-measure species
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upper beds alone extend with a thickness of from 10 to 30 feet.

The purple sandstones deposited in the hollows of the Silurian

limestone are characterized by the presence of Placoganoid
fishes of a Devonian type. The Silurian limestone was exten-

sively eroded antecedent to the deposition of the superjacent

Devonian beds. Hollows 80 feet deep are seen that were worn
in the evenly bedded strata. The upper 235 feet may belong
to about the time of the Carboniferous group. The 450 feet

of mottled limestone and 100 feet of

siunes is siiown t. presence oi uin-
•julepis prima,Cono<>, rhnhfr,s and Rithynni'* in the upper portion,

and Jfijolilfn/s /_>ri»v>rd("Jt.-\ Linynkpis, Crcp/cepalus, and the

The missing Silurian groups may not have been deposited
in this region, or, what is quite probable, their representatives

were removed in the period of erosion that followed the close

of the Silurian time, and has left traces of its action in the hol-

lows and irregular surface over which the Devonian beds were

a i.t. NX VI I. Preliminary Account oj a SpectdeUm and
PnirU'r,,! Snirrl, /,„• a Tf'n,*-nt.i>liiui<tn Pluml; by D. P.

Todd, M.A., Assistant Nautical Almanac.

Introductory and Historical.

The suggested probal ility, on sei. ntiiic grounds, that there

revolves about the sun a second planet exterior to the orbit of

Uranus, is not new. So early as 1834, when the foremost
astronomers of the day were by no means settled in their con-
victions that even the greater portion of the then rapidly in-

creasing residuals in the longitude of Uranus was due to the

- action of a single exterior planet, Hansen is credited
with expression of the opinion, in correspondence with the
<'ldcr Uouvard. that a single planet would not account for the
dill'ereiices between theorv and observation.* Dr. Gould, how-
over, in his Report on tin. Ifiston/ of f/it Dismvr,/ of X,ptn t » ,f
savs, -J have the authority of that eminent astronomer himself

I

Hansen
|
for stating, that the assertion must have been founded

<>n some misapprehension, as he is confident of never having
'x pressed or entertained that belief." Professor Peiree's eriii

<-ism_of the investigations of LeVerrier, to the effect that his

predicted orbit of Neptune was so widely discordant from its

* Memoirs Royal Astronomical Sod)
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observed orbit as to indicate that his computations did not per-

tain to the actual disturbing planet, elicited from him the reply

that the perturbations of Uranus due to a possible pla

rior to Neptune might readily cause an uncertainty of 5".to 7"

in the fundamental data of his research.

In 1866, the Smithsonian Institution published the general

tables of Neptune, by Professor Newcomb. In the investiga-

tion of its orbit the author proposed :
" 3. To inquire whether

those motions [of Neptune] indicate the action of an extra-

Neptunian planet, or throw any light on the question of the

existence of such a planet." He concludes (page 73) that h is

" almost vain to hope for the detection of an extra-Neptunian

planet from the motions of Neptune before the close of the

present century."

In 1873, the" Smithsonian Institution published the general

tables of Uranus, by Professor Newcomb. His success in the

treatment of the theory of Uranus was such that astronomers

generally may be said to have been satisfied, from the small-

ness of the longitude-residuals, that there existed no evidence

of perturbative action upon Uranus other than thai

taken into account in the construction of the tables. It is well

known, however, that since the publication of these tables the

error of longitude has been on the negative increase, and the

latest observations place the planet increasingly more in ad-

vance of its theoretic position.

Sometime in the spring of 1874, the first preliminary outline

of the very simple method which I have here employed in the

treatment of planetary residuals with reference to exterior per-

turbation, suggested itself to me. For more than three years,

very little opportunity offered for consideration of the problem
of a trans-neptunian planet, and I gave it merely desultory

attention. In August, 1877, however,- 1 began to devote the

larger portion of my leisure time to the theoretic side of the

question. It was soon evident that no certain hold upon any
possible cause of exterior perturbation could be obtained from
the residuals of Newcomb's tables. And I may remark here

that I have consequently chosen the term speculativt rather

than theoretic as applying more fitly to the investigation which
preceded the actual telescopic search.

The Speculative Search.

While the magnificent researches of LeVerrier and Adams
on the perturbations of Uranus are masterpieces of analytic

skill, I felt that they should not be taken as models in the

present investigation—for two reasons

:

(1) The residuals of longitude which must form the basis of
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vestigation are not sufficiently well marked to justify the

tion of so laborious a research, especially if it be found
treatment, unencumbered with the re-

nay be fairly interpreted as indicating

the position of an exterior perturbing body with merely a

rough approximation.

(2) Even in the case of Uranus, and the theoretic search for

Neptune, where the residuals of longitude were very strongly

marked, many of the elements pertaining to the disturbing

planet which Adams and LeVerrier sought to determine theo-

retic;! liy, turned out afterward, when their real values became
known, to have been indicated with only meagre precision.

Much less should we now expect these elements to be given
with any certainty in the case of a planet exterior to Neptune.

I was also much impressed by a remark in Sir George Airy's
Account of some Circa ,,i -><!„• - ltiM>>ri<-olUj coin»rt>d with th<

Discovery of the Planet exterior to Uranus— "I have always
considered the correctness of a distant mathematical result to

be a subject rather of moral than of mathematical evidence."*

This provisional treatment of the residuals of Uranus was
en, then, as a preliminary to the proposed telescopic

search, to determine whether that search was worth undertak-
ing; and, if so, at what point, approximately, it was best to

begin. I should remark, also, that this portion of the work,
as an investigation to these ends, was never undertaken with
reference to publication.

I.—Let us now consider, seriatim, the errors of the elements
of the perturbed planet—errors which the very hypothesis of a
disturbing body introduces, and which must have entered into

the tables of the inferior planet, as constructed independently
of unknown exterior perturbation : we consider what the effect

of these errors may he, and how far it maybe eliminated or

subtracted from the residuals of the actual theory of the planet.

These residuals are, of course, first corrected for any known
error of theory or tables, or erroneous masses of known perturb-
ing planets.

(1) The error of mean distance of the perturbed planet.—Any
error of radius vector enters very largely into the residuals of

trie longitude, if the observations are made at any con-
siderable interval from the planet's opposition. If it is sus-
pected that the error of radius vector will vitiate the residuals

of longitude, we may avoid its ett'eet by passing to residuals of

geocentric longitude. Or, we may confine our research to the
mean residuals of observations near the opposition-points, and
symmetrically placed with reference thereto. The effect of
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(2) TJie error of periodic time of the perturbed planet— If

the residuals are examined graphically, the eye will readily

detect whether any correction to the periodic time is advisable.

If, in general, the mean line of the residuals is nearly a right

line, and makes a given angle with the line of zero-residual, it

may fairly be concluded that the residuals need a correction

depending directly on the time, the magnitude of the coefficient

of which is indicated by the divergence of the two residual-

lines.

I had considered the problem only thus far when it occurred

to me to apply the method, only partially developed, to the

determination of an approximate position of Neptune from the

residuals of Bouvard's Tables of Uranus, published in 1821.

Taking also the residuals from observations up to 1821, and

not permitting myself a knowledge of the longitude of Nep-
tune at any epoch, a very little labor gave me an approximate

position of the disturbing planet from which, it now appears.

Neptune might easily have been found some twenty years in

advance of its actual discovery.

When my work had advanced to this stage, a mere chance

threw in my way a copy of Sir John Herschel's Outlines of

Astronomy, "(which I had never before examined): I at once

observed that my treatment of the residuals of Uranus with

reference to a planet exterior to Neptune was quite similar to

his "dynamical" exposition of the perturbations of Uranus
arising from Neptune itself. And I was further gratified to

rind that he had given a very full and lucid statement of the

effect upon the longitude-residuals caused by errors of the

third and fourth elements of the perturbed planet—the error of

eccentricity, and the error of longitude of perihelion. I there-

fore adopted, without hesitation, the continuance of the Lfraph-

ical method therein detailed : and shall do no more here than

to refer to the pages of Herschel's treatise where these ele-

ments are dealt with.

(3) The error of eccentricity of tin perturbed planet—{See Sir

John Herschel's Outlines of Astronomy, page 536.

(4) The error of hnyitmh of p, rihelhn, ,.f)h p> rtn rb, d /,!„„• /.--

1 1 hid.. paere537.)

When "the longitude-residuals have been corrected in this

of the disturbing planet—Beg:
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the next order of distance beyond Neptune as occupied by the
planet for which we are searching. I assumed, as a first value
of mean distance, a=46'0 : this value seemed to be indicated
by a fair induction. The periodic time of the planet would
then be 312 years, and conjunctions with Uranus would occur
nearly at intervals of 115 years.

(2) The eccentricity >>/' tin disturhimj planet— Even
nals of Uranus employe<

nd Adams, the derived value of the eccentricity of

residuals of Uranus employed in the investigations of

entirely illusory. The several values of i

tricity of Neptune resulting from their investigations are as

follow :

Adams {first hypothesis) 0-16103

LeVerrier 0-10761

Adams (second hypothesis) 0-120615

The eccentricity given by investigation of the orbit of Nep-
tune from observations of the planet was

:

Newcomb [Tables of Neptune) ...0-0089903

We should, therefore, expect nothing of any attempt to

arrive at the eccentricity of an orbit exterior to that of Nep-

(3) The loii'jitndi <>/ periinliun >>/ tin Jistu rhiuy planet.—
Much the same remark obtains in "reference to this element.
The several values of longitude of perihelion of Neptune,

follow^
l °m 1 1C leSe 'UC ^ °U 1>01UU Utl,m&

°
ra " a>

'

Adams ( first hypothesis) :U v 57'

LeVerrier 284° 45'

Adams {second hypothesis) 299° 11'

The longitude of perihelion given by ob:

Newcomb
(
Tables of Neptune) .

Evidently it would not be wise t<

(1) Tln^lnnrh n, tlv d'istu fhi)n I p
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cation of the perturbative curve best accounts for them. The

amount of excursion in the several sinuses of the perturbative

curve we need not for this purpose attend to with any great

care: this will depend upon the muss and distance of the dis-

turbing planet: and. that ir will bo unavailing to attempt any

determination <>(' the mass in the present ease will be evident

from the fact that the mass of Neptune, from the theoretical

ions of LeVomer and Adams, was widely discrepant

:

Adams (first hypothesis) 0-0001656 T^ 9

LeVerrier 0-0001075 ^Vo
Adams (second hypothesis) 0-00015003 -g-^

While the most reliable mass of Neptune from observation is:

Newcomb (motion of the satellite) 0.00005160 tifWtt

We have thus reduced the inverse problem of perturbation

to a very simple, rational form. The residuals of longitude of

Uranus were next treated in accordance with this method.

In his Investigation of the Orbit of Uranus, Newcomb present-

three series of residuals : the mass of Neptune finally adopted

in the tables, y^nr, corresponds very nearly to the" mean of

the first and third series. Hut the mass of Neptune which

was employed in this investigation is that given by Newcomb's
discussion of the motion of the satellite of Neptune, and is

19 | 80 . Our first step; then, was to correct these mean
- into accordance with this adopted mass. The follow-

ing table presents the date, the mean residuals, the <

for mass, and the corrected moan residuals.

Date. i(A 1l+^ 3 l). Mass-correction. i
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The numbers, then, in the column I, taken in

with the corrected residuals given by observations up to 1877,

formed the basis of the subsequent investigation. I need only

state here that, examining these residuals according to the

method just related, in reference to unexplained perturbing

action, I concluded that Uranus was in conjunction with an
exterior perturbing body between the years 1780 and 1795,
and that another conjunction would take place at some time
before the close of the present century. The most probable
position of the exterior' planet I therefore considered to be
about 170° of longitude : the probable error of the position I

estimated to be, roughly, 10°. This result was reached on the

morning of the 10th of October, 1877. During the few days
immediately following, T reviewed this examination, as much as

possible independently of the previous result, and at the same
time varying the assumed mean distance. With a value of

a = 52.0 (which I finally considered inductively the most
probable) I set down the longitude of the exterior planet equal

to 162° ± 6° : this result was reached on the afternoon of the

14th of October. I now turned my attention toward a similar

treatment of the residuals of Neptune, with a slight hope of

getting a confirmatory result : two suppositions agreed in fixing

the longitude at about 180° and 200°, respectively. I there-

fore, on some day in the latter part of October, '1877, wrote
down as the exposition of all my enquiry, the following

Exterior Planet.—Longitude (1877-84), I70°dbl0°
Mean distance from the sun, 52'0

Period of revolution al>out the sun, 375 yrs.

Mean daily motion, 9"-46

Angular diameter, 2"'l

Stellar magnitude, 13+
Longitude of ascending node, 103°

Inclination of orbit to ecliptic, 1° 24'

To the determination of the four latter results I shall allude
presently. 1 may now add that this result for longitude of the
exterior planet is sustained by observations of Uranus up to
and including the late opposition. If a new, disturbing planet
really exists in the longitude here indicated, nearly a "century

96 before its existence can be asserted at all positively
from residuals of Neptune alone.

The Practical Search.

I should never have been able to execute the telescopic

ation just related, had it

Bear Admiral Rodgers,
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Superintendent of the Naval Observatory, and Professor Hall,

in charge of the great refractor. It was with this instrument

—

the 26-inch equatorial—that the search was conducted, begin-

ning on the night of the 3d of November, 1877. It seemed to

me that I should begin the search at a point about 20° preced-

ing that indicated as the most probable position of the planet,

and continue it to a point following by the same distance.

But a careful search extending over a zone of this length, and

of sufficient width to be certain to contain the supposable

planet would be a work of such magnitude that I could not

expect its completion under several years. I therefore had re

course to an inductive determination of the inclination and lon-

gitude of node of the planet's orbit.

I computed anew the position of the invariable plane of the

solar system. A differential comparison of its inclination with

the inclinations of the orbits of the major planets gave, with

little uncertainty so far as the mere induction was concerned,

the inclination of the orbit of the trans-neptunian planet equal

to 1° 24'. Similarly I obtained for the longitude of node,

though not so certainly, 103°. For the preliminary roarch, 1 de-

termined to fix the latitude-limits of the zone at a width of

one degree to the north, and one degree to the south of this

adopted plane. To these elements I strictly adhered,—with

the intention, however, of alternately increasing and decreasing

the inclination, and varying the longitude of node, if '1 should

arrive at no successful result from the search of this limited

the 5th of September. To assist in a decision as to vrhat method
of search I should e mploy, I had recourse to an inductive
consideration of the n $al diameters of the known pi

only mention here that I anived at the

result that a diamete r of 50,000 miles might be Uiken as the

planet next beyond Neptun e. On this

assumption, the meat: l distance of 520 gave for i

diameter 2"\L. I did d -ot.iL the

method of search dep ending upon the detection o f the planet

by contrast of its disik and liirht with the appealranee of an

average star of about the thirteenth magnitude. I considered

conducted with a power of -ion diameters.'

On thirty clear, moonless uights, between the 3d of Nove
ber, 1877, and the 5th of March, 1878, this search was carri

on after the manner I have indicated.
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After the first few nights, I was surprised at the readiness
with which my eye detected any variation from the average
appearance of a star of a given faint magnitude : as a conse-
quence whereof my observing-book contains a large stock of
memoranda of suspected objects. My general plan with these
was to observe with a sufficient degree of accuracy all sus-

pected objects. On the succeeding night of observation these
objects were re-observed: and. at an interval of several weeks
thereafter, the observation was again verified. At S A. \L, the
Oth of March, 1878. the search was discontinued—my observ-
ing book ends with the following note:
"The adopted plane of orbit of trans-neptunian planet is now

searched (without break) from

v = 146°-8

planet of

-1, I shall

nded my

I have much ccmfidence in this telescopic

eep the zone so carefully that thei

pressing ntvdofdu plicating it. If a trans-nej

er so great as 2" is ever di

be nmchs
search.

Very soon after

hies of V
stitnted a

method en
here that I reached a result entirely eonlirma

tables after the

search for a
vard the end
-that oifind-
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planet was more probably in one portion of the heavens than

in another. After the telescopic search which I was conduct-

ing had been temporarily brought to an end, by circumstances

beyond my control, I was not without hope of effecting some

arrangement whereby I might resume the search at an early

day, and carry it to a satisfying conclusion. After much
thought upon the apathetic reception with which the magnifi-

cent researches of Adams and LeYerrier had met, I reached the

conclusion that no competent observer would be led to continue

the search through knowledge of the little work of speculation

that I had done. And, as the work was undertaken with the

end always in view of finding the planet, I saw no good to

come from its publication.

It will be remarked that this matter now assumes a very dif-

ferent aspect : the publication of a recent memoir On Comets and

Ultra-Neptunian Planets, by Professor George Forbes, of Glas-

gow, assigns, by a method of investigation entirely independent

of my own, a position to a possible trans-neptunian planet which

may he regarded as in exact coincidence with that which I have

deduced. The assumption of a mean distance 100, indicated in

Professor Forbes' paper, will not appreciably destroy the repre-

sentation of the residuals with which I have dealt. I have not

yet been able to convince myself that the remarkable harmony
of the results of the two investigations is simply a chance agree-

ment ; and, with the hope that the accumulated evidence of the

existence of a far exterior planet may not fail to incite some ob-

server in possession of sufficiently powerful telescopic means to a

vigorous prosecution of the search, I have prepared this pre-

liminary paper in order that attention may be called to the

matter in sufficient advance of the now approaching opposition

-

time. I may add here that, should a careful and protracted

search of the region adjacent to the indicated longitude prove

unavailing, no more certain test of the existence of a trans-

neptunian planet admits of application within the next few

years than that of telescopic search of a limited zone extending
entirely around the heavens- -a search which 1 have been hep-
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In' addition to the Mammals from the Ju
the Eocky Mountains, already described by th

ber of other specimens have since been discovered. Some of

these add materially to our knowledge of those previously

found, and others are different from any now known.
This new material is all from the Atlantosaurus beds, in

essentially the same horizon which furnished the earlier speci-

mens. The general resemblance of the American forms to

those from the Purbeck of England becomes still more evident

in the remains here described.

Diplocynodon victor, gen. et sp. nov.

One of the largest mammals yet discovered in the Jurassic

beds of this country or of Europe is represented by various

remains of several* individuals, found in the same locality.

The most characteristic of these specimens is a right lower
jaw, with most of the teeth in position, and well preserved.

The genera! characters of this jaw are well shown in the

Tfc

This jaw is quite distinct from anything hitherto described,
and exhibits several characters of special interest. There were
at least three incisors, directed well forward. The canine is

very large, and is inserted bv two fangs. This important fact
has suggested the name of the genus. The molar series con-
sists of no less than twelve teeth, all essentially the same in
form, and each inserted by two fangs. There are apparently
six premolars. The second of these is smaller than the first,

and the others graduallv increase in size. The last true molar
was smaller than the others. The crowns of these teeth are
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composed of a main external cone, with a small elevated lobe

in front, ami a lower one behind. This is repeated on a re-

duced scale on the inner side, except that the posterior small

th^rrowi'i' are Yepiv Y-avamd. and grooved. There is no

The jaw is elongate, and gentlv curved below. The core,

noid process is large and elevated.
' The condvle is placed very

low. nearly on a line with the teeth. The 'angle of the jaw

is produced into a distinct process, the lower margin of which

bends outward, although the process as a whole has a slight

inward direction, which may be due to pressure.

A second specimen, apparently of the present species, is a

left upper jaw, with the canine and eight succeeding teeth in

excellent preservation. The canine is very large, and has twe

distinct fangs. The molar teeth have one mam external cone,

and two lateral cusps, which rise from a strong |, a sal ridge.

heel. The\>meV fa'ee and the sides ./the upper molars an

deeply sculptured with irregular grooves.

|i>int!eTand°

high larger 01
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be canine was large ', an d directed well forwai

inclined backward.
oove is nearly pan with the lower mare
:tends forward* to the sjmphyia. The 1

The main measure its of this specimen t

Extent of lower inoliw series, ...

Space occupied 1 >y v
Depth of jaw be canine,

England, that they n

One of these specin
teeth in urn m1 prcsorv;

of the typical Trim,

lward-curved groove beneath i

ie size of this specimen is ii

ml there

idieated

Anteroposterior extent of last m
Depth of jaw below last molar, .

lll'iihtir^'nvn^^^r
1

.

111

Depth of jaw below last premohi

Dn/olestes obtmm.
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of the true molars differ from those in typical specimens of

Dryolestes in having the cusps blunted, making the crowns un-

usually short. Another important difference is that the tooth

which may be regarded as the last premolar is so much larger

than the rest of the series that it projects far beyond them.

The line of the true molars is much curved outward.

Some of the dimensions of this upper jaw are as follows :

Space occupied by eleven posterior teeth,- . 12 •()"""

Extent of seven posterior teeth, 8'0

Projection of last upper premolar from jaw, 2-0

Ctenacodon serratus, Marsh.

Additional remains of this interesting form have made clear

some points in the structure of the lower jaw which the type

specimen did not show.* The left lower jaw, represented in

figure 2, agrees so closely with that specimen in size and gen-

eral features, that it must be referred to the same species. The

symphysial portion is very short, and nearly round. The inlet

of the dental canal is quite large, and enters the jaw beneath a

fold that curves downward, and passes into the inflected lower

margin of the angle. The latter is distinct from the condyle,

not identical with it as in Phvjimtlv.r. The eoronoid process is

of moderate size, and directed well backward.

Left lower jaw of Ctenacodon serratus, Marsh. Inner view,

Mesozoic Mammals have been very generally referred hith-

erto to the Marsupialia. An examination of' all the known
remains of American Mesozoic Mammalia, now representing up-

wards of sixty distinct individuals, bus convinced the writer

that they cannot be satisfactorily placed in any of the present

orders. This appears to be equally true of the Kuropean forms

which the writer has had the opportunity of examining.

With a few possible exceptions, the Mesozoic mammals best

preserved are manifestly low generalized forms, without any

distinctive Marsupial characters. Not a few of them show

* This Journal, vol. xviii. p. :!!)•;. Nov.. 1ST'.'.
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features that point more directly to Insectivores, and present

evidence, based on specimens alone, would transfer them to the

latter group, if they are to be retained in any modern order.

This, however, has not yet been systematically attempted, and
the known facts are against it.

In view of this uncertainty, it seems more in accordance with

the present state of science, to recognize the importance of the

generalized characters of these early mammals as at least of

ordinal value, rather than attempt to measure them by special-

ized features of modern types, with which they have little real

affinity. With the exception of a very few aberrant forms, the

known Mesozoic mammals may be placed in a single order,

which may appropriately be named Panlotheria. Some of the

more important characters of this group would be as follows :

(1.) Cerebral hemispheres smooth.

(2.) Teeth exceeding, or equalling, the normal number, 44.

(3.) Premolars and molars imperfectly differentiated.

(4.) Canine teeth with bifid or grooved fangs.

(5.) Eami of lower jaw unankylosed at symphysis.

(6.) Mylohyoid groove distinct on inside of lower jaws.

(7.) Angle of lower jaw without distinct inflection.

(8.) Condyle of lower jaw near or below horizon of teeth.

(9.) Condyle vertical or round, not transverse.

The generalized members of this order were doubtless ^the

forms from which the modern specialized Insectivores and
Marsupials, at least, were derived.
Another order of Mesozoic mammals is evidently represented

by Plagiaulax, the allied genus Ctenacodou, and possibly one
or two other genera. These are all highly specialized aberrant
forms, which apparently have left no descendants. This order.
which may be termed the AUotheria, can be distinguished from
the previous group by the following characters

:

(1) Teeth much below the normal number.

(2) Canine teeth wanting.

(3) Premolar and molar teeth specialized.

(4) Angle of lower jaw distinctly inflected.

(5) Mylohyoid groove wanting.

These characters alone do not indeed separate the Phujiau-
I'l'-nl.i from some of the Marsupials, and future discoveries
may prove them to belong in that group, where thev would
then represent a well marked sub-order.
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rhey remark thai the current from the latter was
*tant. In order to show, however, the fluctuations

c«l 1>v irit'o-ularity in the contact of the brushes of

..1 want of constancy in the speed of rotation, they
lille.l with bisulphide of carl,,,,, in a coil; polar-

the inertia of the galvanometer needle masks. The telephone hi

been used in America for the same purpose. It appears from the

results that hydrogen, nitrogen and atmospl
the same change of polarization. They do n
tion between the rotation of the plane of polarization

change of polarization. They do not find a simple rela-

otation of the plane of polarization and the in-

of the gases which were submittec

tion. The expression

l>ec<pierel (Ann. de Chi:
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There is a short chapter upon enigmatical descriptions or botan-

ical riddles, and how they conic about. The author has taken

the pains to collect and tabulate the "species dubi®" of the last

four volumes of the Prodromus, to see who is accountable for them,

and. excluding those who have contributed no more than three.

So good a botanist as Blame heads the list, one so indifferent as

Siebohl is accountable for the fewest; so not much comes from

Miquel and Kunth, who Bta nd high on the list, ha'

into the habit of founding
i
species on fragmentary

eient herbarium specimens; instead of passing thei

::,:;"K.

sino and Sesse, upon ^

to " genera dubia vel )

'any; the immortal works of Toiirnefort \!'unfit >tth>,t< >\

lTOd), Linmeus (the first edition of whose (+e><< r<i was published

in 173.7), A. L. Jussieu (1789), Endlicher (1S36-IS40), Meisner

(
ls:;i)-i:;. which is much less known), and finally of Bentham and

Tournefort fixed the rank and character of genera. I/mn.rus

tersely and clearly defined them, Jussieu arranged them under
natural orders, denning these; Endlicher and Lindley developed
the hierachy of groups superior to orders, also the tribes inferior
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So they would continue to be
and the advancement of scienct

But floras are used by many to w
Ik- a stumbling block'. Fortunate
botanical English and botanical
scriouslv trouble a French or G(
hardly 'holds. The greatest Hoi-

say tlie best great flora in any Ian

(lucnl and completed, is lu'tithant

theBotaidcal^.i, ;'

tained botanical correctness uixk
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Class, Cohort, Orders, Tribes, Genera, and Sections; sueli names
:is Division, Subdivision, Series, Sir., might l»e restricted to artifi-

cial divisions, and that these should 1 ake adjective names not of

generic origin, <ueh as LhfuHfinnr, f*,,f,n „ t.th, , and the like.

Chapter XI11 relates to difficulties in phvtographv which

have grown out of various methods or absence of method in the

nomenclature of organs, and from the want of consideration of

the law of priority in such matters. The result of which in some

not unlike that which prevailed in the names of groups before the

days of Toumet'ort and I/umaus. We may hope that order and
lucidity will some day dawn upon this chaos and a common

new-fangled substitutes. This, he thinks, will rid ns of "sue

with trichome, seem to us legitimate and useful, as succinct cn

pressions of a morphological idea ; (hey are annoying only whe
pedantically ridden as hobbies over ground on which they ar

volviug merely a change of the definition. Hut one may
that DeCandolle here comes into conflict with another

nsists on. namely, that terms should have unmistakaUy
ming. When we say—as we ever shall—that leaves are
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(3) The third counsel is to change the name of an organ, as
we do that of a genus or species, only when it is positively con-
trary to the truth, or when it has been pro-occupied.

(4) Avoid giving special names for rare or ill-definable cases

particular names ; that what has happened in carpology is likely

to occur for microscopic organs; and he adds: "Nous assist on's

lules" [in our vernacular, we have seen them "go up"]; "il en
restera seulement quelques-uns generaux ou frequents, qui seront
toujours necessaires."

(5) Between two or more names choose, not the most agreeable,
or even the most significant, but the one best known and most
widely recognized.

(6) Between names equallv known and used, adopt the oldest.
Which are the older names is' not difficult to know in the case of
common organs; but is very much so in modern histology.

(V) In this matter of priority or of usage, consider only
names taken from [or in conformity with] Latin or Greek. As

tech,

phytography whii

, r contradictory
botanical terms, and from the employment of vernaculai
which cannot be latinized. The latter has just been reft

mcideniallv. Even the French describe the dehiscence .

tain kind of capsule as "en bo>te a s.ivoneth:'" In Knglis
not attempt to sav "in soap-box fashion.'* and should not 1)

stood if we did, but we adopt the Linmoan Latin "eireuni



[o^dn-Tandon, and St. Hilairc aniono- the French, have*

charted fn>,n Tounn-fort's use. and speak freely of pistils

jural. Brown and iM an-loll. 1 .reused t he u'onl in then

f Lnduio- and Linnaus when they haw used it at all, l»in

enerally evaded its use; other botanist s, especially i'.ritish

one back to the Tonn.efortian sense of gynavinm. The j>

riter lias a note on the subject in the new edition of his Stru

er. The contra-

i observer to be

that this is the
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—what we had all overlooked—that in the errata, on p. 360,
Liniia'us correct i'.l the wnnl siaixtrinii into destrnm. Hut, inas-

much as two cilit ions of the Phil. Hot. were printed at Vienna in

Limurus's lifc-t iinc, and this correction was not introduced into

them, he concludes that the correction was canceled by the
author of it. And he notes that the expression " sinistroreom
hoc est quod respicit dextram" 1

is a most awkward one for

denoting the right-about change which the erratum had in view.

Nevertheless the correction was so made in the edition of the
Phil. Hot. by (ih'ditsch in 1780, two years after the death of

Linna-us, also in that oi' Willdenow, published ten years later.

Hut DeCandolle the elder, in the Flore Franpaise and in all

his writings, followed the original text, as also has the present
I >e( 'andolJc, who cites as maintaining the same view, Braun
(who for a time gave way to the opposite), Bischoff, Mold,
Palm, Dutrochet, Na'geli, and even Parw'm. Hut we should say
that Darwin, noting the conflict of views, had carefully evaded
both, using instead the expression "with the sun, and against the
sun.'

11

Yet sometimes saying "from left to right,"
1

as equivalent
to " against the sun" (as on p. 34), showing that he took the ex-

ternal position to be the natural one.
Among those who have used the terms sinistrorse and dextrorse

and defined them in the wav which supposes the observer to stand
outside ,.f the helix, are Aug. St. Ililaire, Duchartre, Bentham

w hv some convenient abbreviation, such
is.; "and thuis lessen the danger of a mis-

s indeed essiMitial.

that he cail discover no reason for the ab
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vpouderant actual usa^c. We had ma
March an.! lor May,' 1877) and in Stin this .Journal (tor March

Botany (6th ed., note on pp. 51, 52) that the externe visum view

ha> dt'< dcdh lh< 1»« .1 case on the second ground, and except in

botany on the third also. And now that DeCandolle has drawn

imulus, Helxine, Lo

ground likewise, and to < •ontend

;•::.,:,;.,!! on, non-attenti. >n to tilt

iU

Ou V . 39 of Linnaeus
iiiusuvBotaniea he defines and

"Sinhtfors,,,,,, secundun .

'-',;,',,

ty/v/, Tmnu,. JMrtrorsu,m, contr

laseolus, Cyn
Nothing is said al)'o„ t theV

right to left of the obs.erver v

it may well be that Linnam

vining ; and that his brief erra
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se of Latin and lui inized technical words by di

r>i)t;iuic;il French, Knu'lish, ami Italian, are co
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has resulted not only in the accumulation of much important data
from soundings—12,766 nautical miles of sounding-lines, with
serial temperatures, were run by him in the Gulf—but also in the
invention by him <>\' ninny new forms o\' ;i|>|>aiTit us and the im-
provement of previous ones, calculated to facilitate the operations
of sounding and dredging. Prof. Alexander Agassi/, was connected
with the expedition of the Blake in the winter of 1S77-187S, from
December to March, and also during its later cruising, having had
special charge of the collections from the dredgings, and lias

already published part of his results. The Superintendent of
the toast. Survey, Captain Carlile P. Patterson, says with reason,
in the preface

:

tion to the fact that in the small steamer ' Blake,' of only three
hundred and fifty tons burthen, N". M., under the energetic and
skillful commands of Lieutenant-Commander Sigsbee and Com-
mander Bartlett, with a complement of forty- five including otlicers

and crew, more rapid work was done than had been accomplished

Aga-.i

band",
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[THIRD SERIES.

Art. XXIX.— On the Mineral Lnralitj at Brancheilh, Connec-
ticut: Fourth Paper.* Spodumem- and the results of its

Alteration ;f by Georuh .1. Bursii and Edward S. Dana.
(With Plato iv).

In the present paper we give the results we have obtained
in a study of the spodumene from Branchville, Conn., and of
the various minerals derived from its alterations. It is, after
the feldspars, mica and quartz, the most important of the orig-
inal minerals of the locality, and occurs, though mostly in an
altered condition, in very large quantities.

* For previous papers upon this subject see this Journal, III, xvi, 33, 114,
1878; xvii, 359, 1879; xviii, 45, 1879.

f An extended and valuable memoir upon " Spodumene and its alterations from
the granite veins of Hampshire Co., Mass.," has been recently published by Mr.
A. A. Julien in the Anuals of the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. i, No. x
(see this Journal, xix, 237, March, 1880). It is proper that we should state here
that most of the results of this paper, including every analysis, had been com-
pleted previous to the appearance of that of Mr. Julien, and when we had no
further knowledge of its contents than is s nary notice of

.„ ... .

however, that Mr. Julien was engaged upon this investigation and had been at
work upon it for several years was known to us, and we felt it only right that we
should defer t: i appeared. It will be seen

S«^ re8Ult8>*hougharriveda
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A. Unaltebed Spodumene.

The greater part of the unaltered spodumene occurs in

confusedly crystalline masses, showing distinct cleavage, but

seldom any approach to crystalline form. It is possible to

obtain the mineral nearly pure, though somewhat intermingled

with albite, in blocks weighing several hundred pounds. In

this form the spodumene has a dull white color ; it is in many
cases somewhat discolored, and is only partially translucent

;

the cleavage surfaces are often coated with delicate dendrites

of manganese oxide. The associated minerals, in addition to

the albite and a little quartz and mica, are apatite, lithiophilite,

columbite, garnet and uraninite, with various other uranium

minerals formed from alteration.

In addition to this massive variety, the spodumene also

occurs in an unaltered condition as nuclei of distinct pseudo-

morphous crystals. These crystals often occur of enormous

size, imbedded for the most part in massive quartz, though

sometimes extending into the albite. The nucleus of spodu-

mene (see below and figures la, 5, 8, 14, Plate iv*) is in every

case sharply separated from the altered mineral surrounding it,

and its characters show that the crystals must originally have

had rare beauty. One of the finest crystals that we have found

thus far had, as imbedded in the quartz, a length of three feet,

a width of eight inches and a thickness of two inches. The
unaltered spodumene, of a fine amethystine color, made up

about one-fourth of the whole, extending rather regularly

through the middle of the crystal. Unfortunately, the spodu-

mene was much rifted and fractured, so that its former trans-

parency had, for the most part, disappeared. The exterior of

the crystal consisted principally of p spodumene, with small

quantities of cymatolite and albite. Another altered crystal

was measured while imbedded in the quartz, of which a length

of over four feet was exposed. It is not possible to extract

these crystals entire, but many fragments have been obtained

which have a width of over a foot across the prism and a

thickness of two to four inches. In habit the crystals are

much like those from Norwich, Massachusetts. They are

generally broad or flat, through the development of the ortho-

pinacoid, and comparatively thin ; not unfrequently they are

well terminated. Occasional stout crystals, having a square

prismatic form, much like pyroxene, are also observed.
In the better specimens the spodumene is perfectly trans-

parent, sometimes colorless, and again of a beautiful rose-pink

or amethystine-purple color. It shows the prismatic cleavage

with unusual perfection, and that of the clinopinacoid irregu-

* Figures 1 to 14 inclusive are to be found on the accompanying Plate, the

other figures (15-20) are in the text.
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larly. The angle of the prismatic cleavage—viz., 87° 13'—
was obtained with great exactness.

Chemical comjiiosition.—An analysis of the transparent pink
spodumene was made by Mr. S. L. Penfield with the following
results. Specific gravity =3-193.

Na,0 0-39 0-39 039 "006 f
- 60 J1

K 2 tr tr tr

Ignition 0-24 0"24 0-24

The ratio of Li
a
O : Al

a 3
: SiO

a
= 1 : 1 : 4 ; this corresponds

to the oxygen ratio* of 1:3:8. The formula is then, neg-
lecting the very small amount of soda,

Li
a
Al

2
Si

4
On .

This result agrees exactly with that reached by Dcelter in his

investigation of the composition of spodumene. + and with that

of J alien.;}: It is to be noted, however, that the percentage of

lithia here obtained is higher and that of soda lower than in

any analyses previously published. For example. Inciter

found in the Norwich mineral 7"04 Li,0, M<» Na,0 and o 12

K
90; in that from Brazil 7-09 Li.,( ) and <H,.>,S Nn.O. Julien

obtained in the Goshen spodumene 6-89 Li
a
O, (V99 Na

a
O, 146

K./ ) : and in that from Chesterfield 6"99 Li.O, 0'50 Na
a

< >, and
1-33 KsO. Dcelter concludes for the Norwich mineral that the

amount of lithia obtained is rather too small than too large,

and attributes the soda present to incipient alteration. The
correctness of this view seems to be proved by the analyses
here published of the Branchville mineral, which certainly
left nothing to be desired in regard to parity or freedom from
alteration. The great tendency of spodumene to change by
the assumption of potash or soda and loss of lithia will be
made evident by what follows.

B. Alteration of Spodumene.

As the result of the alteration of the spodumene, we have
found two substances which at first sight seem to be homo-
geneous, and each of which has a definite chemical composi-
tion, and which, notwithstanding, are only intimate mechanical
mixtures of two species; one of these, called by us £ spodu-
mene, is made up of albite and a new lithia mineral to which

* This ratio was obtained by Brush from analyses of tl

f Tschermak. Min u. iVrr. Mini . i, 517, 1878.
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we have given the name eucryptite ; and the other is cymato-

lite, an aggregate of albite and muscovite. We have also

found the following independent minerals:—albite, microcline,

muscovite, and killinite. The two complex substances and

all of the last named minerals, except t*he mica, occur as dis-

tinct pseudomorphs, having the form of the spodumene. The
mica, taken independently of its constant associate the albite,

plays only a secondary part. In addition there are other pseu-

domorphs, of composite character, consisting, as Mr. Julien has

well expressed it, "of vein granite."

We will first give the physical and chemical characters of

the various minerals (including the two aggregates) taken sep-

arately, and then go on to describe more minutely the way in

which they are associated together.

I. Products op the Alteration.

1. /S Spodumene.

The substance which we have, for convenience, called (i

spodumene, since we do not regard it as deserving an inde-

pendent name, seems to mark the first step in the alteration of

the spodumene.
Physical characters.—It is a compact, apparently homogene-

ous mineral, having a rather indistinct fibrous to columnar
structure, this being always at right angles to the adjoining

surface of the original mineral. Hardness 5*5 to 6 ; specific grav-

ity 2-644-2-649. Color white to milk white, and again slightly

greenish-white; translucent. Fusibility=2-25.

Chemical composition.—Analyses of three independent speci-

mens have been made by Mr. S. L. Penfield. Number 1 was
taken from a crystal, part of which consisted of the transparent

pink spodumene, described above, and the outer portion was
this mineral (similar to fig. 5). The line of demarcation was
perfectly sharp, so that the purity of the material analyzed

cannot be questioned. The results of the analysis are as

follows :

—

The second portion analyzed was from a fragment of a large

and entirely altered crystal ; its dimensions were 9 by 8 by 2£
inches. It consisted mostly of eymatolite, and the'

ft
spodu-
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mene had all the appearance of passing insensibly into it

;

single fragment, across the prism, could be obtained made i

of both minerals, the fibrous structure of the one being cc

tinued in the other (similar to fig. lb). The analysis yielded :

The third portion was part of a smaller and well developed
erystal, having the external prismatic form complete. It con-

spodumene, then the
fi sj

rt of the whole, and final

: of cymatolite. The specimen analyzed was, as

making up the greater part of the whole, and ly a thii

eye could detect, perfectly pure and homogeneous. The color
was greenish-white and it was decidedly translucent. The
analysis afforded :—

If the mean analyses of the three groups be compared, it will

be found that they agree very closely with one another ; in

fact the agreement is as close as could be expected for three

successive analyses made upon the same material. But, as
will be seen from what has already been said, the three samples
were entirely independeiit, being taken from different parts of
the ledge and differing in manner of association ; the agree-
ment between them thus becomes very striking. The ratio

obtained for each

R aO : R2 3 : Si0 2 = 1:1:4

is the same as that of spodumene, from which it differs only in

this: that one-half of the lithium lias been removed and its

place (ehemieal equivalent) taken by sodium. The formula is

t is shown below that the formula given in (2) is the correct one.

The facts stated thus far would seem to be sufficient to prove
bat the mineral was homogeneous and had a definite composi-
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tion ; there are, however, other facts which have an important

bearing upon this point.

It was found by Mr. Penfield that, although the mineral

gelatinizes with acid, it is not entirely decomposed. On the

contrary, it is divided into two portions by the treatment with

In dr. -chloric arid, viz :—a soluble portion (A), and an insoluble

remainder (B), the latter including also the silica extracted from

the soluble part. The results of three analyses gave

B. Insoluble in HC1, with

A. Soluble in HC1. Si0 2 from A.

In the case of No. 2, of both the soluble and

insoluble portions were made; these were independent of the

total analyses of the same sample already given. The method
of analysis was, hrietly. as follows:—A^gram of the mineral

rted with HC1, evaporated to dryness, then moistened
with HC1 and a second time evaporated to dryness. After

being again moistened with HC1 the soluble portion, A above,

was altered off and the alumina and alkalies determined in it

by the usual methods. The insoluble portion, which included
the silica extracted from A. after being weighed, was boiled

with Na
aC03

and (in the case of No. 3) with a little KOH. By
this means the soluble silica of A was dissolved out and the

insoluble remainder being weighed, the amount of the soluble

silica was determined by the difference. Finally, the insolu-

ble part was analyzed in full by the usual methods. The
results of the analyses were as follows

:
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.

For the above analysis the ratio is, nearly :

—

This corresponds to the formula, Li.Al.Si.O,, the percentage
composition of which, given above, agrees well with the

The composition obtained for B was:

—

This ratio is very closely that of albite, viz : 6:1:1, so that
the formula for the insoluble portion is Na

s
Al

a
Si

e 18
.

An analysis was also made of sample No. 3, but the separa-
tion was a "little less complete than of No. 2; the first diges-
tion in acid left behind a very little of the soluble mineral, as
shown by the presence of lithia in B, and then in the subse-
quent treatment of the insoluble part (in which also KOH was
employed) there seemed to have been a slight decomposition of
the albite. The results, although for the reason given hardly
worth putting on record, were satisfactory in this, that they
confirmed those of No. 2.

The point thus far established may be stated as follows:
A chemical examination proves that the substance, called

provisionally
ft spodumene, is not a distinct species, but only

a very uniform mixture of two minerals ; one of these, called
by us eucryptitc. dissolves with gelatinization in hydrochloric
acid, and has the composition, Li

a
Al,Si,O

e ; the other, not
attacked by acid, is alhitt, Na

3
ALSi

e
O

ie
. The true expres-

sion of the chemical composition of the substance is, therefore,

seen to be that (2) given above. That the mixture is truly

»1, and not a molecular one broken up by the acid
(if that were possible), is proved by this significant fact: the
insoluble residue (B above), left after the digestion in sodium
carbonate, was in one case examined under the microscope, and
found to be crystalline, and to have the peculiar semi-fibrous
structure belonging to the pseudomorphous albite, as described
below.

The microscopic examination of thin sections of $ spodu-
mene confir side as to
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the complex nature of the substance, and gives, in addition, a

very satisfactory dctiTiiiination <>f tlie crystalline character of

the new lithia mineral. A series of thin sections were pre-

pared, some parallel to the fibrous structure, that is at right

angles to the original mineral (spodumene), and others trans-

verse to the fibers and consequently parallel to the original

prism. The sections parallel to the fibers, when examined

under the microscope, seemed at first sight to give no proof of

want of homogeneity. The fibers, seemingly of rounded form,

and though in general parallel yet quite wavy in outline, are

packed so closely together that the question of the presence or

absence of any* substance between the fibers and enclosing

them could not be answered ; the whole gave the effect of

aggregate polarization. The above statement is true for the

greater portion of each of the slides—the result thus far was

Occasional irregularities, however, in the usually parallel

fibrous structure, which may not inaptly be compared in appear-

ance to the grain of wood-fiber in the neighborhood of a knot,

as seen in a smooth board, gave better results. The fibers in

such cases are much curved and irregular in outline, and so

separated from one another that they are seen to be merely

enclosures in a surrounding matrix. In other cases, this enclos-

in<_r material forms open spots, where the structure (in polarized

light i is found to be that of ordinary albite, and into this the

needle-like fibers of the other mineral project (this is illustrated

in fig. 15, a = albite). Still again, on the edges of the sections

where a degree of thinness impossible for the whole slide is

sometimes attained, a similar satisfactory result is reached. The

fibers in such cases are distinctly seen, independently of each

other and of the enclosing albite. They are generally nearly

straight and parallel, but not infrequently the shape is more or

less irregular ; branching forms recalling some kiud of coralline
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jommon. The latter forms are shown in fig. 16

;

the fibers here are much more irregular and coarser than is gen
erally true. (Compare also fig. 19.) The fibers are apparently
rounded but the outlines are usually indistinct, and the form
can be made out only by repeatedly changing the focus of the

microscope. The explanation of all these irregularities in out-

line is given by the result obtained on examining the sections

cut transverse to the fibers. Several additional facts were
brought out in the study of the sections now described. It was
found that, when examined between crossed Nicols, the extinc-

tion of the light took place parallel to the length of the fibers

;

moreover, the fibers have not infrequently a transverse fracture,

probably indicating cleavage. The form of the terminations of

the needles could not be certainly observed. In cases like

those above described (fig. 15), the extremities seem to be
given entire, but no absolute assertion can be made in regard
to them. In many cases, probably the majority, they taper out
gradually to a fine point, while in others they seem to be ter-

minated by a low pyramid.
The examination of the other set of sections, cut across the

fibers, was even more satisfactory and conclusive. The appear-
ance in polarized light, as the plate is revolved on the stage of

the microscope, is at once striking and beautiful. The section

as a whole is divided into irregular patches (albite). changing
from dark to light and the reverse with the revolution, giving
the whole a strangely mottled look. Distributed closely and

uniformly through this matrix are seen also min
other substance, sometimes curved but generally bent at an am
of 60° or 120°

; they are unchanged by the revolution betwe
the crossed Nicols. The effect will "be best appreciated frc

the accompanying Bketehea (figs. L7. IS). When a high pow
is employed (say 600 diam.) and the attention is confined to

small portion at once, it is seen that these narrow bands, whi
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in a cursory glance under a low power seem to be quite irreg-

ular in form, are, on the contrary, approximately in parallel

position. The solid portions are triangular or hexagonal in

outline, and the bands are bent at angles of 60° and 120°,

sometimes so as to form complete rings ;—they are all more or

unded. In short, the structure is that of the most regu-

%;::,

lar pegmatite or " graphic granite," and the explanati

same. These regular forms, like those of the quartz in the

feldspar in the other case, are due to the restricted crystalliza-

tion in the albite of the new mineral in question. They mark
the mineral as belonging to the hexagonal system, and the

result of the optical examination both parallel and transverse

to the fibers confirms this conclusion.

Taking the section as a whole, there are portions in which
the directions of the new mineral are quite irregular, but for the

greater part there is an obvious tendency toward regularity,
' perfect forms. As would be ex-

(60°) change at small distances, so

that a given set of directions belongs only to a limited area

;

this is obviously determined by the enclosing albite.

We are now able to connect the results of the microscopic
examination with those of the earlier chemical investigation.

The enclosing material in which the fibers lie is the albite;

this is proved indeed by what has been stated, and moreover
by the fact that it, whenever distinctly separate, has the same
structure as in undoubted cases of the same pseudomorphous
material ; it is also shown by the examination of the insoluble

portion alluded to before, for in this the fibers have been
removed and the matrix left unattacked. The enclosed mine-
ral is that which with the albite makes up the /9 spodumene,
having the composition Li a

Al
a
Si

aO s
.

In view of the fart ring mineral is thor-

oughly denned, as well eiwstallo UTaphieally as chemically, and
considering, moreover, the important part it plays in the his-

tory of the spodumene, we feel obliged to give it a distinctive

name. We call it eucryptite. fr< >ni v> well, am I xporzzo^ concealed.

Eucryptitb crystallizes in the hexagonal system, with proba-

bly basal cleavage. Its specific gravity, calculated from that

of /? spodumene, 2"647 and that of the pseudomorphous
albite 2-637, is 2-667. It gelatinizes with hydrochloric acid

and fuses easily. It is a unisilieate. ami its ehemieal compo-

sition is expressed by the formula Li
a
Al

aSi aOB
=silica 47*61,

position, it is analogous to nephelite. It also might"!

as a lithia-anorthite, it having the same ratio as anorthite;

though it is different crystallographically. On the other
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hand, the fact that it changes so readily into muscovite, and
has the same ratio as the normal varieties of that species,

might seem to place it near it; but it certainly has no mica-

ceous structure. The true lithia mica (lepidolite) has a very
different composition.

2. Cymatolite.

The name cymatolite was given in 1867 by Prof. Shepard to

a mineral found at Goshen and Norwich, Mass., a result of

the decomposition of spodumene. The analysis given by him
left the composition of the supposed new mineral in question,

and this doubt was not removed by a subsequent analysis by
Mr. B. S. Burton. Mr. Julien gives in his paper several anal-

yses of cymatolite which agree well together and which corre-

spond to a simple chemical formula. In our earlier investiga-

tions we assumed it to be an established point that the species

was a good one and had a definite composition. This assump-
tion was confirmed by two closely agreeing analyses (given be-

low) made upon the Branchville material. Further study,

however, which was made necessary by the results reached in

the case of /? spodumene—for the cymatolite is directly derived
from the /3 spodumene—has convinced us that the supposed

is only a remarkably uniform and intimate mrchaniral
mixture <>f muscnvite and aUn'te. We shall, however, through-
out this paper retain the name cymatolite as a convenient way
of designating this interesting compound substance, and shall

describe it first as if it were a true species.

The physical characters of the cymatolite of Branchville
are as follows :—It has a distinct fibrous structure, sometimes
straight but more generally wavy. It is also at times con-
fusedly fibrous and again scaly. The specific gravity = 2-692-
2-699. The color is generally white, but it is often slightly

discolored and occasionally it has a faint pink hue.
As has been stated on 'p. 258. the crystals of spodumene,

which have been altered to cymatolite, are numerous and often
very large. The way in which the fibrous structure is devel-
oped is seen in fig. 2, which is a section across the prism. It
is usually true, as seen here, that the direction of the fibers at

the edge is at right angles to the bounding surface. In the
interior the structure is more irregular and the fibers interlace
in an intricate manner, giving sometimes a feather-like appear-
ance. Usually all trace of the original prismatic structure and
cleavage of the spodumene has disappeared. In rare eases,

however, in the interior of a crystal this longitudinal structure
i> still apparent, although the direction of the fibers remains
transverse. (Compare also other figures in the Plate, in which
c = cymatolite.)
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The second analysis was made on the pure mineral ;

on the same crystal, which afforded sample 2 of /3 sp

The results afforded are, as follows :

—

This is the ^

iNa, K, H)2Al2Si40„=(K, H) 2Al 2Si2O e + Na2Al aSi 8 18

Since the cymatolite is certainly derived from the /3 spodu-

mene, while the latter substance has been proved to be a mix-

ture of albite and what— as was shown—has the composition

of a lithia muscovite, the fact that the formula of cymatolite can

be written as a compound of one molecule muscovite and one

molecule albit< is significant. Were no other facts at hand the

conclusion that cymatolite also must be a mechanical mixture
could hardly be questioned. Tin- farts, however, arc in them-

selves sufficient to prove this, independent of any other consid-

erations. It may be mentioned that the chemical method of

attacking the problem, employed in the case of the
t
3 spodu-

meue. is not here applicable, since the muscovite is not decom-
posed by hydrochloric acid. A preliminary examination was

made with sulphuric acid, which ivsuhol in showing that the

cymatolite was attache! by it. as was the mica of the locality,

while the albite was barely so. This method was, however,

not carried further, for the microscope gave all the solution

that could be desired.
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A considerable number of sections of cymatolite, both in its

purest normal varieties, and in its transition forms from ft spod-
umene on the one hand and to albite on the other, were exam-
ined. The result not only proved the fact of the mixture of

muscovite and albite, but also gave the explanation for the

remarkable uniformity of the analyses, for in most cases the
mixture is in the highest decree intimate. A section of cyma-
tolite like that represented in fig. \c (Plate), when examined in

polarized light, is found to consist of long, slender, somewhat
curved fibers, giving very brilliant colors and showing the

characteristic structure of mica, and between them grayish

portions of albite. In some cases the fibers of mica are so

close together that the albite is invisible, but in others they
spread out divergent and then the background of the other
mineral is clearly seen. Still again, the mica needles are few
and run out in brilliant lines over a broad surface of albite.

The sections increase in beauty with the irregularity of the

structure of the cymatolite. For example, two sections were
made from the crystal represented in fig. 2 (Plate). One of

these was. like the figure, transverse, and the other was vertical.

and showed something of the prismatic structure of the original

spodumene. All the details of the structure came out most
clearly in the sections in polarized light. The feather-like

structure was particularly distinct and beautiful : a deeply
colored rib of mica, and from this diverging regularly on both
sides the narrow fibers of the same mineral, the albite between
them becoming more and more distinct as their distance

apart increased. Other sections were examined of the scaly

varieties of cymatolite, where the mica scales were parallel

to the surface. In these the albite had the mottled appear-
ance in polarized light, mentioned under ft spodumene, and
the mica was scattered very uniformly as brilliantly colored
scales through it. Other sections transverse to the fibers, in

the distinctly fibrous kinds, gave somewhat different effects.

Many details could be added, but enough has been said to

make the character of the observations apparent on which the
statement as to the compound nature of cymatolite is based.
The mica and albite are always distinct from one another. In
some cases they both appear in larger masses having segrega-
ted together in the process of alteration. More is said about
this later.

The only foreign mineral observed in the slides was one
which occurs in hexagonal prisms, and can hardly be anything
but apatite, as it agrees optically and ervstallographically with
that species. It is seen scattered through the cymatolite some-
times rather abundantly occasionally also in the

ft
spodumene,

it is. however, not for a moment to be confounded with euervo-
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*,.!:!: j lime foundtite. The presence of apatite \

analysis 1 of cyrnatolite.

Certain of the sections which show the transition from ft

Bpod an h 'tie to cyrnatolite are most interesting and instructive.

While in much of the cyrnatolite there seems to have been a

tendency to the partial separation of the mica and albite, there

are other specimens in which the two are as intimately mixed

as the eucryptite and albite in the ft spodumene. In cases like

those last named, the structure of the cyrnatolite is exact!;, that

of the
ft spodumene, only that the rounded fibers of eucryptite

have been replaced by the thin elongated scales of mica, prov-

ing that the one has been formed from the other. In still

other cases we may pass on the same slide from normal cyrna-

tolite on the one side to normal
ft

spodumene on the other.

Between them is a zone where the two substances shade off in-

to one another, in other words where the change of the eucryp-

tite is only partial. This will be understood from fig. 19. As
here seen, some of the fibers are

apparently unchanged, while oth-

ers are partly altered, the last

containing many minute scales of

mica, often packed closely togeth-

er. These small scales are irreg-

ularly situated, often across the

original fiber of eucryptite : the

direction can always be observed

both by the cleavage line and too

by the direction of the extinction

of the light between crossed Nic-

ols. Where the process has been

completed, however, the scale of

mica is generally parallel to the line of the original eucryptite.

The eucryptite fibers along this intermediate zone, even when
mica scales are not visible, have generally lost their smoothness

of outline, and sometimes have separated into lines of minute,

irregular, transparent granules.

The transition of
ft spodumene into cyrnatolite can also often

be seen by the unaided eye, along the line of contact. In such

cases the silvery lines of mica, though the scales are too minute

to be distinguished, can be seen shooting up into the compact

3. Albite.

appears

finely granular, show

tolite, the fibers

rystalline structure. Again it ha

that of ft spodumene and cyn

to the prism. Still again it
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found forming parts of altered crystals, in which it has the

curved and wavy laminated structure which is characteristic

of the mineral that makes up so large a part of the vein ; it

also appears as msett.es implanted on the surfaces of many
crystals, evidently owini: its origin in such cases to the altera lion.

An analysis of the fibrous variety of the species afforded Mr.

Penfield the following results:

—

This analysis corresponds closely to the formula Na
2
Al

2
Si

60,„,

or that of albite.

The occurrence of albite pseudomorphs after spodumene is

mentioned by Mr. Julien, but among the Massachusetts speci-

mens they seem to play a comparatively unimportant part.

Mr. Julien speaks of the all>ite as mixed with a little muscovite
and quartz, and states that these pseudomorphs are "a mere
variety" of the coarse agglomerates of quartz, feldspar and
mica, which he calls pseudomorphs of vein granite.

At the Branehville locality the albite as an independent
mineral occupies a more common and perhaps more interesting-

place among the products of the alteration of the original

The fibrous albite, of which the above analysis was made,
formed the whole of a perfectly distinct crystal. A section

was made of it and examined microscopically. It was found
to be essentially pure, with, only traces of mica (note the potash
in the analysis). The structure was rather indistinctly fibrous

and it was most interesting to note that its appearance was
very closely that of the albite with the mica in cymatolite. as

too with eucryptite in
ft
spodumene. A number of the groups

of fibers were found to consist of two parts optically, and the
angle between the extinction of the light for them was from
10°-11°. As this is the angle for albite twins examined parallel

to the basal plane, the agreement can hardly be accidental, and
is a point of some interest.

A number of other sections of what we have called albite

were also examined. The result proves that pure albite is

rather rare, and that most of th< the crystals

contains a considerable quantity of mica, and hence verges
toward cymatolite. This qualification is to be remembered in

examining the plate. In many cases the albite is found to be
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found scales of mica, large too as compared with those in nor-

mal cymatolite.

4. Muscovite.

As a distinct mineral, independent of its usual associate the

albite, the potash-mica, muscovite, plays an unimportant part

among the spodumene pseudomorphs at Branchville. It oc-

curs very commonly in thin scales coating fracture-surfaces in

the interior of the altered crystals. It is also found in small

segregated masses, or as scattered plates imbedded in the mass

of the crystal itself. It occurs in this way more particularly

in the complex pseudomorphs where the feldspars (albite and

microcline) are also present in distinct masses. Its presence

is indicated in figs. 6 and 8 (Plate, #=mica). This mica is

commonly of a light greenish-yellow color and has a greasy

luster ; in some cases though more rarely it is pink in color,

but is not a lithia-mica. It was not found possible to obtain

enough pure material for an analysis.

The occurrence of the mica with the albite, forming the

cymatolite, has already been described under that head. The
analyses of the cymatolite show that the mica has the formula
of normal muscovite, viz : (K, H)

2
Al

a
Si

a 8
. Taking the ratio

of K 2 : H
a
O=l : 3, corresponding approximately to analysis 2,

the calculated composition of this muscovite is:

—

810, 46-23

of cymatolite having once been estab-

d many specimens in which the mica
and albite are so distinct that their inde-

pendent existence can be proved by the

unaided eye. The occurrence of albite

quantitie

been mentioned. Conversely, we find spec-

imens in which the mica is more or less

i part of a section across a crys-
'

t

J
|

tal, with the'nucleus of spodumene (s), then

V 1 ( \ P sP°dumene (y3), next cymatolite (c) grad-

4^14^ uating into pure and soft silvery mica (g),

-.1 and finally a coating of albite (a). Such a

case shows the extent to which the segre-

gation of the constituents of the cymatolite can go on.

In the Massachusetts specimens, the mica, as an independent

mineral, is, according to Mr. Julien, much more abundant.

We quote, on a following page, a remark of his on this point.
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A second potash mineral, arising from the alteration of the

spodumene, is a potash feldspar having the composition and
1

>] >tica 1 character of microcline. This is a much rarer occurrence
than that, of the albile pscudomorphs. The microcline, where
it occurs alone, which is seldom, has a fine granular structure,

showing no cleavage whatever. The color is yellow, and under
the microscope it is resolved into independent grains having
the characteristic appearance of microcline in polar!

In the best specimen observed, the crystalline planes, both
and terminal, are perfectly distinct, but nothing was

left of the original mineral. This pseudomorph consisted, for

the most part, of the potash feldspar, but a small portion of

one side was soda feldspar (or albite). The relation of these
two minerals is shown in fig. 10, a case in which the albite is

present in much larger quantities than in that described, it mak-
ing up about half the crystal.

The composition of the yellow granular feldspar is shown
by the following analysis by Mr. Penfield :—

It will be seen that the above analysis corresponds very closely

with the normal composition of microcline, K,Al,Si,0
I8

.

Figures 3 and 4 show further the manner in which the

potest) feldspar is contained in the interior of the soda feld-

spar, both forming part of perfectly distinct pseudomorphous
crystals of spodumene. In addition to this method of occur-
rence, the microcline is also observed in broad cleavage plates

forming sometimes almost entire crystals of the original mineral.
Here, too, it is commonly associated with albite, as shown in

tigs. 11 and 13. One most interesting and significant fact in

connection with this is that the separate fragments of micro-
cline scattered through a single crystal at different points,
'hough sometimes several inches apart, are uniformly in par-

. The angles of the cleavages of the microcline
dill'er in different specimens, so that their position seems to
have no definite relation to the axes of the spodumene crystals.

It is worth while to call attention here to the fact that the

-ear. microcline, occurs in very large quantities at
'his locality. Several hundreds of tons have already been taken
out by the Messrs. Smith for use in making porcelain. The
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series?, Vol. XX, No. 118.-Oct., 1880.
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feldspar is obtained in cleavage masses as large as can be hs

died, and nearly pure ; a single continuous cleavage surfs

ten feet Jong has been observed in the ledge.

Killinite is a hydrous silicate of aluminum and potassium

ordinarily included among the pinite group of minerals. It

was first described from Killiney Bay, Ireland, and a series

of analyses is published in the Mineralogy of Greg and Lettsom.

It was described as occurring in granite associated with spodu-

mene, and has its cleavage. The same mineral is described

by Mr. Julien as occurring at Chesterfield, Mass. Our results,

which we give here, are for the most part identical with his.

The killinite from Branchville is sometimes compact and

structureless, but more generally it has an indistinct fibrous

i parallel to the prism of the original mineral. Many
is show distinctly the cleavages of the original spodu-

The color ranges through various shades of green, from

light bluish-green to oil-green and dark grass-green.

Two analyses, on independent material, have been made for

us ; the first, number 1, is by Mr. S. L. Penfield, of the pris-

matic variety ; and the other, number 2, is by Mr. F. P. Dewey,
of the compact variety.

The two analyses show a rather wide variation in composition
between the material analyzed in the two cases. If, moreover,
the analyses referred to above as published by Greg and
Lettsom be compared together, and with that of Mr. Julien

from Chesterfield Hollow and those here given, it will be seen

that they vary between quite wide limits. It cannot be doubted,

however, that essentially the same material was under examin-
ation in the several cases, and that the difference noted is prob-

ably due to a want of homogeneity.
Killinite gives water in the closed tube. B. B. glows and

fuses at about 5 to a white enamel. Not decomposed by

The parallel fibrous structure is there clearly i
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in addition there appear to be scales inclined at equal angles in

opposite directions on either side of each parallel line. They
exert a considerable action on polarized light. Most of the

specimens are of so fine a texture as not to allow of satisfactory

resolution. One section, however, which was somewhat coarser,

seems to offer an explanation. This one appeared to consist

mostly of minute scales having all the appearance of mica.

These scales were strikingly similar to those of unquestioned

character formed from the alteration of eucryptite and illus-

trated by fig. 19. There seems to be but little doubt that this

is the true resolution of the mineral. In addition to these

scales, there are small portions which do not polarize light,

which may be amorphous silica, and occasional other particles

less easily defined.

The idea of a relation, between the minerals of the pinite

group and those potash micas which yield water on analysis, is

not a new one, but was long since advanced. It is recognized

by Professor J. D. Dana, in the 5th edition of his System of

If analysis 1 of killinite be compared with the com]
muscovite on p. 272, and also with the analyses of muscovite in

Dana's Mineralogy, 5th edition, the correspondence will be at

once recognized. The variation of analysis 2 of killinite

would be explained by supposing the presence of several per

cent of free silica ; the correspondence would then be quite

close. Moreover, the observations with the microscope have
already independently led to the suggestion of the probable

presence of amorphous silica. In view of the part played by
mica in the alteration of the spodumene the suggestion here

made certainly seems plausible, although the want of perfect

homogeneity in the killinite makes it impossible to give it a

definite formula.

1. jPseudomorphs of Vein-granite.

We employ the same term, as Mr. Julien, to describe certain

pseudomorphous crystals of spodumene, which consist of a

more or less coarse agglomeration of feldspar (albite and
microcline), and mica. In such cases, which seem to be rarer

at Branchville than at Chesterfield, the constituent minerals
are well developed and have the same character as in the vein
as a whole. The feldspar, for example, is not granular and
without apparent cleavage, as is generally true of the special

cases before described, but occurs in rather broad cleavage
fragments. The surfaces of these crystals are very rough,

often covered with rosettes of albite, and yet the general form
of the original spodumene can always be distinctly seen. It ie

to be noted that quartz is almost entirely absent in these com-
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The individual characters of the several minerals produced

from the change of the spodumene have already been given,

and something has been said as to their mutual relations ; it

seems best, however, to add a few more general remarks as to

their method of occurrence.

Spodumene and ft Spodumene.—The way in which these

two minerals occur together will be better understood from
fig. 5. As indicated in this case, the alteration product, /3

spodumene, forms a more or less thick crust about the original

mineral, and also penetrates in bands which follow the direc-

tions of the cleavage surfaces, and which are sometimes mere
lines and again have considerable thickness. It is worth) of

note, that in all cases the line of separation between the two is

perfectly distinct, and the spodumene so associated seldom
shows at most more than a trace of alteration. The direction

of the fibers is, as stated, transverse to the neighboring surface

of spodumene in each case, though in some cases it is so com-
pact as to show little structure.

In one very interesting case the crystal consisted in part

of /? spodumene and in part of the original mineral, but the

latter though unchanged in other respects had already taken
the transverse structure of the former, and the I01

prismatic structure was nearly obliterated. This must evidently
be an early step in the process of change.

ft Spodumctv <ind Cijm>ih,h'te.—Many crystals and fragments
of crystals which do not show a trace of spodumene exhibit

these two minerals in very distinct relations. The aspect of

them is such as to leave no doubt that the first passes gradu-

ally into the other, the blades of cymatolite interlacing with
the less distinct fibers of /3 spodumene wherever the two
come in contact (see fig. lb). The appearance, however, is

always that of two distinct substances, even when the line of

nined under the microscope. It is consequently
conclude that while the alteration went on grad-

ually there was chemically an abrupt change from the one
substance to the other. As already remarked, the analysis 2

of/9 spodumene was made <»f;i portion, which, though appaYently

pure, immediately adjoined the cymatolite, and" the result is

identical with the others, where the idea of a regular gradation

could not be suggested. Many of the large crystals of cyma-
tolite, when examined carefully, show a trace of the other

mineral, and we are forced to believe that at least for this

locality it always preceded it.
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Sputl(o/u:/tt,
t
i Sj. -It only remains to

speak of the cases in which all three of the minerals named
occur together in the same crystal. Many instances could be
given, but it will be sufficient to describe a single striking

case. In figs, la, lb, lc, there are represented three sections

across the same crystal. This crystal had a length of 15
inches, a width of 4£, and was 1 inch in thickness; it was well

terminated at one extremity. The sections, taken in order
from the terminated end down, divide the crystal into three

approximately equal parts. No. 1 (fig. la) shows the /3 spod-
umene [Ji) forming the mass of the crystal.

umene is) as a band on the lower surface, and the cymatolite (c)

as a thin coating more or less continuous around the whole.

No. 2. (fig. lb) shows no spodumene, but the spodumene
forms the greater part, though the cymatolite has increased

much beyond the first section. No. 3 (fig. lc) shows only the

cymatolite.

Figure 5, referred to above, shows all the three minerals,

though the cymatolite is only sparingly present, and that on
the edges. In figures 8 and 14 the spodumene forms a few
points and small isolated portions having surfaces parallel to

the cleavage. It is surrounded by /? spodumene and cyma-
tolite, the latter radiating out from the centers of spodumene.
Crystals, in which only spodumene and cymatolite are present.

are rare. In fig. 14 a single narrow band is shown which is

still
fi spodumene, while all the rest is changed to cymatolite

and albite.

Albite and Cymatolite.—The albite, as has already been
remarked, is a common mineral among these pseudomorphs.
In some cases it makes up almost the entire crystal, and again
it is present only in small isolated portions. The commonest
form is that which is very finely granular, although the fibrous

form is not rare. It is to be remembered, however, that

between the normal cymatolite (1 mol. albite + 1 mol. musco-
vite) and the pure albite on the one hand, and the pure mus-
covite on the other, there are many gradations.

Figured is a vertical section of a portion of a crystal. The

exmnor .. ,» ,1 t, I ), and the interior

granular albite {„) with some hands of microelme (,„). Fig. 7

: - ;,:'. -,- , 'K..';.'' -

' -•.
as also LI and 13. Fiir>. 6. S, 12. 14 show the way in which
the granular alh.te is intermixed with the other species which
have been mentioned. In still other cases, the albite is in
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Occurrence of Killinite and Cymatolite.—In many of the massive

specimens, the spodumene is changed in part to killinite and in

part to cymatolite, the two minerals being intimately associ-

ated with each other. This association is illustrated by fig. 9,

in which c is the fibrous cymatolite and k the killinite. The
latter makes up the mass of the specimen, and the cymatolite,

usual transverse fibrous structure, is in thin bands

; nearly the original cleavage lines.

te confusedly massive variety of the spodumene which

has furnished nearly all of the killinite. In the distinct crystals

it rarely appears, though here it is sometimes seen, as indicated

by fig. 12, as a more or less irregular surface covering.

III. Genetic relation between the original Spodumene and the various

The general character of the process of alteration, by which
the spodumene was changed into the various products already

described, was, in a word, as follows :—it consisted essentially

in the substitution of sodium and potassium for the original

alkali lithium. The interesting facts, that have been detailed,

in regard to the compound nature of the substances called

/3 spodumene and cymatolite, taken in connection with the

occurrence of the two feldspars and the muscovite, make the

whole process tolerably clear and simple. The fact that two
molecules of spodumene would, with a change in alkalies,

yield one molecule of muscovite and one of albite, was clearly

brought out by Mr. Julien ; and he uses it to explai

occurrence of the complex pseudomorphs consisting of distinct

individuals of albite and muscovite. The study of the speci-

mens from Branch ville enables us to extend and complete this

explanation.

The relations of the various minerals involved in the change
are presented in the following table, showing what may be
derived from the spodumene, assuming the change in alkalies

2 [Li aAUSi 4O i;i] = [Li 2Al 3Si,0, + Na,Al3Sis lfl ], p Spodumene. (I)

l,Si«0,», Microcline.

The first step in the process of alteration was the formation

of the /3 spodumene, by the substitution of sodium for one-half

the lithium and the breaking up of the original spodumene, so

as to form equal parts molecularly of albite and the new mineral

which we have called eucryptite. The true nature of this sec-

ond mineral has already been detailed. It would seem to be a



comparatively unstable compound, since it changes so readily

to muscovite.

The second step in the alteration was the formation of cymat-
olite out of /? spodumene ; this change consisting in the substi-

tution of potassium (and hydrogen) for the remaining equiv-
alent of lithium in eucryptite, and the consequent formation of

muscovite. The result is a compound, in equal molecular
proportions, of muscovite and albite. It is certainly most striking

that this compound substance, as derived from different local-

ities, should be of so uniform chemical character. The
explanation for this is to be found in the nature of the chemical
process by which the alteration was brought about, the reaction

going on uniformly through the mass, without, in the majority
of cases, any distinct segregation of the two constituents formed.
The change to

ft
spodumene must have been produced by the

action of a soda solution, and the subsequent change to cyma-
tolite by that of a solution containing potash.

We have now to speak of the pseudomorphs in which the

resulting minerals, mica and feldspar, appear in distinct form,
and not as almost irresolvable aggregates. It was first remarked
in regard to the cymatolite that in its usual varieties the mixture
between the muscovite and albite was an extremely close and
uniform one. This is ordinarily the case with respect to the
normal material, as is exhibited in hundreds of specimens.
There are others, however, of which this is not true, but where
the silvery luster due to the mica is more or less absent, and the

sabstanee approximates in character to pure albite; and, on
the contrary, there are others where the albite is nearly absent
and the mica is nearly pure (see fig. 20). The conclusion to

which these facts have led us is that there are many gradual
transition cases between the normal cymatolite and the pure
albite and muscovite, that is, cases, where there has been a

decided separation and segregation of these two minerals.

These cases, however, require no especial explanation, for that

the conditions should be such as to lead occasionally to such

» have been expected. It is rather remark-

; they are comparatively rare, and that normal cymat-
olite is the rule.

The scheme, presented above, obviously requires that the

muscovite and albite should be formed in equal parts molecu-
larly, and by weight in the ratio of 1 : 2 nearly. The question
now arises, independently, as to the almost entire absence of

mica not infrequently observed in connection with large masses
of albite. It appears, to be sure, in separate form as a scaly

covering of fracture-surfaces through the altered crystals, and
occasionally in small s<><_r re<rated musses, but the amount so

observed is mu. h snialh-r than the o- (nation requires.

«!°;
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sr the muscovite, if

has entirely disap-

peared, or else that the method of formation of the albite was

soi iirii hies different from that previously explained. It can

hardly be questioned that in the cases mentioned it must have

been "formed independently of its associate, the muscovite.

Where the albite has a distinct fibrous structure it must have

been formed, from the ft spodumene (compare also figs. 8 and

12). The albite was probabh made horn this by the action of

a solution of sodium silicate changing the remaining lithium

of the eucryptite to sodium and. introducing two molecules of

silica. It may also have been formed immediately from the

spodumene, as expressed in the following equation

:

Spodumene. Albite.

Besides the albite pseudomorphs, there are also those con-

sisting of the potash-feldspar, microcline, which require ex-

planation. In regard to them, as has already been stated,

there are the cases where the granular microcline is enclosed

in albite, again others where it forms substantially the whole

crystal, and still others where it is scattered through in larue

cleavage masses. Reference to formula (3) above shows thai

the explanation given for the albite and muscovite will

answer for the microcline and muscovite, the only difference

being in the alkali exchanged for the lithium. Generally.

however, the mica is absent and then we must write, as in the

case of the albite, taking into account the change of alkali,

There is no reason to think that the microcline was not foi

directly from the spodumene ; no trace of any potash sen
correspond to the fi spodumene and cymatolite was obsei

But little additional explanation is needed beyond wha
been given, in the case of the coarse complex pseudomoi
consisting of mica and the two feldspars. The metho
their formation is involved in what has been given, the

essential difference being thai the eouditions were such ;

lead to the segregation and simultaneous crystallization ol

tures. In connection with these it. is interesting to call a

tion again to the fart that the masses of microcline in a si

crystal, though often isolated and apparently quite indepem

are yet in m •
I position. This is a si<

cant fact in its bearing upon the conditions of formation.
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than with us. Moreover, they differ from those of Branchville
in that they contain much more mica and also 4 uartx, which
latter mineral with us is practically absent. Mr. J alien, he-

sides his general explanation of tin: relation of the soda feld-

above we have adopted). calTs attention to the fact thai by an

exchange of alkali and the loss of two molecules of silica.

Li 9Al9Si 40, , = (K,H),Al 3 Si 30„ + 2SiO, (6)

Spodumene. Muscovite.

He remarks upon the free quartz present in the pseudo-
morphs as evidence that this process actually went on.

It is interesting to note in this connection the following
statement mad'' b\ Mr. dulien. he says :

" Many pseudomorphs
were found in the Chestertield vein which consist in large part

or entirely of a greenish-yellow muscovite with pec

luster. In fact all stages of intermixture of cymatolite were
observed, from the almost pure pseudomorphs of the latter

mineral in which i , iv in minute or even
microscopic scales lying mostly parallel to the axis of the crys-

tal—to others in which the mica was ^o abundant as to have
imparted a yellow or greenish color to the mixture, and at last

to micaceous pseudomorphs perfectly free from cymatolite re-

taining the form and superficial striation of the spodumene
" He also speaks of the occurrence of

in the pseudomorphs.

j have studied the case is reversed, quartz
is nearly entirely absent, mica occurs in separate form only
sparingly, and in the formation of the two feldspars there has
often been an assumption of silica from some outside source.

Thus far we have said nothing in regard to one important
pseudomorphous mineral—the killinite. It seems impracticable
to give this a certain place in such a scheme as that given
above, for the good reason that its true composition is some-
what in doubt. It is certainly a more or less impure material,

having the same want of homogeneity and definite composition
that is so often observed among til..' minerals ^'i the pinite

group. The microscopic structure, and, too, the result.- of the
analysis, seem to justify us in the suggestion that it may be
essentially a hydrous potash mica, not very unlike that iii the
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given above, and the silica thus set free may have played a

part (see equation 4) in the formation of albite. It is interest-

ing to note that the killinite was probably always formed im-

mediately from the original spodumene, since it so commonly
shows its cleavages.

General Summary.—The remarks in the preceding para-

graphs may be summed up as follows:—The spodumene was

subjected to the action of solutions containing respectively

Boda and potash. The first action of the soda solution, by the

partial exchange of alkali, resulted m the formation, from the

spodumene, of an apparently homogeneous but really complex
substance, consisting of equal parts molecularly of albite and

a new lithia silicate i«-'u<Typtite.) A further action of the soda

solution (sodium silicate), by the complete change of alkali and
the accompanying assumption of silica, led in some cases to the

formation of albite. On the other hand, the action of the pot-

ash more frequently changed the lithia silicate, above named,
into normal muscovite, so that another apparently homogene-
ous but really complex substance resulted, cymatolite, consist-

ing of muscovite and albite in equal molecular proportions;

again, the segregation of these two minerals produced, in place

of normal cymatolite, a mixture of separate masses of albite

and mica. Still further the action of the potash. by an exchange
of alkali and simultaneous assumption of silica, led to the for-

mation of potash-feldspar or microcline. In some cases the

result was a coarse mixture of the mica and the two feldspars.

Finally, the action of the potash solution, and the simultaneous
loss of silica, led to the formation from the original spodumene
of a mineral very closely related to mica, namely, killinite.

Two questions arise here, to neither of which we can give a

very satisfactory answer. The first is as to the source of the

soda and potash involved in the changes that have been de-

scribed—to this nothing more can be said than that they were

probably furnished by the previous decomposition of feldspars,

though under just what conditions we are unable to say.

The other question is as to the final disposition of the lithia

removed from the spodumene— this seems to have disappeared

entirely, unless the fact that some of the biotite in the vein now
carries lithia may account for some of it. In this connection it

should be stated that the' manganese triphylite

—

lithiophilite—
is certainly an original mineral of the vein, and occurs rather

abundantly with the massive spodumene. Its decomposition

has also led to an increase of this supply of lithia. Furthermore,

it is more than possible that the formation of the remarkable

series of phosphates of manganese, described by us from this

locality, was connected with the extensive changes in the

spodumene. The fact that two of the phosphates are almost
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prove this. The lithiophilitr may be then the

original phosphate of manganese from which the others have
been derived. We shall return to this last subject at some
future time.

A few additional remarks remain to be made. The cymato-
lite has been subjected to further change beyond that already
described. The result is to lead to the formation of a soft

soapy white mineral, filled with scales of mica, and obviously
an impure kaolin. This is not at all a surprising result; for it

is known that kaolin is formed from the soda-feldspar as well

as the potash-feldspar, and the finely divided state in which the
albite exists in the cymatolite would make it very liable to

undergo the well understood change leading to kaolin.

Associated with the soft, partially kaolinized cymatolite, is

clay-like mineral, closely related to mont-

)ccurs coating the cleavage surfaces of the
partially altered spodumene. It is most abundant, however,
m independent deposits of considerable extent in the vein not
far from the point where the spodumene occurs. It forms soft

masses, easily dug out with a spade, and enough of it was
found in one spot to fill an ordinary cart. It also penetrates

the vein material, filling cavities in the unaltered albite and
quartz. It is quite impure, often blackened in spots with man-
ganese oxide, and contains crystals of apatite.

When first exposed it was moist and soft, easily crashed
between the fingers, and in the purest parts entirely free from
gritty material when placed in the mouth. Upon being ex-

posed to the air for some weeks it lost much of its moisture
and hardened considerably.

The color is a delicate rose-pink, growing somewhat lighter

on being exposed to the air. It is easily fusible, B. B.

An analysis of the air-dried material was made by Mr. Ilorace
L. Wells, with the following results :

—

SO, 51-21 51-19 S120 -853
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The phosphoric acid shows that a little apatite was present,

(juontly be deducted." The analysis' agrees reasonably well

France. It is also closely related to a similar day described by

llelndiacker, from Maeskame/b, Transylvania.*

It has been stated that this mineral was, as first found, very

moist and coherent It seemed a matter of some interest to

determine the way in which it lost its water, and consequently

two -rams of air-dried mineral were taken and placed in the

desiccator over sulphuric acid. Repeated weighings showed that

it continued to lose weight gradually for a period of six or

seven weeks, the loss being then 9*80 p. c. The total loss after

ignition was about 1 7 p. c.

The exact relation of this montmorillonite to the spodu-

mene pseudomorphs cannot be given. The fact that it occurs

so intimately with the spodumene, and too with the cymatolite,

seems to imply that it owes its origin to the former. It be-

longs, however, to a later part of the process, for it is almost

entirely free from alkalies. The suggestion that it mav have
been made from feldspar and thus have afforded the alkalies

involved in the alteration of the spodumene would seem at

first sight plausible. But in the lirst place the feldspar of the

vein with which it occurs is entirely fresh and unaltered, and

the further alteration of the cymatolite. We do not feel able

at present, however, to speak with decision about it.
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Fragment of a orysfe • (a) !nr]<,smgrnicrocline(m).

Section across a large crystal; the exterior fractured and irregular, it

iists mostly of clear t m-U of ,? spodumeno (.() passing

f the spoduniene.

12. Fragment oi' a . rv-ui. slmwimr -i ^«»w h- I 1) inflo.-vd in alliito I'/), t

14. Portion of a crystal with tl •) radiating from

i<1 granular albite (tt): one band through the spodumene is still .i spodunn-nc.

Art. XXX — Flu:tii„>
f
Mwmtt,< ; by R. B. Warder and

W. P. Shipley.

In repeating Professor Mayer's beautiful experiments with

floating magnets,* we have modified the field of magnetic
force by sending an electric current through a coil surrounding
the vessel of water to repel the floating magnets to the center,

either with or without the fixed central magnet. With these

modifications, we still have radial lines of force (counting the

horizon!*! component only), the intensity of which varies with
the distance from the center of the bowl, but according to two
very different functions of this distance. Assuming the solen-

oidal distribution of magnetism as a sufficient apprc
• present purpose, it ma

(PT*5
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Under the new method of experiment, on the other hand, if

10 magnets may be regarded as indefinitely short, Professor

Sharplcss has shown us that

As may readily be supposed, a variety of configuration with

a given Dumber of magnets results from the use of forces

which may be varied at will by combining these two unlike

functions. This is clearly seen in the accompanying figures,

which were all obtained by taking prints from nature in the

usual way. The configurations 1 to 4 were obtained by the

original method, with the central attracting magnet ; Nos. 5 to

8 by the electric current These figures represent two parallel

scries, having 9 and 10 floating magnets respectively. The
configuration No. '* was obtained by the combined repulsion

of the centra] magnet and the current.
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An inspection of the first eight figures will show a marked
qualitative contrast ; for when the force varies according to the
law expressed by equation (1) there is a decided tendency toward
concentration of magnets near the center of the field, while
under law (2) the tendency is toward a greater concent]
in the pe '

*

polygon i

apparent regularity is seen. In fig. 9, the magnet being re-

versed, the centralizing tendency becomes negative, and we
obtain the figure discussed by Mayer and by Pierce in Nature,
vol. xviii, pages 258, 381. In our experiments, the figures 1

and 2, 7 and 8, seemed to be more stable than 3 to 6 ; Nos. 1

and 2 were not stable without the central attracting magnet

;

and No. 7 could not be obtained without the repulsion of the

electric circuit, unless the magnet was placed at some distance

above the water. In this case, an electro-magnet was used,

in order to obtain sufficient intensity. Under law (1) the

mean distance of neighboring magnets is least in the central

part of the figure, under law (2) at the periphery. It will

also be seen that the alternation of acuter and obtuser angles
in the periphery of figures 1 and 7 is just what is required to

equalize, as far as possible, the actual distance of neighboring

To compare these facts with deductions from the formulas
given above, let us consider the purely ideal case of single

magnetic poles in one plane with an infinite electric current of

infinite radius. The equations (1) and (2) given above may
then be reduced by making A equal to zero, and B, C, D and
R each equal to infinity, or

F, = ^ (1«)

F
3
= r X constant (2 a)

If we suppose the attracting magnetic pole to be above the
plane of floating magnets, equation (1) would become

a

F.=*.(^
and when the ratio— becomes very great, we Imvc (as a close

approximation)

In both forms of experiment, the f

increases directly as the distance ; b
mum under law (1), and then raj

three, or at least two, of the flo
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ready stated, it is only when the zone of maximum force is

widened, by raising the central magnet, that fig. 7 is stable

without the repulsion of the electric current In the new form

of the experiment, on the other hand, while the force near the

center of the field increases directly as the distance, towards

the margin it increases still more rapidly, and in this case

but one or at most but two of the magnets take their place

near the center, as we should expect.

In our ignorance of the mechanical structure of a molecule,

or the law of the variation of the force that controls the mo-

1 3 several parts, we offer no opinion as to which mode

pessary
]

i needle

nd molecular configuration. Equation (2), however, is far

impler than equation (1).

Both modes of experimenting are readily carried out, if the
• precautions are taken ; but the attempt fails when

" a perfectly magnetized. Our water was drawn
from service pipes under considerable pressure, and we were

obliged to renew it every ten or fifteen minutes ; otherwise the

magnets failed to move freely. Whether this would be the

case with water freed from an excess of air, we have not de-

termined. In our modification, we used one or two Bunsen
cells, with five turns of No. 16 copper wire in a coil of 15

c. m. diameter. A single one-fluid cell is sufficient.

The work already accomplished is only qualitative ; but we
propose to continue fch< tb by experiment and
by analysis) with regard to the stability of certain figures, un-

der the various modifications of the experiment.
Haverford College, Pa., June, 1880.

Wtiilk studying ii -|uid (F.nh'yr, Pmh'i).

I fortunately procured embryos at stages which till gaps in the

account which has been given by Grenadier, and which seem to

place the homology between the cephalopoda and the ordinary

mollusca in a very clear light, and I give a diagram of an early

stage of development of the squid, and another of a gastero-

pod. in a corresponding stage. \\ :c literature

of the subject I will pass at once to the description of the

figures.
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iguro

ventral surface, which in the adult carries the siphon, at the

left, and the so-called dorsal surface at the right.

Figure 2 is the embryo of a fresh-water pulmonale in a sim-

ilar position : with the foot, F, below ; the shell area, SA, above ;

the mouth, M, tentacles, T, and head on the right side, and
the rectum, R, on the left. The figure therefore shows the

right side of the pulmonate.

SH is the bilaterally symmetrical shell, resting like a cap
upon the dorsal surface of the body, and surrounded by a

reflected ridge of integument, SA, the margin of the shell area.

In the squid, figure 1, there is also an external shell which
is surrounded by a reflected ridge of integument, SA, as in

the pulmonate.
Running around the shell and shell area, in both, is a second

ridge of integument, the margin of the mantle, MA, which, in

the cephalopod, already projects a little, forming the outer
wall of the rudimentary mantle chamber.
On the median line of the posterior, or ventral, surface of

the body, just below the mantle ridge, in both, is the rectum,
R, with its opening the anus.

In the cephalopod the anus is raised from the surface of the
body upon an anal papilla, but in other respects it is alike in

the two forms.

On each side of the rectum of the cephalopod is a tentacular

gill, Q, underneath the projecting edge of the mantle. There,
are no corresponding structures in the pulmonate.
On the anterior surface of the body, the surface which is

usually called dorsal in the cephalopod, and which is on the

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Skribs, Vol. XX, No. 118.-Oct., 1880.
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right in both figures, we have, first the thickened mantle ridge,

MA, which forms the angle between the dorsal and the ante-

rior surface ; next we have the long pulsatile " neck" region of

the pulmonate, H. In the cephalopod embryo this region is

short, not pulsatile, and forms the back.

Below the a neck" of the pulmonate a tentacle, T, is devel-

oped on each side of the body, and the eyes subsequently

make their appearance upon these tentacles.

On each side of the corresponding region of the body of the

cephalopod embryo there is a projecting eye-stalk, T, upon

the rounded tip of which the eye is formed by an involution

of the integument.

Crossing the middle line of the body of the pulmonate just

below the tentacles, is the rudimentary velum, V, which runs

out onto the sides and then bends up towards the dorsal surface

in such a way as to almost surround the tentacles. This line

is marked in the pulmonate by a row of granular ciliated cells.

When the corresponding surface of the body of the cepha-

lopod is examined, a well defined line or groove, V, figure 1,

will be found to run from the median line out into the sides of

the body, bending up posteriorly in such a way as to nearly

surround the eye-stalk. The motion of particles floating in

the water shows the presence of ciliary currents, as indicated

by the arrows, and there does not seem to be any reason for

doubting that this is a true rudimentary velum. In both

forms the mouth, M, is situated just below the point where this

line crosses the median line of the body.
We have then the following structures which are so similar

in position, relations, mode of development, and function, as to

leave no doubt of their homology ; the mouth ; the velum ; the

sensory tentacles ; the mantle ; the shell area ; the shell ; the

rectum and the anus.

These features furnish enough points of orientation to assure

us that the cephalopod must be placed as it is in our figure 1,

in order to be in a position homologous with that of the gaster-

opod embryo, figure 2. The views which have been advoca-

ted by Huxley are therefore essentially correct.

In order to show the relation between figure 1 and an adult

cephalopod, I give, in figure 3, an outline sketch, much less

magnified, of an older embryo which has acquired most of the

adult characteristics. As the position of this figure is like that

of the other two the dorsal surface is that which is above, the

ventral is below, the anterior surface on the right, the posterior

on the left, and the figure shows the left side of the animal.

We are now in a position to discuss the disputed points in

cephalopod structures; the homology of the siphon, and the

anna j
and the equivalent of the gasteropod foot.
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The latter, figure 2, F, is a median unpa
the ventral surface of the body between the mouth and the anus.
In the pulmonate and in many other gasteropod embryos a
large sinus space, C, separates the integument of the foot from
the endoderm and its derivatives ; the integument is rhythmi-
cally pulsatile, and the sinus space has the function of a circu-

latory organ.

The only unpaired structure on the median line of the ven-
tral surface of the body of the cephalopod embryo is the large
food yolk, figure 1, Y, and in this, if any where, we must find

the homologue of the gasteropod foot.

In the cephalopod a sinus space, 0, separates the food yolk
from the layer of integument, F, which surrounds it, and this

wall of integument is rhythmically contractile, like the foot of

the pulmonate embryo, and I think we must conclude that the

cephalopod foot, as a locomotor organ, has been suppressed
by the great development of a food yolk at the point where it

should be found.
The arms of the squid make their appearance as little eleva-

tions, A, A, A, arranged in pairs around the neck or constric-

tion which separates the food yolk from the body proper.

As they are, at first, ventral to the mouth, and as a true

velum is present, we cannot accept Grenadiers' view that they
represent this structure. As they are paired structures we
cannot agree with Huxley in regarding them as the representa-

tive of the foot, although they are, perhaps, to be regarded as

paired outgrowths from the foot-region.

The siphon originates as two pairs of folds, S and S', of the

integument of the lateral walls of the body, and if we follow

Huxley in regarding these four folds as homologous with the

epipodial folds of a gasteropod, we must regard the arms as

structures which have been independently acquired.
If on the other hand we regard the arms as modified epipo-

dial folds we must consider the four siphon folds to be inde-

pendently acquired structures, and in the absence of any test

nothing seems to be gained by the uncertain homology of
either the arms or the siphon with any part of the body of a

typical gasteropod.

Beaufort, N. C, July 5th, 1880.

No. II.—Notes on the Early Stages of some Polychcetous Annelides ;

by E. B. Wilson.

In view of the morphological interest of the marine annel-

ides as the most highly specialized forms among the " Vermes,"
and the scarcity of detailed accounts of their early stages of

development, the following preliminary abstract of studies
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on the eggs of Arenicola and Glymenella seems of some interest.

The eggs are small and very numerous, and are embedded in

transparent gelatinous masses issuing from the mouths of the

tubes or burrows inhabited by the worms. The egg-masses of

Arenicola are of great size, being sometimes five or six feet in

length and from two to four inches in diameter ; such a mass
must contain several hundred thousand eggs. Those of Gly-

menella are usually about the size and shape of a pigeon's egg

;

the eggs are much fewer and considerably larger than those of

The whole course of development is essentially alike in the

two forms. No polar globules of constant relation to the yolk
were observed. The first cleavage divides the egg into two un-

equal spherules. The second, passing at right angles to the

first, divides the smaller spherule into two equal parts, and the

larger into two unequal parts. The third cleavage separates

from these four blastomeres four much smaller ones at one
pole of the egg. The latter (micromeres) soon become s

placed as to alternate with the former (macromeres). Tfa

cromeres now divide more rapidly than the macromeres which
they come ultimately to include by growing down over them.
The ectoderm is formed by the derivatives of the micromeres,

in part, I believe, of the macromeres. The r

3 of th€tions of the macromeres form the entoderm. Two large spher-

ules, which originally formed a part of the largest of the four
primary blastomeres, are visible up to a late stage at the pos-

terior extremity of the embryo. They are at first at the surface

but ultimately are grown over by the
It is possible that they are concerned
mesoderm and are to be regarded as primary mesoblasts. The
mouth arises on the ventral side nearly opposite that pole of

the egg where the first four micromeres were formed. The
- at the posterior end of the embryo. The egg-mem-

brane is directly converted into the cuticle of the larva. The
egg exhibits, during segmentation, alternate periods of activity
and quiescence.

The embryo acquires two dorsal eye-specks, prse-oral and
prse-anal belts of cilia and a broad ventral band, and becomes
a " Telotrochous " larva which passes directly into the adult.

The setae develop from before backwards, and those of the
dorsal ramus appear before those of the ventral.

The segmentation is closely similar to that of some Oligo-
rli;ft:i (A"'/'/./»\ Tnhifex) and resembles also that of the leeches.

The gastrula stage is not attained by a typical invagination but
by a down-growth of the ectoderm over the entoderm.
"Beaufort, N. C, July, 1880.
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A number of observers have called attention to the fact that

in certain animals the segmenting eggs pass through alternating

stages in which the segmentation products are first conspicuous

and well defined, and then flattened and fused together.

In a paper on the development of the fresh water pulmo-

nates I have attempted to show that the alternation is due to

the fact that periods of segmenting activity alternate with

periods of rest, and that the tendency which the elas

the egg exerts to render its form spherical when no other force

is acting upon it causes the partial obliteration of the outlines

of the spherules during each resting stage.

The essential factor is therefore the alternation of rest with

activity, and the change of shape during the resting periods is

a secondary phenomenon, brought about incidentally by the

physical properties of the yolk.

In most eggs the yolk is not sufficiently elastic to allow any

great change of form, but careful time-records show that

the process of segmentation is rhythmical, and that short

periods of active change alternate with longer periods during

which there is no external change.

During the past year various members of the Biological De-

partment of the University have observed this alternation in

various Vertebrate and Invertebrate eggs. Dr. Clarke has

noticed it in an amphibian, .1 )bi f*to >m, where the segmenta-

tion is total. I have observed it in the egg of an unknown fish,

where segmi I to a blastoderm. Mr. Wilson has

observed it in three annelides, where segmentation is total and

irregular: .4?-- u'cobt. Chj, enella and Lumbricus. It is very

well marked in an arthropod, Leucifer, whose eggs undergo

total regular segmentation.

Its occurrence in so many widely separated groups, with

such different methods of segmentation renders it: pi

it will be found in nearly'all eggs upon sufficiently careful
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Address by Alexander Agassiz, Vice-presideni i

B, at the recent Boston meeting of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science.

Since the publication of the "Poissons Fossiles" by Agas-

siz, and of the " Embryologie des Salmonidees " by Vogt, the

similarity, traced by the former between certain stages in the

growth of young fishes and the fossil representatives of extinct

members of the group, has also been observed in nearly every

class of the animal kingdom, and the fact has become a most
convenient axiom in the study of paleontological and embryo-
logical development. This parallelism, which has been on the

one side a strong argument in favor of design in the plan of

creation, is now, with slight emendations, doing the duty on

the other as a newly discovered article of faith in the new

But while in a general way we accept the truth of the propo-

sition that there is a remarkable parallelism between the em-
bryonic development of a group and its paleontological history,

yet no one has attempted to demonstrate this, or rather to show
how far the parallelism extends. We have, up to the present

time, been satisfied with tracing the general coincidence, or

with striking individual cases.

The resemblance between the pupa stage of some Insects and
of adult Crustacea, the earlier existence of the latter, and the

subsequent appearance of the former in paleontological his-

tory, furnished one of the first and most natural illustrations c

parallelism ; while theoretically the necessary develop-
ment of the higher tracheate insects from their early branchiate
aquatic ancestors seemed to form an additional link in the

,
and point to the Worms, the representatives of the larval

condition of Insects, as a still earlier embryonic stage of the
Articulates.

Indeed, there is not a single group of the animal kingdom
in which embryology has not played a most important part in

demonstrating affinities little suspected before. The develop-
ment of our frogs, our salamanders, lias given us the key to

much that was unexphuned in the history oi Ueptiles and
Batrarlnans. The little that has been done'in the embryology
of Birds has revolutionize'! our ideas of a elass which at the

beginning of the century seemed to be the most naturally cir-

cumscribed of all. Embryology and paleontology combined
have led to the recognition of a natural classification uniting

Birds and Reptiles on the one side ami Batrachians and Fishes
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by its aid we may hope to understand the relationship of

the oldest representatives of the class. It has given us the

only explanation of the early appearance of the Cartilaginous

Fishes, and of the probable formation of the earliest vertebrate

limb from the lateral embryonic fold, still to be traced in the

young of the Osseous Fishes of to-day.

Embryology has helped us to understand the changes aquatic

animals must gradually undergo in order to become capable of

living upon dry land. It has given us pictures of swimming-
bladders existing as rudimentary lungs in Fishes with B bran-

chial system ; in Batrachians it has shown us the persistence of

a branchial system side by side with a veritable lung. We
find among the earliest terrestrial Vertebrates types having

manifest affinities with the Fishes on one side and Batrachians

on the other, and we call these types Reptiles ; but we should

nevertheless do so with a reservation, looking to embryology
for the true meaning of these half-fledged Reptiles, which
lived at the period of transition between an aquatic and a ter-

restrial life, and must therefore always retain an unusual im-

portance in the study of the development of animal life.

When we come to the embryology of the marine Inverte-

brates, the history of the development of the barnacles is too

familiar to be dwelt upon, and I need only allude to the well-

known transformations of the Echinoderms, of the Acalephs,

Polyps, in fact of every single class of Invertebrates, and per-

haps in none more than in the Brachiopods, to show how far-*

reaching has been the influence of embryology in guiding us to

a correct reading of the relations between the fossils of succes-

sive formations. There is scarcely an embryological mono-
graph now published dealing with any of the later stages of

growth which does not speak of their resemblance to some type

of the group long ago extinct. It has therefore been most
natural to combine with the attempts constantly made to estab-

lish the genetic sequence between the genera of

formations an effort to establish also a correspondence between

their paleontological sequence and that of the embryonic stages

of development of the same, thus extending the mere simi-

larity first observed between certain stages to a far broader

generalization.

It would carry me too far to sketch out. except in a most

general way, even for a single class, the agreement known to

exist in certain groups between their embryonic development
and their paleontological history. Lt is hinted at in the suc-

cession of animal life of any period we may take up, and per
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baps cannot be better expressed than by comparing the fauna
of any period as a whole with that of following epochs ;

—

a

zoological system of the Jura, for instance, compared with one

made up for the Cretaceous ; next, one for the Tertiary, com-
pared with the fauna of the present day. hi no case could we
find any class of the animal kingdom bearing the same defini-

tions or characterized in the same manner. But apply to this

comparison the data obtained from the embryological develop-

ment of our present fauna, and what a flood of light is thrown
upon the meaning of the succession of these apparently dis-

connected animal kingdoms, belonging to different geological

periods, especially in connection with the study of the few
ancient types which have survived to the present day from the

earliest times in the history of our earth !

Although there is hardly a class of the animal kingdom in

which some most interesting parallelism could not be drawn,
and while the material for an examination of this parallelism is

partially available for the Fishes, Mollusks, Crustacea, Corals,

and Crinoids, yet for the illustration and critical examination
of this parallelism, I have been led to choose to-day a very
limited group, that of Sea-urchins, both on account of the na-

ture of the material and of my own familiaritv with their de-

velopment and with the living and extinct species of Kchini.

The number of living species is not very great — less than three

hundred—and the number of fossil species thus far known is

not, according to Zittel, more than about two thousand. It is

therefore possible for a specialist to know of his own knowl-
edge the greater part of the species of the group. It has been
my good fortune to examine all but a few of the species now
known to exist, and the collections to which I have had access
contain representatives of the majority of the fossil species.

Sea-urchins are found in the oldest fossiliferous rocks : they
have continued to exist without interruption in all the strata

up to the present time. While it is true that our knowledge
of the Sea-urchins occurring before the Jurassic period is not
very satisfactory, it is yet complete enough for the purposes of
the present essay, as it will enable me, starting from the Juras-
sic period, to call your attention to the paleontologieal history

of the group, and to compare the succession of its members
with the embryological development of the types now living in

our seas. Ample material for making this comparison is

fortunately at hand: it is material of a peculiar kind, not

easily obtained, and which thus far has not greatly attracted

the attention of zoologists.

Interesting and important as arc the earliest stages of embry-
onic development in the different classes of the animal king-

dom, as bearing upon the history of the first appearance of
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any organ mid its suUsr.ji.iunt modifications, they throw but
little light on the subject before us. What we need for our
comparisons are the various stages of growth through which
the young Sea-urchins of different families pass from the time
they have practically become Sea-urchins until they have
attained the stage which we now dignify with the name of

species. Few embryologists have carried their investigations

into the more extended field of the changes the embryo under-
goes when it begins to be recognized as belonging to a special

class, and when the knowledge of the specialist is absolutely

needed to trace the bearing of the changes undergone, and to

understand their full meaning. Fortunately the growth of the
young Echini has been traced in a sufficient number of fami-

lies to enable me to draw the parallelism between these various
stages of growth and the paleontological stages in a very differ-

ent manner from what is possible in other groups of the animal
kingdom, where we are overwhelmed with the number of spe-

cies, as in the Insects or Mollusks, or where the paleontological

or the embry©logical terms of comparison are wanting or very
imperfect.

Beginning with the paleontological history of the regular

Sea-urchins at the time of the Trias, when they constituted an
.- urroup as compared with the Crinoids, we find the

Echini of that time limited to representatives of two families.

One of these, the genus Cidaris, has continued to exist, with

ifications, up to the present time, and not less than
one-tenth of all the known species of fossil Echini belong to

this important genus, which in our tropical seas is still a promi-
nent one. It is interesting here to note that in the Cidarnhe
the modifications of the test are not striking, and the fossil

.earing in the successive formations are disti

by characters which often leave us in doubt as to the genus to

which many species should be referred. In the genus Rhabdo-
eidaris, which appears in the lower Jura, and which is mainly
Hiaracterizod \>y the extraordinary development of the radi-

oles, we find the extreme of the variations of the spines in this

family. From that time to the present day. the most striking

differences have existed in the shape of the spines, not only of
closely allied genera, Uut even in specimens of the same species

;

ditl'erenees which in some of the species of to-day are as great
as in older geological periods. The oldest Uidaridre are re-

mai ;a .1. foi their larrou poriferous zones. It is oidy in the
dura that they widen somewhat: suUseupiently the pores be-

come conjugated, and only later, during the Cretaceous period,

do we find the first traces of any ornamentation of the test

,;;>) so marked at the present day in the genus
Goniocidaris. As far, then, as the Cidarida? are concerned, the
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modifications which take place from their earliest appearance
are restricted to slight changes in the poriferous zone and in

the ornamentation of the test, accompanied with great varia-

bility in the shape of the primary radioles. We must except
from this statement the genera Diplocidaris and Tetracidaris, to

which I shall refer again. The representatives of the other
Triassic family become extinct in the lower Tertiaries. The
oldest genus, Hemicidaris, undoubtedly represents the earliest

deviations from the true Cidaris type; modifications which
affect not only the poriferous zone, but the test, the actinal and
the abactinal systems, while from the extent of these minor
changes we can trace out the gradual development of some of

the characteristics in families of the regular Echini now living.
The genus Hemicidaris may be considered as a Oidaria in

which the poriferous zone is narrow and undulating, in which
the granules of the ambulacra! system have become minute
tubercles in the upper portion of the zone and small primary
tubercles m its actinal region, in which many of the interam-
bulacral granules become small secondaries, in which the plates
of the actinal system have become reduced in number, and the
apical system has become a narrow ring, and finally in which
the primary radioles no longer assume the fantastic shapes so
common among the Cidaridae.

We can trace in this genus the origin of the modifications
of the poriferous zone, leading us, on the one side, through
genera with merely undulating lines of pores to more or less
distinct confluent arcs of pores, formed round the primary
ambulftcral tubercles, and, on the other, to the formation of
open arcs of three or more pairs of pores. The first type cul-
.minates at the present day with the Arbaciadae, the other with
the Diadematidse, Triplechinidse, and Echinometradse. This

ni on very early takes place, for already in the lower
Jura Stomechinus has assumed the principal characteristics of
the Triplechinidae of to-day.

Although in Hemicidaris the number of the coronal plates
hasmcreased as compared with the Oidaridaa, and while we find
that in many genera, even of those of the present day, the
number ot the coronal plates is still comparatively small, yet,
as a general rule, the more recent formations contain genera in
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so important a character in the Cidaridae. With the increase
in the number of the interambulacral coronal plates, the Pseu-
dodiadematida- still retain prominent primary tubercles, recall-

ing the earlier Hemicideridae and Cidaridae, and, as in the
Cidaridad proper, the test is frequently ornamented by deep
pits or by ridges formed by the junction of adjoining tuber-

cles. The genital ring becomes narrower, and the tendency to

the specialization of one of its plates, the madreporite, more
and more marked.
With the appearance of Stomechinus, the Echinidae proper

already assume in the Jura the open arcs of pores, the large

number of coronal iir s, the specialization of

the secondary tubercles, and the large number of primary tuber-

cles in each plate. With the appearance of Spha^rechinus in

the early Tertiary come in all the elements for the greater mul-
tiplication of the pairs of pores in the arcs of the poriferous
zones, while the gigantic primary spines of some of the genera
(Heterocentrotus), and the small number of primary tubercles
are structural features which had completely disappeared in

the group preceding the Echinometradae, to which they appear
most closely allied.

Going back again to the Hemicidarida), it requires but slight

changes to pass from them to Acrosalenia and to the Saleniae

proper ; the latter have continued to the present day, and have,

like the Cidaridae, retained almost unchanged the characters of

the genera which preceded them, combined, however, with a

few Cidaridian and Echinid features which date back to the

Triaasic period. We can thus trace the modifications which
nave takm place in the poriferous zone, the apical and aetinal

systems, the coronal plates, the ambulacral and interambula-
cral tubercles, as well as in the radioles, and in the most direct

manner possible indicate the origin of the peculiar combina-
tion of structural features which we find at any geological hori-

zon. On taking in succession the modifications undergone by
the different parts of the test, we can trace each on<

without the endless complication of combinations which any
attempt to trace the whole of any special generic combination

take up each character independently. Nothing can be more
direct than the gradual modilication of the simple, barely

plates covered by granules, such as we find H among the Cida-
ridae of the Trias, first into the slightly undulating poriferous
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zone of the Hemicidarid®, next im
of the Pseudodiadematid®, then
number of pores of the Triplechinid®, and finally to the polypo-

rous arcs of the Echinometrad®. What can be more direct

than the gradual modification to be traced in the development
of the primary ambulacral tubercles, such as are characteristic

of the Echinid® of the present day, from their first appearan
r of the ambulact the oral extremity of the ambulacral system of the Hemicid-

arid®, and the increase in the number of primary interambula-
cral tubercles, accompanied by the growth of secondaries and
miliarias, which we can trace in Hemicidaris, Acrosalenia, and
Stomechinus,—the increase in number of the primary and sec-

ondary tubercles being aceompai a in the size

of the radioles and a greater uniformity in their size and shape?
But while these modifications take place, the original struc-

tural nature may be retained in an allied group. Thus the

Cidarid® retain unchanged from the earliest time to the pres-

ent day the few primary tubercles, the secondary granules, the
simple poriferous zone, the imbricating actinal system, and the
few coronal plates, with the large apical system and many-
shaped radioles; while in the Salenid® the primary interam-
I »u lac ral tubercles, the secondary granules, the radioles, the
genital ring, arc recognized features of the Cidarid®, associated,
however, with an Echinid actinal and anal system, Ilemicid-
arid primary ambulacral tubercles, and an Echinid por-
iferous zone. In the same way in the Diadematid®, the large
primary mterambulacral tubercles are Cidaridian features,
while the structure of the ambulacral tubercles is Hemieidarid-
iau. The existence of two kinds of spines is another Cidarid-
ian feature, while the apical and actinal systems have become
modified in the same direction as that of the Echinid®. The
more recent the genus, the greater is the difficulty of tracing
in a direct manner the origin of any one structural feature,
owing to the difficulty of disassociating structural elements
characteristic of genera which mav be derived from totally dif-

ferent sources. This is particularly the case with genera hav-
m- a givat geological age. Many of them, especially among
ihe Spata.igo.ds, show affinities with genera following them iii

imie, n> U
, xphu ted at present only on the supposition that.

when a structural feature has once made its appearance, it may
i.vapp.-ar subsequently, apparently as a new creation, while in
realitv if is only its peculiar combination with structural fea-

tures with which it had not before been associated (a new
genus), which conceals in thai instance the fact ot its previous
existence. A careful analysis, not only of the genera of the
order, but sometimes of other orders winch have preceded this

combination in time, may often reveal the elements from which
have been produced apparently locations.
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There is, however, not one of the simple structural features

in the few types of the Triassic and Liassic Echini from which
we can so easily trace the origin of the structural features of

all the subsequent Echinid genera, which is not also itself con-

tinued to the present day in some generic type of the present
epoch, fully as well characterized as it was at the begin

atic affinity between the Echini of our seas and those of the
Tri;is, as the uninterrupted existence of the genus Pygaster or
Cidaris from the Trias down to the present epoch, or of the

connection of many of the genera of the Chalk with those of

our epoch (Salenia, Cyphosoma, Psammechinus, etc.).

Passing to the Clypeastridse, we find there as among the

Desmosticha that the earliest type, Pygaster, has existed from,

the Trias to the present time ; and that, while we can readily

reconstruct, on embryological grounds, the modifications the
earliest Desmosticha-likc Kchini should undergo in order to

assume the structural features of Pygaster, yet the early peri-

ods in which the precursors of the Kcliiiioconid;c ;m<l Olypcas-
trida> are found have thus far not produced the genera in which
these modifications actually take place. But, starting from
Pygaster, we naturally pass to Holectypus, to Discoidea, to

Conoclypus, on the one side, while on the other, from Holec-
typus to Echinocyamus, Sismondia. Kiluilaria, and Mortonia,
we have the natural sequence of the characters of the existing

Bchinanthidsa, Laganida3, and Scutellida3, the greater number
of which are characteristic of the present epoch. If we were
to take in turn the changes undergone in the arrangement of
the plates of the test, as we pass from Pygaster to Holectypus,
to Echinocyamus, and the Echinanthidfe, we should have in

the genera which follow each other in the paleontological record
an unbroken series showing exactly what these mod
have been. In the same way, the modifications of the abacti-

nal and anal systems, and those of the poriferous zone, can
equally well be followed to Echinocyamus, and thence to the

idae; while a similar sequence in the modifications of

these structural features can be followed from Mortonia to the
Scutellidae of the present period.

Passing finally to the Petalosticha, we find no difficulty in

tracing theoretically the modifications which our early Echino-
conidae of the Lias should primarily undergo previous to the
appearance of Galeropygus. The similarity of the early Cassi-

duloid and Echinoneoid types points to the same systematic
affinity, and perhaps even to a direct and not very distant rela-

tionship with the Pahcchinida-. For if we analyze the Echino-
thuria) of the present day, we find in genera like Phormosoma
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many structural features, such as the shape of the test, the

character of the spines, the structure of the apical system, that

of the poriferous zone, indicative of possible modifications in

the direction of Pygaster or of Galeropygus, which have as yet

not been taken into account.

Adopting for the Petalosticha the same method of tracing

the modifications of single structural features in their paleonto-

logies] succession, we trace the comparatively little modified

paleontological history of the Echinoneidse of the present day

from the Pyrina of the lower Jura. This, in its turn, has been

preceded by Hyboclypus and Galeropygus, while the Echino-

lampadee of the present day date back, with but trifling modi-

fications, to the Echinobrissus of the Lias, itself preceded by

Clypeus : and they have been subject only to slight generic

changes since that time, Echinobrissus being still extant, while

such closely allied genera as Catopygus and Cassidulus of the

earlier Cretaceous are still represented at the present day : the

modifications taking place in the actinal system, in the ambu-
lacral zones of the Echinoconidae and of the rCi.-hinol;imp:ida'

showing the closest possible systematic affinity in these families.

Starting again from Hyboclypus, with its elongate apical sys-

tem, we naturally pass to Collyrites and the strange Dysas-

teridee forms which in their turns are closely allied to the

Holasteridag. From Holaster on the one side and from Tox-
aster on the other, we find an unbroken sequence of structural

characters uniting the successive genera of Holasteridrc, such
•'•!'.( Ml'ust.er, Sten >nia, Ananchytes, and Astcrostonm.

with Paleopneustes, Homolampas and the Pourtalesias of the

present day, while from the genera of the Toxasteridte we
aturally pass to the cretaceous Hemiaster ; in this genu

subsequent Micraster we find all the elements necessary for the

modifications which appear in the Spatanginse from the time

of the Chalk to the present day. These modifications result

in genera in which we trace the development of the fascioles,

of the actinal, anal, and abactinal plastrons, of the beak, the

formation of the petaloid ambulacra, first flush with the test,

and little by little changed into marsupial pouches, the growtf
of the anterior groove and the manifold modifications of th

ambulacra! system in Spatangus, Agassizia, and Echinocardiun
often recalling in some of its features structural characters (

fain'"

ondary period and those which have succeeded them stand tin

Paleozoic Echini ; but when we have examined the embry-

ology of Echini, we shall be better prepared to understand

their structure and the affinities of the Palaechinidai with the

Echini of the present day and their immediate predecessors.

[To be continued.]



E. C. Pickering—New Planetary Nebulae.

Measurements of the light of the planetary nebula

been made during the past year with the fifteen-inch tele-

of the Harvard College Observatory. In connection with I

observations the spectrum of each nebula has also been e

ined. A spectroscope of the usual form would be ope

objections for this work, especially

quently removed, and replaced by the photometer. Accord-

ingly a direct-vision prism was placed between the eye-piece

and objective of the telescope, thus forming a spectroscope

without a slit. When a star was brought into arfy part of the

field it was spread out into a colored line of light, the rays oi

each wave-length forming an image of the star in a different

place. A nebula, on the other ham I 1 .ei i i.ir l.iiii n 1 v monochro-

matic, would form a point or smal ile a minute

cluster would give a spectrum like that of a star. The differ-

ence in these appearances is so marked that the idea suggested

itself that this device might serve to detect any minute plan-

etary nebulas, which could not otherwise be distinguished from

stars. Accordingly a systematic search for such bodies was

undertaken. A power of about 140 is employed with a Held

12' in diameter. The telescope is clamped in right ascension

and moved through 5° in declination. This is repeated so

frequently that the successive sweeps shall overlap, the region

continually varying by the diurnal motion. Great numbers

of stars pass through the field and are spread out into lines.

The position of any object present intr a dim-rent appearance is

at once determined by observing the declination and time,

The position of bright stars are also observed to furnish correc-

tions for the limits of the zone. Various precautions must be

taken; for instance, if the spectra run north and south, the

lines cannot be distinguished from points, when the telescope

is moved, owing to the persistence of vision. The prism is there-

fore always turned so that the direction of the spectra shall be

perpendicular to the line of motion. Even then the eye is

constantly deceived and an object thought to be a nebula is

seen to be a star when the telescope is stopped. The retina

appears to be especially sensitive to rays of particular wave-

lengths. The strain upon the eye and mind in exa

many objects, several a second, renders this work very fatigu-

ing and I have found it best not to continue it for more than

hull an hour without an intermission. A count of the number

of stars to be seen at a time in fields taken at random shows
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that the spectra of over ten thousand stars are often examined
in this time.

The first sweep was made on July 13, and revealed in a few

minutes a bright point of light wholly unlike the lines formed

by the stars. This proved to be a new planetary nebula having

the position for 1880 K. A. 18h 25-2 ra and Dec. -25° 13'. Its

disk is so small that it can scarcely be distinguished from a

star and would not probably have been detected with an

ordinary eye-piece even if brought into the field of view.

Measures of its light show that it is about eight magnitudes
fainter than X Sagittarii or of about the eleventh magnitude on

the scale of Pogson. The next evening another new nebula

was found somewhat fainter than this, but with a larger disk.

Its position for 1880 is E. A. 18h 4'3m and Dec. -28° 12'.

This region was selected since it contains four of the fifty pre-

viously known planetary nebulae. Sweeps on several subse-

quent evenings in this vicinity and elsewhere revealed nothing

On August 28 an object entered the field having a very

singular spectrum. Two bright bands were seen near the

ends of a faint continuous spectrum. The position of this

object for 1880 was found to be R. A. 18h lm 17 8
, Dec. -21° 16'.

It therefore is identical with the star Oeltzen No. 17681.

Its position was observed once by Argelander and twice in

the Washington zones. It must therefore have had nearly

its present position and brightness over thirty years ago It

appears to be slightly fainter than Oeltzen No. 17648 which
precedes it about a minute add is 1' north, so that even a small

change in its light can be easily detected hereafter. A careful

examination of the spectrum shows that the bright portions are

longer than they are wide, and accordingly that they are bands
and not lines. This view was confirmed by attaching a

spectroscope of the usual form to the telescope. The less

refrangible band extends from the wave-length 5800 to 5850,
the other from 4670 to 4730. A third band was suspected at

about 5400. All these measures are only approximate, and
should be repeated at some observatory where spectroscopy is

made a special study. A large telescope is needed, since at

best the spectrum of so faint a star will not be easily measured.
It will be noticed that the first of these bands is in the yellow

not far from the D line, but of somewhat less wave-length.

The other band is in the blue between the F and G lines.

This spectrum is unlike that of any other source of light so far

as is yet known. It is difficult to know in what class to place

this body. From its spectrum of bright bands on a faint con-

tinuous back-ground, we might place it with the nebulae, since

most of the planetary nebuke seem to have a faint, continuous
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not due to the presence of stars in their vicinity,

rial of which this object is composed must, however,

be different. On the other hand, it resembles a star in other

respects, showing no disk and having a much greater intrinsic

brightness than other nebulas.

The fourth new object was discovered on September 2, and

consists of a very minute nebula in R. A., 18h 14-3m and Dec.

-26° 53'. This is the smallest planetary nebula known and

could not be distinguished from a thirteenth magnitude star in

an ordinary telescope. The difference between it and a star

is, however, very marked in the prism, and had it been a mag-

nitude fainter its peculiar character would probably have been

detected.

It is estimated that the spectra of about a hundred thousand

stars have so far been examined, although only about one

hundredth part of the heavens has as yet been explored. A
more rapid survey of the whole heavens is also being made with

a comet-seeker of about four-inches aperture, to show the

presence or absence of peculiarities in the spectra of the

brightest stars.

Cambridge, U. S., Sept. 1, 1880.

Art. XXXIV.— On the Production and Reproduction of Sound

/>;/ Light; by Alexander Graham Bell, Ph.D.

[Read before tbe American Associntion for the Advancement of Science, in Bos-

In bringing before you some discoveries made by Mr. Sum-
tier Tainter and myself, which have resulted in the construction

of apparatus for the prodin-tion and reproduction of sound by

means of light, it is necessary to explain the state of knowl-

edge which formed the starting point of our experiments

I shall first describe that remarkable substance "selenium,"

and the manipulations devised by previous experimenters ; but

the final result of our researches has widened the class of sub-

stances sensitive to light vibrations, until we can propound

the fact of such sensitiveness being a general property of all

We have found this property in gold, silver, platinum, iron,

steel, brass, copper, zinc, lead, antimony, irennan-silver, Jenk-

in's metal. Babbitt's metal, ivory, celluloid, gutta-percha, hard

rubber, soft vulcanized rubber, paper, parchment, wood, mica.

and silvered glass; and the only substances from which we

have not obtained results, are carbon and thin microscope
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We find that when a vibratory beam of light falls upon these

substances they emit sounds, the pitch of which depends upon
the frequency of the vibratory change in the light. We find

farther, that when we control the form or character of the

control

varieties of articulate speech.
" We can thus, without

ducting wire as in electric telephony, speak from station to sta-

tion wherever we can project a beam of light. We have not

had the opportunity of testing the limit to which this photo-

phonic effect may be extended, but we have spoken to and
from points 213 meters apart : and there seems no reason to

doubt that the results will be obtained at whatever distance a

beam of light can be flashed from one observatory to another.

The necessary privacy of our experiments, hitherto, has alone

prevented any attempts at determining the extreme distance at

which this new method of vocal communication will be avail-

able.

I shall now speak of selenium.
Selenium.—In the year 1817, Berzelius and Gottlieb Gahn

made an examination of the method of preparing sulphuric
acid in use at Gripsholm. During the course of this examina-
tion they observed in the acid a sediment of a partly reddish,

partly clear brown color, which under the action of the blow-
pipe gave out a peculiar odor, like that attributed by Klaproth
to tellurium.

As tellurium was a substance of extreme rarity, Berzelius
attempted its production from this deposit, but he was unable
after many experiments to obt \\ ions of its

presence. He found plentiful signs of sulphur mixed with
mercury, copper, tin, zinc, iron, arsenic and lead, but no trace
of tellurium.

It was not in the nature of Berzelius to be disheartened by
this result. In science every failure advances the boundary of

as well as every success; and Berzelius felt that if

the characteristic odor that had been observed did not proceed
from tellurium, it might possibly indicate the presence of some
substance then unknown to the chemist. Urged on by this

hope he returned with renewed ardor to his work.
He collected a great quantity of the material and submitted

the whole mass to various chemical processes. He succeeded
in separating successively the sulphur, the mercury, the copper,
the tin and the other known substances, whose presence had
been indicated by his tests; and after all these had been
eliminated, there still remained a residue, which proved upon
examination to be what he had been in search of

—

a neto

ekmen tary substance.
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The chemical properties of this new element were found to

resemble those of tellurium in such a remarkable degree that

Berzelius gave to the substance the name of " selenium," from
the Greek word oetyvrj, the moon, ("tellurium," as is well

known, being derived from tellus, the earth). Although tellu-

rium and selenium arc alike in many respects, the}' differ in

their electrical properties ; tellurium being a good conductor of

electricity, and selenium, as Berzelius showed, a non-conductor.
Knox* discovered in 1837, that selenium became a con-

ductor when fused ; and Hittorff + in 1851, showed that it

conducted at ordinary temperatures when in one of its allo-

tropic forms.

When selenium is rapidly cooled from a fused condition it is

a non-conductor. In this, its "vitreous " form, it is of a dark
brown color, almost black by reflected light, having an exceed-
ingly brilliant surface. In thin films it is transparent, and
appears of a beautiful ruby red by transmitted light.

When selenium is cooled from a fused condition with extreme

slowness, it presents an entirely different appearance, being of a

dull lead color, and having throughout a granular or crystal-

line structure and looking like a metal. In this form it is

opaque to light even in very thin films. This variety of

selenium has long been known as "granular" or "crystal-
line" selenium; or as Kegnault called it.

'• metallic "' selenium.
It was selenium of this kind that Hittorff found to be a con-

ductor of electricity at ordinary temperature.

He also found that its resistance to the passage of an electri-

cal current diminished continuously by heating up to the point
of fusion

; and that the resistance suddenly increased in passing
from the solid to the liquid condition.^

It was early discovered that exposure to sunlight § hastens
the change of selenium from one allotropic form to another;
and this observation is significant in the light of recent

discoveries.

Although selenium has been known for the last sixty years.

it has not yet been utilized to any extent in the arts, and it is

still considered simply as a chemical curiosity. It is usually

supplied in the form of cylindrical bars. These bars are some-
times found to be in the metallic condition, but more usually
they are in the vitreous or non-conducting form.

It occurred to Willoughby Smith that, on account of the
high resistance of crystalline selenii

employed at the shore-end of i

* Trans. Roy. Irish Acad. (1839), xix, 147 ; also Phil. Mag. Ill, ivi, 1

fPogg. Ana, lxixiv, 214; also Phil. Mag.. IV, iii, 546.

: «.-
. :

(1848.) ii, 235; see also Hittc
Phil. Mag. (1842.) IV, iii, 547.
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of testing and signaling during the process of submersion.

Upon experiment the selenium was found to have all the

resistance required; some of the bare employed measuring aa

much as 1400 megohms—a resistance equivalent to that i
* '

'

would be offered by a telegraph wire long enough to reach

from the earth to the sun ! But the resistance was found to be
extremely variable. Efforts were made to ascertain the cause

of this variability, and it was discovered that the resistant; was

less when the selenium was exposed to light than when it was in the

dark !

This observation was first made by Mr. May*—(Mr. Wil-

loughby Smith's assistant, stationed at Valentia)—was soon

verified by a careful series of experiments, the results of which
were communicated by Mr. Willoughby Smith f to the Society

of Telegraph Engineers, on the 17th of February, 1873.

Platinum wires were inserted into each end of a bar of crystal-

line selenium, which was then hermetically sealed in a glass

tube through the ends of which the platinum wires projected

for the purpose of connection. One of these bars was placed
in a box, the lid of which was closed so as to shade the sele-

nium, and the resistance of the substance was measured.
Upon opening the lid of the box the resistance instantane-

ously diminished. When the light of an ordinary gas burner
(which was placed at a distance of several feet from the bar,)

was intercepted by shading the selenium with the hand, the
resistance again increased : and upon passing the light through
rock salt, and through glasses of various colors, the resistance
was found to vary according to the amount of 1 A* transmitted.
T

l order to be certain that tempera ti

the effect, the selenium was placed in a vessel
the light had to pass tl le depth of

n was place

through a c

reach the selenium. The effects, however,
same as before. When a strong light from the ignition of a
narrow band of magnesium was held about nine inches above

nice of the selenium immediately fell more
nning to the normal condition upon the

removal of the light.

The announcement of these results naturally created an
scientific men, and letters of enquiry

regarding the details of the experiment soon appeared in the
columns of Nature, from Harry Napier Draper + and Lieut.

M. L. Sale,§ which were answered in the next number by Wil-
loughby Smith.

I

* See lecture by Siemens in Proc. Roy. Inst, of Great Britain, vol. viii, p. 68.

I: Teleg. Jour-
•;

S Ibid

| Nature, vii, 361, March 13th, 1873.
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Sale and Draper were soon able to corroborate the

t had been made by Willoughby Smith.

Sale* presented his researches to the Eoyal Society on the

8th of May, 1873, and in the following November, Draper f
presented his results to the Eoyal Irish Academy in title shape

»int paper by himself and Eichard J. Moss.

Draper and Moss gave in their paper an admirable summary
of the condition of our knowledge regarding selenium at that

time. They confirmed Hittorff's observation that the tempera-

ture of minimum resistance of granular selenium was some-
where about 210° 0., and that at 217° C. (the fusing point), the

resistance suddenly increased. They carried the temperature

to a still higher point than Hittorff had done, and found that

the resistance again diminished, reaching a second minimum
at 250° C.

During the course of their experiments they produced a

variety of granular selenium not different in appearance from
other specimens but having different electrical properties. In

this form the resistance became greater instead of less when the

l'n

'•'

' also used thin plates d of the cylin-

drical burs formerh employ< 1. and found ureal advantage from
the increased sensitiveness of the former to light.

Sale found upon exposing selenium to the action of the solar

spectrum that the maximum effect was produced just at or out-

side the extreme edge of the red m at a point

nearly coincident with the maximum of the heat rays, thus

rendering it uncertain v nether the effect was due to light or to

radiant heat
In the winter of 1873-4 the Earl of I{<>sse+ attempted to de-

cide this question bv comparing the selenium effects with the

indications of the thermopile. He exposed selenium to the

action of non-luminous radiations from hot bodies, but could

produce no effect ; whereas, a thermopile under similar condi-

tions gave abundant indications of a current

He also cut off the heat rays of low refrangibility from
luminous bodies by the interposition of glass and alum between
the selenium and the source of light without materially affecting

the result; but when the thermopile was employed the greater

portion of the heat-effect was cut off.

* Proc. Roy. Soc., xxi, 283 ; see also Pogg. Ann., cl, 333 ;
Phil. Mag., IV, xlvii,

216; Nature, viii, 134.

I :

-
. -

answer to

letter from J. E. 11 . Gordi -••Ionium," pub-

t Phil. Mag., IV, March, 1874, xlvii, 161 ; see, also, this Journal, III, vii, 512.
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question, and his experime
that the action was due principally, if not entirely, to those

rays of the spectrum which were luminous, and that the ultra-

red or the ultra-violet rays had little or no effect.

This conclusion was supported by the marked effect pro-

duced by the light of the moon, and by the apparent insensi-

tiveness of selenium to rays passed through a solution of iodine

in bisulphide ftf carbon. He found that the maximum effect

was produced by the greenish-yellow rays, and showed that the

intensity of the action depended upon the illuminating power of the

light, being directly as the square root of that illuminating power.

Professor Adams and Mr. R. E. Dayf continued these

. and among other interesting and suggestive results,

discovered that light produces in selenium an electromotive

force without the aid of a battery.

The most sensitive variety of selenium that has yet been

produced was obtained in Germany by Dr. Werner Siemens,

by continued heating for some hours at a temperature of 210°

C, followed by extremely slow cooling.

Dr. C. W. Siemens,* in a lecture delivered before the Royal
Institution of Great Britain, on the 18th of February, 1876,

stated that his brother's modification of selenium was so sensi-

tive to light that its conductivity was fifteen times as great in

suidight as it teas in the dark.

In Werner Siemens'g experiments special arrangements were
made for reducing the resistance of the selenium.

For this purpose two fine platinum wires were coiled into a

double flat spiral and were laid upon a plate of mica, so that

they did not come into contact with one another. A drop of

melted selenium was then placed upon the platinum wire

arrangement and a second sheet of mica was pressed upon the

selenium so as to cause it to spread out and fill the spaces

between the wires. Each cell was about the size of a silver

dime. The cells were then placed in a paraffme bath and

Siemens devised other arrangements of apparatus for reducing
tlie resistance. In the form known as "Siemens' Grating." the

* Proc. Roy. Soo.. June lTrli. 1 s 7 5 . x x i i : .
'>?,:>

; see. also, Proc. Roy. Soc, Jan.

fPnic. Hoy. So,v, Juno If.th, 1ST*;, xxv, 113.

X Proc. Roy. Inst. Gt. Brit., Feb. 18th. 1876, viii, 68; see, also. Nature, liii,

luT : S.-ient. Amor. Supplement. Apr. 1st, 1*7(5. i, 2'j'J

June 10th, 1876, i, 37o.
'":
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two wires, instead of being coiled together, were arranged in a
zig-zag shape, forming a sort of platinum gridiron.

This was treated in the same way as the spiral arrangement.
Another form of cell consisted of a sort of lattice-work or
basket-work of platinum wires arranged upon a perfora
plate, the wires interlacing with one another, and with the mica
plate so as to make metallic contact only with alternate wires.

He also found that iron and copper might be employ.
of platinum.

Without dwelling further upon the researches of others I
may say that all observations concerning the effect of light

upon the conductivity of selenium have been made by means of
the galvanometer, but it occurred to me that the telephone,
from its extreme sensitiveness to electrical influences, might be
substituted with advantage. Upon consideration of the sub-
ject, however, I saw that the experiments could not be con-

ducted in the ordinary way, for the following reasons : The
law of audibility of the telephone is precisely analogous to the
law of electric induction. No effect is produced during the

passage of a continuous and steady current. It is only at the

moment of change from a stronger to a weaker state, or, vice

versa, that any audible effect is produced ; and the amount of
effect is exactly proportional to the amount of variation in the

It was, therefore, evident that the telephone could only
respond to the effect produced in selenium at the moment of

change from light towards darkness, or, vice versa, and that it

would be advisable to intermit the light with great rapidity so
as to produce a succession of changes in the conductivity of the
selenium, corresponding in frequency to musical \

within the limits of the sense of hearing. For I had often

noticed that currents of electricity, so feeble as hardly to pro-

duce any audible effects from a telephone when the circuit was
ned and closed, caused very perceptible musical

5 rapidly interrupted ; and that the
higher the pitch of the sound the more audible was the effect.

I was much struck by the idea of in this way producing sound
by the action of light.

I proposed to pass a bright light through one of the orifices

in a perforated screen consisting of a circular disc or wheel with
holes near the circumference. king the disc

. beam of light would fall upon the selenii

pitch of which
of the disc.

Upon further coi

audible effects obtained from

ply open
nds when
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by varia

^tbat the <

be produced by variations of light, acting upon selenium. I
'

-1

i effect could not only be produced at the € '

ny respond to the

luminous body, but that this distance could be

indefinitely increased by the use of a parallel beam of light, so

that we might telephone from one place to another without the

necessity of a conducting wire between the transmitter and
receiver.

It was evidently necessary in order to reduce this idea to

practice, to devise an apparatus to be operated by the voice of

a speaker, by which variations could be produced in a parallel

beam of light, corresponding to the variations in the air pro-

duced by the voice.

I proposed to pass light through a perforated plate containing

an immense number of small orifices.

Two similarly perforated plates were to be employed. One
was to be fixed and the other to be attached to the center of a

diaphragm actuated by the voice ; so that the vibration of the

diaphragm would cause the movable plate to slide to and fro

over the surface of the fixed plate, thus alternately enlarging

and contracting the free orifices for the passage of light. In
this way the voice of a speaker could control the amount of

light passed through the perforated plates without completely
obstructing its passage. This apparatus was to be placed in

the path of a parallel beam of light, and the undulatory beam
emerging from the apparatus could be received at some distant

place upon a lens, or other apparatus by means of which it

could be condensed upon a sensitive piece of selenium placed
in a local circuit, with a telephone and galvanic battery.

The variations in the light produced by the voice of the

speaker should cause corresponding variations in the electrical

resistance of the selenium at the distant place, and the tele-

phone in circuit with the selenium should reproduce audibly
the tones and articulations of the speaker's voice.

I obtained some selenium for the purpose of trying the

apparatus described; but found upon experiment that its

resistance was almost infinitely greater than that of any tele-

phone that had been constructed ; and I was therefore unable

at that time to obtain audible effects in the way desired. I

believed, however, that this obstacle could be overcome by
devising mechanical arrangements for reducing the resistance

of the selenium, and by constructing special telephones for the

purpose.

I felt so much confidence in this that in a lecture delivered

before the Royal Institution of Great Britain, on the 17th of

May, 1878, I announced the possibility of hearing a shadow by
means of interrupting the action of light upon selenium. A
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few days afterwards my ideas upon this subject received a fresh

impetus by the announcement made by Mr. Willoughby
Smith,* before the Society of Telegraph Engineers, that he
had heard the action of a ray of light falling upon a bar of

crystalline selenium by listening
'

-nit with it.

It is not unlikely that the publicity given to the speaking
telephone during the last few years, may have suggested to

many minds, in different parts of the world, somewhat similar

ideas to my own ; indeed, it has recently come to my knowl-
edge that a writer (J. F. W.,f of Kew) on the 13th of June,

1878, asked the readers of "Nature" through the columns of

that periodical, whether any experiments had been made with
a telephone in circuit witn a selenium galvanic element ar-

ranged as in Sabine's selenium battery ;% and suggested that it

was not unlikely that sounds would be produced in a telephone

by the action of light of variable intensity upon a selenium

In September or October, 1878, Mr. A. C. Brown, of London,
submitted to me, confidentially, the details of a most ingenious

invention of his, of which we may yet hear more. This inven-

tion, although entirely different from my own, involved the use

of selenium in circuit with a battery and telephone, and the

production of articulate speech by the action of a variable light.

I am also aware that Mr. W. D. Sargent, of Philadelphia, has

had some ideas of a similar nature, the details of which I do not
know. I understood from Mr. Sargent that he proposed sub-

mitting selenium to the influence of an oscillating beam of
light which should be sent on and off the selenium by the

action of the voice. If this is so the effect produced would be
only of an intermittent character and a musical tone, not speech,

would be heard from the telephone in circuit with the selenium.

Although the idea of producing and reproducing sound by
l of light, as described above, was an entirely original

and independent conception of my own, I recognize the fact

that the knowledge necessary for its conception has been dis-

throughout the civilized world, and that the idea
may therefore have occurred, independently, to many other
minds.

I have stated above the few facts that have come under my
observation bearing upon the subject.

The fundamental idea, on ivhich rests the possibility of produc-
ing speech by the action of light, is the conception of what may be

termed an undulatory beam of light in contra-distinction to a merely
' tent one.

i undulatory beam of light I mean a beam that shines

See Journ. of Teleg. Engin., May 23, 1878, vii, 284.

I-

Nature, iviii, 169. \ Nature, xvii. 51'.', Air. 25, 1878.
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iver, but the intensity of which upon
> rapid changes corresponding to the

changes in the vibratory movement of a particle of air during

the transmission of a sound of definite quality through the

.atmosphere. The curve that would graphically represent the

-changes of light would be similar in shape to that representing

the movements of the air. I do not know whether this con-

ception had been clearly realized by J. F. W., of Kew, or by
Mr. Sargent, of Philadelphia, but to Mr. A. C. Brown, of

London is undoubtedly due the honor of

independently formulated the conception and of having devised

apparatus, though of a crude nature, for carrying it into execu-

It is greatly due to the genius and perseverance of my friend,

Mr. Sumner Tainter, of Watertown, Mass., that the problem of

producing and reproducing sound by the agency of light has at

last been successfully solved. For many months past we have
been devoting ourselves to the solution of this problem and I

have great pleasure in presenting to you to-night the results of

our labors.

Researches of Sumner Tainter and Alexander Graham Bell.

The first point to which we devoted our attention was the

reduction of the resistance of crystalline selenium within man-
ageable limits. The

#
resistance of selenium cells, employed by

former experimenters, was measured in millions of ohms, and

we do not know of any record of a selenium cell measuring
less than 250,000 ohms in the dark.

We have succeeded in producing sensitive selenium cells

measuring only 300 ohms in the dark and 150 ohms in the light.

All former experimenters seemed to have used platinum for

the conducting part of their selenium cells, excepting Werner
Siemens, who found that iron and copper might be employed.

We have discovered that brass, although chemically acted upon
by selenium, forms an excellent and convenient material; in-

deed, we are inclined to believe that the chemical action be-

tween the brass and selenium has contributed to the low resist-

ance of our cells by forming an intimate bond of union be-

tween the selenium and brass.

We have observed that melted selenium behaves to other

substances as water to a greasy surface, and we are inclined to

think that when selenium is used in connection with metals

not chemically acted upon by it, the points of contact between

the selenium and the metal offer a considerable amount of re-

sistance to the passage of a galvanic current, and thus serve to

increase the apparent resistance of the selenium.

By using brass we have been enabled to construct a large
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number of cells of different forms. Time will only admit
my showing you two typical forms. One of these is shown
plan in fig. 1, and in section io fig. 2.

through these orifices

their ends without touching
the upper plate are
its surface.

The annular spaces between
the pins and the plate are filled

with selenium. The whole ar-

rangement forms part of a gal-

vanic circuit, and it will be
observed that the current can
only pass from the plate to

the pins through the selenium
rings.

It will also be seen that ow-
ing to the conical shape of the
perforations the points of clos-

est approximation between the
pins and the plate are on the
upper surface. As the effect produced by light upon selenium
is chiefly a surface action, this arrangement is found to be of

great advantage.
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The second typical cell is cylindrical in form, for the purpose

of being used with a concave reflector instead of with a lens

(see fig. 3.)

This cell is composed of a large number of met;

separated by discs of mica slightly smaller in diameter. The
spaces between the brass discs over the mica are filled with

selenium, and the alternate brass discs are metallically con-

nected. The arrangement practically consists of a large num-
ber of annular selenium cells united in mutiple arc.

The mode of applying the selenium is as follows

:

The cell is heated, and when hot enough a stick of selenium
is rubbed over the surface.

In order to acquire conductivity and sensitiveness the sele-

nium must next undergo a process of annealing.

The method we first adopted was the following :

The selenium cell was placed with a thermometer in the inte-

rior of the cylindrical annealing chamber shown in fig. 4.

4 This was inserted in a

pot of linseed oil, and the

latter stood upon glass

supports within another

similar pot containing

linseed oil. The whole
arrangement was then

ind heated to a temper-

ature of about 214° C,
which was found to be the

temperature of maximum
conductivity for the sele-

This temperature was
retained for about twenty

-

=battery; Sh=shimt: i"»ur hours, and the pots,

with their contents, were
then packed in a box so arranged as to retard radiation of heat
The selenium took from forty to sixty hours to cool down to

the temperature of the air.

A powerful battery current was passed through the selenium
during the whole process of heating and cooling, in accord-
ance with our theory that the current exerted a powerful influ-

ence in causing a set of the selenium molecules, and in retain-

ing them in position until fixed by crystallization.

A shunted galvanometer was introduced into the circuit for

the purpose of observing the changes of conductivity. We
subsequently found this tedious process to be unnecessary, as

during the course of our experiments we discovered a method
of preparing sensitive selenium in a very few minutes.
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We now simply heat the selenium over a gas stove and ob-

serve its appearance. "When the selenium attains a certain

temperature, the beautiful reflecting surface becomes dimmed.
A cloudiness extends over it, somewhat like the film of mois-

ture produced by breathing upon a mirror.

This appearance gradually increases and the whole surface is

soon seen to be in the metallic, granular, or crystalline con-

dition. The cell may then be taken off the stove and cooled in

any suitable way. When the heating process is carried too far,

the crystalline selenium is seen to melt.

Our best results have been obtained by heating the selenium
until it crystallizes as stated above, and by continuing the

heating until signs of melting appear, when the gas is imme-
diately put out.

The portions that had melted instantly re-crystallize, and the

selenium is found upon cooling to be a conductor, and to be
sensitive to light. The whole operation occupies only a few
minutes. This method has not only the advantage of being
expeditious, but it proves that many of the accepted theories on
this subject are fallacious.

Early experimenters considered that the selenium must be
" cooled from a fused condition with extreme slowness." Later
authors agree in believing that the retention of a high tempe-
rature—short of the fusing point—and slow cooling—are essen-

tial, and the belief is also prevalent that crystallization takes

place only during the cooling process.

Our new method shows that fusion is unnecessary, that con-

ductivity and sensitiveness can be produced without long heat-

ing and slow cooling; and that crystallization takes place

during the heating process. We had found that on removing
the source of heat, immediately on the appearance of the cloudi-

ness above referred to, distinct and separate crystals can be ob-
served under the microcsope, which appear like leaden snow
flakes on a ground of ruby red.

Upon removing the heat when crystallization is further ad-

vanced, we perceive under the microscope masses of these

crystals arranged like basaltic columns, standing detached
from one another—and at a still higher temperature the dis-

tinct columns are no longer traceable, but the whole mass
resembles metallic pudding-stone with here and there a sepa-

rate snow flake, like a fossil on the surface. Selenium crystals

formed during slow cooling after fusion, present an entirely

different appearance, showing distinct facets.

I must now endeavor to explain the means by which a beam
of light can be controlled by the voice of a speaker.
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Photophonic Transmitters.

We have devised upwards of fifty forms of apparatus for

varying a beam of light in the manner required, but only a few

typical varieties need be described.

(1st.) The source of light may be controlled, or (2nd) a steady

beam may be modified at any point in its path.

In illustration of the first method we have devised several

forms of apparatus founded upon Kcenig's manometric capsule,

operating to cause variations in the pressure of gas supplied to

a burner, so that the light can be vibrated by the voice.

In illustration of the second method I have already shown
one form of apparatus by which the light is obstructed in a

greater or less degree, in its passage through perforated plates.

But the beam may be controlled in many other ways. For
instance, it may be polarized, and then affected by electrical

or magnetical influences in the manner discovered by Faraday
and Dr. Kerr.

Let a polarized beam of light be passed through a solution
of bisulphide of carbon contained in a vessel inside a helix of

insulated wire, through which is passed an undulatory current
of electricity from a microphone or telephonic transmitter op-
erated by the voice of a speaker.
The passage of the polarized beam should be normally par-

tially obstructed by a Nicols prism, and the varying rotation

of the plane of polarization would allow more or less of the
light to pass through the prism, thus causing an undulatory
beam of light capable of producing speech.
The beam of polarized light, instead of being passed through

a liquid could be reflected from the polished pole of an electro-

Another method of affect-

ing a beam of light is to pass

it through a lens of variable

focus* formed of two sheets

ing between them a transpar-

ent liquid or gas. The vibra-

tions of the voice are com-
municated to the gas or liq-

uid, thus causing a vibratory

exity of the glass surfaces and a correspond-
r cnange in tne intensity of the light received upon the sen-

sitive selenium. We have found that the simplest form of

apparatus for producing the effect consists of a plane mirror

Dr. Cusco, and is described in a recent paper in "La Nature." See, also, Scien.

Amer., Aug. 28, 1880, xliii, 131. Mr. Tainter and I have used such a lens in our
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of flexible material, such as silvered mica or microscope-glass,

against the back of which the speaker's voice is directed, as shown
in the diagram (fig. 5).

Light reflected from such a mirror is thrown into vibrations

corresponding to those of the diaphragm itself. In its normal
condition a parallel beam of light falling upon the diaphragm
mirror would be reflected parallel. Under the action of the
voice the mirror becomes alternately convex and concave, and
thus alternately scatters and condenses the light.

When crystalline selenium is exposed to the undulatory
beam reflected from such an apparatus, the telephone connected
with the selenium audibly reproduces the articulation of the
person speaking to the mirror.

In arranging the apparatus for the purpose of reproducing
sound at a distance, any powerful source of light may be used,
but we have experimented chiefly with sun-light
For this purpose, a large beam is concentrated by means of

a lens upon the diaphragm mirror and after reflection is again
rendered parallel by means of another lens. The beam is re-

ceived at a distant station upon a parabolic reflector, in the
focus of which is placed a sensitive selenium cell, connected
in a local circuit with a battery and telephone. We have found

to protect the mirror by placing it out of the focal

point, and by passing the beam through an alum cell, as shown
in fig. 6.
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Upon placing the telephone to my ear, I heard

from the illuminated receiver the words :
—" Mr. Bell, if you

hear what I say, come to the window and wave your hat."

In laboratory experiments the transmitting and receiving

instruments are necessarily within ear -shot of one another, and
we have therefore been accustomed to prolong the electric cir-

cuit connected with the selenium receiver, so as to place the

telephones in another room.
By such experiments we have found that articulate speech

can be reproduced by the oxyhydrogen light, and even by the

light of a kerosene lamp. The loudest effects obtained from
light are produced by ra the beam.
A suitable apparatus for doing this is a perforated disc

which can be rapidly rotated. The great advantage of this

form of apparatus for : is the noiselessness

of its operation, admitting of the close approach of the receiver

without interfering with the audibility of the effect heard from
the latter—for it will be understood that musical tones are

emitted from the receiver when no sound has been made at the

transmitter. A silent motion thus produces a sound. In this

way musical tones have been heard even from the light of a

candle.

When distant effects are sought the apparatu
ranged as shown in fig. 7.

By placing an opaque
screen near the rotating

disk the beam can be
entirely cut off by a

slight motion
hand, and musi

nals, like the d

dashes of the M
egraph code, c:

be produced at

tant receiving

Such a screen operated

by a key like a Morse teleg

been operated very success:
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Experiments to ascertain the nature of the rays that affect

selenium.

We have made experiments with the object of ascertaining
the nature of the rays that affect selenium. For this purpose
we have placed in the path of an intermittent beam various
absorbing substances.

Prof. Cross has been kind enough to give his assistance is

conducting these experiments.
When a solution of alum, or bisulphide of carbon, is em-

ployed, the loudness of the sound produced by the intermit-

tent beam is very slightly diminished, but a solution of iodine
in bisulphide of carbon cuts off most, but not all, of the audi-
ble effect. Even an apparently opaque sheet of bard rubber
does not entirely do this.

This observation, which was first made in Washington, D. C,
by Mr. Tainter and myself, is so curious and suggestive that I

give in full the arrangement for studying the effect.
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Non-Electric Photophonic Receivers.

It is a well known fact that the molecular disturbance, pro-

duced in a mass of iron by the magnetizing influence of an in-

termittent electrical current, can be observed as sound by plac-

ing the ear in close contact with the iron, and it occurred to us

that the molecular disturbance produced in crystalline selenium

by the action of an intermittent beam of light should be audi-

ble in a similar manner without the aid of a telephone or bat-

tery. Many experiments were made to verify this theory, but

at first without definite results.

The anomalous behavior of the hard rubber screen alluded

to above suggested the thought of listening to it also.

This experiment was tried with extraordinary success. I

held the sheet in close contact with my ear while a beam of

intermittent light was focussed upon it by means of a lens. A
distinct musical note was immediately heard. We found the

effect intensified by arranging the sheet of hard rubber as a

no, and listening through a hearing tube, as shown in

fig. 10.

We then tried crystalline selenium in the form of a thin

disc and obtained a similar but less intense effect.

The other substances, which I enumerated at the commence-
ment of my address, were now successively tried in the form
of thin discs, and sounds were obtained from all but carbon
and thin glass.*

In our experiments, one interesting and suggestive feature

was the different intensities of the sounds produced from differ-

ent substances under similar conditions. We found hard rub-

ber to produce a louder sound than any other substance we
tried, excepting antimony and zinc; and paper and mica to

produce the weakest sounds.

On the whole, we feel warranted in announcing as our con-

clusions that sounds can be produced by the action of a variable

light from substances of all kinds when in the form of thin dia-
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phragms. The reason why thin diaphragms of the various

materials are more effective than masses of the same substan-

ces, appears to be that the molecular disturbance produced by
light is chiefly a surface action, and that the vibration has to

be transmitted through the mass of the substance in order to

affect the ear.

On this account we have endeavored to lead to the ear air

that is directly in contact with the illuminated surface, by
throwing the beam of light upon the interior of a tube; and
very promising results have beeri obtained. Fig. 11 shows the

nary vulcanized rubber, of brass, and of wood. These
all the materials at hand in tubular form, and we have had no
opportunity since of extending the observations to other sub-

L am ex:- •
j

the first publication of these researches before a scientific

society, for it is from scientific men that my work of the last

six years has received its earliest and kindest recognition. I

remember the encouragement which I received from
the late Professor Henry, at a time when the speaking tele-

phone existed only in theory. Indeed, it is greatly due to the

stimulus of his appreciation that the telephone became an
accomplished fact.

I cannot state too highly also the advantage I derived in pre-

liminarv experiments on sound vibrations in this building from
Professor Cross, and near here from my valued friend Dr.

Clarence J. Blake. When the public were incredulous of the

possibility <>f electrical speech, the American Academy of

;;„;

results and honored me by their congratulations. The public

interest, I think, was first awakened by the judgment of the
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very eminent scientific men before whom the telephone waa ex-

hibited in Philadelphia, and by the address of Sir William
Thomson before the British Association for the Advancement
of Science. At a later period, when even practical telegraph-

ers considered the telephone as a mere tov. several scientific

gentlemen, Professor John Pierce, Professor Eli W. Blake, Dr.

Channing, Mr. Clark and Mr. Jones, of Providence, R. I, de-

voted themselves to a series of experiments for the purpose of

in making the telephone of practical utility: and
they communicated to me, from time to time, the results of

their experiment with a kindness and generosity 1 can never

forget. It is not only pleasant to remember these things and to

speak of them, but it is a duty to repeat them, as they give a

practical refutation to the often repeated stories of the blind-

ness of scientific men to unaccredited novelties, and of their

jealousy of unknown inventors who dare to enter the charmed

I trust that the scientific favor which was so readily accorded
to the Telephone may be extended by you to this new claim-

ant-" The Photo-phoned

On the 19th of July, 1879, Mr. Gray W. Harris, while out
prospecting for gold, on his land near Lick Creek, Davidson
County, N. C, found an unusually heavy stone of the size of

a large pear, which he at first mistook for a specimen of iron

ore. On attempting to break it he found that the stone would
not break but was covered with a uniformly thick skin or
crust which scaled off under repeated blows of the hammer.

After carefully removing all he could of this crust, there re-

mained a pear-shaped mass of what appeared to him to be a
pure metal. The color of the metal, developed by hammering,
was white, and this led him to conclude that it was silver.

This "nugget of silver," as he called it, soon had a wide noto-

riety among all the mining camps in the region.

This story, substantial! v as above related, reached me at

Concord, N. C, in the autumn of 1879; my informants were
the Messrs. Richard Eames, Jr. and Sr. Thev had seen the
" nugget" and believed it to be iron, perhaps native iron ; they

had noticed that the "nugget "had what Mr. Eames, Jr., aptly

termed "night sweats." Little beads of a yellowish fluid*

These watery exudations I have myself noticed and
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v. ©u i< I gather upon its surface over night, which, if wiped away,

would form again in the next twenty-four hours.

This last addition to the story of the " silver nugget " con-

vinced me that the mass was really meteoric iron. After no

little trouble and expense it was finally sent to Menlo Park,

N. J., where it w;is at once recognized as meteoric iron. But
for the active interest taken in this meteorite by the Messrs.

Raines, it would have been in all probability lost to science;

and I take this opportunity to express my indebtedness to

For the ex .ce of tins
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r lbs.). Its

little of the

of this

ique, as illustrated in the

Crust on Davidson C

accompanying figures. It averages lcm in thickness and resem-

bles a hard, dark slate, shows a lamellar structure and readily

breaks into flakes. Some cavities in this crust are lined with
mammillary forms and it has many seams with a vitreous-like

Last month I visited the spot where the meteorite was
found and collected about six ounces of the crust. It lay

there exactly as Mr. Harris had broken it off. I had no fears

of mistake in identifying this crust as all the local gravel was
composed of white quartz pebbles.

This iron has been analyzed by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith and
J. B. Mackintosh, E.M. I here give the average of four
closely agreeing analyses.

Iron, 93-00 per cent; nickel, 5'74 per cent; cobalt, 0*52 per
cent; phosphorus, 0*36 per cent; traces of sulphur, chlorine
and copper; carbon not determined. Total = 99*62 per cent.

This iron does not show the customary Widmannstatteu figures.

I have etched all the exposed surfaces and obtained no well
defined markings on a large scale, but I have found that the
etched surfaces show crystalline faces which reflect the light

at certain angles, giving a sort of sheen much like moonstone
or labradorite. These reflecting surfaces are in parallel sets.

This is the second of the three new meteoric irods discov-
ered in the Southern States, in the autumn of 1879, by the
writer, who now holds in his possession the two already de-

scribed in their original condition.
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Art. XXXVL— Results of Pendulum Experiments ; by C. S.

Peirce, Assistant Coast and Geodetic Survey. [Published

by authority of C. P. Patterson, Superintendent.]

The following are the results obtained from observations

made by me, for the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, at four

important stations, for the purpose of comparing the lengths of

the seconds pendulum, together with reductions to the sea-

level and to the equator. In making the last reduction I have

assumed the cllii.ticitv to bo ^1:293"! which is the latest result

Tloboken 0-9932052'" 0-9932074'" 0-9910003™

Paris 0-9939337 09939500 0-9910132

Berlin 0-9942399 09942482 0.9909865

Kew 0-9941776 0-9941790 0-9910083

The differences of the figures in the last column from 0-991m
,

a value conveniently near their mean, when reduced to oscil-

lations per diem arc: Hoboken +0-01 8
;
Paris +0-58"; Berlin

-0-59 8
; Kew 4-0368

. The following are the residuals of

former observations according to Clarke (Geodesy, p. 349).

New York +0-20* ; Paris—3-29 a
; Kew 4-2 -89 s

.

Colonel Clarke has used a value of the ellipticity =1 :292'2

derived from pendulum experiments. This slight difference,

however, is not important.

It should be explained that the result for Hoboken is derived

from [TJ
In v.] "Regular Set," given on page 318, and also on

page 416 of the Report of the Superintendent of the IT. S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey for 1876. This number is treated as ex-

plained on page 319, where in the second line from the bottom

for [T Rev.] read [T2
Inv.] The altitude of the Hoboken sta-

tion is stated on page 204. The numbers for the European

stations are copied from page 320.

The length which I have taken as the meter has been

derived from the German Eichungsamt, as fully explained in

my report. This is about 192 microns shorter than the quan-

tity which is considered to be a meter in our own office of

weights and measures, and is admitted in Berlin to be doubt-

ful. It is impossible to fix the true meter at present: but I

have but little doubt the above values will ultimately have to

n account of the error
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
1. Physics.

1. Changes of vohmu pn><hn-etU>y Klo-tricif)/.--Quincke sums
U}) his results an. 1 those of other observers as follows: 1. Solid

and fluid bodies change in volume when submitted like the glass

of a Leyden jar to electrical force. 2. This change of volume
does not arise from heating and is generally an expansion. In

certain cases, however, it i

of fat oils. 3. Quincke lias not observed any change
me in gases submitted to electrical influence.

nv change ot

If a change
takes place it must be smaller than

3 000 ^ 000 of the volume
of air submitted to examination. 4. The change of volume is

instantaneous in flint glass: but takes a longer time in Thiiringiau

glass, which is a better conductor of electricity. Upon the dis-

charge of the coatings of spherical or cylindrical formed con-

densers the glass resumes its original volume; this resumption is

instantaneous in the case of flint glass, but slower with Thiiringiau
glass. 5. The length of a cylindrical condenser alters at the
same time that its volume changes. 6. The changes in volume
ami in length are greater the greater the difference of electrical

potential and the less the thickness of the insulating substance of

thickness. These changes are .-. ^l.^niico.

change of volume and length is observed. This effect is very
small with flint glass, greater with Thiiringian glass, and appears
to depend upon the electric polarization of the mass of the glass.

9. The changes in volume and length do not arise from an
electrical compression of the insulating substances. 10. In flint

glass the electrical expansion is the same in all directions, and is

of the kind and direction o\' the electricity. 11.

Electrical changes of volume and length in glass increase with
rising temperature in nearly the same proportion that the dielec-

tric constant or the electric conduct ivit v of glass increases. 12.

I'uder the influence of electrical force the elasticity of flint glass.

the unequal expansion ,,f hodies b\- heat can effect the same

shows no electric double refraction. 16. The iv.-ults of Dr. Kerr
on positive and negative electrical double refraction depend on
the manner in which the index of refraction in different substances
changes with the density and the volume under electrical influ-
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(,', t t/of/i/ of tin Iron ,ntil <'nj,f>,r District* of
l.v M. K." NVadsworth. Cambridge, July, 1880.

ith six plates. Bulletin of the Mum urn ..I

van! College, Vol. VII (Geological

al order and largely by cita-

2ely from the valuable Report

ster and Whitney, and in the

Whitney had there brought

accompany the trap

described by Whit-

iiiiiu-s, like the Calumet and lleela; and, t hirdlv, true Fist<urc-ci in

mines, like the Central, Ph-enix and in part the Copper Falls.

sometimes a cement of copper; and pebbles of trap appear

occasionally to have been partly removed and to have bad th* it-

places filled with copper. At the Calumet and Hecla mine, which
is of this kind, the copper is found filling the joints of the over-



(j'jolinJU a.,l</ Mill'jwlnijlj.

i time of its outflow

While rJjc-otiiiVtl

It of a subsequent

insuperable objection to the theory of infill rut ion from above,
that surface waters can get into amygdaloid* by means of infiltra-

;

'

" - \ :.
. . .

'

.
• _ •- :

byMr. Wadsworth, or, rather, in view of these ami other tar,.

while the rock was slowly cooling through the range of tempera-

tlie vapors began to lose their chemical activity), ami thence to

its vapor-made cavities in place* where the pressure was little

enough to permit it and the moisture was abundant enough to

produce them, and the rocks also became jointed and fissured

been opened by new subterranean movements while the cooling



.rse'cl-'uTcooling!

fore, while differing widely from t lie 'author on this and other

know more uh.Mii ihe ....urr.-n.-.- ..f ihr i-..j.|.i r, nil th...r'u-. regar.l-

the facts developed ni:iv require."' J. i>- i>-

:;. ruhont.jln,,; •! V. /,,; hv C. A. White.—Professor White

has notes, i::: . I' nited St ates Nat ional Museum,
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4. Stratigraphical Geology of Eastern Ohio, b
Orton. 34 pp. 8vo. Columbus, Ohio, 1880.—T;
Secretary of State of Ohio for 1S70 contains :i

feasor Orton which gives the results of recent
Eastern Ohio, leading to modifications of some
stratigraphy of the region, and also bringing oul

nections between the geological series of Ohio. V
Kentucky. A map of Eastern Ohio shows the
formations—the Uerea Grit, the Lowest Coal,
limestone, Nelsonville Coal and Pittsburgh Coa
in conclusion, that the results as to the latter poii

fragments of shells of Foram
being most abundant.

I took an early opportunity
to Mr. H. B. Brady, F.R.S., o

gerina bulloides,
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found only on the bench after an earthquake, being cast up there

in large pieces by the tidal wave; ami only, as far as we know at

An analysis shows thai about *1 ]>er cent of the specimen con-

sists of calcium carbonate ; thus it is undoubtedly a far less pure

limestone than the ordinary white chalk. Its specific trravitv is

2-199 at 59° F—Proc. of the Moyal Society of New South \\','<h s.

July, 1877.

6. A new Theriodont Reptile.—A new Theriodont from the

Upper Permian sandstone near Orenburg in southeastern Russia

has been described by W. EL Twelvetrees, in a paper read recently

before the Geological Society of London. The beds rest on

limestone which has the fossils of the Zechstein. Besides

remains of Saurians and Labyrinthodonts, there are Catamites,

Lephh>,h„,lron, Cnnifrs and "a /'„/... The specimen is appar-

ently the dentary part of the left mandibular ramus, with the

crowns of a canine, an incisor, and ten of the molars. It is

closely related to
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do Lausanne. 98 pp. 12ino. Lausanne, ls8(i.—This little book
is the itinerary for 1880-81 of the Swiss Alpine Club. Besides
being a contribution to Swiss orography and geology it is even
more prominently a guide hook to various passes in the Alps

;

and for this purpose all the details are given as to the routes, ex-
cursions, objects of interest, distune.-, guides. hoicb. eluhdiuts
and other matters of importance to the traveler. The region lies

between the transverse valley of the Rhone, (from Martigny to
Lake Geneva) and the passage of the Rawyl (from Lenk to St.

Leonard). The highest summit is that of the Diablerets, 3246

10. On a "Fossil Glacier" of YaknUtl liny, Alaska; by W. H.
Dam..— Kxh-act from a letter dated I'nalaska, dulv rsoth, from
W. H. Dall, Assistant Coast and (Geodetic Survey, 'in charge of

the party on the coast of Alaska.
The most striking diseovery made so far this season is that of

;;x:'ri

probabl

II. Optical exa
from Lyme, Com,., by M. DksCi
I'aris K M „ ..ition ,,f 'js:s, :1 fra

i from the Mc<
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exactness, is 1 :\° 1o 15 measured from the edge between tin

this ln-aut it'll! o'rani'o

1. The Native Flowers and Finis of the United States; by
Thomas Mkeman, illustrated l>v < 'liromo-iit hoe-ra phs. Series 2.

Vols. I and IT. Philadelphia; Chas. liobso,, A Co. issn.—The

,;; rT

the demands

'

I Y>„t)'ilVjr,

three species on his journey; and the date of the half-volume of

the Academy's Journal, in whieh Wi/.thiu was originally puh-

n> I t. a n-li i j.'edi \\ 1 If the readers oi

this work find it true that '"Asters are not more difficult of

study than other plants.- (p. i.-n, their experience will he diner-



true), as well as from a living plant in Lambert's garden.

Ju writing a iImd of the country he eouhl not have omitted it.

That "Lambert, vice-President of the Linnean Society, was one
of the most accomplished botanists of that time," was not the
contemporary opinion. That he was, "indeed, the real editor of
Pursh's work" is, we presume, a statement destitute of any foun-
dation in fact. <; ()od old Lambert used to say that he had great
trouble in holding Pursh to his work, and had to shut him up for
tm

' purpose, during which Pursh "drank a whole barrel of beer."
>0 that I'ursh may properly, in his dedication, declare that the
public has to thank his patron, Lambert, for the work, but surely
not for editing it. A. G.

2. Botany for High Schools and Colleges; by Charles E.
Hess icy, M.Sc, Ph.D., Professor of Botany in the Iowa Agri-
cultural College, etc. New York: Henry Holt & Co. 1880.

pp. 611, 12mo.—It speaks well for the progress of science in the
United States, when a professor in a college in so new a State as
Iowa, situated mid-way between the Mississippi and the Missouri,
can produce so creditable a book as this. The work concerns
it self throughout with what the Germans call " Scientific Botany,"
- -largely with vegetable anatomy and development, and with par-
ticular attention 'to the lower (Yvptogamia. The plan in gen-
eral is that of Sachs' LJrrhxrh, the cut's of which are largely re-

produced from electrotypes of the original blocks. The author
says that his " hook will thus, to a considerable extent, serve as
uu introduction to that work." It will indeed form a substitute
for it

; and the systematic part, so far as it goes, is an improve-
ment upon the model. But that of itself would not be high

aluable portion of the Lehrbuch. Thepraise, as this is the least valuable port
figures from Sachs' blocks are good;

are some of the original ones. Some of the transfers from Maout
and Decaisne have suffered in the process, although the paper
and typography are excellent. Prof. Bessey's volume is a timely
gilt to American students of a good manual of vegetable anatomy
and of the structure and classification of the lower cryptogamia,
which was very much needed. Here at least is a commendable

Swedish Pomolt • >/. H<i,,dl,<>k i Srntsk /><»,>-

Inknth. Stockholm. Vols. L IL 8vo. 1864,

e this for its admirable figures, both the wood-
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the northern limit at which they would come to perfection. This

for twelve years of over 800 varieties yields results of general

scientific as well as of local economical value. a. g.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Location of Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton, Call

report to the Trustees of the James Lick trust, Mr.
"
res the results of his observations made on Mt.

location of the Lick Observatory. Mt. Hamil-

ton is situated nearly east from San Jose, about twenty-six miles

by the highway, but* only thirteen in an air line. The approxi-

mate longitude of the Observatory peak is 121° 36' 40*, and the

latitude 37° 21' 3". The elevation of the point is 4,250 feet abow
the level of the sea, and 140 feet lower than the north peak which

is about three-quarters of a mile distant. The view around is

unobstructed, there being no higher ground within a radius of

loo miles. "The formation of Mt. Hamilton, as of all the near

Mil-rounding ridges, is of trap rock." Mr. Hurnham's astronomical

observations here reported had regard especially to the atmos-

pheric conditions of the location with reference to its adaptation

to observatory purposes. He states in his- concluding remarks

:

" So far as one may judge from the time during which these

observations were made, there can be no doubt that Mt. Hamilton

offers advantages superior to those found at any point where a

permanent observatory has been established. The remarkable

almost perfect definition, are conditions not to be hoped for in

any place with which 1 am acquainted, and, judging from the

published reports of the various observatories, are not to be met

with elsewhere. The low altitude at which i

tion with the portion of the southern sky not <

to observatories in the northern hemisphere. The ease with which

difficult objects can be seen almost down to the horizon will be

apparent from the southern declination of many of the newdouble
stars. Close pairs can be observed at least down to 43° South

Declination. The permanent steadiness of the air during the

whole night will greatly increase the amount of telescopic work

over what could ordinarily be done on good nights in most places.

An examination of my observations at Chicago during the sum-

mer of the present year shows that the good seeing very rarely

continued the whole night, even when it remained clear, and this

has generally been the case heretofore,

conditions favorable for the -v—
jects would only last an hour

first part of the night, and so:

midnight. On Mt. Hamilton there is but

kind during the dry season. Each day was

other da v, and, as already shown, the san

equally well to the nights. Apparently
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eau foers. as they seldom reach this elevation.

ng at or soon after sunset, this fog

the Hay of Monterev on the south, and covers the whole valley,

between the base of Mt, Hamilton and the oast range, with a

.lens,, mass ot vapor, resembling, when seen from above, a great

white sea, the tops of the lower hills standing up through it like

islands. Ordinarilv it is perhaps 2,ooo tret lower than the summit

of Mt. Hamilton, 'it docs not appear to have any effect on the

He~add> tin following from ., rommunieation to him from Prof.

(ieorge Davidson, of the Tinted States Coast Survey:

"In the dry season the best obser\ ing is at the dose of the wet

season, say from March 1 to June or July. After that time the

smoke of the great valley and the heated air on the San .loa<,uin

side of the coast range, and the chilled air and strong winds on

the ocean side, combine to give untax orabh conditions of seeing.

I should not evpeet to get the best seeing in August and Septem-

"
UlmuhUa tha mt he higher peaks of the Coast Range (over

:i,000 teet),or'in the Sierra Nevada, or on San Bernardino, at

ind the northerly wind blows,

verv thing visible are wonder-

i October I could readily pick

catalogue of 42 new
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or less familiar,—which is the doctrine of uniformitarianism as

taught by Lyell. In reference to this point he reviews fads with

regard to metamorphism in various geological ages ; volcanoes
;

the formation of mountains ; formation of salt ami salt lakes; the
occurrence of fresh water deposits in various ages and glacial

phenomena of different periods. Under the head of metamorphism
he states that presumed Cambrian and also to some extent
Lower Silurian rocks in Anglesey have been metamorphosed into

chlorite schist, mica schist and gneiss; that as Prof. Hull had

shown, the close of the Lower Silurian was the epoch of the
greatest metamorphism in Ireland; that Silurian and Devonian
rocks in Cornwall are converted into mica schist and gneiss ; and
refers to examples of metamorphism of Mesozoic and Eocene
rocks in the Alps and Cretaceous in South America. Under Gla-
cial phenomena, he refers to evidence, which he regards as good,
of glacier action, in roche moutonn'ee surfaces over granite, pre-

ceding the Cambrian in northwest Scotland; and of glacier-

transported bowlders in the Lower Silurian of Wigtonsshhv and
Ayrshire; in the Upper Silurian of the Lammermuir Hills; in

Permian beds of England, Germany, South Africa and India ; in

Cretaceous beds of the Salt range in India, and in Miocene
deposits in the north of Italy, near Turin. Facts are presented
also under the other heads ; the degree of uniformitarianism which
Professor Ramsay advocates appears to require for its satisfactory
demonstration a much wider range of them than he appeals to.

The opening address before the Geological section, by its Presi-

dent, H. C. Sokby, treats of the comparative structure of artificial

slags and eruptive rocks ; that of the Biological section, by Dr.

of tin- department of Anatomy and Physiology, traces the i

ence of the Darwinian theory on embryology.
The following paragraphs are from the address of Professor

Adams, on the molecular constitution of matter in the xoliJ, //<;<<'</.

<>„</,/, is. ous states.

"We have become accustomed to regard matter as made up of
molecules, and those molecules to be made up of atoms separated
from one another by distances which are great in comparison
with the size of the atom, which we may regard as the smallest
piece of matter that we can have any conception of. Each atom
may he supposed to be surrounded by an envelope of ether which.

" '
\ all its movements. The density of the ether

its ether envelope. All the atoms have motions of translations i

If directions, and according to the theories of Maxwell
and Boltzmann, and the experiments of Kundt, Warburg, and
others on the specific heat of vapors, in one-atom molecules in the
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gaseous state there is no motion of rotation. According to the

theory of Pictet, the liquid state, heing the first condensation
Ironi the gaseous state, must consist of at least t wo gaseous atoms
combined. Those two atoms are bound to one another through
their ether envelopes. Then the solid state results from the con-

densation of a liquid, and so a solid molecule must consist of at

least two liquid molecules, i. e. at least four gaseous molecules,

each surrounded by an atmosphere of ether. M. Pictet imagines
these atoms to be centers of attraction ; hence in the solid with
four such centers the least displacement brings into action couples
tending to prevent the molecule from twisting as soon as externa!

forces act upon it. AH the nioleeulo constituting a solid will be
rigidly set with regard to one another, for the least displacement
sets in action a couple or an opposing force in the molecules on
one another.

Let us now follow the sketch which M. Pictet has given of

changes which we may consider it to undergo when we expend
ppose a solid body is at absolute zero of tem-

perature," which may be regarded as the state in which the mole-

energy upon it. Suppose a solid body is a

perature, which may be regarded as t
1

cules of a body are'in stable equilibrii

tion of heat gives a vibratory motion to the molecules of the solid,

which increases with the temperature, the mean amplitude of
" the temperatu

body, and the product of the sum of all the molecular forces by
the mean amplitude of the oscillations, i. e. the product of the

specific heat and the temperature, will be the quantity of beat or

the energy of motion of the body. As more and more heat is

applied, the amplitude of vibration of the molecules increases

until it is too great for the molecular forces, or forces of cohesion,

and the melting point of the solid is reached. Besides their

vibratory motion, the molecules are now capable of motions of

translation from place to place among one another. To reduce
the solid to the liquid state, i. e. to make the amplitude of vibra-

tion of the to prevent them from coming
within the sphere of the forces of cohesion, requires a quantity of

heat which does not appear as temperature or molecular motion,
and hence it is termed the latent heat of fusion. The tempera-
ture remains constant until the melting is complete, the heat
being spent in bursting the bonds of the solid. Then a further

the temperature of the liquid at a rate depending on its specific

of the separate sub-
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of vil

ler degrees of dis

follows OI1 the <hnlnpnicnt of
organs of vision.

"Another important fact shown by embryology is that the

ocntral nervous system, and percipient portion of the organs of

special sense, are often formed from the same part i>\' the primitive

epidermis. Thus, in ourselves and in other vertebrate animals

the sensitive part of the eye, known as the retina, is formed fromirt ot the eye, known as the retina, is

lateral lobes of the front part of the primitive brain. The
crystalline lens and cornea of the eye are, however, subsequently

formed from the skin.

The same is true for the peculiar compound eyes of crabs or

Crustacea. The most important part of the central nervous sys-

tem of these animals is the supraoesophageal ganglia, often known
as the brain, and these are formed in the em'nryo from two thick-

ened patches of the skin at the front end of the body. These
thickened patches become gradual!} detached from the surface,

[.ramsophageal ganglia becomes gradually eonve
ractive media of the crustacean eye. A cuticle

surface forms the peculiar facets on the surfac

It wonId be easy to quote further in

but I triist that the two which I have
show the kind of relation which often c

of specia 1 sense, especially those of visioi

system.
special s.

-1 W
«

•ells with long delicate hairs

highly m
nothing has been found which could b
system: and there is every reason to

tem. It

•use originated pari /xissn will

is probable that in the simp
body is sensitive to light, but that wit

ment-cells in certain parts of the body,
became localized to the ;
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some of the ,.|.i,U.nni.- cells in i • pigment

-

spots, which were at first only sensitive, in the same manner as

special nerve-cells. As to the details o| (his . 1 i tK-n-nt iat ion. cm-
bryology does not as yet throw any great light; lint from the
stinly of comparative anatomy there are grounds for thinking that

into connection with nervous processes from similar cells placed
in other parts of the body. The cells with such processes then
hecanie removed from the surtace, forming a deep layer of the
epidermis below the sensitive cells of tlie organ of vision. With
these cells they remained connected by protoplasmic filaments,

and thus they came to form a thickening of the

:r,v.
tvhich received then

received toother parts of the hotly. Such a thickening would
obviously be the rudiment of a central nervous system, and it is

more important, and might gradually travel inwards, remaining
connected with the sense-organ at the surface bv protoplasmic

filaments, which would then constitute nerves. The rudimentar\
've would at first merely consist partly of cells sensitive to light,

and partly of optical structures constituting the lens, which would

whole structure into a true organ of vision. It has thus come
about that, in the development of the individual, the retina or

sensitive part of the eye is first formed in connection with the

central nervous system, while the lenses of the eye are indepen-

dently evolved from the epidermis at a later period."

3. American Association for tin Ailca.nct -,,>, »t
<_>f

Sei, ,,,*, Bos-

ton Meeting, A ngnst 25 to September 1, 1880.—The twenty-ninth

meeting of' this Association, held at Boston, was by far the most

numerously attended session in its history; and judged by the

number and quality of the papers presented, the important mat-
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adjoining the Institute, and thus the members enjoyed an agreea-
ble social reunion for the hour at noon, and were saved fatigue and
loss of time.

The number of persons registered to the close of the meeting
was very nearly one thousand— (979 to Tuesday evening \u<<.

31.) The number of papers entered was 280, and r,9f> new mem-
bers were elected. The officers of the Association were in tele-

phonic communication with all parts of Boston and the adjacent
country; and members had, free of charge, the use of this
facility as well as of the lines of the Western Union Telegraph
Company for all scientific and domestic purposes, over the whole
country. Among the many good deed- of the Loral Committee,
should be mentioned the distribution among the members of a

map of Boston and its vicinity, and of a pamphlet containing " A
brief account of the Scientific Institutions of iiostou and vicinity.
and a General Guide to the Museum of the Boston Society of
Natural History," prepared by the custodian, Mr. Hyatt.
The meeting was under the Presidency of Mr. Lewis II. Mor-

gan, of Rochester, N. Y., widely known for his Archa-ological
investigations and memoirs.
The proper work of the Association commenced at 10 o'clock on

Wednesday morning. Prof. Wm. B. Rogers, President of the In-

stitute of Technology, welcomed the Association in a brief and
graceful address; a welcome, renewed on behalf of the city of
Boston by Mr. Frederick (). Prince the Mayor, and for the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts by His Excellency ( Governor Long,
to all of which President Morgan made a brief reply. After

'"
i of members of the Association deceased duiino the year

the ,

ns of Chemistry,
Microscopy and Anthropology. The Chairmen of the latter were,
respectively, John M. Ordway of Boston, S. A. Lattimote «»f

Boston, and J. W. Powell of Washington.
No papers were read on Wednesday. In the afternoon, at the

rhe Physical Section, Mr. As.vi-n Hail, Vice President
of the Section. U a\e his opening add:.-,. - ,-. ,-,.,_ u lM h ot the
best methods and chief objects of Astronomical research ; and in

the evening the Association, in Ceneral Session, listened to the
addressed' the retiring President, Professor Ci:u. P. Parker, "On
some modern aspects of the life-question," which b<

audience with interested attention for an hour.
The whole of Thursday, August 'JO, was given to Cambridge.

At 11 o'clock, in Sander's Theatre of i

excellent eulogy of the late Professor Joskch 1 1 1- \m was de-
livered by Alfred M. Ma ycr

; and t h is u ;
, . ...

address of the Vice-President ,,f Section |{ \i K \ * \ err \. \<^i/.

[ be fouu
After these addn

dent and Fellows ot Harvard College, dined,
about 900, in Memorial Hall, one of the most q
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received by Professor and Mrs. Pickering ami the evening to a

reception atthe re-Muice oi Mr. and Mi- A. Graham Bell.

Ih-ar'tl.e'pap'H'y \h ' ./, v ,/,o„,<,

On Saturday afternoon the Association enjoyed the sail down
Boston harbor, as the guests of the City of Boston, about one
limns;,,!,! i„.r<„ns heinu' piVM-ul. It i- .piitr i i

] > .— H»lt? to follow

the Association in detail through all it had to enjoy at the hands of

the good people of Boston. There were excursions I S

visits to the Museum there, and the liberal hospitality of Mr.

Endicott Peabody; a Geological excursion to Marble Neck;
visits to Lowell, and man\ oilier places.

On Monday, after the close of the meeting, came the excursion

to the White" Mountains, for which arrangements had been made
bv the Appalachian Club. Thanks to the Hheralitv of the Kastt>rn

Kail ad, t're. tickets were Mtpidie.lj'or tiny, hundred members.

II hi |h. I'm -ldU'.'\ I'l .1 - | (,l 1 ,.1 .1 \\\ I Ml. of the

Sheffield Seientific School of Yale College.

The following is a list of the Papers accepted :

1. Mathematics, Physics, Astronomy and Meteorology.

H. 8. Pritchett: Determination of the rotation-time of Jupiter, from observa-

tions of the red spot in 1819 30. b .

. J. Jeffries : Color-blindness.
'. Ferrell : Maxima and minim.. •
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;arcli for a trans-neptunian planet,

ale for a thermometer used in gas anal-

le musical pitch at present in use in

irvatoryof Yale College for the verifi-

Jote on the Zodiacal light ; The Aurora and Zodiacal light of

Discussion of the barometric observations of Professor E. S.

i> production of sound by light.
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roscopic measurement of the p saioi stellar objects.
N. D. 0. Hodges

; Maxwell's law of the distribution of velocities among gas

L. P. Kennicutt: Substitution of cones made from parchment paper for plati-

lum cones in Bunsen's process of filtration.

2. Chemist)';/.

'I solar, electric and i .
' in the production of

hlorinuted addition-products . if Benzene and Naphthalene, with descriptions of
wo new chlorine derivatives of Naphthalene: Action of liypnnitrie anhydride

he aromatic group—Monoxybenzene, Tetroxyuaphthalene and Xaplithodiquinene.
C. V. (iissi.Kic Evidences of the effect of chemico-physieal influences in the
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mtains, N". Y.
G-. F. "Wright: Condition of the kames

bearing upon the date of the glacial epoch.

F. i'. Uili.: Fossil Hmoeerata in the E. M

M. F. Wai>s\vorth: The age of the < -aiperior.

H. Sh.i.im w : Coals of the Galisteo in New Mexico; Auriferous gravels of the

(']>[»!• H.io Orande in New Mexico : Los Ccrillos. New Mexico, an area of recent

W. J. McGf.e : Notes on kames and aasar of N. E. Iowa ; On maximum syn-

chronous glaciation.

J. T. Humphreys: Mineral discoveries in Western North Carolina,

T. Sterry Hunt : The genesis of certain iron ores.

W C. Kerr: Ancient topography in North Carolina ; Recent geology as illus-

rrate.l in the eoast region of North Carolina ; Some
silica veins in North Carolina; A new mode of vein formation.

I-;. >. Morse: A comparison between the shells of Kjokkenmoddings, and pres-

W. O. Crosby and C. H. Barton : Kxtension of the Carboniferous formation in

C. H. HitchoooK: Eruptive rocks of Mt. Ascutney ; Occurrence of tin at WinB-

s! K. Warren: On an American example of a St. ( ides' staircase at Nfarble-

U. 1'. Waters: Action of ice on modified drift in Portland, Me.
F. L. <'apes: The value of the water-shed ;„id water supply of the globe.

J. EL PSOOTOB: On the gravel deposits of Kentucky; On several horizons of

T. Kgleston: origin of gold placer deposits and formation of nuggets.
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Zoology and Botany, exchixhu*. of Entoumlot/;/.

pie studies in Central Florida.

i.kn
:

( Nmiparativo anatomy as a p
Jickmore : Improved Stereograpl
Jerriman : Microscopic studies in

. II,\ lusted : Aii investigation of the peach yellows.

. Hoy : Menobranchus lateralis.

ew craniograph.

1 of parasitic plants.

sthod of quickening the germination of garc

T. J. Berrill: Anthrax of fruit-trees, or the so-called fire-blight of the t

and twig-blight of the apple-tree.
C. V. Riley: F a. and on Pronuba

Prodoxus.
W. A. BtrcKHOUT: Contribution to the life-history of the Phitoptidaj.
G. Macloskie : The oude-eranium and maxillary suspensorium of the bee.

C. S. Minot: Anatomy of the tongue in snakes and other reptiles, and

Notice of a complete bibliography on Plathelminths.
E. D. Cope: Origin and s

S. H. Gage: rennane

Xdditilln: . ..

: ends, Cambridge, M
C. W. Smiley: The Spanish Maekerel and its artitieial propagation.

C. J. Blake : Occurrence of exostoses in the external auditory canal in
|

E. Cutter: Com .ature of the membrane in emu]
Abundance of micros I lateral ratfaces i

11. SKA MA
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I>. S. Martin: Insects from copal.

A. S. Packard. Jr. : Migrations of I; u-k\ Mountain locusts.

E. L. Mark: Some points in the anatomy of the Coctidae.

H. F. Bassett Si vinenopterous gal

J. L. LeConte : An essay on lightning beetles: List of Coleoptera hatchet

t few hickory twigs.

H. C McOook: The honey-ants of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado.

G. D. Putnam : Notes on N. A. Galeodes.
A. R. Grote : Generic characters of the Noctuidae.

C. H. Fernald : On the da« On Phocopteris

H. A. Hagen : On the Hessian fly ; On the anatomy of Prodoxus decipens.

E. BURGESS: On the structure of the mouth organs in the Lepidoptera.

S. H. Soudder : Annual address of the President of the Entomological Club of

5. Anthropology.

H. B. Carrington: TheDacotah tribes.

A. S. Bickmore : Ethnology of Africa, illustrated by a large manuscript map
A. KocsiS: The Voguls.
W. 0. Holdrook : Prehistoric altars of Whiteside County, Illinois.

C. F. Williams: Parturition in a kneeling posture, as practiced by the women

E. S. Morse: Persistence of "Korean ornamentation in Japanese pottery;
Prehistoric and early types of Japanese pottery.

E. A. Smith : Folk lore of the Iroquois.

D. W. Ross : Theory of primitive democracy in the Alps.
G. Mallery: Scheme of the tenth census' for obtaining statistics of untaxed

Indians.

C.C.Abbott: Exhibition ot stone implements trom the river drift of New
Jersey; Indications of a pre- Indian • .ooupaney of tho \tlantie coast of North

J.G. Henpfrson IVxti ,,', < (| 1U . t nliaoifants t'th. M i]

'

• -
' f

and the fruit of the loom ; Pt III M un l,u 1 --. , grave md cav< fahr -

ancient mounds in vicinity of Naples, Illinois; Sign language and pantomimic

the occurrence in New England of carvings by the Indians of the North-

. J. Fai

3eo. H. Perkins: Relation of the archaeology of Vermont to that of the a

The pipes of the mound-builders and pottery-makers

;

nplements of stone
; A stone implement, from the base of

junds ; The mounds of Illinois,

from a mound in Ohio.

Vow York
J. F. Everhart : Ethnology.
D. A. Lyle : The Indian question.
S. S. HAi.i.KiHN: Remarks on aboriginal potterv; On stone axes.
If. C. HOVET: Alabaster quarries. Hint mines 'and other antiquities roco:

ound in Mammoth. Wyandot and Lurav Caverns.
Miss Erminnie A. Smith on i!„> In,,, lois hmeuacres.
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i Of the V . :

tied remits, scientific and ec

.J.Blake: Phonophobia and

' the United St

P. L. Capen: for 24 hours London and Boston
showing the method of obtaining formulas for weather prediction.

A. J. Cook : Contributions of apiculture to science.

4. Report of the Swper'mh ,«h-,,t of tin United States <

Survey, showing the progress of the work for the fiscal veil-

ing with June, 1876. 418 pp. tto, with 24 maps. WaVhinj

Report, there" an- ihe following: A new system of binary :

with illustrations, l»v R. S. Avkry ; Report on the physical
vey of New York harbor, 187t'»; Note on ihe theory of' econ

carried on in the vicinity of the coast of t

the auspices of the Coast Survey, which
vations by Count Pourtales in the year 18

5. On Spodumene and the results of its i

vilk, Ct.; by G. J. Brush and E. S. Da:
on p. 257.—The sections represented in 1

tigs. 17 and 18 (p. 265), and 19 (p. 270), ;
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most eminent masters, and retained the warm personal friendship

of Elie de Beaumont, throughout life. Returning t<> America in

1832 he soon abandoned medical practice and devoted his ener-

gies and talents, with great enthusiasm, to the prosecution of

science. He opened the first chemical laboratory in the United
States for the instruction of students in mineral analysis, and

there some of our leading chemists had their earliesl laboratory

experience. He became tbe director of the earliest geological

explorations in Lake Superior, and of the geological surveys of

Rhode Island and Maine. Mis controversy with Morse, for the

prior invention of the electro-magnetic telegraph, is well remem-
bered, and the more acrimonious one on the subject of etherial

anesthesia will probably never be settled to the satisfaction of

the friends of either Jackson or Morton. The French Academy.
after an investigation, decreed a prize of 2,500 francs to each of

' stants. In the catalogue of the Royal Society there are

i titles under Dr. Jackson's name, prior to 1863, and his

name is found often as a contributor to the early volumes of this

Journal. The older chemists will remember his powerful blast-

lamp for alkaline fusions, which did good service before the intro-

duction of street gas became general in laboratories. He was an

active member, and long the president, of the Boston Society of

Natural History. n. s.

Professor Samuel Sherman IIaj.dkman died on Friday, the

17th of September, at his home in Chickies, Pennsylvania", aged
sixty-eight years. He was born near Columbia. Pa.,' in 1812, and
graduated at Dickinson College in ls-30. In lS3fi he was con-

nected with tbe Geological Survey of New Jersey, and the fol-

lowing year with that of Pennsylvania. He was Professor of

Natural History in the University of Pennsylvania from 1S51 to

1855, and in 1855 took the same chair in Delaware College, and
also that of Professor of Ceolou'v and Chemistry in the A-ricul-

he worked with great zeal and su.

chology, and published various me
and illustrating the broader itlbjec

Among these are his work on the
Cnited States," his "Zoological (Y
the Coleoptera Longicornia of th
devoted himself especially to pliilol

orthography. His u Analytic Ortlu

Kngland, the Trevelyan prize in 1:

The divert
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[THIRD SERIES.]

I. Double reversal of lines in Chromosphere Spectrum.

The magnesium lines of the b group, and the two D-linea of
sodium have been seen several times (first on June 5, 1880)
doubly-reversed in the spectrum at the base of a prominence.
A bright line first appears in the

1

center of the widened dark J"

then this bright line grows
and hazy at the edge, and a
dark line appears in its cer

shown in the figure. The pi
enon lasts usuallv from ten n
to an hour. It is evidently 1

act correlative of the double
sal of the bright sodium lin

servable in the flame of a Bu
burner or alcohol lamp under cer-

}

tain circumstances when the quan-
tity and temperature of the sodium vap<

greatly increased.

II. The U-lines in the Chromosphere <n><

In 1872, I found the II- and Klines t

spectra of prominences and sun-spots, as «.

8,000 feet above the sea. Until recently I

Am. Joub. Sci.-Thibd Series, Voi \
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to verify the observation, except for a moment during the

eclipse of 1878. During the past summer, however, I have
succeeded in seeing them again, and with suitable precautions

as to shade-glass, adjustment of slit to true focal plane for

these special rays, and exclusion of extraneous light, I have no

further difficulty with the observation. The spectroscope

employed has collimator and view-telescope each of 1£ inches

aperture, and about thirteen inches focal length, and a specu-

lum-metal Kutherfurd grating with 17,300 lines to the inch.

A shade of cobalt blue glass greatly aids the observation.

The solar image is 1£ inches in diameter.

In the spectrum of the chromosphere, H and K are both

always reversed. I have never failed to see them both when
circumstances were such that h, the nearest of the hydrogen
lines, could be seen.

Furthermore, H, in the chromosphere spectrum, is always

double: that is, a fine bright line always accompanies the

principal line, about one division of Angstrom's scale below.

The principal line seems to be exactly central in the wide dark
shade, the other is well within the nebulosity. K on the other

hand shows no signs of duplicity.

In the spectrum of a sun spot H and K are also, both of

them, generally, though not always, reversed ; and the reversal

is not confined to the spot, but covers often an area many times

larger in its neighborhood.
In the spot spectrum, however, H has never yet been seen

double. The companion line of H is therefore probably due

to some other substance than that which produces H and K

;

a substance prominent in the chromosphere, but not specially

so in the neighborhood of spots. In view of the recent obser-

vations of Vogel, Draper and Huggins, it is natural to think

that hydrogen is probably the element concerned. If so, it

may be expected that H will be found doubled in the spectrum

of a spot which reverses the hydrogen line h. I have not yet

been able to test it in this way, as h is rarely seen reversed,

though C and ¥ occur pretty frequently. (See, further, a note

by the author in the miscellany beyond.)

For this purpose a spectroscope of high dispersion lias been

constructed by combining the grj .<\ which

has about four square inches of ruled surface, with a collima-

tor and observing telescope each of three inches aperture and

about 42 inches focal length, using maunifvin-' powers ranging

from 50 to 200. The apparatus is arranged" upon a wooden

frame work, and when in use is strapped to the tube of the
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12-feet equatorial of our observatory, so that it is kept by the
driving clock directed to the sun. An image of the sun is

formed on the slit by an achromatic object glass of three inches
aperture, in order to increase the light and to avoid the widen-
ing of the lines due to the sun's rotation. A large prism of
about 20° angle was sometimes placed in front of this object
glass (between it and the sun) to separate the colors before
reaching the slit ; and in examining the darker portions of the
spectrum a concave cylindrical lens was sometimes used next
the eye, like a shade glass, to reduce the apparent width of the
spectrum and thus increase its brightness.

The grating is an admirable one, on the whole the best I

have ever seen. But I have been greatly surprised at its ex-

cessive sensitiveness to distortion by pressure or inequalities of

temperature. Although the plate is fully f of an inch thick,

and only 3J inches square, an abnormal pressure of less than
a single ounce at one corner will materially modify its behavior,
and a quarter of a pound destroys the definition entirely. In
fact the plate is not naturally exactly flat, and to get its best

performance it is necessary to crowd a little wedge gently

under one corner. When it is in good humor and condition,

however, the performance is admirable ; one could wisli for

nothing better, unless for a little more light in the violet por-

tions of the spectrum.

9
With this instrument I have examined the 70 lines given on

(At the time of the meeting of the American Association for

the Advancement oi .1 had finished the

examination of only 47). Of the 70 lines, 56 are distinctly

double, or triple ; 7 appear to be single ; and as to the remain-
ing 7, I am uncertain ; in most cases, because I was unable to

identify the lines satisfactorily on account of their falling upon
spaces thickly covered with groups of fine lines, none of which

As a general rule the double lines are pretty close, the dis-

tance l.eine' loss than thai of the components of the 1474 line.

Generally also the components are unequal in width or dark-

designated bv their wave length on An-st.

54260, 53961, 5265*8, 4271-5, 4258-9 and -1

suspect f.;]'.itvl and f>2»?;V.s (which present n

tification), of being double, but could nevt

of them, and therefore leave them among tl

Those which show no signs of doubling
Been, were: 6121-2, 6064-5, 503 I

4237 5.
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In respect to the lines 50194, 4585"3 and 4237 -5 it is quite

possible there may be some mistake as to the coincidence,

since in his tables Thalen gives neither of them as due to iron.

An accidental strengthening of the dotted line, which, on the

map, leads up from the symbol of the element concerned,

through the iron spectrum, would account for the matter, by
making the line appear on the map as belonging to iron also.

As the facts stand, therefore, it is obvious that arguments

which have been based upon the coincidence of lines in the

spectra of different elements lose much of their force ; it ap-

pears likely that the coincidences are in all cases only near

approximations. At the same time this is certainly not yet

demonstrated. The complete investigation of the matter re-

quires that the bright line spectra of the metals in question

should be confronted with each other and with the solar spec-

trum under enormous dispersive power, in order that we may
be able to determine which of the components of each double
line belongs to one, and which to the other element. If, in this

research it should be found that both of the components of a

double line were represented in the spectra of two different

metals, and the suspicion of impurity were excluded, we
should then indeed have a most powerful argument in favor of

some identity of material or architecture in the molecules of

the two substances involved.

IV. Distortion of Solar Prominences by a diffraction spectro-

Grenerally, in such an instrument, the forms seen through
the opened slit are either disproportionately extended or com-
pressed along the line of dispersion. The reason is this : if

the slit be illuminated by monochromatic light, the images of

the slit, formed on each side of the simple reflected image in

the focus of the view-telescope (which is supposed to have the

same focal length as the collimator), will have the same width
as the slit itself only in one special case, not usually realized

with a reflecting grating.

If the angle, between the normal to the grating and tire

view-telescope, is less than that between the normal and the

collimator, the slit-image will be narrower than the slit, and a

prominence seen through it will be compressed in the plane of

dispersion. If the relation of the angles be reversed, then of

course the distortion will also be reversed, and we shall have
extension instead of compression.

The mathematical theory is very simple. Suppose the colli-

mator and telescope to be fixed at a constant angle, as in the

now usual arrangement.
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Let angle between telescope and collimator = a.

Angle between telescope and normal to grating = r.

Then angle between collimator and normal = x = a -
Also, let space between adjacent lines of grating = 5,

And the order of spectrum observed = n.

Then, by principles of spectrum formation, we have

/ being the wave length of the ray which
the field of view

:

whence sin r= *L+ sin h.

Differentiating, we have at once

Xa-r),

STv*

ch reduces to, dz =

nly disappear in c;

there is no distortion—but also no dispersion :

it is the case of simple reflection.

2. If «=(), the grating being kept normal to the collimator,

then dz= sec a dx.

3. If r=0, the grating being kept normal to the telescope

(which in this case must be movable), then dx = cos a dx.

4. If a=90°, dt^tanrdx.
5. If a=Q, dT=du, and there is no distortion.

This is possible only by using the same tube and object-

glass both for collimator and view-telescope, the grating being
slightly incline. I nf right angles to the plane of dispersion.

The principal difficulty in this form of instrument lies in the
*

"i reflected by the surfaces of the object-glass.
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the sun's limb. It faded away and disappeared about 12.30. It

was brightest about 11.30 with an altitude of about 8', and a1 I his

time both H and K were distinctly, and for them, brilliantly

reversed in it clear to the summit. II was not double in it to any
notable elevation, though the companion of II was visible at the

base of the prominence. The II- and K-lines also showed evidence

of violent cyclonic action, just as C did. h was only faintly visi-

ble in the prominence; F and the line near Y were of course

strong. But no other lines, either of sodium, magnesium, or

anything else, rould be traced more than a very few seconds of

arc above the sun's limb. I am not able to say how long the H-
lines continued visible, or to what elevation they extended after-

wards, as I returned to the C-line to watch the termination of the

eruption. If I remember rightly, this eruption reached a higher

elevation than any before observed. There was (and is to-day)

nothing on the sun's limb visible with the telescope which would

Princeton, Oct. 8.

Art. XXXVIII. — On the thermo-electric power of Iron and,

Platinum in vacuo; by Professor C. A. Yen m.. of Princeton,

N. J.

Exner, a few months ago, published a paper asserting that

the thermo-electric power of antimony and bismuth is de-

stroyed by removing them from all contact with oxygen, and
immer-u'ng them in an atmosphere of pure nitrogen. From
this he argues that the thermo-electric force in general is due
to the contact of the gases which bathe the metals. The
following experiment was tried to test the theory :

By the kindness of Mr. Edison and Mr. Upton a vacuum
tube was prepared in Mr. Edison's laboratory, containing an

iron wire, about two inches long, firmly joined to two platinum
terminals which passed through the walls of the tube; the

tube was exhausted until the spark from a two-inch induction
coil would not pass $ of an inch in the gauge-tube, indicating a

residual atmosphere of about one-millionth. The wire was
heated to incandescence during the exhaustion, in order to

drive off any possible occluded gases. The platinum wires

outside the tube were joined to iron wires, the joinings hieing

covered by glass tubes slipped over them, and a sensitive

reflecting galvanometer was included in the circuit. By laying

the tube and connected joinings in the sunshine ami alter-

nately shading one or several of the joinings it was found that

the electro-motive power of the joinings within the tube was
precisely the same as that of those without, and the develop-

ment of current just as rapid. There was no trace of any

modification due to the exhaustion.
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Art. XXXIX.— Geological Itclat ;..,.* ,f the Limestone Belts of
Westchester County, New York ; by James D. Dana. (With
a Map, Plate V.)

[Continued from page 220.]

shown on the accompanying map (Plate V),
1
* the coL

portions representing them. The intermediate surface
'

The limestone areas of the county have the distribu

g
Th
mostly mica schist and gneiss

—

>t attempted, in my study of the

rocks, to ascertain the outlines of the areas of these schists,

because my purpose was accomplished when their conforma-

bility and their conformable relations to the limestone beds
were ascertained, and the time I could command, without aid

in the work, was insufficient for a complete survey of the

county. Moreover, the distinction of mica schist, micaceous
gneiss, thick-bedded feidspathic gneiss, hornblende schist, is,

in many parts, of no stratigraphical value, these unlike rocks,

as has been stated (p. 29), often occurring in alternations and
graduating into one another in the direction of the .

well us transverse to it, rendering a correct mapping of their dis-

tribution next to impossible. There are, however, areas of the

hard feldspathie gneiss in which micaceous bands seldom
occur, that might, after careful study, be more or less perfectly

laid down. The limestone areas often contain, as stated on p.

29, more or less mica schist or gneiss, which is not indicated

on the map, partly owing to the small scale of the map, but
largely to the fact that the two are often a

their separation is hardly possible, especially under the diffi-

culties from the covering of alluvium or drift. In several

cases the schist is an overlying or underlying stratum, included

in the flexure
;
and further study may prove this to be true in

some not so explained in the descriptions beyond. A geologist,

on commencing his studv of the limits of these limestone areas,

would be likely to give less weight than 1 have done to the

evidence from the form and flat bottom of the valleys, while

with longer study he would be pretty sure to be satisfied with

beds, both of

places omitted.

By photographh
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of the T shows the direction of the strike, and the stem that

of the dip (or pitch) of the beds for the locality situated at

their junction. Moreover, the length of the stem as compared
with that of half the top of the T is made to give an approxi-

mate idea of the amount of dip, according to the following

scheme : ratio for 80°, 1:4; for 70°, 1:3; for 60°, 1:2; for

50°, 1 : li ; for 45°, 1:1; for 35°, U : 1 ; for *25°, U : 1 ; for

15°, 2 : 1.

In the following descriptions of the belts I speak : first, of the

Soi niKKN section of the county, from New York Island to

White Plains ; secondly, of the Middle section, from White
Plains to Croton Lake ; and thirdly, of the Northern section,

north of the latitude of Croton Lake. The areas are num-
bered on the map, and these numbers are used in connection

with the descriptions.

The following pages contain only the general facts respect-

ing the several belts—their position and features ; the average
strike and dip; the characteristics of the limestone, and the

kind- of adjoining rocks and their relations as to position. The
details with regard to the various directions of strike and dip

at all the points marked by symbols on the map and for other

points not thus indicated, which make part of this paper as

prepared, are reserved, with other details, for an Appendix.

a. SoutJiern Section of the County.

Three areas or belts commence in New York Island and ex-
tend two to four miles into Westchester County. The adjoin-

ing rocks are mica schist and micaceous gneiss and in some
parts thick-bedded gneiss.

Area 1.—The eastern of these three belts, which may be
called the Tremont, extends from Fordham southward to Har-
lem River, and from thence into New York Island. It reaches
Harlem River by two lines, a western at Mott Haven and an
eastern at the mouth of Morris Mill brook, west of Brook
avenue. The main strike is N. 18-25° E."
The western of these southern terminations, or that of Mott

Haven, shows itself just east of the railroad, south of the Mott
Haven railroad station, in two limestone hills which will soon
disappear from grading. The rock on the west or opposite
side of the railroad at this point is somewhat contorted mica
schist; and layers of the same kind of schist are involved
among the beds of the northern of the hills. Near the Mott
Haven depot, the limestone passes to the west side of the rail-

road, and from thence it continues northward on both sides.

The eastern line has large outcrops of purer limestone near

15 The angle here (and so elsewhere in this paper) is corrected for magnetic
- riang ill' dip, only the point of the compass is mentioned in a
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142d street, and at many points to the north. The eastern

and western lines become united in one wide belt in Morris-
ania which continues northward through Tremont to Fordham.
Toward Harlem River the interval between these two lines is

low and flat, without outcrops of rock at the present time ex-
cept some micaceous gneiss to the eastward. On 142d street,

east of the brook, there is a locality of hydrous ami
and impure serpentine which will soon be graded away. The
dip of the beds of limestone in Tremont, and at points south
of the place, indicate that the belt of limestone from Fordham
southward is a denuded anticlinal fold : and assuming that the

limestone of the belt divides southward, as the facts appear to

show, the axis of the fold has a small northward pitch. This
division of the limestone to the south into two bauds, an eastern

of limestone. In the horizontal section, efg, the limestone of
the two sides is in one connected mass from e to m, but in two
bands separated l»v intervening gneiss from m to f </. The same
also is shown in the section a h e.

Professor Gale states
16

that the gneiss along 4th avenue from
118th to 120th street is in places half limestone; and Professor
D. S. Martin has observed' 7

the same on 124th street: and
these localities are in a line with the Mott Haven and Tremont
belt, and indicate its southward extension into New York-
Island, as recognized by Mr. K. P. Stevens.

18

This Tremont belt is' widened on its west side in Momsania.
over Fleetwood Park, in eons.-.;-: anticlinal

(see map), but one hearing the < or in the

has this in,-
: d din of the mica
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and farther north on the Morrisania side, the anticlinal is a

more gentle one. The limestone here extends over half a mile

west of the railroad, the western limit being nearly half way
up the slope that makes the high western side of the park.

Area 2.—The second belt, or that of " the Clove," follows

Cromwell's Creek, north of Central (or McComb's Dam) Bridge
and the brook emptying into it. The most southern outcrop

occurs about a mile north of the bridge above the crossing

of the brook by Central avenue. Some of the layers at this

place contain much chlorite in bright green scales. It out-

crops again near the "Club House.''' North of this the pres-

ence of limestone is indicated only by the form and definite-

ness of the valley and by the outcropping schist on its sides.

The limestone varies much in strike, owing to contortions, but

the adjoining schist gives for the strike about N. 25° E.

This belt probably continues southward into New York
Island, as R. P. Stevens has observed," who says that in grading
east of 6th avenue in 132d street, limestone was cut through.

Area 3.—This limestone belt is a prominent feature of the

north end of New York Island. From the island it extends
three miles northward into Westchester County, along Tibbit's

Brook. At Kingsbridgt i deep < is x lei o ugh it for the

Hudson River railroad. North of this place it is not in sight

along Van Cortland's Lake, but outcrops at points in the val-

ley of Tibbit's Brook above this to if not beyond the stone-

arched bridge, nearly three miles from K'mgsbridge. Crumb-
ling masses of the limestone lie on the eastern approach to

this bridge which, as I am informed by the superintendent

in its construction, Mr. John Wetherill, were quarried in that

vicinity, his letter saying he "opened several quarries for

stone for the bridge,'" and found " all the rock of the valley to

be limestone of a poor kind." The mica schist on the east

side of the valley along the Croton Aqueduct, south of the

bridge referred to, has the strike N. 20° B., and that at Kings-
bridge N. 37°-40° E., the dip in both 70°-75° to the eastward.

The limestone area from Kingsbridge southward was imper-

fectly mapped by Dr. L. D. Gale.
4
" South of the Harlem, it

the Harlem River,

continuation southw

defined valley wall-;

portion is fronted, s<
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the eastern side has its narrow continuation down Harlem
River, as is suggested on the map, although no outcrops appear
to prove it. If this be the correct view, the area as a whole
resembles in form the Tremont or No. 1, and, like that, owes
the forked character to its being the remains of a denuded fold.

The most southerly outcrop of the limestone on the Kingsbridge
road is, as found by Dr. Gale, near 204th street, or about 500
yards south of Inwood street, where the width of the valley is

nearly 300 yards. The valley fades out and is closed by the

gneiss at 182d street ; the limestone may exist beneath as far

as 190th street, if not beyond.
The supposed Harlem River or eastern fork of the belt has

an argument in its favor in the existence of a well-defined flat-

bottomed valley, formerly more or less marshy and still so

about its mouth, along 8th avenue in the direct line of the

river. This valley, long since styled by Dr. Gale " the valley

of 8th avenue," lies between 7th and 9th avenues, and lias a

wall of nearly vertical gneiss 40 to 80 feet high on part of its

western side! The depression is well defined to 115th street,

and is distinct to 1 10th.
21

Over the more southern part of New York Island, in the

line of the western fork of the belt, there are some localities

where serpentine or "hydrous nnthophyllite" occur in the

gneiss
; and, although no connect ion with this area ca d be

traced, it is of interest to note them at this place. Dr. Gale
states that from 59th si;rcet on 10th t the

river, there existed a vertical bed of hydrous auihoph

having gneiss on the eiist side and «rranile on the other." Mr.

I. Cozzens, in a volume >rk published in 1843,

tions the occurrence oi
;

black serpcmtine between 10th av
and the river and betwecu 54th and . 62d street, in a bed twelve
feet wide containing al and talc. At 157th s

100 feet west of 10th a.venue, a mhcture of limestone and
pen tine has been obser ved.
North of Area No. 1, which stops at Fordham, the line of

cropping limestone is shifted a littl e eastward to the couise of

the valley of the Bron; .(cur, at intervals, the

numbered 4, 10 and 11 : and from No. 3, there is a shift

ward, to the course « .f the valley of Saw Mill River. ; long

which there are, at Y<
and farther to the nortl i, numbers 1

mall parallel areas 7 a

4 and 15. The line ol•No'
2 may perhaps be re No. 9, which follow:J the

course of Grassy Spra in Brook.
'

nearly in the same line

the serpentine areas of New Roche! le and Rye.

:m
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As stated, these limestone ureas follow the courses of the

rivers mentioned ; but the historical fact in each case is this,

that the river follows the course of the limestone, the softness

of the latter rock causing it to yield easily to eroding or denud-
ing agents.

Area 4.—In this area, ledges of limestone show themselves
just above the point of junction of the Harlem and New Haven
railroads, and were cut through in grading for the tracks. The
valley of the Bronx has here a flat marshy bottom and this

continues, with the same bordering schist northward to West
Mt. Vernon and southward to and below Williams Bridge,

indicating the probable presence there of the limestone, as in-

dicated on the map. I was informed at Williams Bridge of

the former existence of an outcrop of limestone visible at low
water, on the river just below the bridge, but failed to find any
now. The strike of the mica schist adjoining the belt on the

west is N. 20°-29° E., and dip 65°-75° E. ; and west of the

river at Williams Bridge N. 20° E., dip 65°-75° W.
Areas 5 and 6.—These areas of serpentine with some cal-

careous materia], at New Rochelle and Rye, have been partly

described on page 30. The map makes manifest, by its T-

symbols, the conformability of the mica schist and micaceous
gneiss between the West Mt. Vernon limestone and the area of
New Rochelle ; and also shows that the New Rochelle and
Rye areas are nearly on the same line of strike. There is no
essential difference in the schist adjoining them. The dip of

the rocks around the latter afford evidence that it is situated

along the axis of a local anticlinal. From Stamford westward
to the Harlem the dip is in general westward ; but at Port-

Chester on the way toward Rye the dip changes to eastward,
and then becomes westward again west of the area. The sym-
bols indicate the wrenching the beds underwent in the making
of the fold, and show that the fold was steepest and narrowest
to the southwest, and had its axis inclined to the south-south-
westward.
The positions of these areas with reference to the schists, and

the conformity of the schists as to kind from Rye to New
Rochelle and from the latter to Mt. Vernon, are facts favorable

to the view that they correspond in origin to the limestone

areas of the more western parts of Westchester County.
Over the elevated country between this region and the

vicinity of the Harlem railroad, the rock changes to a hard

gneiss, thick-bedded and granitoid: and. moreover, outcrops

are few, the surface being one of wide fields under cultivation :

It appears that upon these hiuh plains the earthv material or

drift left by the glacier has remained almost 'undisturbed.

instead of being cut through to the rocks as on the slopes that
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lead to the Sound on one side and to the valley of the 1

lem railroad on the other. Along this railroad, liraesl

again appears, and he I ore reaching it there is a return to m
ceous gneiss and mica schist

Areas 7 and 8.—Of these areas at Yonkers, number 7, or

western, follows the course of a north and south bend in Saw
Mill River, and has a width of at least 100 feet. It lies

beneath the city of Yonkers, and 1 am indebted for the facts

: the Yon]
belt (No.

occur along the Saw Mill Eiver valley, just north of the city,

in the existence of loose masses of limestone on the east side

of the river. But I found no outcrops in my observations
along that southern portion of the valley, and its width and
length are therefore undetermined. It is possible that the two
areas may be one cut into two by a fracture and a horizontal

or oblique faulting. The rocks are not open to view for a

decision of this point.

Area 9.—This small area, on Grassy Sprain Brook, has a
width to the south of 500 yards. The strike is N. 10°-20° E.

Areas 10, 11 and 12.—East of the last, on the Eiver Bronx,
a limestone belt begins near Bronxville, which, in Tuckahoe
and Scarsdale, is the site of manv marble quarries. The strike

is N. 22°-27° E. This limestone belt tapers out to the south,

while to the north, and for the most of its course, it is divided
into two parts separated by a band of mica schist and gneiss.

It is probable that the whole corresponds to a decapitated anti-

clinal having its inclined axis dipping at a small angle to the

south. To the north of the Scarsdale depot the eastern line is

not traceable, and the = bo thin out.

Limestone re-appears on the Bronx 100 to 200 rods to the

north of the last, just east of the railroad—that of area 11

—and thence continues to Hartsville, where the strike is N.
17°-24° E. A narrow strip of low land follows the east side of

the Bronx nearly to White Plains, and it is possible that the

belt is continued beneath it. About a mile and a half north of

White Plains a small area of limestone shows itself, No. 12,

the most of the exposure of which is due to the removal of the

stratified drift.

Area 13.—Again, along the Hudson, north of Yonkers,
occurs the Hastings belt. It was formerly visible at Dobb's
Ferry; and it was cut into, as I learn from Mr. Benjamin S.

Church, when excavations were going on there for the Croton
aqueduct. This river-border belt may have much greater
length than is given it on the map, and .greater width also ; for

the high terrace denos f the valley conceal
all shore rocks. Th are gneiss with nearly

vertical dip.
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b. Middle Section of the County.

14 and 15.—In Saw Mill Eiver valley—the same that

limestone belts near Yonkers—a large limestone area

,
about two and a half miles north of Ashford. It

widens much al East Tarrytown and continues northward to a

near junction with the Pleasantville area, No. 15. The mean
strike for its northern two-thirds is about N. 30° E.

The Pleasantville area also is broad and sinuous in course.

It terminates just north of the Chappaqua depot. The strike

near Uuionville is N. 24° E., and at Pleasantville (where there

are large and valuable quarries) mostly N. 30°^£0° E. A
small independent limestone area (No. 15a) occurs just east of

the Pleasantville area.

Areas 16 and 17.—The long known Sing Sing belt com-

mences south of the depot on the Hudson and extends north-

northeast nearly to the north boundary of the town of Ossin-

ing ; and it also branches eastward up a small valley toward

the Camp Woods, a fa - to indicate the ex-

istence of an anticlinal fold with the axis dipping southward,

which was made thus to furcate by denudation as in the case

of the Tremont area, No. 1, the opposite direction of pitch in

the axis making the difference in the direction of the furcation.

No. 17 is a small area of contorted limestone giving nothing

reliable as to strike or dip.

Areas 18 and 19.—A small Croton limestone area, No. 18,

exists half a mile east of the village, without distill

planes of bedding. Mica schist bounds it on the north : but it

may extend in the opposite direction to the bay, where drift

and alluvium conceal the rocks.

South of Croton Eiver a narrow area, No. 19, extends from
near a bridge northeast of the last, called Quaker Bridge, to

the furcation of the river at Huntersville, about two miles, fol-

lowing mostly the west side of the road. Its southern portion

has a westward bend, with which the strike of the limestone

corresponds.

Areas 20, 21 and 22.—No. 20 is a very small area at Men-ins
Corners among contorted rocks, giving uncertain strike and

dip. No. 21, to the northeast, on the east border of Croton

Lake, may be the ma rmn of a lorn: belt following the course

of that part of the lake, though such an inference is not sug-

gested by the observed strike. No. 22 is unolh. r small area of

contorted limestone near Bedford station on the Harlem rail-

road.

Area 23.—No. 23 lies to the east of the Pleasantville belt on

the borders of New York and Connecticut, and follows the

course of Byram River to its source in By ram Lake. It was

first laid down on Percival's geological map of Connecticut
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and the limits assigned to it by him are here retained, i

found the limestone outcropping along the eastern half of the

broad valley. The mean strike to the south is N. 10° B. ; and
the same east of Armonk. The limestone exists in the lake
and was quarried near the northeast when the water was quite
low

; but I found there no place for observing the strike except-
ing in the schists about the lake, where the rocks are greatly

contorted (see the T-symbols on the map), as if situated about
the end of a fold.

Areas 24 ami 25.— These areas, to the northeast of Byram
Lake (first mapped by Percival), are both bow-shaped, but in

opposite directions. No. 24 follows a valley along the head-
waters of Mianus Kiver, and No. 25, that of Stone Hill Eiver.

The limestone outcrops to the east of the village of Bedford
show that the bend corresponds with a change in the strike of
the beds. In the Stone Hill Eiver belt the strike of the bed-
ding, in its southwestern part, is N. 55° E., but in its eastern,

N. 23° E., showing that the bow-shaped form of the valley and
outcrop was determined by the direction of the bedding.

c. Northern Section of the County.

Some of the areas in the northern part of the Middle section

of the county have been shown to tend toward east-and-west
in trend and in the strike of the beds. In the Northern sec-

tion the larger part of the areas have approximately this abnor-
mal course, the normal northeast trend existing only in a large

eastern and in some of the northwestern areas.

Area 26.—This is the large eastern area of northeast, or

rather north-northeast, trend, just alluded to. It extends into

Connecticut and was hence studied by Percival ; and our de-

lineation of it is taken from his map. It has a range of mica
; gneiss situated more or less regularly along its cen-

ter, which is [tartly hornblendic, and in view of this fact, it is

probable that the area is that of a denuded fold.

Areas 27 and 28, and the small aras in the Verpl-anck Penin-
sula.—These areas have been described on pages 205, 215. I

add here that while the rocks on the north side of the Cruger's

limestone (number 27i are lni.a schist, and micaceous gneiss

with soda-granite, quartz-dioryte and various chrysolitic kinds,

those on the south side are the ordinary gneisses of West-
«>rth<x']a'se with some triclinie

feldspar, and vary in color from , ish-white

where the h Idsj i i -,. to black or -ra\ i-

t Of the small I o estone areas of the

Peninsula, No. 2 (see map on page lt)o) has hlaek

dioryte on its northeast side, but on the opposite, and plainly
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conformable with it, common gneissoid mica schist, and in the

schist there are thin beds of limestone.

The Verplanck belt, No. 28, has the normal northeast trend,

the strike averaging K 35° E. (dip 60°-70° E.). But toward

the Point there is much variation from this, the strike a third

of a mile from the Point changing from N. 44° E. to N. 63°

W., and near the river, south of the more northern brickyard,

from N. 50° E. to N. 74° E., the clip 40°-70° E.

Areas 29, 30 and 30 A.—Number 29, another of the north-

ern belts having a northeast course, extends up Sprout Brook
Valley or Canopus Hollow, into the Archaean area of Putnam
County. Its length is nearly five miles. It adjoins quartzyte

conformably at the mouth of the brook (p. 214) with the strike

N. 47°-54° E., and dip 60°-70° E. ; near the crossing from

Peekskill to Annsville, a hydromica slate lies between it and
the quartzyte ; and just below Annsville, near the river, it lies

against Archaean hornblendic gneiss. The most northern outcrop

I have found is situated to the west of the south end of Osca-

wana Lake. The limestone has been already described as for

the most part but slightly crystalline, especially in its more
southern portion. Two-thirds of a mile north of the Putnam
County line, under a bridge over the stream, quartzyte in beds
lies against the limestone ; and above this at some of the out-

crops the limestone is interstratified with mica schist.

inued south-

of Tompkins
Cove at the foot of the Archosan Highlands. This limestone

forms a prominent bluff facing the water and has long been

worked for lime. It is in its eastern part a whitish, compact,

fine-grained, crystalline limestone, but to the westward a

gray, uncrystalline rock. The area extends south-southeast

nearly to Stony Point village, about two miles, and dis-

appears because beyond this it is overlaid by the Triassic

Red sandstone. The average strike is N. 20° K, and the dip
35° to 60° E. Just southwest of Stony Point it is covered by
a grayish to reddish limestone conglomerate made up of peD-

bles and rounded stones which are worn fragments of the lime-

stone bed
; and this conglomerate is referred by Professor G.

H. Cook to the Triassic.

Although the average strike of the beds of the limestone is

as above stated, there are great variations at the Cove, they

becoming even east-and-west in some parts. At the Cove the

limestone has on its ivestern side, a blackish, fragile, partly

graphitic slate or hydromica schist (called talcose slate by

Mather), resembling that of Canopus Hollow north of Peekskill,

which, half a mile south, changes to a quartzose rock, partly

. resembling the granitoid quartzyte of Peekskill.
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On its eastern side, toward the base of Stony Point, it is

followed conformably by mica schist and micaceous gneiss,

of limestone adjoining) N. U°-20° E., and dip 60° E. This

thin-schistose micaceous rock is followed eastward on the

coast by a massive granitoid roc!'; which is intermediate litho-

logically between soda-granite and ordinary granite, the feld-

spar bt'i'ng half orthoclase. Then succeed the noryte and chrys-

olitic rocks of the areas marked z and z on the map on page

195, then the soda-granite of y, and lastly, near the extremity

of the Point, the mica sehist or micaceous gneiss of x. The
succession alon^ the >« rth side of the Point from west to east

thus is: (l)s< hist, i2iM?mi - .la-granite, (3) chrysolitic rocks. {!)

soda-granite, (5) schist. Going between these points by the

south a wholly different state of things is found; schist continue!

all the way : and the strike varies from N. 20° E. where it ad-

-70° K, which is the strike on the south side of the Point,

south of the eastern soda-granite, as already stated (page 213).

This change of strike in the schist indicates a broad flexure,

with the sides diverging to the northeastward. Inside of this

flexure there are first the soda-granite, and then at or near the

middle the chrysolitic rocks. But, as I have found, the soda-

granite is interrupted south of the chrvsolitie area, schist hav-

ing its place, as if by a change of soda-granite to schist. The
schist is mostly even in its bedding except about the bend,

where it is much contorted. As near Crnger's. transitions exist

of the schist into the soda-granite with the rock very garnet-

iferous at the junction—a good example of which may be seen

northeast of the house on the south side of the point.

Notwithstanding doubts on some points, there is no ques-

tion that the schist has the flexure pointed out, and is one con-

tinuous stratum : and that the limestone is an adjoining stra-

tum, and must have participated in the flexure. V \:

the dip of the schist on both the south and west sides is toward

the axis of the flexure, tin limestom stratum is pr xmhly an under-

lying one, which would ma ce tin - diist ai d so hi gr; nite supe-

rior to it in stratigraphieai position. Now sina

uiopus Hollow.

The area Number 30 is

nt vailev— Peekskill Ho
ke 29 in c.v :
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the mouth of Roaring Brook) about seven miles northeast of

Oregon—a village oiuhe borders of the two counties. It is a

ed white to blue limestone and occurs with a well

vte in conformable beds, unconformable to

the Arclnean. It shows itself also about Adams Corners, two
to three miles above Oregon, and near Oregon, at the spot

marked by the T-symbols. Below this, there are no out-

crops of rock, and its limits southwestward are consequently
undetermined. This valley—Peekskill Hollow—is so narrow

for much of the way above Adams Corners that it is probable

that the limestone is not continuous, 'but that the present spots

are what is left after long denudation. There can be no

reasonable doubt that the large, open valley was once the course

of a broad band of the limestone for the whole of the seven

miles in Putnam County.
The facts observed with respect to area 30 A and the asso-

ciated mica schist and quartzyte are mentioned on page 214.

Mather speaks of an outcrop of limestone, with "hornblende
rock adjoining it on the east," at the Lower Dock of Peekskill.

This spot is now graded over and the observation cannot be

confirmed; but it lies in the line of this area where it would
reach the river. 1 1 it is correct, the rock which adjoins the

limestone in this part is norvtc, and no mica schist intervenes

between this rook and the limestone, as it docs loO vards north.

To the eastward, in Peekskill village, there is limestone in

the mica schist on the Croni Pond road, according to Mather;
and north of the Academy grounds there appears to be an out-

crop in the road ; and this lies on the south margin of the valley

in which this area occurs. The limit of the area eastward is not

ble; ir may possibly connect with that of Peekskill

Hollow, though this seems to be hardly probable.
Areas 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35.—Number 31, in the southern

part of Somers, east of Hallock's Mills, trends nearly east and
west : it is made up of two parts, a western and eastern, the

strike in the former N. 53° E., and that in the latter east-and-

Number 32, in North Somers, east of Somers Center, is

another nearly east-and-west area, the strike averaging N. 71°

E. Numbers 33, 34 are small areas, too limned In extent of

outcrop to determine their characters, l.evond that oi an approx-

imately east-and-west trend. No. 35, or that of Lake Wacca-
Ime. has, according to Pcrcival, the extent given it on the map.
I have seen outcrops only between the lake and the pond west

Areas 36, 37 ami 38.—The: large North Salem belt, No. 36,
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along the middle, indicating that it is a denuded fold. Num-
ber 37 follows the course of Beaver Pond, and has a precipi-

tous face of rocks on the north. Number 38 is like the preced-

ing in course, and in its being an extension of a Connecticut

area—that of Mill-Plain valley, which reaches to Danbury.

Its most western outcrops are in the road between Brewster

and Danbury, less than a mile and a half from the former place.

These two east-and-west belts on Percival's map I at first viewed

with distrust, since the fact expressed on the map was not for-

as to the strikes which he had

obtained. But I found on examining the regions that the

adjoining schist (gneiss and mica schist), as well as limestone

sustained his map. The maker of Mather's map had the same

wrong preconceptions, and put it into his delineation of the

areas. The T-symbols on the accompanying chart make mani-

fest the fact as to* this position of the rocks.

Taking into consideration the facts that have been presented

from Westchester County, those brought out with regard to

the Green Mountain region of Vermont, Massachusetts, Con-

nect ieut, and Dutchess County in Eastern NYw Vork, and the

observations on record from the region of the Highlands in

New York and New Jersey, we have, I believe, sufficient

grounds for the following statements.

Thelimestnnesand adjoining schists of Westchester County—

(1) are one in series and system of disturbance.

(2) are probably part of the Green Mountain system.

(3) are younger tho

(4) are prohohh, -/ fk <n/< >t On Lower S
dial or Cambrian being included under tin

(5) There are reasons for concluding

made before the channel of the Hudson y

Highlands: and the question will conn

bearing this mav have had, if any, on the

of the " Cortland series."

s'drsi.

l. The Limestone and adjoining SchiOS OtU

From the facts presented on the map i rod in

ivwrildi^ Td *i
the important conclusion is derived th

County, the limestone of the several areas

bedding to the schists which in each ca:e
i

;:;ij!
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torsion. The limestone areas are commonly the positions of

upward or downward folds or flexures, with usually the axis in

each case inclined in the direction of the fold and the axial

plane also inclined to one side or the other; and in the making
of them, contortions should have been often produced. The
small serpentine area at Rye, No. 6, is a striking illustration

;

and the north end of area 23 is another. The varying strikes

between areas 24 and 25 show the effects of torsion and the

interference of the near extremities of two curving folds.

2. Relation to the Green Mountain System.

With reference to the relation of the rocks of the county to

the Green Mountain system there are the following facts

:

(1.) Westchester County is topographically a southern parr

of the Green Mountain elevation. The axis passes along the

interlocking borders of Connecticut and -New York, and
extends on through New York Island.

(2.) The grade of metamorphism follows the same rule as to

the north—that is, it is of greatest intensity to the eastward

and to the southward. It is in accordance with this that the

least degrees of metamorphism are found in the limestone and
associated schists of the vicinity of Peekskill, in the northwest

corner, while along the central and eastern portions of the

county, and in the western, also, south of Croton, the crystalli-

zation is commonly very coarse. The limestone of the Ver-

planck, Cruger's and Croton areas (Nos. 28, 27, 18), are of inter-

mediate texture.

(3.) The limestones have the same kinds of associated rocks,

that is, of mica schists and gneisses, as in the eastern and more
metamorphic portion of the region in Connecticut—a fact

deserving mention though not of great weight.

(4.) The limestones have a like paucity in disseminated min-
erals and similar occurring species with those of Connecticut

;

mica (muscovite) and tremolite being the common kinds, white
pyroxene of occasional appearance, and graphite sometimes
present.

The ordinary normal trend of the rocks, N. 20° E. to N.(5.) The ordinary ]

0° E., is very nearly

ciated rocks i

Through the Southern and Middle sections of Westchester
County this trend or strike is almost uniform, except where
great contortions occur ; and on the east, this strike is continued

northward into Connecticut In the Northern section, on the

contrary, the exceptions, excluding its eastern and northwestern

portions, are almost universal ; and the question is a serious

one whether another system is not here represented. But, in

opposition to this inference, we observe that the 1
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associated rocks are the same in character in both parts ; more-
over, there are in some portions i.f the Middle section !;nv r

bends, and in the region of limestone areas 19, 24 and 25, a
bend from nearly east-and-west to nearly north and south.
Area 25 cannot be separated by its associated rocks from the
adjoining area 26, which is normal in trend or in the strike of
its n»<-k.s. Again, while area 29, to the northwest, is normal in
its course, area 30 A, which is essentially conformable as the
intervening rocks show, is nearly east and west. Through
these areas or belts of intermediate curves the system of the
Middle and Southern sections of the county graduates into
that of the Northern. My study of the position of the beds has
not resulted in the discovery of any want of conformity between
the rocks of different areas except such as can be traced to

contortion. The east-and-west and northeast trends appear
therefore to have been results of one and the same system of

disturbance.

nth reference to the relation of the rocks to

i Mountain system cannot be regarded as

vholly satisfactory without a fuller presentation of the facts

from the adjoining portions of Connecticut, and this will be
given in another number of this Journal.

3. The limestone and astociahd n»'ls are younger than the

Archcean of the Highlands.

The proof with regard to this relation to the Archamn rocks
of the Highland area must be looked for along those limestone
belts that most closely adjoin it. The lithological evidence as
to diversity of age is weak ; for while the gneisses of West-
chester Co. are usually much more schistose and micaceous than
the Areluean, ami while, also, i he Archaean gneisses are generally

hornblendic, there are gradations between the two in both re-

spects which make the application of a lithological test very
perplexing. The condition am] position of the limestone areas

which hordci' the Areluean in the vicinity of Peeks kill afford

us a safe conclusion, and this is strengthened by other facts

from the western portion of this area on the west side of Hud-
son Eiver.

The region allbrds three classes of decisive facts.

(1.) The rock adjoining the Areluean in the southern part of

Canopus Hollow near Annsville is a bluish slightly crystalline

limestone, so slightly that it might for all this contain fossils.

This nearly unerystalline condition characterizes the limestone

for a mile up the valley though not in so extreme a degree

;

and beyond this it has nowhere the coarseness of the lime-

stones to the south.

(2.) The limestone area is bordered on its west, side, opposite
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Annsville, by a fine-grained hydromiea schist which looks as

much like argillyte as the Dutchess County slates at Pough-
keepsie that contain Hudson Kiver fossils ; and this argillyte-

like rock occurs at other points up Canopus Hollow, forming
hills on its eastern side, and outcropping occasionally on the

west side. Its feeble degree of crystallization corresponds

with that of the limestone. Both rocks in this respect are like

the rocks of Dutchess County, and unlike anything found in the

Highland Archaean.

(3.) The limestone at the locality near Annsville lies uncon-
formably against hornblendic Archaean gneiss, its beds much
contorted; and anoi ici simil < -m ••! i ih> lability exists

on the east border, half a mile northeast. In general, both in

this valley and Peekskill Hollow, actual contacts are not in

sight owing to the earth or alluvium of the valley ; and the

upturning of the limestone and ite baa usually

placed them in near conformity to the strike of the Areluean

rocks. Still, the unconformahility is in some places distinct.

Moreover the mica schist involved with the limestone in the

more northeastern outcrops is very unlike the hard hornblen-
dic gneiss of the adjoining Areluean.

The limestone of Peekskill Hollow is very finely crystalline,

ciated with the same argillyte-like hydromiea slate that occurs

along Canopus Hollow.

West of the Hudson River at Tompkins Cove, where a high
bluff of the limestone stands on the river directly facing Ver-
planck Point, much of it is even less crystalline than near

Annsville, and the more western portion of 'it differs little from
the ordinary blue limestone of uncrystalline regions. I had
slices made to i mierosco| < study, ait 1- t ed nothing organic.

The slate which lies between it and the Archaean gneiss of the

adjoining li re of Mather— is only a glossy

argillyte in aspect though representing (as Mather observes)
the hydromiea schist of Canopus Hollow east of the Hudson.
No direct junction of the Archaean is here visible. A semi-

ervstalline condition also characterizes, for the most part, the

limestone of the Verplanck belt," and that of Cnurer's area.

We find thus that the nearer to the Highland Areha-an the

less is the degree of crystallization, which would not be the

case if the rocks were of the age of the Highland Areluean.

Inasmuch then as the Westchester rocks are newer than the

Highland Arclnean, the limestone belts of Canopus Hollow
and Peekskill Hollow occupy Archaean valleys—valleys that
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antedate the era oi' the limestone; and these broad and

strongly marked valleys were arms of the sen in that era,

: third to a half of the way across the Putnam
County Highland region. In these extensive bays the lime-

stone and the associated stratitied deposits, now slate or schist

and quartzyte, were formed. Since, also, the limestone now in

these valleys is what is left after long ages of denudation, it has

but a small part of the breadth and thickness which belonged

originally to the formation.

From 'the fact of the preexistence of the Arelnean High-

lands, we appear to have also a reason for the contortions ol

the rocks in the northern half of Westchester County, and for

the nearly east-and-west courses in the bedding. For in the

or flexing of the strata, which took place, and
which put the beds in uearh vertical positions over the whole

county, the Archaean stood as a stable barrier on the north
;

against it the rocks were forced by the lateral pressure

tiiat produced the great results. The mass of the Archa-an

lias here an easterly trend, much more < asu rl\ than that of the

New Jersey Archaean, although the strike of the Arelnean

beds is generally northeast.
24 The direction o( the pressure and

the resistance to movement in Mich a barrier, are the chief of

the conditions that would have determined the direction ol' the

folds, fractures and faults in the disturbed strata.

Art. XL.

—

Pakontohgical Development Ad
dress by Alexander Agassiz, Vice-president of Section B
at the recent Boston Meeting of the American Associatiot

for the Advancement of Science.

[Continued from page 302.]

Taking up now the embryological development of the
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of the vertical row of pores in the ambulaeral are;i into the arcs

of three or four pairs of pores, and to the specialization of the

actinal and abactinal systems.

In the Arbaciadae the young stages are remarkable for the

prominent sculpture of the test, for the flattened spines, for

their simple poriferous zone, for their aetinal system, and for

genital ring. The anal plates appear befoi•e the genital

t the Echinometradae the young thus far i

acterized by the small number of their prim;

observed are

iry tubercles,

large size of the spines, the simple vertical i
;ow of pores.

losing of the anal ring bv a single plate, an< 1 the turban-

ed outline of the test. Little by little, the tetat loses with

casing age this Cidaris-like character ; it rem inds us, from

the increase in the number of its plates, more of Hemicidaria :

then, with their still greater increase, of the Pseudodiadema-
thhe : and, finally, of the Eehiiumietradie )>roper. The spines.

following pari passu, the changes of the test, lose little by little

their fantastic embryonic, or rather Cidaris-like appearance.

and become more solid and shorter, till th.ev finally assume the

delicately fluted structure characteristic of the Echinometradaa.

The vertical poriferous zone is first changed into a series of

connected vertical arcs, which become disjointed, and form,

with increasing age. the independent arcs of pores, composed
of three or more pairs of pores, of the Echinometrada\

In the Echinidae proper we find in the young stages the

same unbroken vertical line of pores, which gradually becomes

the Echinometrad;.., an ana! system closed with a single plate

and an abaci I n^; in somewhat n

stages from the coronal plates of the test. This is as yet made
up of a comparatively small number of plates, carrying but

few large priman tubercles, with fantastically shaped spines

entirely out of proportion to the test, but which, little by little,

with the increase of the number of coronal plates, the addition

of primary tubercles, and their proportional decrease in size.

;ue

ced

mg tie

* The young of the following genera hi

....--':" !>•-.; -'
•

',:'.
, \-; .,. , .' ; .;-

;
- - . . ,- : -. ' :- -

HOB, and Trigonocidaris.
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l they i

We have in the

bihulariiue nn ovoid test, a small number of corona! plates

surmounted by few and large primary tubercles, 813

proportionally equally large priman radioles, simple

poriferous zones, no petaioid ambulacra,—in fact, .scarcely one
of the features we are accustomed to associate with the Clype-

astroids is as yet prominently developed. But rapidly, with

increasing size, the number of primary tubercles increases, the

spines lose their disproportionate size, the pores of the

region become crowded and elongate, and a rudimentary petal

is 'formed. The test becomes more flattened, the coronal plates

increase in number, and it would be impossible to recognize in

the young Echinocyamus, for instance, the adult of the Cidaris-

like"or Echinometradike stages of the Sea-urchin, had we not

traced them step by step. Most interesting, also, is it to follow

the migrations of "the anal system, which, to a certain extent,

may be said n retnin the cmluyonic features of The earh stages

of all hlchinodcrm embryos, in being placed in more or less

close proxi nut y to the aetinostonie. What has taken place in

the growth of the young Kchinoeyamus is practical!} repeated

for all the families "of Clypeastroids ; a young Echinarachnius,

or Mellita. or Kn.-op,.. or' a Cb >.
< ~ at first

;r
i CUpeastroid : they ad have simple

nd tubercles c
' '

to the size

When we come to the development of the Spatangoids, we
find their younger s .neatly from the adult.

Among the Nucleolida-. for insane the \oun- sta-<- ha\e as

yet no petals, but only simple rectilinear poriferous zones.

They are e !
-' primary

tubercle for each plate, and a simple elliptical actinostome,

without any trace oi the typical bourrelcts and o :

eharacterist f this family. Ver\ early, however, this eondi-

,

'...
.

, •
; : :

-
.

-•
• :,

•

.

we ran soon trace th. rndimen't, of the p.vu'lia

Among the Spatamri.

ment of the petals, foi

certain definite areas, I

general uniformity in t



young stages of this group of Spatang. ids, not one of these

; di The actinostc

simple, the poriferous zone 1 ti^aine;simple structure from

the actinostome to the apex ,'tl f tubercles are

va'chlvfew in number, surrounded b :h would more 1

pass as the spines of Cidarid

cioles are either very indistii

- )atangoids. Tl ,e fas-

d, or else the 1

rh ance ; the ambt

those of the young st .'iges'^of \?,,

are as lai

y of the 1vgular Echini! It i8

only little by little, with ad 1

v'lincing age, that we begin to see

signs of the specialization of

the test, that we find the eha al or lateral faSciolcS

making their appearance, o nU with increasing size th at the

spines lose their Cidaris -like ap pearauee. that the petals begin

to be formed, and that the sii iipl >me develops a prom-

inent posterior lip. In the gem is Hernia, ter, the voting stages

; before t;

petals, while the poriferous 2:..n. 3 is still SI mplc, the total sepa-

of the bivium and of the

tern, so characteristic of the earliest Spalangoids (the Dysas-
teriihe), is very apparent.*
From this rapid sketch of the changes of growth in the prin-

cipal families of the recent Echini we can now indicate the

ation of a more general character through which the

groups as a whole pass.

In the first place, while still in the Pluteus all the young
Echini are remarkable for the small number of coronal plates,

and for the absence of any separation between the actinal and
abactinal systems and the test proper. They all further agree

in the large size of the primary spines of the test, whether it be
the young of a Cidaris. an Arbacia, an Echinus, a

or a Spatangoid. They all in their youngest stages have
simple vertical ambulacra] zones; beyond this, we find as

changes characteristic of some of the Desmostieha, the special-

cal poriferous zone

In the Spatango
both groups the shil

the modifications of
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system in order to become petaloid. and tlie gradual change of

test, accompanied by the rapid increase in the number of the
primary tubercles and spines. Finally limited to the Spatan-
goids are the changes they undergo in the transformation of
the simple actinostome to a labiate one, the specialization of

the anterior and posterior parts of the test, and the definite

formation of the fascioles.

Comparing this embryonic development with the paleonto-
logical one, we li.nl a remarkable similarity in both, and in a
general way there seems to be a parallelism in the appearance
of the fossil genera and the successive stages of the develop-

addarisdike
plates, large

]

maries, the granules of the Cidarida- replaced l>v secondarie
and miliaries, and traces of a Hemicidarisdike stage in the siz

of the actinal ambulacral tubercles.

Comparing in the same way the paleontological developmen
of the Echinidie proper, we find that, on the whole, they agre
well with the changes of growth we can still follow to-day i

ent epoch, the fossil genera more and more assume the strud
nral features which we find developed last among the Echinid;
of the present day. Verv much in the same manner as a voum
Echinus develops, thev lose, little bv little, first their Cidarid
ian affinities, which 1 me more and more indefinite, nex

fossil Echin

AUhouih
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ticha; a greater number of coronal plates, the development of
secondaries and miliaries combined with a specialization of the
actinal system not found in the Cidaridae.

An examination of the succession of the Echinoconidae shows
but little modification from the earliest types; the changes,
however, are similar to those undergone by the Clypeastroids
and Petalosticha, though they do not extend to modifications
of the poriferous zone, but are mainly changes in the actinos-

tome and in the tubereulation. In fact, the -group of Echino-
conidae seems to hold somewhat the same relation to the Clyp-
eastroids which the Saleniche hold to the Cidaridse, and the
earliest genus of the group (Pygaster) has remained, like Cida-
ris, a persistent type to the present day.
The earh: e all forms which resemble the

a and the genera following Echinocyamus and Fibu-
laria ; they are mainly characterized by the same changes
which an Eehinaraehnius oi a Mellita, for instance, undergoes
as it passes from its Echinocyamus stage to the Laganum or
Encope stage. The comparis.'m is somewhat more complicated
when we come to the Spatangoids. The comparison of the
succession of genera in the different families, as traced in the
Desmosticha and Clypeastroids, is made difficult from the per-
sistency of the types precedn
Ananchytidaa, which have remahytida
cations from the time of the lower Cretaceous

;
previous

that time the modifications of the Cassidulidae are found
agree with the changes which have been observed in tl

growth of Kehinolampas. The early genera, like Pygurus,
have many of the characters'

'

nolampas. The developmen. __

the floscelle and petals goes on side by side with tha
in which the modification of the actinostome, of the test, at

of the petals is far less rapid, one group retaining the Echin
neus features, the other culminating in the Echlnolampas
the present day, and having likewise a persistent type, Echin
brissus, which has remained with its main structural' featur
unchanged from the Jura to the present da v. That is, we til

genera of the Cassidulid;e which recall the early Kchinonei
stage of Echinolampas, next the Caratomus sta^re, after whit
the floscelle, bourrelets, and petals of the -.to up become mo
prominent feature of th- >„ ,v, In, . ,.,

, ,.,. Accompauyii
the persistent type Kehinobrissus, genera appear in which eith-

the bourrelets or petals have- uuderjoue modifications mo
extensive than those of the same parts m the ^enera of tl

Bchinoneusi.r Carat..,,,.,-, ivpe.

The earliest Spatangoids belong to the Dvsasterida?, app
rently an aberrant group, but which, from the history of tl
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young Hernias know to be : i strictly embryonic
type, which, w hile it thus h,as affinities with the'true Spatan-
goids, still reta at the Cassidulidaa in the mode of
development o f theactinostome and of thi3 petals,

the anal systein. The gen era following this group, Holaster
and Toxaster, can be well compared, th«3 one tc the young
stages of Spatangus proper before the appearance of the petals,

when the ambulacra are flush with the test, and when its test
is more or less ovoid, the other to a somewhat more advanced
stage, when the petals have i ice as semi-
petals. In both cases the actinostome has the simple structure
characteristic of all the young Spatangoids. The changes we
notice in the genera which follow them lead in the one case
through very slight modifications of the abactinal system, of

: and posterior extremities of the test, to the Anan-
chytid-like Spatangoids of the present day, the Pourtalesia . the
genus Holaster itself persisting till well into the middle of the
I'< ft arv period : while on the other side we readily recognize
in the Spatanginae which follow Toxaster (a persistent type
which has continued as Palffiostoma to the present day) the
genera which correspond to the young stages of such Spatan-
goids as Spatangus and Brissopsis of the present day, genera
which, on the one hand, lead from Hemiaster (itself still rep-
resented in the present epoch), through stages such as Cyclas-
ter. Peripneustes, Brissus, and Sdiizaster, and, on the other,
through Micraster and the like, to the Spatangoids, in which
the development of the anal plastron and faseiole pt rforins an
important part, while in the former group the development of
the peripetalous faseiole and of the lateral faseiole can be fol-

lowed. None of the genera of Petalosticha belonging to the
other groups develop any faseiole in the sense of circumscrib-
ing a limited area of the test.

The comparison of the genera of Echini which have appeared
since the Lias with the young stages of growth of the princi-
pal families of Echini, shows a most striking coincidence
amounting almost to identity between the successive fossil gen-
era and the various stages of growth. This identity can, how-
ever, not be traced exactly in the way in which it 'has usuallv
been understood, while there undoubtedly exists in the genera
which have appeared one after the other a gradual increase in
certain families in the number of forms, and a constant
ipp<"^ h in c ich succeeding formation, in tht sti icture of the
genera, to those of the present day. It is only in the accord-
ance between some special points "of structure' of these genera
and the young stages of the Echini of the present day that we
can trace an agreement which, as we 20 further hack in time,
becomes more and more limited. We are either compelled to
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seek for the origin of many structural features in types of

which we have no record, or else we must attempt to find

them existing potentially in groups where we had as yet not

succeeded in tracing them. The parallelism we have traced

does not extend to the structure as a whole. What we find is

the appearance among the fossil genera of certain structural

i » stages we are comparing their

characteristic aspect. Thus, in the succession of the fossil gen-

era, when a structural feature has once made its appearance, it

may either remain as a persistent structure, or it may become
gradually modified in the succeeding genera of the same fam-

ily, or it may appear in another family, associated with other

more marked structural features which completely overshadow
it. Take, for instance, among the Desmosticha the modifica-
tions of the poriferous zone of the actinal and abactinal sys-

tems of the coronal plates, of the ambulacral and interambula-
eral systems, the changes in the relative proportion of the pri-

mary tubercles, and the development of the secondaries.
These are all structural features which are modified independ-
ently one of the other ; we may find simultaneous develop-
ment of these features in parallel lines, but a very different

degree of development of any special feature in separate fam-

This is as plainly shown in the embryo-logical as in the

paleontologicaT development. In the Cidarida there is the

minimum of specialization in these structural features. In the

Diademopsidae there is a greater range in the diversity of the
structure of the poriferous zone and of the coronal plates, as

well as of the actinal system. There is a still greater range
among the Echini.he while among the Salenuhe the modifica-
tions, as compared to those of the Echinidas and Diademop-
sidoe, are somewhat limited again, being restricted as far as

relates to the poriferous zone and coronal plates, but special-
ized as far as the actinal system is concerned, and specially
important with reference to the structure of the apical system.
The special lines in which these modifications take place pro-

duce, of course, all possible combinations, vet they give us the
key to the sudden appearance, as it were, of structural lea-
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ian allinities that we explain the indented imbricated aetinal

system with the presence of a few genuine miliaries. But all

the structural features which characterize the earliest types of

the Desmosticha can in reality he traced, only in a somewhat
rudimentary form, even in the Cidaridse. The slight undula-

tion of the closely packed, nearly vertical poriferous zone is

the forerunner of the poriferous zone first separated into verti-

cal arcs and then into independent arcs. The limitation in the

number of the rows of granules in the ainbulaeral zone, and
their increase in size, is the lirst trace of the appearance of the

somewhat larger primary ambulacral tubercles of the Hemici-
darida- and Salenia'. The existence of the smooth cylindrical

spines of the abaetinal region of the test naturally leads to

similar spines coveri tg I
. whole test in the other families of

the Desmosticha. The diilerence existing in the plates cover-

ing the aetinal system from those of the coronal plates leads to

the great distinction between the structure of the aetinal sys-

tem and of the coronal plates in some of the Echinidae.

Passing to the Clypeastridae and Petalosticha, we trace a

parallelism of the same kind, and readily follow in the succes-

sive genera of fossil Olypeastroids, but often in widely sepa-

rated genera, the precise modifications which the poriferous

zone has undergone as it lirst becomes known to us in Echino-

cyamus and Fibularia, and as we find it in the most complica-

ted petaloid stage of the Clypeastroids of the present da v.

We readily trace the changes the test undergoes from its com-
paratively ovoid and swollen shape to assume first that of the

less gibbous forms, next that of the Laganidre, and finally of

the flat Scutellkke : while we trace in the Echinanthidae the

persistent structural features of some of the earliest Clypeas-

troids, together with an excessive modification of the porifer-

ous zone. Likewise for the Echinoconidse we trace mainly the

slight modifications of the poriferous zone and of the coronal

plates, and finally, when we come to the Spatangidse we find

no difficulty in tracing from the most Desmostichoid of the

cations of a test to which the
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opment of the bourrelets and phyllodes from a simple circular

actinostome, the gradual deepening of the .slight anterior

groove of some early Spatangoid to form the deeply sunken
aetinul groove. Equally well we can trace the modifications of

the ambulacral system as it passes from the simple poriferous

zones of the earlier Spatangoids to genera in which the petal

-

i for* his portion makes its appearance, and finally becomes the

specialized structure of our recent Spatangoid genera, such as

Schizaster, Moira, and the like. Finally, we can trace to a cer-

tain extent the development of the fascioles on one side from
genera like Hemiaster, in which the peripetalous fasciole is

prominent, to genera like Brissopsis, Brissus, and the lik*e, of

the present day ; on the other, perhaps, or in both combined,
the formation of a lateral and anal fasciole from genera like

Micraster in Spatangus and Agassizia. Thus we must, on the

same theory of the independent modifications of special struc-

tural features, trace the many and complicated affinities which
so constantly strike us in making comparative studies, and
which render it impossible for us to express the manifold
affinities we notice, without taking up separately each special

structure. Any attempt to take up a combination of charac-

ters, or a system of combinations, is sure to lead us to indefinite

problems far beyond our power to grasp.

In the oldest fossil Clypeastroids and Petalosticha, as well as

in the Dcsmosticha, we also find the potential expression of

the greater number of the modifications subsequently carried

out in genera of later date. The semipetaloid structure of

some of the earlier genera of Spatangoids, the slight modifica-

tions of some of the plates of the actinal side near the actinos-

torne, are the precursors, the one of the highly complicated
petaloid ambulacra of the recent Spatangoids, the other of the

actinal plastron, leading as it does also to the important differ-

ences subsequently developed in the anterior and posterior ex-

tremities of the test, as well as to the modifications which lead

to the existence of a highly labiate actinostome. The appear-

ance of a few miliaries near the actinostome constitutes the

first rudimentary bourrelets.

Going back now to the Pakechinidae, the earliest representa-

tives of the Eehini in pala-ozoic times, without any attempt to

trace the descent of any special type from them, we may per-

haps find some clew to the probable modifications of their

principal structural features preparatory to their gradual dis-

appearance. In the structure of the coronal plates, the special-

ization of the actinal and abactinal systems, the conditions of

the ambulacral system, we must compare them to stages in the

find no analogues in the fossil Echini of the Lias and the sub-
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sequent formations. In order to make our parallelism, we must
go back to a stage in the embryonic history of the young
Echini in which the distinction to be made between the ambu-
lacral and interambulacral systems is very indefinite, in which
the apical system is, it is true, specialized, but in which the
actinal system remains praetieally a part of the coronal system.
But here the comparison ceases, and. although we can trace in

the paleontological development of such types as Arclueocida-
risorBothrioeidaris moditicatimis which would lead us with-
out great difficulty, on the one side to the Cidaruhe, and on the
other to the I\chin<>thuria> and Diademathhe of the present
day, we cannot fail to see most definite indications in some of
the structural features of the Palsechinidse of characteristics

which we have been accustomed to associate with higher
groups. The minute tuberculation, for instance, of the Clvpe-
astroids and Spatangoids, already existing in the Melonitidse,
the genital ring, and anal system, are quite as much Echinid
as Cidarid. The polyporous genera of the group represent to

a certain extent the "polvpori of the regular Echini, and the
lapping of the actinal plates of the Cidarid;e and of the coronal
plates in some of the Diadematida.\ as well as the existence of

such genera as Tetracidaris, of four interamlmlaeral plates in

Astropyga, and of a large Dumber of ambulacral plates in

some of the recent Eehinonietrada'. all these are Palavhinid
characters which we can explain on the theory of the inde-

of which they

•

- '.V. V.'..-
:

of the present day, as well a, the Astroph
It would lead me too far to institute I

between the embrvonie stages of the diffe:

oderms and their earliest fossil represei

however, in a very general way, state that

embryonic stages of the orders of Ecli

whirl,, with the exception ol the Blastoi

are identical with the tWil orders, and th

they all begin at a stage where it would 1
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. the development of typical structures, the
*

"i their de
that the

cess is applicable when instituting the comparison
different limits of the orders, but with the

That is, if we wish to form some idea of the probable course

of transformations which the earliest Echinoderms have under-

gone to lead us to those of the present day, we are justified in

seeking for our earliest representatives of the orders such

ma as resemble the early stages of our embryos, and
in following, for them as for the Echini, the modifications of

typical structures. These we shall have every reason to ex-

pect to find repeated in the fossils of later periods, and, going
back a step further, we may perhaps get an indefinite glimpse

of that first Echinodermal stage which should combine the

structural features common to all the earliest stages of our
Echinoderm embryos.
And yet, among the fossil Echinoderms of the oldest peri-

ods, we have not as yet discovered this earliest type from which
we could derive either the Star-fishes, Ophiurans, Sea-urchins,

or Holothurians. With the exception of the latter, which we
can leave out of the question at present, we find all the orders

of Echinoderms appearing at the same time. But while this

is the case, one of the groups attained in these earliest days a

prominence which it gradually loses with the coir

development of the Star-fishes, Ophinrans, and See
bas steadily declined in importance ; it is a type of Crinoids,

the Cyst.id< ins .vhich culminated during Paleozoic times, and
completely disappeared long before the present day. If we
compare the early types of Cystideans to the typical embryo-
nic Echinodermal type of the present day, we find they have
a general resemblance, and that the Cystideans and Blastoids

represent among the fossil Echinoderms the nearest approach
we have yet discovered to this imaginary prototype of Echino-

This may not seem a very satisfactory result to have at-

tained. It certainly has been shown to be an impossibility to
1

ntological succession of the Echini anything
I genera. No direct filiation can be shown to

i very existence of persistent types, not only
among Echinoderms, but in every group of marine animals,

genera which have continued to exist without interruption

from the earliest epochs at which they occur to the present

day, would prove conclusively that at any rate some groups

among the marine animals of the present day are the direct

descendants of those of the earliest geological periods. When
we come to types which have not continued as long, but yet

:::r.
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which have continued through two or three great periods, we
must likewise accord to their latest representatives a direct de-
scent from the older. The very fact that the ocean basins date
back to the earliest geological periods, and have afforded to
the marine animals the conditions most favorable to an unbroken
continuity under slightly varying circumstances, probably
accounts for the great range in time during which many
genera of Echini have existed. If we examine the interlacing
in the succession of the genera characteristic of later geo-
logical epochs, we find it an impossibility to deny their conti-
nuity from the time of the Lias to the present day. The Cida-
ns of the Lias and the Khabdocidaris of the Jura are the
ancestors of the Cidaris of to-day. The Salenias of the lower
Chalk are those of the Saleniae of to-day. Acrosalenia extends
from the Lias to the lower Cretaceous, with a number of re-

cent genera, which begin at the Eocene. The Pygaster of to-

day dates back to the Lias ; Echinocyamus and Fibularia com-
mence with the Chalk. Pyrina extends from the lower Jura
through the Eocene. The Echinobrissus of to-day dates back
to the Jura. Holaster lived from the lower Chalk to the Mio-
cene, and the Hemiaster of to-day cannot be distinguished
from the Hemiaster of the lower Cretaceous.
Such descent we can trace, and, Trace as confidently as we

trace a part of the population of North America of to-day as
the descendants of some portion of the population of the be-

ginning of this century. But we can go no further with confl-

uence, and bold indeed would he be who would attempt even
in a single State to trace the genealogy of the inhabitants from
those of ten years before. We had" better acknowledge our
inability to go beyond a certain point: anything beyond the
general parallelism 1 have attempted to trace, which in no way
invalidates the other proposition, we must recognize as hope-

But in spite of the limits which have been assigned to this

general parallelism, it still remains an all-essential factor in

elucidating the history of paleontological development, and its

importance has but *

recently been fully appreciated. For,

while the fossil remains may give us a strong presumptive evi-

dence of the gradual passage of one type to another, we can
only imagine this modilication to take place by a process
similar to that which brings about the modifications due to

different stages of growth,—the former taking place in what
may practically be considered as infinite time when compared
to the short life history which has given us as it weve a resume
of the paleontological' development. We mav well pause to

reflect that in the two moles of development we find the same
periods of rapid modifications occurring at certain stages of
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growth or of historic development, repeating in a different di-

rection the same phases. Does it then pass the limits of analogy
to assume that the changes we see taking place under our own
eyes in a comparatively short space of time,—changes which
extend from stages representing perhaps the original type of

the group to their most complicated structures,—may, perhaps,

in the larger field of paleontological development, not have
required the infinite time we are in the habit of asking for

them ?

Paleontologists have not been slow in following out this sug-

gestive track, and those who have been anatomists and embry-
ologists besides have not only entered into most interesting

speculations regarding the origin of certain groups, but they
have carried on the process still father, and have given us

genealogical trees where we may, in the twigs and branches
and main limbs and trunk, trace the complete filiation of a

group as we know it to-day, and as it must theoretically have

klessly launched during
the last fifteen years, we find that with but few exceptions
there is little to recommend in reconstructions which shoot so

wide of the facts as far as they are known, and seem so readily
to ignore them. The moment we leave out of sight the actual

succession of the fossils and the ascertainable facts of postem-
bryonic development, to reconstruct our genealogy, we are

building in the air. Ordinarily, the twigs of any genealogical
tree have only a semblance of truth : they lead us to branchlets
having but a slight tra-e of probability,' to branches where the

imagination plavs an important part, to main limbs where it is

finally allowed full play, in order to solve with the trunk, to

the satisfaction of the waiter at least, the riddle of the origin of
the group. It seems hardly credible that a school which

itself undergoing ,

of the nature of t

seeking to trace tl
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genealogical trees. On the other hand, in spite of the millions

of possible combinations which these ten characters may assume
when affecting not simply a single combination, but all the

combinations which might arise from their extending over

falHmmenseb short ol 'III ^possib]
'!,'

n'ber. 'We'have! as I

have stated, not more than twenty - three hundred species

actually representing tor the Kchini the results of these endless

combinations. Is it astonishing, therefore, that we should fail

to discover the sequence of the genera, even if the genera, as

is so often the case, represents, as it were, fixed embryonic

stages of some Sea-urchin of the present day'.' In fact, does

not the very history of the fossils themselves show that we
cannot expect this? Each fossil species, during its develop-

ment, must have passed through stages analogous to those

gone through by the Echini of the present day. Each one of

these stages at every moment represents one of the possible

combinations, and those which are actually preserved corre-

spond only to the particular period and the fecial combina-

tion which' any Sea- urchin has reached. These stages are the

ferae missing finks, which we can no more expect to find pre-

served than we can expect to find a record of the actual

embryonic develooment of the species of the present day

without direct observation at the time. The actual number
of species in any one -roup must always fall far short of the

possible number, and for this reason it is out of the question

for us to attempt the solution of the problem of derivation, or

to hope for any solution beyond one within the most indefinite

limits of correctness. If, when we take one of the most limited

of the groups of the animal kingdom, we find ourselves engaged
"

;s task, what must be the prospect should we attack

i of other classes or -roups of the animal kingdom,

: the species run into the thousands, while they number

dv tens in the case we have attempted to follow out? Shall

. a hopele
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the outer banks off the southern c

Verrill. ( ISrief Contributions to Zoology from the M nseutn

of Yale College: No. XLVII.)

During the present season the headquarters of the TJ. S.

Fish Commission, Professor S. F. Bain I, Commissioner, were

at Newport, E. I. The investigation ol' the marine invertebrate

fauna of the region was very effectually carried out by the large

] >a rt v ei n ployed under the general direction of the writer. Large

collections were made in the shallower waters of the coast, both

at the surface and along the shores, as well as by dredging and
trawling. The new steamer <• F,sh Hawk," of 480 tons, built

last year specially for the Fish Commission, and titted up with

suitable appiianees for its scientific work, was employed in the

trawlimx and dred-in- It was commanded bv Lieut. Z. L.

Tanner, U. S. N., who was also in command of the "Speedwell"'

last season. The writer had, as associates and assistants, for the

invertebrata. Mr. Richard Rathhun, Mr. Sanderson Smith, Mr.

11. Kmerton (as artist). Mr. B. V. KoODfi . Mr. VL A. Andrews,
r. Charles Bent, Mr. N. P. Scudder. Capt. 11. C. Chester, as

ual, had charge of the apparatus. WinL* rope was very satis-

Storily used for the dredging and travding.

le to the outerd October, three very successful trips w,

nks, or the region where the wide area c ow water more
oidly falls off into the deep water of the Allan

The first of these trips was made Sep L 3d u > 5th, south of

artha's Vineyard, about 75 to 80 miies (statimis 865 to 872)
i the depth was from 65 to 192 fathoms. The bottom \

of Foraminifera. The second trip was made Sept.

12th to 14th, nearly south from Newport, 90 to 105 miles, where
the depth was from 85 to 325 fathoms (stations 873 to 881).

The third trip, Oct. 1st to 3d, was to the same region, but
somewhat farther west and south, and in deeper water, (sta-

tions 891 to 895). At all these stations, except 867, a large

beam-trawl was used : at 867 a heavy " rake-dredge," of a new
form, was used with good success.

of the steamer, are anrelia te j 865 to 872. At sta-

tions 873-878 the bottom temperature was usually 51° to 53°

F. ; at 879-881, it was 42° to 13° P. ; at 893, 891, it was 40° F.

All these stations are located in the region designated on the

charts as "Block Island Soundings." and nearly all proved to

be exceedingly rich in animal life, the vast abundance of indi-

viduals of many of the species taken being almost as surprising
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as the great number and variety of the species themselves.

Crustacea, Mollusca, Annelids and Echinoderms were the most
numerous. The very large quantity of specimens obtained

on these three trips has, as yet, been only partially examined,
but enough has already been done to prove this region to be
altogether the richest and most remarkable dredging ground
ever discovered on

Mollusca.—Of Mollusca, about 175 species were taken. Of
these, 120 species were not before known to occur on the south-

ern coast of New England ; about 65 species are additions to

the American fauna; of these about 30 species are, apparently,

undescribed. The known species now added to our fauna have
mostly been described by G. 0. Sars, Jeffreys, and others, from
the deep waters of the European coast and the Medit

List of Mollusca ne ri, the New England

[Those with n prefixed were pre ion? y known from off Nova

! i V.] gen.' and sp.

, > Linne\
LepetellatvbicolaV.&S

'./to Sars.

Pleurotoma Agassizii \ . A S., nov.
' ri X. k S.. nov

da Rav. ?
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Mmrgai ita regalis V. & S.,nov.

Tu'4

'

/, • ' \

Turin,.

E<;i,u,n

KvV.uu,

[

!

t^'
]

Xl.;
PI

(
•».., oliha hnrjirostri.s ( Les.

)

n.Pecten .

Siphonentalis LofolensuTsars. Pectenfen
Cadulus Pandionis V. & S., nov. Limcm sui

List ofMollusca new to the southern cot

,n <>/ /,<-,' .y„, ;,.< included in tin preceding li*ts*

Lteroteuthis tenera Verrill, sp. nov.

Body small, rather short, scarcely twice as long as broad,

btuse. Fins thin, rounded, relatively very large, length

bout two-thirds that of the body, longer than broad, the

Qterior edge extending forward beyond the mantle. Arms
* In an article in the Proceedings
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marked, the lar-er suckers beimr eight or ten times as large as

the proximal ones. These suckers aiv deep, laterally attached,

with small opening and smooth rim. Tentacular arms long,

slender, with broader club; suckers numerous, unequal, in

about eight rows, those in the upper rows much larger than

the others, with denticulated rims. Color translucent white

with large purple chromatophores, which are also found on the

inner surfaces of the arms and between the suckers. Length

of body 25 to 40mm. More or less abundant at all the stations,

from 865 to 880, inclusive. About 200 specimens were taken.

Calliteuthis Verrill, gen. nov.

Form much as in ~Hktioleuthis, but without any web between

the arms. B<«1\ short, tapering to a free tip : tins small, united

behind. Siphon united to head by two dorsal bands ; an inter-

nal valve. Mantle connected to sides of siphon by lateral

elongated cartilages and grooves. Arms long, free; suckers m
two rows, largest on middle of lateral and dorsal arms. Eyes

large, with oval openings. Buccal membrane simple, sac-like.

Calliteuthis reversa Verrill, sp. nov.

Arms long, tapering, the lateral pairs equal ; the dorsal and

ventral about equal, somewhat short, r tl latei Is : t i tacular

arms slender, compressed,, (the ends absent). Fins small, thm.

transversely rhomboidal. white. Color reddish brown; the

ventral surface of body, head and arms covered with large,

rounded verrucas; their center or anterior half pale, th

or posterior half dark purplish brown ;
upper surface of body

with much fewer and smaller scattered verrucae ; a circle of

same around the eyes; inner surface of arms and buccal mem-
branes chocolate-brown. Total length, 133mm ; to base o{ arms.

67 ; of mantle. 51 : of tin. 17 ; breadth of fins, 24 ; of body, 20
;

diameter of eye-ball, 16mm. Station 894.

Alloposus Verrill, gen. nov.

Allied to Phihnexis and Tremoctopus. Body thick and soft,

smooth
; arms all (in the male only seven) united by a web

extending nearly to the ends, the h r -rb A tin irms I. ctvas <z

from the dorsal to ventral ones ; suckers sessile, simple, in two

rows; mantle united firmlv to the head bv a ventral and two

lateral c ,, ni^uns, the former plac i in

base of the siphon, and by a broad dorsal band : free end of the
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siphon short, well forward. In the male the right arm of the

third pair is hectocotylized, and developed in a sac, in front

of the right eye ; as found in the sac, it is curled up, and has

two rows of suckers; the groove along its edge is fringed ; near

the end, the groove connects with a rounded, obliquely placed,

lateral, concave lobe, with interior plications ; the terminal

portion of the arm is a lanceolate thickened process, with

ridges on the inner surface. The permanent attachment of

the mantle and neck, by means of commissures, is a very dis-

tinctive character.

Alloposus mollis Verrill, sp. nov.

Body stout, ovate, very soft and flabby. Head large, as

broad as the body ; eyes large, their openings small. Arms
rather stout, not very long, webbed nearly to the ends, the

dorsal 60mm longer than the ventral arms ; suckers large, simple,

in two alternating rows. Color deep purplish brown, with a

more or less distinctly spotted appearance. Length, total, 160;
of body, to base of arms, 90 ; of mantle beneath, 50 ; of dorsal

arms, 70 ; breadth of body, 70mm . The sexes scarcely differ in

size. Stations 880, in 225 fathoms, (26,1$), 892, 893, 895.

Cymbulia calceola Verrill, sp. nov.

Test thick, transparent, broad-ovate, rounded at both ends,

covered, above and below, with low rounded verruca? ; aperture

large, with simple unarmed edges. Animal pale pink, with

brown nucleus ; fins very large, connate, broadly rounded.
Length of test, -40mm

; breadth, -20. Stations 865 to 872, (near

Pleurotoma Agassizii Verrill and Smith,* sp. nov.

Shell large and handsomely sculptured ; whorls eight, con-

vex, shouldered, with about sixteen thick, rounded, oblique
ribs, separated by concave interspaces ; the ribs do not extend
above the shoulder, leaving a rather broad, flattened band,

stronger and more elevated belo* the shoulder, and cross

the ribs as well as their intervals ; toward the canal the
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narrowed at the canal. Aperture subovate, sinuous, rather
large. Shell white, except the columella, which is stained with
orange-brown. Length, 31 ; breadth, 14 ; length of aperture,

16; breadth, 6mm. Stations 865-880; 891, 892; 894; 895.

nal has neither operculum nor eyes, and does i

long to Pleuroloma (restricted). It is, perhaps, most
arly related to Pleuroiomella V. The uncini differ from all

those figured by G. O. Sars, resembling most those of Thesbia.

The basal appendage is large and oblique.

Pleurotoma Carpenteri Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell rather small, solid, slender ; surface glossy. "Whorls
eight, somewhat convex, crossed by about twelve strong, ele-

vated, flexuous, smooth, rounded longitudinal ribs, which
extend enti r whorls, and on the body whorls
from the suture to the middle, below which the surface is

smooth
; the interstices between the ribs are deeply concave,

wider than the ribs, and perfectly smooth, except the faint

lines of growth. Outer lip with a broad shallow notch, below
the suture. Aperture rather small, ovate : canal short, narrow,

straight ; columella nearly straight. Color, pale brownish.

Length, 7; breadth, 2-75mi. Stations 870-873.

Scalaria Pourtalesii Yen-ill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell pure white, rather stout, with seven well rounded
whorls, crossed by about sixteen high. thin, lamellar, somewhat
oblique ribs, which rise into acute angles or points just below
the suture. Whorls scarcely united, except by the ribs, which
often alternate on successive whorls. Interstices covered
with fine revolving lines, not visible without a lens. Aperture
round, with a broad, somewhat retlexed lip; umbilicus small,

concealed behind the inner lip ; no basal keel. Length, 17*5
;

breadth, 10 ; of aperture, 4mm . Stations 873, 874.

Scalaria Dall'iaim Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell smaller and much slenderer than the last, thin, delicate,

bluish white. Whorls eleven, evenly rounded, with deeply

indented sutures. Ribs about twenty, on the lower whorls,

moderately high, thin, oblique, often with a small sharp den-

ticle, just below the suture; they often nlternate : interstices

uml.ilie-us none. Length, Inf. ; bivmlth, 3-f>"'
m

. Stations 869.

870, 871, 873, etc., not uncommon.

LiimelUirhi pellucida Verrill, sp. nov.

Animal yellowish brown mottled with darker, broad ellipti-

cal, swollen, without tubercles on the back. Shell ovate, with
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oblique spire, delicate, transparent, smooth; aperture broad
ovate, not showing the interior of the spire, except from an
endwise view. Middle tooth of the odontophore with the

basal portion oblong ami truncated posteriorly, (not bilobed as

in other species). Length, 12 to 16mm , when living. Stations

870, 871, 872, several specimens, $ and ?

Lepetella Verrill, gen. nov.

Shell small, smooth, oval or oblong, limpet-shaped, conical,

with a simple sub-central apex, not spiral. Animal much as in

Lepeta, but with distinct eves. Odontophore tamioglossate.

with seven regular rows of teeth.

Lepetella tubicola Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell thin, white, smooth, conical, with the apex acute and
nearly central ; aperture broad elliptical, oblong. 'or subeircular.

usually more or less warped, owing to its habitat; edge thin

and simple. Sculpture none, lines of growth slight, outer

surface dull white; inner surface smootn. with ;

)readth, 3

;

Stations, 869, 192 fath., and 894

Shell slender, white, acute, allied to L metuJa. Whorls nine

or ten, flattened, with a prominent nodulous carina below the

middle, a smaller one just below the suture, and another

on the last whorl, in line with edge of lip, below this smooth:

the whorls are crossed by numerous elevated, rounded, curved

ribs. Columella much incurved above : canal excurved ; outer

lip with three angles. Length l-5mm ; breadth 1 '5mm
; one is

$91, 894; also Gulf St. Lawrence
(Whiteaves).

CaUiostoma I'xiirJIi Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell large, strong, regular!

\

d base, no

umbilicus, yellowish white or light yellow, with more or less

numerous narrow, spiral bands of pale brown or dark brown,

and with large squarish spots of bright roscy red on the spire.

Whorls nine or ten, flattened, or concave, below the suture,

spicuous, raised, nodulous revolving ribs, of which three or four

are much smaller and alternate with the larger ones; the strong-

est rib is just below the suture; interstices concave, brownish,

glossy, obliquely striated by the lines of growth, and sometimes
with subordinate, revolving, raised lines. The four principal

ribs are continued on the upper whorls, but the in!

ones grad .ally disappear on the middle whorls. The nodules
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on the ribs are prominent, rounded and smooth, whitish, and

extend to near the apex. Nuclear whorl smooth; next with

three carinas. Base with about twelve spiral, nodulous ribs

with some intermediate, smaller ones : umbilical region slightly

excavated, spirally. Columella strongly concave, terminating

in an indistinct tooth. Animal yellowish with long tentacles,

and with four long cirri on each side ; eyes well developed.

Dentition somewhat different from the typical species of the

genus; there is no large lateral tooth, between the inner and

outer series; outermost ones broad flat, curved. Operculum
thin, circular, with many narrow whorls. Length, 82 : breadth,

30 ; breadth of aperture,"l5mm . Taken alive at nearly all the sta-

tions, from 865 to 880, inclusive. A very handsome and

showy species, having a tropical aspect

Margarita regalis Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell rather large for the genus, thin and delicate, whitish,

brilliantly iridescent or pearly, externally and internally, broad

conical, turreted, wider than high, with a convex base, and

deep umbilicus. Whorls seven, much flattened, with the

suture scarcely impressed: the upper whorls are coronated by
two, and the body whorl by three, revolving, strongly nodulous

ribs, along which the conical, often acute nodules are very

regularly arranged. The tirst of these rows of nodules is

just below the suture; the second is separated from the first

by a wide, flat, or slightly concave interspace: the third is not

far from the second, and surrounds the peri]. here, usually corre-

sponding with the line of the suture: the second and third are

rounded, rev< lvin ril s, part t tl m u illy s m hat i lu

appear in the urabil-

The interspaces between all the ribs are covered with close.
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swollen just below the suture, which lies in a deep channel

;

they are crossed, above the peripheral carina, by numerous

elevated, thin, oblique ribs, which rise into lamella; near the

suture, where they join the carina forming small nodules;

between the ribs are fine parallel

a few fine revolviu^

the posterior edge of the lip, there i

rib, and around the umbilicus there is a strong nodulose i

Between these ribs, the base is covered with fine revolving

lines. Within the umbilicus are radiating raised lines which

cross two or three small revolving ribs. Aperture rounded,

with angles corresponding to the ribs. Length, 3 ;
breadth, 3mm .

Station 871, scarce.

Turbonilla Eathbuni Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell white, large for the genus, elevated, with twelve rather

convex whorls, and impressed sutures. The whorls are slightly

flattened and crossed by numerous slightly flexuous, elevated,

smooth, even ribs, of which there are about thirty on the lower

whorls ; intervals about as wide as the ribs, concave, crossed by
impressed revolving lines, of which there are eight or ten on

the spire. Aperture somewhat oblong, with the lip a little

prolonged and slightly effuse anteriorly. Columella nearly

no oth. Umbilicus none. Length, 13 ; breadth, 4mm .

Station 869, 192 fathoms, common ; 891, 895.

Turbonilla formosa V. and S., sp. nov.

Shell white, lustrous, large, in form and size resembling the

preceding ; whorls twelve, somewhat flattened ; aperture ovate,

effuse in front; sculpture, strong rounded ribs, but without any
revolving lines. Stations 891, 892.

Pleurobranchcea tarda V., sp. nov.

Body ovate, stout, swollen, strongly convex, yellowish brown,
reticulated with dark brown. Gill plumose, at middle of right

side, purple. Tentacles short, in rolled, obtuse. Proboscis large,

purple. Odontophore large and broad, with 150 to 170 rows
of teeth, no median tooth; teeth all similar, but gradually
changing toward margins ; inner ones narrow, lanceolate,

curved, acute, with a stout denticle on the inner edge, near

the end; outer teeth have the side denticle rudimentary.

Length 30 to 40mm . Common at stations 814, 865-880 ; 28 to

250 fathoms; over 200 specimens taken. One, 60mm long,

from station 895.

Philitte amabUis V., sp. nov.
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showing the interior of the spire,
"

ends
; outer lip evenly rounded posteriorly

jecting beyond the spire; apex occupied by a shallow "pit.

Sculpture, conspicuous wavy lines of growth, ami microscopic
wavy spiral strias, over the whole surface. Length of shell,

15; breadth, 10mm. Odontophore with a large hook-shaped
inner lateral tooth, on each side, and a slender spiniforrn outer
one. Gizzard large, with three calcareous plates. Station 876,
several living specimens.

Diaphana (Utriculus*) gemma V., sp. nov.

_
Shell white, rather solid, resembling, in size and form, Cy-

lirlmo occulta (Migh.), but distinguished by having a small, dis-

tinct umbilicus, and also a narrow deep pit at the apex of the
spire. Sculpture, a few distinct spiral lines at eacli end ; mid-
dle region of shell smooth. Length, 42: breadth, 2-5mm

.

Stations 871, 873.

Doris complanata V., sp. nov.

Body large, broad elliptical, depressed, pale brown to dusky
brown, more or less mottled, back nearly smooth, with few
minute verruca?. Dorsal tentacles stout, clavate, with many
crowded lamellae, sheaths plain. Gills ten, large, bipinnate,
brown, retractile into a lar<ie cavity. Oral tentacles free, ovate,

tapered. Odontophore with 7<> to .so rows of lateral teeth, the

outermost smallest : 22 to 24 inner lateral ones, on each side,

sharp, hook-shapeil, with two side lobes ; those exterior to these,

have obtuse, incurved, denticulate ends. Length, 50 ;
breadth,

25mm . Station 872, eight specimens.

Cadulus Pandionis V. and S., sp. nov.

as, white, transparent, very

dth the aperture oblique ; sculpture~none. The
shell is somewhat transversely elliptical in section, slightly

gibbous and most swollen at about the anterior third, on the

convex side; from this point gradual! \ tapering to the slender

posterior end, and to the mouth, which is slightly broader than
high, and recedes considerably on the convex side of the shell,
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Loripes lens Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell white, well-rounded, nearly equilateral, slightly convex,
thin : lunule small, cordate, deeply excavated ; sculpture slightly

raised, concentric lines of growth, distinct at the ends, but nearly

obsolete on the median portion of the shell. Posteriorly the

outline is more obtusely rounded, so as to form a rounded
angle with the dorsal and ventral edges; dorsal edge incurved

in frontof the beaks; a faint undulation runs from the beak to

the posterior angle. Teeth none. Length, 14; height, 12-5mm.

Stations 865 to 872; 873 to 879, common. Also dredged off

Cape Cod, 1879, in many places (40 to 120 fathoms).

Modiola polita Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell thin, translucent, without sculpture ; epidermis pale

yellow, smooth and polished. Umbos prominent ; hinge-line

straight; posterior end broadly rounded, compressed : anterior

end prolonged decidedly beyond the beak, narrow, rounded.

Greatest length, 40
;
breadth, 21mm . Station 895, two specimens.

Pecten fenestrates Forbes (?).

The small species that I refer doubtfully to this species is

beautifully nun!. led with brown, red and white. The ears are

prominent. The lower valve is covered with thin concentric

riblets, while the upper valve is cancellated with fine radiating

and concentric raised lines. Station 872.

EcHINODEKMS

The star-fishes and ophiurans were exceedingly abundant and
beautiful at all the stations, and mamr species not known pre-

viously on our coast were taken, seve ral of which appear to he

undescribed, while others were knewn onlv from northern

Europe, or from the deep waters of] : Florida. Many of the

lined from the northern
fishing banks off Nova Scotia, and are recorded in this Journal.

One new species of Archaster (A. A mericanus) was particu-
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with large dark purple suckers. A large and handsome orange-

colored species of Liiub'a (apparently L. elegans) often ten to

fifteen inches broad, was very common, but nearly all the

specimens dismembered themselves before they came to the

surface. Large specimens of two Floridian sea-urchins {Echi-

nus gracilis and E\ Norvegicus) were taken.

E. =3 European

n. Thyonescal

n. Auledon SottH (D. & K.) (870, 871, 873-876, 878-880.)

Asterias Tanneri Verrill, sp. nov.

A large, handsome, five-armed, dark red species, with a

small disk and loinr narrow arms. Radii about as 1:7.

SivcN'toii-phit«'s rather strong Lateral and dorsal spines one

to a plate, eloiuratnl, round, tap.-riiiLr. forming five simple rows,

in adult-; in voting onlv three distinct rows. Ventral spines,

lornr. obtuse, two to a plate. I'.jrmimr a double row, remote from

tin- lateral, with larue unmps of papilla' between. Adambu-
laeral snin'.-s Ion--. sTender, two to a plate, divergent, forming
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scattered between the dorsal spines and clustered around their

bases. Eadius of disk, 11 ; of arms, 75mm ; larger specimens,

250mm in diameter, were secured, but most of them had dismem-
bered themselves, before reaching the surface.

Odontaster Verrill, gen. nov.

Form and appearance like Archasier ; two rows of marginal

plates; dorsal surface with paxillae; ventral plates polygonal,

spinulose. Each jaw bears a large, strong, sharp, erect or

everted tooth, outside of the marginal spinules.

Odontaster hispidus V, ep. nov.

Eays five, rarely six, broad, tapering, sub-acute; body broad,

densely spinulose beneath, flattened dorsally ; larger paxillae,

each with a group of fifteen to twenty slender, equal, divergent

spinules; those near the marginal aller. Upper
marginal plates squarish, densely covered with small, sharp

spinules ; lower ones with larger and longer spinules ;
ventral

plates, each with a crowded group of six or eight larger, stout,

acute spinules, varying in stoutness ; adambulacral plates, each

with two, three, or more, blunt spinules, on the inner edge, in

a row, and others, of similar form, outside of them. Central

tooth of jaws with sharp, smooth tip, straight or recurved,

longer and much larger than adjacent spines. Color pale

salmon, or yellowish, when living. Radius of disk, 15 ; of

arms, 42mm .

Archaster Americanus Verrill, sp. nov.

Arms five, rarely six, long, regularly tapered, moderately
broad, rather flat. Eadius of disk to that of arms, commonly,
1 : 5. Color in life, pale yellow, orange-yellow, or salmon.

Dorsal area covered with slender paxillse, not crowded, each

bearing a stellate group of eight to ten very slender, long spin-

ules, with a central one of the same size. Upper marginal
plates rather large, elongated vertically, densely covered with

small spinules, which radiate around the margin ;
sometimes a

few plates, in the angles between the arms, bear, each, a single

spine, at the upper end. Lower plates large, broad, reaching

nearly to the ambulacral groove, covered with slender, sharp

spinules, the middle row longest; two or three of the outermost

of these are much longer and larger than the rest, and more
or less flattened. Ventral plates very few, spinulose. Adam-
bulacral plates, each with an inner group of three or four

slender spines, in a row, and an irregular outer group of three

or four larger ones; jaw-spines numerous, blunt. Largest

specimens have the larger radius 74 ; lesser 12mm.
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Archaster Agassizii Verrill, sp. nov.

A large and elegantly formed species, with rather large pen-

tagonal disk and wide, rapidly tapered arms. Color, in life,

bright orange-red.

Dorsal surface closely covered with large, even paxillse, which

are crowned with very numerous, short, blunt, granule-like

spinules, six or eight larger ones forming a central group, with

twenty to thirty smaller and more acute ones fringing the border;

next the marginal plates the paxillse are smaller and crowded ;

a group of larger and more conspicuous ones surrounds and

partially covers the largo madreporic plate. Upper and lower

marginal plates equal in number and nearly so in size, their

sutures coincident; proximal plates higher than long; those

toward the ends of the arms nearly square ;
all are densely

covered with small rounded granules ; in many specimens the

lower marginal plates bear, each, a single short, stout, blunt

spine, on the outer side, but these are often partially wanting,

and sometimes entirely absent. Ventral plates form trian-

gular areas, extending out a short distance on the arms
;
they

are angular, covered with short, rounded spinules, and form a

close pavement. Adambulacral plates bear, each, about seven

or eight slender, nearly equal spines, in one row, with a group

of outer, small, short spinules. Greater radius 57 ; lesser 21mm.

Luidia elegam f Perrier. Arch. Zool. Exper., p. 256, 1876.

The species taken by us grows to more than 350mm in

diameter. Color deep orange above, lighter below. Paxillae

crowded, smallest in middle of arms ; large laterally
;
each

bears a large group of slender spinules, and usually one to

: larger, blunt pedicellariae. Marginal plate" ~;*1

"ow of three long, tapering, acute spines, the upper ones largest

idambulacral plates also with a row of three sharp spines

which are smaller and recurved ; the middle one largest.

, bilabiate pedicellariae between the lateral

and adambulacral plates. The specimen described by Perrier

was very young, if of this species.

Art. XLU.— Revision of the Land Snails of the Paleozoic era,

With Descriptions of New Species; by J. W. DAWSON.

The Gasteropods as a class occur as early as the Upper Cam-

brian, but all the earlier known types are marine. That por-

tion of the group distinguished by the possession of air sacs

instead of gills (Pulmonifera) has not hitherto been found in

any formation older than the Carboniferous, and only four Car-

boniferous species have been described. In the present paper
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I propose to state some additional facts respecting the species

already known, to discuss their affinities, and to describe two
additional species, making six in all from the Paleozoic rocks,

including one from the Erian or Devonian. For reasons to be
mentioned in the sequel, I do not admit the genus Palceorbis

founded, by some German naturalists, on fossils which I believe

to be tubes of Annelids.

It may be useful to premise that of the two leading sub-

divisions of the group of Pulmonifera, the Operculate and
Inoperculate, the first has been traced no farther back than the

Eocene. The second, or Inoperculate division, includes some
genera that are aquatic and some that are terrestrial. Of the

aquatic genera no representatives are known in formations
older than the Wealden and Purbeck, and these only in Europe.
The terrestrial group or the family of the Helicidce, which,
singularly enough, is that which diverges farthest from the

ordinary gil pods, is the one which has been
traced farthest back, and includes the Paleozoic species. It is

further remarkable that a very great gap exists in the geolog-
ical history of this family. No species are known between the

Carboniferous and the early Tertiary, though in the inter-

vening formations there are many fresh-water and estuarine
deposits in which such remains might be expected to occur.

There is perhaps no reason to doubt the continuance of the

Helicidae through this long portion of geological time, though
it is probable that during the interval the family did not
increase much in the number of its species, more especially as

it seems certain that it has its culmination in the modern
period, when it is represented by very many and large species,

which are dispersed over nearly all parts of our continents.
The mode of occurrence of the Paleozoic Pulmonifera in the

few localities where thev have been found is characteristic.

The earliest known species, Pupa vetusta, was found by Sir

Charles Lyell and the writer, in the material filling the once
hollow stem of a Sigillaria at the South Joggins in Nova Scotia,
and many additional specimens have subsequently been ob-
tained from similar repositories in the same localitv.

are associated with bones of Batraeliiaus and remains of Milli-

pedes. Other specimens, and also the species Zonites pnscus,
have been found in a thin, shalv laver. containing debris of

plants and crusts of Cyprids, and which was probably deposited
at the outlet of a small stream flowing through the coal-forma-
tion forest. The two species found in Illinois occur, according
to Bradley, in an underclay or fossil soil which may have been
the bed of a pond or estuary, and subsequently became a forest

sub-soil. The Erian species occurs in shales charged with
remains of land plants, and which must consequently have
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received abundant drainage from neighboring land. It is only
in such deposits that remains of true land-snails can be ex-

pected to occur ; though, had fresh-water or brackish water

Pulmonates abounded in the Carboniferous age, their remains
should have occurred in those bituminous and calcareo-bitu-

minous shales i bid contai i such vast quantities of debris of

Cyprids, Lamellibranchs and fishes of the period, mixed with

semblance to some modern forms. Of the known species, four

belong to the genus Pupa in its wider sense, and are very near

to sub-generic types still represented on the American conti-

nent and its islands. One is a small helicoid shell not separa-

ble from the modern genus Zonites, and the remaining one,

small American snails of the present day (Slenotrema, etc.)

All the species are of small size, though not smaller than some
modern shells of the same types.

I shall now proceed to give the characters and descriptions

of the several species, adding to the account of those previously

known, such new facts as have occurred in my more recent

explorations and examinations. I should state here that many
of the new facts detailed have been obtained in the course

of excavations for the extraction of erect trees holding land

animals, undertaken with the aid of. a grant from the Govern-
ment fund for aiding original researches, at the disposal of

the Royal Society of London, and carried on within the past

three years.

1. Pupa vetusta Dawson. (Figs. 1 to 4, and 14, a, b.)

[Sir C. Lyell and Dr. Dawson on Remains of Reptiles and a Land shell from

:.-•_.;
:

:

: ,-

-:
i

Description.—Shell cylindrical, somewhat abruptly conical

at the apex, in some specimens tending to diminish in diam-

eter in the later turns or whorls of the shell. Whorls nine in

adult shells, slighly convex, in width equal to half the diame-
ter of the shell. Suture impressed. Aperture evenly rounded,

not continuous above, rather longer than broad, <U -'

teeth
;
peristome slightly reflected and smooth. Surface shin-

ing, marked with longitudinal smooth ridges, separated by
spaces a little wider than the ridges; spaces about j-J^th inch

in width. Shell calcareous, thin, ire. Young
specimens abruptly conical and helicoid in form. Nucleus
round, smooth, the first turn below the nucleus marked with
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3 of little pits which gradually pass into the

e. The last whorl "
"

17th, instead of the regular microscopic
The last whorl of the adult presents irregular lines of

ribs of the middle

Mature ovum membrano
that it can be compressed without breaking : the embryo shell

sometimes visible within. Length of adult shell rather less

than 1 centimeter, breadth in middle 4 millimeters.

Variety tenuistriala.—Along with the ordinary form there

are others of similar size and general structure, but with the

apex less obtuse and a somewhat greater tendency to

in diameter in the later whorls. They have also the microscopic

ridges in the shell about half as far apart as those of the

ordinary form. This form I was at first disposed to regard as

specifically distinct, but there seems to be a gradual transition

from one to the other, and the two forms seem to accompany
each other throughout the entire range of the species.

State of preservation.—The shells are usually entire, but

often somewhat flattened, and cracked or distorted in the pro-

cess. Many fragments of shells, however, occur with the entire

specimens, and some of these have a whitened or bleached

appearance like that of modern land shells after having been

exposed to the weather. In one layer I found impressions of

several flattened shells, the substance of the shell having been

altogether removed. Ordinarily the shell remains in such a

state as to show its structure, and the more perfect specimens

found in the erect trees have a grayish brown color, like that of

some modern Pupae.

The habitat of this species was in forests of the Coal-forma-

tion period, composed of Sigillaria, Catamites, Lepidophloios and

Ferns. The only known locality is the South Joggins, Nova
Scotia. At this' place the shells have been obtained in con-

siderable numbers, though perfect specimens which can be dis-

engaged from the matrix, an* comparatively few. They have

been found in erect Sigillarite and also in a bed of shale. The
lowest and highest beds in which they occur are separated by

2,000 feet of vertical thickness of strata including no less than

thirty-five beds of coal and many underclays supporting erect

trees, so that the species must have inhabited this locality for

a very long time and must have survived many physical viri.-^i-

tudes.

The first specimen, which was also the first known Paleozoic

land shell, was found by Sir Charles Lyell and the writer in

1851, in breaking up the contents of an erect tree holding

reptilian bones. The specimens obtained from this tree having

been taken by Sir Charles to Cambridge and submitted to the

late Prof. Jeffries Wyman, the shell in question was recognized

by him and the late Dr. Gould, of Boston, as a land shell. It
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was subsequently examined by M. Deshayes and Mr. Gwyn
Jeffries, who concurred in this determination; and its micro-

scopic structure was described by the late Prof. Quekett, of

London, as similar to that of modern land shells. The single

specimen obtained on this occasion was somewhat crushed and
did not show the aperture. Hence the hesitation as to its

nature, and the delay in naming it, though it was figured

and described in the paper above cited in 1852. Better speci-

mens showing the aperture were afterward obtained by the

writer, and it was named and described bv him in his "Air-

breathers of the Coal Period," in 1863. Prof. Owen, in his

'Palaeontology.' snk-equently proposed the generic name Den-

dropupa. This I have hesitated to accept, as expressing a

generic distinction not warranted by the facts; but should

the shell be considered to require a uenerie or sub-generic dis-

tinction, Owen's name should be adopted for it. There seems,

however, nothing to prevent it from being placed in one of the

modern sub-genera of simple-lipped I'upie. With regard to the

form of its aperture, I may explain that some currency has

been given to an incorrect representation o[' it. through an un-

fortunate accident. In the ease of delicate shells like this,

imbedded in a hard matrix, it is of course difficult to work out

the aperture perfectly; and in my published ligure in the "Air-

breathers," I had to restore somewhat the broken specimens
in my possession. This restoration, specimens subsequently
found have shown to be very exact. Nevertheless it was
criticised by some English ooiiehologists, and when Sir Charles

Lyell was about to publish his Student's Manual, lie asked me
to give him one of my best specimens to be figured. This I

sent with micro-photographs of others. It seems, however,
that the artist or engraver mistook the form of the aperture

and gave it an entirely unnatural appearance in the Student's

Manual. That now given is taken from a photograph of the

most perfect and least compressd specimen in my possession.

As already stated, this shell seems closely allied to some
modern Pupae. Perhaps the modern species which approaches

most nearly to it in form, markings and size, is Mar:mr}„ ilus

Gossei from the West Indies specimens of which were sent to

me some years ago by Mr. Bland, of New York, with the re-

mark that they must be very near to my Carboniferous species.

Such edentulous species as Pupa {Lnicodtlla) f<dlax of East-

ern America very closely resemble it : and it was regarded by
the late Dr. Carpenter as probably a near ally of those species

which are placed by some European conchologists in the genus

Pupilla.

The lowest bed in which Pupa vetusla occurs belongs to

group VIII of Division 4 of my section of the South Joggins,
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and is between Coal 37 and Coal 38 of Logan's section, being
about 42 feet below Coal 37. The next horizon, and that in

which the shell was first discovered, is 1217 feet of vortical

thickness higher, in -roup XV of Division 4 of my section.

The shells occur here in erect M/i/lari^ standing on Coal 15
of Logan's section. The third horizon is in group XXVI of
Division 4. about SOU feci higher than the last. Here also the
shells occurred in an erect Si,jillaria.

In the lowest of these three horizons, the shells are found,
as already stated, in a thin bed of concretionary clav of dark-

gray color, though associated with reddish beds. It contains
Zoniles priscus as well, though this is very rare, and there are
a few valves of Cythere and sheds of Xuiaditesaa well as carbon-
ace, his tra- incuts, fronds of ferns, Trifjonocarpa, etc. The Pupce
are mostly adult, but nianv ver ur, as well
as fragments of broken shells.

' The bed is evidently a layer of

mud deposited in a pond or creek, or at the mouth of a small

occur in such places, and it is remarkable that in this case the
only gasteropods are land shells, and these very plentiful,

that most of them i

they contained the I

ble that thev shelte

ccurrence of the:

>art of the food c

ith them. In ilh
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2. Pupa Bigsbii s. n. (Figs. 5 and 6.)

Description.—Shell half the size of Pupa vetusta, or between
three and four millimeters in length and one and five-tenths

millimeters in hivadth. Form, long conical. Body whorl about

one-third of the entire length, giving the shell a somewhat
bulimoid form. Whorls five in the largest specimens found,

tumid, suture much impressed. Surface smooth. Aperture
apparently oval in form, but not perfectly known, as the body
whorl is crushed in all the specimens.

A few specimens, none of them quite perfect, were found in

the erect trees of group XV at the Joggins, along with Pupa
vetusta. They differ from that species in smaller size, different

form and absence of sculpture. The specimens do not show
whether the aperture was toothed or simple, but it was proba-

bly the latter, as the lip is evidently very thin and delicate.

From its form it is probable that it belongs to a different sub-

genus from P. vetusta. It is very much more rare than that

species in the erect trees, and has not been found elsewhere.

I dedicate it to my venerable and dear friend Dr. Bigsby,

F.R.S., of London, a pioneer in American geology, and still an

indefatigable worker in the science.

3. Pupa Vermilionensis Bradley. (Figs. 8 and 9, and 14c.)

[Brae

Journ. i

Description.*—-Shell spindle-shaped, tapering to an obtuse

apex, covered with microscopic ridges (25 to 80 in a millime-

ter) parallel to the lines of growth. Aperture oblique, oval.

Outer lip thin, slightly reflexed. Columella lip reflexed, thick-

ened ; furnished with a single central curved tooth, projecting

nearly half way across the aperture. Junction of columella

and outer lip somewhat angular and dentiform. In old indi-

viduals the columella tooth is often continuous through an

entire turn or farther. It is not seen on shells having less than

three turns. The last turn forms nearly half the length of the

shell. Whorls rounded. Suture impressed. Surface glossy.

Color black or gray. Length three and six-tenths millimeters.

Width two millimeters. Some individuals are smooth or desti-

tute of the fine microscopic ridges, but whether this is a natural

peculiarity or a result of injury to the outer surface, is not cer-

tain.

As compared with f*nj>n vetusta this shell is less than half

the size, of a less cylindrical form, its whorls more rounded,

and its body whorl 'much larger in proportion. Its sculpture

is much finer. The conspicuous tooth in the aperture is of

* Slightly modified from Bradley.
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course also a strong mark of distinction. The shell is thin, and
from its black color and failure to show structure under the

microscope, I infer that it must have been of a horny or cor-

neous texture, with little calcareous matter. The matrix is

light colored and concretionary, and somewhat hard and cal-

As compared with modern American species, P. Vermilion-

ensis is very near to several of the smaller forms with teeth in

the aperture. In its form and aperture it approaches closely

to P. (Leucochila) corticaria of Say, or to the immature shell

of P. rupicola. It has also some' resemblance to the western

species P. hordeacea Gabb, from Arizona.

This shell was discovered by the late Mr. F. H. Bradley in

1869, in coni-rotioiiarv limestone accompanying the undeivlay

of Coal No. 6, Wabash Valley Section, at Pelly's Fort, Vermil-

ion River, Illinois. In the first notice, which appeared in the

Report of the Geological Survey of Illinois, it was referred to

Pupa vetusta, but was subsequently described by Mr. Bradley

in the American Journal of Science, under the name above

cited.

I am indebted for specimens of this shell to Mr. John Collett,

of the Geological Survey of Indiana, and also to Mr. W. Gurley,

of Danville, Illinois.

4. Zonites ( Conidus) prisons Carpenter. (Figs. 10 and 11, and Ud.)

[Quarterly Journal of Geological Society of London, Nov. 1861. Acadian Geol-

ogy, 2d edition, 1868, p. 385.]

Description.*—Shell small, helicoid. Length two and five-

tenths millimeters, width two and eight-tenths millimeters.

Spire little elevated. Nucleus small. Whorls four, somewhat

flattened, with the suture little impressed. Base somewhat

excavated with large umbilicus. Aperture oblique, suboval,

somewhat regularly rounded. Lip simple. Surface marked

with uneven striae and somewhat more conspicuous ridges of

growth. Angle of divergence about 130°. Shell thin and

probably horny.

This little shell was discovered in 1866, in the bed aln adv

referred to as the lowest of those at the South Joggins in which

Pupa vetusta has been found. Shortly after 1 had discovered

this bed, being impressed with the probability that it might

hold other remains of land animals beside the Pupa, I had

some excavations made in it, and a considerable quantity of

matt-rial taken out. 1 found, however, that the thin layer

containing the land shells was not continuous but in limited

patches, and was rewarded only by the discovery of a few

* Slightly modified from Carpenter.
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specimens of Zonites prtscus and a small and not determinable
fragment of bone, in addition to specimens of Pupa vetusla.

The specimens found at this time were submitted to the late

Dr. P. P. Carpenter, by whom the species was named and
described. One or two crushed specimens have been subse-

quently found in the erect trees holding Pupa vetusla in group
XV, but the species is extremely rare in comparison. This may
however have depended on some difference in habitat or mode
of life, rendering it less likely to be imbedded in the deposits
in process of formation. It is also to be observed that the
shell is much more delicate than that of Pupa vetusta, and
therefore less likely to be preserved.

extremely small scale." Dr. Carpentt
Hygromia, and stated that it might well be i
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dohyalina of Morse, with the living species minuscula and exigua.

He 'thought it best, however, to place it in the subgenus Conulus

of the genus Zonites, as defined by Messrs. Adams. With
regard to the subgeneric name, Dr.'Carpenter explained that

the subgenus Qmulits of Fitz, 1833, appears to be synonymous
with Trochiscus Held, 1837 (non Sby.) ; also with Petasia Beck,

1837 ; and with Perforatella Schliitt. ; and according to Adams
is a subgenus of Zonites Montf. (non Leach, Gray). Those

who do not care to enter into these subgeneric distinctions,

may designate the species as a Zonites, or even, speaking loosely,

as a Helix. There seems nothing in its characters to separate

it, more than specifically, from many of our smaller helicoid

snails with thin shells and simple aperture.

5. Dawsonella Meeki Bradley. (Figs. 12 and 13.)

[Report of Geological Survey of Illinois, vol. iv, p. 254. Am. Journ. of Sci., Ill,

vol. iv, p. 88. Ibid, vol. vii, p. 157.]

Description*—Shell broad, depressed, helicoid. Spire ob-

tuse, consisting of three to three and one-half turns. Length

three and two-tenths millimeters, width four millimeters. Sur-

face smooth, bul with tine microscopic lines of growth, about

fifteen in a millimeter. Aperture oblique, oval, greatly con-

tracted by a broad lamellar expansion of the columella, extend-

ing more than half way across, even in small individual*.

Outer lip thickened, slightly reflexed. Suture little impressed,

imperforate, but, last turn si ightly excavated in the umbilical

region. The shell is usually black in color, and under the

microscope shows no distinct structure, from which it may be

inferred that it was corneous in texture. It is thicker than the

shell of Zonites priscus.

This species is found alontrwith Pupa \ en;nl,<,i»:nsis, and was

discovered by Bradley, who was. however, at first disposed to

with good r<3ason, regarded it as distil

general form it rese

expanding h;ss rapidly a

uisl.ed by ib f the a

ure of that 8 pecies, and I »v the pi ate wJ

idem al

seem to be as Ihlu

(Stenolrema)

For specir

above named as having

6 . Strophitoi

Descriptionl—Shell cyl indricai. Willi

four or moie. Surface covered with
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separated by spaces three times as wide. The body whorl

about 4 millimeters in diameter, with about thirteen vertical

ridges visible on one side. Length of a specimen probably not

quite perfect, about 8 millimeters. The shell, which has dis-

appeared, mast have been very thin, and the surface remaining

is smooth and shining. In general form, so far as can be ascer-

tained from a very imperfect specimen, this shell must have

closely resembled the modern Pup* of the genus Strophia of

Albers.

The only specimen known is from the Erian (Devonian)

plant-beds of St. John, New Brunswick, which, besides afford-

ing great numbers of remains of land plants, have produced the

only Erian insects as yet known. It was sent to me by Mr. G.

F. Matthew, of St. John, along with specimens of fossil plants,

several years ago, but I hesitated to describe it, waiting in hope

of additional specimens. As these have not occurred, and
I have now carefully examined the whole of the material from
these beds to which I have been able to obtain access, I venture
to name it as probably the oldest known land shell, the beds in

which it is found being either middle or upper Erian.

If a land snail, it is larger in size and probably of higher type

than any of those known from the Coal-formation. This would
not be wonderful, when we consider the Lrreater variety of sur-

face and the high character of the vegetation, which, as I have
elsewhere endeavored to show, distinguished the later Erian
age in Northeastern America.

Concluding Remarks.

It may be proper to mention here the alleged Pulmonifera of

the genus Palosorbis described by some German naturalists.

These I believe to be worm-tubes of the genus Spirorbis, and in

fact to be nothing else than the common S. carbonarius or S.

pusillus of the Coal-formation. The history of this error may
be stated thus. The eminent paleobotanists Germar, Goeppert
and Geinitz have referred the Spirorbis, so common in the Coal-

measures to the fungi, under the name Gyromyces, and in this

they have been followed by other naturalists, though as long
ago as 1868 I had shown "that this little organism is not only
a calcareous shell, attached by one side to vegetable matters

and shells of mollusks, but that it has the microscopic structure

characteristic of modern shells of this type.* More recently

Van Beneden, Caenius and Goldenberg^ perceiving that the

fossil is really a calcareous shell, but apparently unaware of the

observations made in this country by myself and Mr. Lesque-
reux, have held the Spirorbis to be a pulmonate mollusk allied

to Planorbis
}
and have supposed that its presence on fossil



confirmatory of this

Mr.
R Etheridge, Jr., of the Geological Survey of Great Britain.
has recently summed up the evidence as to the true nature of
these shells, and has revised and added to the species, in a scries
of articles in the Geological Magazine of London, vol. viii.

If we exclude the alleged Pakeorbis above referred to, all the
Paleozoic Pulmonifera hitherto found are American. Since,
however, in the Carboniferous age, Batrachians, Arachnidaus,
Insects and Millipedes occur on both continents, it is not un-
likely that ere long European species of land snails will be
announced. The species hitherto found in Eastern America,
are in every way strangely isolated. In the plant-beds of St.

John, about 9,000 feet in thickness, and in the Coal- formation
of the South Joggins, more than 7,000 feet in thickness, no
other Gasteropods occur, nor, I believe, do any occur in the beds
holding land snails in Illinois. Nor, as already stated, are any
of the aquatic Pulmonifera known in the Paleozoic. Thus,
in so far as at present known, these Paleozoic snails are sepa-
rated not only from any predecessors, if there were any, or
successors, but from any contempont * a limal.s allied to them.

It is probable that the land snails of the Erian and Carbonif-
erous were neither numerous nor important members of the
faunas of those periods. Had other species existed in any
considerable numbers, there is no reason why they should not
have been found in the erect trees, or in those shales which
contain land plants. More especially would the discovery of

any larger species, had they existed, been likely to have
occurred. Further, what we know of the vegetation of the

Paleozoic Period would lead us to infer that it did not abound
in those succulent and nutritious leaves and fruits which are

most congenial to land snails. It is to be observed, however,
that we know little as yet of the upland life of the Erian or

Carboniferous. The animal life of the drier parts of the low
country is indeed as yet very little known ; and but for the

revelations in this respect of the erect trees in one bed in the

Coal- formation of Nova Scotia, our knowledge of the land

snails and Millipedes, and also of an eminently terrestrial group
of reptiles, the Microsauria, would have been much more im-

perfect than it is. We may hope for still further revelations

of this kind, and in the meantime, it would be premature to

speculate as to the affinities of our little group of land snails

with animals either their contemporaries or belonging to earlier

or later formations, except to note the fact of the little change
of form or structure in this type of life in that vast interval of

time which separates the Erian Period from the present day.



Art. XLnL

—

Extension of the Carboniferous Formation in Massa-

chusetts-;* by W. O. Crosby and G. H. Barton. (Con-

tributions from the Geological Department of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology : No. I.)

The Carboniferous strata of Massachusetts and Rhode Island

are all found within the limits of what is known as the Narra-

gansett basin ; the well-marked geological basin holding Boston

and its environs being, in our opinion, entirely filled with rocks

of Primordial age. The northern and western boundaries of

the Narragansett basin have about the latitude and longitude,

respectively, of the northeast corner of Rhode Island, tending

to form a right angle at this point. But the angle is not closed,

for the basin gives off a long, narrow branch or arm here which
sweeps first in a northeasterly and then in an easterly direction

to Braintrce in Massachusetts, where, at a distance of more
than twenty-five miles from its origin, it nearly, but probably

not quite, connects with the Boston basin. The nearest out-

crops in the two basins are about two miles apart, are entirely

dissimilar lithologically, and are eertainlv widely separated in

time. The intervening ground is a thick deposit of drift, and,

although its contours "are not unfavorable to the theory that

the basins communicate, yet it is probably underlaid by gran-

ite, which is the predominant underlying rock of all this re-

gion. This elongated arm <>l tin- Narragansett basin lies wholly

within the limits of Norfolk County; and. hence, it has re-

ceived the local designation of the Norfolk County basin. Its

breadth varies from a -mall fraction of a mile to two and one-

third miles; and it is widest in the middle part, being very

much contracted toward each end.

President Hitchcock long ago established the Carboniferous
age of the coal-bearing strata of the Narragansett basin.

These are well developed on the island of Aquidneck, and
also form a broad, semi-circular belt reaching from Warwick
and Providence northerly bv Valh-v Falls to Wrentham in

Massachusetts, and thence "easterly through Attleboro and
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a -wide area of conglomerate, extending to the limits of the
basin. This great development of conglomerate was regarded
by Hitchcock as underlying the coal strata, and as probably of

Silurian age. While the Gratified rocks lying to the northwest
of the anthracite belt, and composing the attenuated Norfolk
County basin, were finally referred provisionally by this dis-

tinguished geologist, and mainly upon lithological grounds, to
the Devonian system, and Sir Charles Lyell, in a paper on the

Worcester Anthracite,* appears to concur in this conclusion.

Of the former, if not the present, existence of Cambrian
(Lower Silurian) strata in the Narragansett basin there can be
but little doubt, since pebbles holding Primordial fossils—Sco-
lithus and Lingula—are of common occurrence in the conglom-
erate at Newport, Fall Eiver and Taunton; and yet this great

conglomerate itself is now generally and, as we think, justly

regarded as essentially a part of the Carboniferous series. That
all previous determinations of the age of the Norfolk County
beds have rested on insufficient evidence is obvious ; and to

improve this state of things was one of the principal objects of

our investigation. A variety of opinions has been held con-

cerning the'horizon of this belt, it having been referred by dif-

ferent observers to the Primordial, Devonian, Carboniferous
;md Triassic svstems. Almost the onlv argument for either the

Devonian or Triassic a-e of these sediments is that derived

in BndnmV'rVuV/a'^ all -adV'stat'ed. the evidence is a^amst the

communication of the two' basins in either past or present

time. The Norfolk Counts- beds are extensively folded, show-
ing at most points high, and often vertical, dips; but in this re-

spect they are as little contrasted with the Carboniferous on the

<>ne hand as with the Primordial on the other. In the almost

complete absence of eruptive rocks among the beds in ques-
tion, however, we find a sharp distinction between them and all

the Primordial of Eastern Massachusetts.

We entered upon our work with a prepossession in favor of

the Devonian age of the belt; but almost at the outset we were
struck by the strong resemblance which it presented both
litholooicalh ;i! ,| <tratigr:iphioally to the Carboniferous on the

south. The Carboniferous of the main Narragansett basin, so

far as we have been able to learn from our own observations,

and from those of Hitchcock, consists essentially, beginning at

the base, of the following groups of rocks:

(1.) A great thickness of congl one tie, < ich J the bottom,
is sometimes extremely coarse and irregular, holding bowlders

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XX, No. 119.-Nov., 1880.
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a yard or more in diameter, though the great mass of the rock
is composed of pebbles not exceeding three inches in diameter.

The higher portions, especially, include considerable sandstone,

mostly in thin and irregular beds. All the crystalline rocks of

the region are represented among the pebbles of the conglomer-
ate, though granite, quartz and quartzite predominate. The
paste is sometimes ferruginous, giving the red conglomerate de-

scribed by Hitchcock.

(2.) The conglomerate gives way upward to red and gray or

green sandstones which have in the aggregate a considerable

thickness, certainly not less than six hundred feet. The differ-

ently colored sandstones do not appear to be always sharply

separated stratigraphically, but it seems probable that in some
cases the same horizon is represented by red sandstone at one
point and green at another. Yet we are of the opinion that the

red color is chiefly characteristic of the lower beds. Pebbly
layers, and even considerable beds of conglomerate, sometimes
appear in the sandstone ; and these are much more abundant in

some localities than in others. Both the red and the green

sandstones frequently pass into true slates and shales ; and in

the red shales, especially, the ferruginous character is often

very strongly marked.
(3.) Above the sandstone series, and forming the summit of

the formation, come the true coal-measures, which, as well de-

scribed by Hitchcock, consist very largely of a black, highly

carbonaceous slate, but also include a large amount of green

sandstone and shales, with comparatively little red rock. Con-
glomerate is rare in this series, though not entirelv wanting.

Now, the important point to be made here is," that the first

and
position and sequence with
basin ; that is, the Norfolk ity beds are essentially similar

ly to the lower Carboniferous

'in the smaller basin no trace

it-bearing shales, and antbra-

Furthermore, we have been able, in Wrentham, to trace a

direct physical connection between the nicks of the Norfolk
County belt, and the conglomerate and sandstone which
underlie the coal-measures; so that, even in the absence of

paleontologieal evidence, it seemed reasonably certain that the

sediments of this narrow trough were the str.

equivalents of all but the upper aeries of the N an.mansett basin.

But, before the close of our field-work, we were, fortunately,

able to clinch the proof of their Carboniferous age by the

discovery, near the middle of the belt, of characteristic Carbon-

iferous fossils.
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The precise locality is the place marked on the map as Rock-
dale, in the southeastern corner of the town of Norfolk. In this

bood there are many large, bold ledges of conglomerate
and sandstone, as well ms of the underlying granite; and this
is, on the whole, the best exposure of the rocks which the holt

affords. The fossils are found only in a small-pebbled or
arenaceous conglomerate which lies near the top of the first or
conglomerate series ; and their occurrence along several lines
of strike has assisted us in arriving at a knowledge of the struc-
ture of the region, the beds being clearly thrown into a series

of closed folds. The fossils seem to consist wholly of the
molds of Sigillaria, though many of them are so imperfect
that, tor aught that we could determine, they might be Cala-

The coarse texture of the rock has

the preservation of the finer and more
characteristic features of the bark. Still, in several cases,

enough remains to show that the specimens are unquestiona-
bly Sigillaria. The molds are all considerably flattened, and
the flattening corresponds in direction with the imperfect cleav-
age of the rock. They are of various sizes, the smallest being
one or two inches in diameter, while the largest observed was
about twenty inches by six inches on the cross section. They
are usually Inclined to the horizon, and the extent to which
the arenaceous material formerly tilling them has been removed
by the action of the weather is' remarkable, some of the holes
SO formed having hern probed to a depth of twenty feet or
more. About thirty molds in all have been observed.

Although fossils have been found at only this one locality,

yet we are not persuaded but that, having learned what kind
of impressions are to be looked for, close observation would
discover them at other points. Certainly, there is nothing pe-

culiar in the character of the rock at Rockdale; and we feel

that the fossils occurring here, taken in connection with the

tdv referred to,

"
coaf-

measures in the main Narragansctt basin ; and Hitchcock and

Xarrau uisett h< .k t,, th, hori ,, n ..f the Mil -ton. Grit. It is

worthy ,,f note. too. that the descriptions given bv Dawson in his

"Acadian Geology " of the Millstone Grit series'of New Bruns-

upon the crystallines, it is apparent that Dawson's Carbonifer-
ous limestone and lower coal-measures, which taken together

represent the Subcarboniferous of the Appalachian region, are

probably entirely wanting in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

iiftbrd ample proof of the equivalence of the Norfolk Coun
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We have observed many facts pointing to the conclusion that

the Norfolk County beds were deposited in a narrow, elonga-

ted basin, similar to that which they now occupy, that is, that

the present borders of the belt coincide approximately, at least,

with the original shore lines, and that any narrowing which
the belt may have experienced is due mainly to folding rather

than to denudation.

Along the existing border of the belt, where, of course, the

lowest beds of conglomerate outcrop, these are usually mainly,

sometimes entirely, composed of pebbles of the immediately
adjacent crystallines ; and where the conglomerate rests upon
granite, the first-formed beds are often a typical arkose which

is distinguished with difficulty from the parent rock. This

relation of the basal conglomerate to the crystallines is espe-

cially noticeable along the south side of the Blue Hills, in

Quincy, Milton and Dedham. The carboniferous rocks here, as

at most points, form low, level land, and for six miles the con-

glomerate plain meets abruptly the steep and sometimes al-

most cliff-like southern slope of this well-marked range of hills,

which, on this side, is composed of fine-grained, slightly horn-

blendic granite, and a variety of petrosilex containing crystal-

line quartz and feldspar, a true quartz-porphyry or elvanite.

Now we find that the conglomerate skirting the base of the

Blue Hills is not only almost entirely composed of the debris

of these two varieties of rock, but it is also, for the most part,

exceedingly coarse, holding many bowlders from one to four

feet in diameter, and these are often but imperfectly rounded.
It is, in fact, just such material as accumulates on the adjacent

coast to-day, where the sea beats against cliff's of granite and
petrosilex; and, to our minds, the conclusion is irresistible

that the Blue Hills, much higher then than now, towered cliff-

like, above the Carboniferous sea, and marked then as now,
the northern limit of the deposits of that age.

From the conclusions already stated, an inference of some
practical importance maybe drawn, viz: although the Nor-
folk County basin contains only beds of Carboniferous age,

yet it is improbable that coal will ever be discovered within its

limits, this narrow trough having become tilled with sediments

and converted into dry land, before the deposition of the true

coal-measures began, and this later-formed series having been
always, apparently, restricted to a comparatively small part of

the main or Narragansett basin.
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Art. XLIV.—Discovery of a new Planetoid, and observations on
Hartuig's Comet; by Professor C. II. F. Peters. Communi-
cation to the editors, dated Litchfield Observatory of Hamil-
ton College, Clinton, N. Y., October 13, 1880.

A bright planetoid was discovered on Oct. 10, and the fol-

No. of

1880. I lam. Coll. m. t. App. a (219). App. 6 (219). Log. (p" A), comp.

( ( kit 1 1 depends upon that of Dm. + 8°-252,

t of which no accurate determination is found,

ned for 1880-0

:

so that the planet's coord i nates will receive corresponding cor-

rections, when the star's place lias Ixvii better determined.
The magnitude of the planet was estimated at 9m-3, and its

relatively great nearness to the earth is, besides, concluded
from the great apparent motion, amounting to 43 s and 15' 14"
in 24 hours.

I append such of my observations on the Comet Hartwig, as

far as the comparison stars have been determined.

18S0. II. C. ni. t. a 6 Log. (p."A) Comp. Comp. star.

" io'. 8 27 55 16 49 1768 + 20 55 17-1 irs:in 0-704 7 W,'. 16*1602

In Weiss's Catalogue the right nsion of 16h -970 <)ught to

be co rrected by + 10 s
.

On October 9, when the moon did iterfere, the tail

could be followed, b V a five-incl , see!cer, for tliree or i

grees . The nucleus, tihough no t 4>li te stellar
,
shows a good

CO.KU nitration for accurate pointing.

the redaction of the sulphide, and thou

istribated over the globe, it is, as a ru

ariety of mineral substances that obstn
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reduction and add to the cost of purifying the metal. These

sulphides are also found in such sparse quantities, that the

metal usually commands from three to four times the price of

lead, and fully as much as that of tin or copper. At present

the supply of sulphides of antimony for the English smelters

is obtained from Algeria, Spain and Ceylon. Small quantities

of oxide of antimony ores have been found in portions of

Europe and in Ceylon, but at no time in such quantities as to

elicit special attention. When, therefore, about a year ago, I

called the attention of English metallurgists and smelters to

the occurrence of vast lodes of almost pure oxide of antimony
in the district of Altar, Sonora, Mexico, thirty miles from the

Gulf of California, it seemed too marvelous for their belief.

A company of gentlemen of Boston, Mass., now have con-

trol of these antimony mines, and the ore will soon be in the

hands of smelters.

ss of the countrv where this ore

- those of Southern Arizona. The moun-
tains are in short, narrow ranges, having for the most part a

northerly and southerly trend. Their crests are either rugged
or well-rounded cones, according to the nature of the rocks

forming their mass. Between these ranges, we have what is

called mesa or table land ; the latter is formed of the debris of

the mountains. This material is n( so loose and porous a

nature, that the small amount of rain which lulls sinks through

it and leaves the land dry and arid. As far as I have been

able to make out the order of the rocks forming these moun-
tain chains, we have first granite, and this is flanked by Sub-
carboniferous limestone, in most places so crystalline as to

obliterate all traces of fossils. Protruding through these and
forming the mountain peaks, we have porphyry, quartzites,

basalt, diorites and trachytes.

The country rock in the immediate vicinity of the antimony
mines is quartzite and limestone. The lodes are from four

to twenty feet wide, and exploitation work, carried to a depth

of thirty feet, shows that the fissures are tilled from wall to

wall with the oxide of antimony, almost pure and remarkably
uniform in character. The course of the lodes is nearly north

and south ; the pitch is high to the east. The area over which

the ore is found may be roughly stated to be five or six miles

long and half a mile or more wide.

The Boston Company controls nine mines, each of which is a

full Mexican claim, 800 meters (2624' 8") long and 200 meters

(656' 2") wide. On three of the mines, the crop, which is solid

oxide of antimony, stands up boldly above the general surface

and may be traced along the claims for many hundred feet. As
stated above, the ore, so far as explorations have exposed it. is
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almost pure oxide of antimony, the little impurity it contains

being silica. The fire assays show it to contain from 60 per cent

to 70 per cent of pure metal, and I have estimated the entire

lode to average 50 per cent. By selection the average may be

augmented. On going down to a greater depth in the lode, it

is possible that the oxides may give place to sulphides, but thus

far there is not the slightest evidence of any change.

This discovery is destined to produce a marked influence

upon the production of metallic antimony and to greatly

extend its uses.

Professor S. P. Sharpies, of Boston, after an examination of

many specimens of the oxide of antimony, received from me,

has made the following statement : The mineral varies in color

from almost white, to a very dark "brown. _ The specific

gravity of one of the purest specimens, is 5-07, and it con-

tained 5 per cent of water, and 75 per cent of antimony. This

composition and specific -ravitv approach very closely the

same for stil icon ite.

The mineral is only verv slightly soluble in hydrochloric

or nitric acid, or aqua" regia* Fusion with bisulphate or soda,

only partially resolves it. It is. however, readily and easily

dee, , ri i posed in a platinum crucible with carbonate of soda.

This oxide of antimonv has hitherto been found only as a

rv easily reduced in a 'crucible with powdered charcoal c

ide of potassium, giving as a single operation buttons (

Eintimony.

Art. XLVI.—Experiments made to determine the "Drag" of

Water upon Water at Low Velocities; by the Rev. Samuel

Haughton and J. Emerson Reynolds, M.D.*

A spherical ball of granite, unpolished, was suspended by

a pianoforte wire, and allowed to hang freely; from the brass

collai 1»\ which tin ball w is susp< h 1 i index pi cted on

each side, the pointed ends of the indices traversing a gradu-

of suspension. The suspended ball was immersed in water

The weight o! the irranite ball was 22452-85 grams, and its

mean diameter was 25146 millimeters. The length of the

ad Feb :

unol effects of friction
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wire of suspension was 610'8 centimeters, and its diameter was
0-889 millimeter. The diameter of the iron tub was 2 feet 4
inches, and the depth of water contained in it was 1 foot 9

inches.

The method of observation was as follows : the indices of

the ball having arrived at the zero of rest, the ball was then

displaced by a torsional movement of the wire, and allowed to

regain its position of rest by a succession of vibrations of

diminishing amplitudes.

The quantities observed were, the time of vibration and the

rate of diminution of the amplitude.

The equations of motion of the apparatus are thus found :—

where x=the varying amplitude of any point of the surface of

the ball measured from the zero of rest ; X = the tangential

forces of torsion and "drag" acting at the point x.

If we assume that for low velocities the friction will be

proportional to] the velocity, we shall have

X=***~/|?; (2)

where k is a coefficient depending on torsion, and f is a coeffi-

cient depending on "drag."
It is easy to see that the complete integral of the equation of

J\r

+/-ST-|-***= 0,

must be of the form

(4)

where a and b are arbitrary constants, and wheire m and n have
the values

.,-£ _j^ (5)

If we reckon the time from the commencem ent of the oscil-

lation, equation (4) reduces to

where 0„=amplitude of the (n+ l)
th vibration; o= amplitude

of the first vibration.

From (7) we obtain the following working equation, for use

/=>s#
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Also, we have n=-^-= l^^-^—;

from which we obtain, after some reductions,

T= 4
f (9)

\Z4/fc
a-/'

If we introduce into this equation the value of /determined

by (8), we obtain k, which depends on the torsion only.

From careful experiments made by means of the apparatus

described at the beginning of this paper the^ following value

has been obtained for the coefficient of "drag" :

•^= 307-057

From this value of / we can determine the relation between

the slope of a water-surface and its velocity. We have, for the

equation of motion of the surface,

£=**«-/£. <
10

>

where g denotes the force of gravity, i the slope of the surface,

and x the distance of anv particle from the origin measured in

the direction of the motion. If v denote the velocity of a

particle, equation (10) becomes at once

*+/,=,*<! (11)

which gives, by integration,

eft (g sin i -fkt) = const. (12)

This indicates that the velocity will increase from zero up to

the value given by
sini_fv==0 ^

(13)

after which it will remain constant forever.

The final constant velocity given by equation (13) is

v = [/— - = 32-2 X 307-057 sin i. (14)

If we express the velocity in feet per second, and call h the

slope per mile, we find

v = 1-8726 X h ft. per second; (15)

v = 30-642 h miles per day.

Carpenter has proposed to explain tl

circulation by the greater height of

or as compared with that at the poles.



If we call the distance from the equator to the pole 6,000

miles, and suppose the velocity of the surface cuitciiI toward

the pole to be only one mile per day, we find from equation (16),

that this would require a head of water at the equator

No such difference of le vel can be admi . betw een the equi-

librium levels of the eq 5. The latest

accurate estitr.late of thedillerence is tl Kit made by Mr. Croll,

viz., 4£ feet. This head of water, if iter prod u

flow at all, would be one ! at the rate of one ! nilein 42-567 days;

or a flow that would oec apy 700 years t. -pa sa Eroin the equator

to the poles.

IENTIFIC INTEL LIGENCI
I. Chemistry and Physics.

determination of Carbon dioxide in, ex$
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>m Professors Nordenskiold
f this substance. The earth

ia and supposed to be the



172-91 ; or 173-01 as a mean. The author also describes ytterbia,

and its hydrate, nitrate, anhydrous ami hydrated sulphates,

selenite, and oxalate.—Bei\ Berl. Chem. Ges., xiii, 1430, July,

1880. G. F. B.

3. On the Atomic Weight <f Scandium. -Nilson has also com-
municated the results of his researches upon the atomic weight of

scandium. For its separation from ytterbium, two methods may
be used : the first, based upon the fact that scandium nitrate is

ytterbium salt; ;

scandium sulphate to a saturated solution of potassium sulphate:

a double sulphate (K.SOA,. Sc
2
(S0

4 ) 3
being deposited, while

ytterbium sulphate is easily soluble in such a solution. Three
grams of the mixed earths were dissolved as neutral sulphate in

a few c.c. of water, and the solution was gradually saturated with

potassium sulphate by hanging fragments of this salt in it in a

platinum basket. In a few hours the walls and bottom of the

vessel were covered with the crystalline double salt. After a

couple of days, it was collected and washed. A weighed quantity
of the earth from the tilt rate converted into sulphate gave an
atomic weight ol 172*88, showing this filtrate to contain pure
ytterbium. The potassium-seaudium sulphate itself was converted

and also the hydrate, nitrate, sulphate, s.-hmitc and oxalate. The
molecular heat of Sc. < ). is 20s 1. - Ba\ />./•/. rhtm. G>.<„ xiii,

1439, July, 1880.
'

G . f. b.

_
4. th>y n,v rllU) , ne ;„ /f„,,/„ ,>/7. -Kki.be has examined the

lighter <>il« obtained from the distillation ( >| rosin and finds that
I hey contain a new cymene. After washing with sodium hydrate
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/?-cymene-sulphate, as an indistinctly crystalline mass, easily
soluble in absolute alcohol, /^-cy in e i u -- -.

i i } -h ,i j ; , i < K- prepared from
this salt, fuses at 106°-108° C. The cymene prepared from the
a-sulpho-salt is a colorless highly refractive liquid of agreeable
odor boiling at 173°-175°. By oxidation it -ivcs an acid of high

!. probably isophthalie acid. This cymene is distin-
guished tV.-ni the parapropytoluenes of Jacobson'by the fact that
while the sulphamides of these bodies fuse, the one at 1 12° ('., the

-ietacymene differs .w^
A-sulpho-salt, and in the ease with which this is converted

cymene, at least provisionally, as meta-isopropyltoluene.—
Berl. Chem. Ges., xiii, llf>7, June, 1880. g. f.

5. On the preparation <>/ normal Ethyl sulphate.—X\\a

has succeeded in obtaining a larger yield of normal ethyl sal]

(^J'^l^Oo by effecting the distillation un.ler diminished pivs

taining carbonous oxide tl

In oxygenated blood, \ c

cent) gives the bands at

becoming yellowish-green
red, becomes turbid and
oxidizing agent required t
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quantity of CO present. A one per cent aqueous solution of

pyrocatechin or of hydroquinone aK<> causes the appearance at

once of the methremoglobin bands in blood containing oxygen
;

while carbonyl blood is unchanged. In this test, the blood is

heated with the phenol to U) for ir> minutes.— Ber. Ihrl. ('hew.

Ges., xiii,1294, July, 1880. G. F. B.

8. Chtoige > >f more bngth by n\ov(,,,ent of the s<»rrre of light.—
M. L. Thoixon points out the peculiar fitness of a group of iron

lines in the spectrum for observation on changes in wave length
" the sources of light,

•

i length of these iron lines are #=5976-1 and r=.V.)74-(i
;

and to the right of e
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11. On the electric discharge in Rarefied (jases.—Dr. Eugi

tion of light by an electric ray from the negative pole in high
rarefied gas, takes place only 'when Hie rav strikes upon a sol

obstacle. (2.) It is not tin- whole length" of the ray which pr
duces the light, but only the end of it furthest from the nc-oatn
pole. (3.) The cause ,\f the production of the light is 1o 1

sought in an optical action. (4.) The modification of the end .

any particular intensity of
tion occurs with the " secon
the light produced at am
contraction of the tube is

light by the ends of the n<

the illumination called forth

>>y the stratification of the
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in clear and concise form the methods employed in the analysis of

water for sanitary purposes, and the determination of the various
ingredients which may be present. It contains much useful infor-

mation in regard to the sanitary effect of different kinds of water,
the comparative danger arising from the various possible impuri-
ties, and concludes with the Report of the Rivera Pollution Com-
missioners of Great Britain.

II Geology and Natural History.

1. On the Geological action of the Humus acids; by
A. Julien, of New York. 100 pp. 8vo. From the Pro
of the American Association, vol. xxviii, Saratoga Meetii

Salem, 1880.—This extended memoir treats of the "acids

recognized principl

removals, bleaching

their character, and republ
American minerals, gives
photographs) of crystals «

rutile and brookite from Ai
3. Hallttiu of the JVuti

Mass.—No. 4 of the fifth

nth- been issued. It en
and sho

tors. In an article' by Dr. Cones, "Behind the

tory of Wilson and Audubon,' but' "teo'ni the* e'

American Ornithology itself.

4. Life on the Seashore, or Animals of our Con,
byJAMKs IT. Ehxrton. 138 pp., 12mo. 161 cut
Bates, Salem, Mass. 1880.—In this book the autl
very interesting and popular accounts of the i

forms of animal life occupying the shores; the su

bottoms of our northern sea-coast, with good illi

large number of them. The la rut amount of in!

cerning the habits and transformations i»f many of
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idditional interest to t Tie hook. Descriptions of the appa-

'ni\ ert citrates are also given. It is an admirable introduc-

er Xatural History of tl\e .\<jrh-ult<tr,d Ant of '/\x<is,<i

-. Philadelphia, 1880. (J.

gives at great length the
ot the lite-history of the

nts were published nearly

ecuin. Considerable doubt

pek, M.D.—During 1
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Mutual of Cattle-Feeding. A Treatise on the Laws of
Annual Xntrit'ion ami tin C/n'mittn; <>f /Icdina-Stufs in their

amplication to tin frdijn/ »f Farm Animal*. 117/// illustrati,,,,*

and an Append!.,- „f asefnl tahhs; hy IIknky P. Akmsby, Ph.D..

New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1 s^>.—This volume of .y.'5

clearly printed ] 2mo pages is divided into three parls. viz:

Parti. The(;ene,,,! Laws „,' Animal \ ut rit hm. r.„n,.rhMn* ei^ht



ouri (30 pp. 4to.)

Academy of Sci-

lates.—Thia valu-

ologv consists of

other particulars.
'5. Sjterti'fwopi' XoU-shy /'/•<;'**«>)• )<>>//>;

the 8th line from the top 'of page 35s, the I

Professor Benjamin Peikce, LL.D, F.Ri
of Astronomy and Mathematics at Harvard

his hmno in rainhrhluv. Del. »'». in the sevent;

age, and the fiftieth of his connection with I

father and mother were both di>tin-'iiMied
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It is designed in the present paper to make a brief record of

the results obtained from observations of the zodiacal light

extending over a period of nearly five years.* The facts here

presented are deductions from a large number of closely ac-

cordant observations, the publication of which in detail must
be reserved for some future opportunity.

The discordant results obtained by 'different observers have
induced the writer to take special precautions in his method
of observation. To map correctly such very faint objects, as

those parts of the zodiacal light here called the zodiacal band
and the gegenschein, requires absolute freedom from bias on
the part of the observer. An atlas (Heis' Atlas Ccelestis), on
which the ecliptic was not marked, was therefore used, and the

gegenschein was plotted always without reference to the sun's

longitude. Its angular distance from the sun was not calculate.]

until after the close of the whole series of observations. In
order to train the eye to more acute vision, it has been custom-
ary before each observation to use it in the detection of stars of
the sixth magnitude and under, f It has been found that such
practice is not only a good preparation for accurate observing,
but that an idea of the comparative transparency of the atmos-

j with hia naked
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phere is thus obtained. In all cases the observations were made
in perfect darkness, and recorded as soon after as possible.

Nearly all of the observations were made in Germantown,
Pa. (hit,* 40°) ; but a few, especially those upon the ' ; horizon

light," were made at the sea-shore, on board ship, or on the

The zodiacal light may be divided into three portions :—the
Zodiacal Cone, the Zodiacal Band and the Gegtnschein. This

division, in addition to its convenience, saves confusion in

description, and may be, in part at least, a natural one.

Tfie Zodiacal Cone.—This, the zodiacal light proper of most
authors, and by far the most conspicuous of its three portions,

has frequently been described and its outlines mapped. It is,

however, often misrepresented in popular works on astronomy.

It is the only part of the zodiacal light which varies in appear-

Its height above the horizon and its brightness are

directly connected with the duration of twilight and the obliq-

uity of the ecliptic. The most favorable time for viewing
''

always immediately after the last trace of twilight has di

L(M.

peared. It would be more frequently noticed, but that it is

often confounded with twilight. While the last trace of twi-

light is ;i lateral expansion of light along the western horizon,

the evening zodiacal cone, of about the same shade of color,

3 obliquely as a cone which is more or less pointed accord-

to the season. Its apex occasionally attains a distance of

from the sun.

In this latitude, the zodiacal cone is not a symmetrical figure,

its southern side being more vertical than its northern side. Its

southern side is also the more sharply defined of the two, and

is the side more nearly parallel with' the ecliptic. Its axis of

greatest brightness does not correspond with its axis of sym-
metry, but lies south of it. There is a verv small angle be-

tween these two axes. The axis of greatest brightness appears

to lie precisely upon the ecliptic. The lateral extension of the

base of the zodiacal cone, often observed, is probably a purely

atmospheric effect.

The brightness of the zodiacal cone depends upon the sea-

son of the year and the time of the night when observed. Its

brilliancy increases rapidly as it approaches the sun, and at

such times as it can be seen nearest the sun it always appears

brightest. The time of shortest twilight eoiueides with the

greatest brilliancy of the zodiacal cone. In each of the five

years the evening zodiacal cone was most brilliant from the

middle of February to the middle of March. Several observa-

tions have proved it to cast a distinct shadow at that time.*
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Numerous comparisons have been made between the bright-

ness of the zodiacal cone and that of different parts of the Via
Lactea, with the result that early in December of each year it

becomes as bright as the Via Lactea, soon outshining it in

brilliancy, until in April it again begins to become the fainter

of the two objects. During July and August the cone, now
lying on one side along the horizon, can only be seen from

positions whence there is a very perfect horizon, and at that

season lias generally been confounded with twilight.

At the period of its maximum brightness an inner cone of

much greater brilliancy can be detected near the horizon.

This short inner cone is less pointed in shape than the outer

one, although fading by degrees into it. It is many times

brighter than the Via Lactea, and is slightly colored by atmos-

pheric absorption. This inner cone appears directly above,

and is suddenly obscured by the dark atmospheric absorption

band, which is on the horizon.

Neither in this inner cone nor in the zodiacal cone in general

has any color, except what can be explained by atmospheric

absorption, been proved by the observations under discussiou.

Although a decidedly warm color has frequently been observed,

it is found that this color, like that of the moon and planets at

low altitudes, is variable, and depends upon atmospheric con-

ditions. Comparison between the zodiacal cone and the last

traces of twilight or the glow preceding moonrise. shows them
to have a similar color when equally bright. The zodiacal

cone in the morning is frequently more pale than that in the

deep colors than sunset.

Several observations indicate that the light of the zodiacal

cone has a great penetrating power. Even under atmospheric

conditions in which the Via Lactea is made nearly invisible,

the zodiacal cone appears to lose but little of its light. The
light is dense, though dull and ill-detined, and the impression

is given that the matter producing it has great depth.

Careful watch has been made for any pulsations in the zodi-

acal cone. Although aware of the statements of some observ-
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altitude with a definite portion of the Via Lactea; and it was
then always noticed that the diminution in brightness of the

zodiacal cone was accompanied by a corresponding change in

the Via Lactea. Any change in the transparency of the atmos-

phere or in personal judgment affects equally both phenomena.
Not only have no pulsations been observed, but as yet no

periodic variations in the appearance or brightness of the zodi-

acal cone have been noticed. The photometric observations

were only approximate, but, so far as could be judged, the

zodiacal cone each year went through the same series of

changes; attaining each winter, at the time of its maximum
brilliancy, an equal degree of brightness, and becoming equally

faint each summer. The statements, which others have given
of its remarkable brilliancy during the appearance of certain

comets or other noticeable phenomena, may be accounted for

on the hypothesis that at such times special attention is

directed towards a certain class of celestial objects,—and a

phenomenon generally ignored is thus brought to special notice.

The observations of the writer tend to prove the invariability

of the zodiacal light. The difference in its appearance is

thought to be due merely to the different positions of the earth

in reference to it.

Nor has the moon been discovered to have any action upon
the appearance of the zodiacal cone. The zodiacal cone is fre-

quently sufficiently bright to enable it to be seen when the

moon is either in it or higher in the heavens. The presence

of the moon does not appear to alter its shape. When the

moon is above the zodiacal cone, but not on the ecliptic, it has

been frequently observed that the axis of the cone points away
from the moon, making with it a considerable angle. Again,
the cone is found to preserve its shape, both while the moon
lies within it, or on one side of it, or when, after having passed

its first quarter, the moon illuminates it from above. The
widening of the base of the zodiacal cone, as the moon lights

up the horizon, is an atmospheric effect caused by the bright-

ening of the u horizon light"

make,* have been used with acco

to find that, notwithstanding the brilliancy of the cone when
observed, nothing whatever could be seen when using B narrow

slit,—a fact proving the truly continuous character of the spec-

trum. When a slit of over a millimeter in width was used,

there appeared a faint, pale, continuous spectrum, brightest and

most abruptly ending at the less refrangible end, and gradually

* Browning's one prism, Browning's direct vision, Eaton's direct vision.—the

last being the most satisfactory.
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fading at the other extremity. The slil

mit Fraunhofer lines to appear. The s]

enisli-gray color thr< oi-io

'*«;.

.

i pecu

j between the yellow and the green of the e

ilight. It was much shorter than that giv

reflected moonlight. The peculiar ashy-gray color of this

spectrum, and forms its most luminous portion, is probably

characteristic of all very faint polychromatic lights. It is the

last portion of the spectrum to disappear, and is nearer white

than any other color. The spectroscopic observations of the

writer agree with the more careful work of Smyth and Wright,

and point to reflected sunlight as the source of the light of the

zodiacal cone.

The Zodiacal Band.—The zodiacal band is one oi the faintest

visible objects in the heavens, and has thus escaped the atten-

tion which it deserves. It may be described as an extremely

faint zone of light, somewhat wider than the nnlkv wav, winch.

the sky along

) horizon, and which can 1).' seen at

all times of the year and at all times of the night. It is a belt

with parallel sides, of nearly equal width throughout, which,

high and perfect arch from cast towesl. It is so taint that in

order to detect it at any time it is necessary tor tiie observer to

seek out first the darkest places in the sky. shifting the eyes

rapidly and continuously along the sky from north to south

and the reverse, and thus by degrees to narrow the vision down

to the faint band of light upon the zodiac. It is most easily

seen late in the evening, after the zodiacal zone has sunk below

the horizon ; since the brightness of the latter is apt to dim it

by contrast. It is also of course best seen when it makes a

large angle with the Via Lactea, or when the latter is on the

The zodiacal band is brightest along an inner line, whence

it fades oft" very .gradually toward the ,,lges. \\ hen most

favorably situated, it seems to be more sharplv detined on its

southern than on its northern edge, and in this i

similar to the zodiacal cone. Toward n

hand isdecidedlv brightest at the highest portion of the arch.

where it contains the third division of the zodiacal light,—the

gegenschein.

The width of the zodiacal band can only be very approxi-

mately estimated. As generally seen, it has perhaps a width of

about 12°. When low down toward the southern horizon,
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this width is apparently greatly increased, and, the
light interfering, the whole southern sky beneath the Via Lac-

ated. On
detect an inner zone of greater brightness, some 2° wide. At
such times the principal band of light has a width of 5°-6°,

while beyond and on either side a very diffuse portion meas-
ures from edge to edge as much as 20°. This diffuse portion
is particularly noticeable on the northern edge. It must be
understood that each of these portions shade by insensible de-

grees one into the other, and that probably no two observers
would give the same widths.

The zodiacal band lies in the zodiac, upon or close to the
ecliptic. The observations appear to show that while its axis

of greatest brightness is either on or very slightly north of the

eclintte, the axis of symmetry is decidedly north of that line.

Probably in the southern hemisphere the reverse would be the

The zodiacal band is generally quite obscured in the pres-

ence of the moon, but two or three observations are recorded,
in winch the zodiacal hand has apparently been seen by moon-
light. That such an extremely faint object as the zodiacal
band should be seen by moonlight, as though illuminated by
it, is an interesting fact, which, however, is not as yet sus-

tained by sufficient observation.
The Gegenschein.—The term gegenschein, given by Brorsen

to a light which appears opposite to the sun, but which has
been confused by others with the eastern part of the zodiacal
band, is here limited to the round or oval spot of light which
nightly appears at that place in the zodiacal band which is

180° from the sun.

The writer has paid particular attention to the observation
and (artful mapping of this object. He has made more than
forty maps of its position among the stars at different times, and
upon subsequent calculation, he has found that almost without
exception, the center of the gegenschein, thus mapped, lies

observation about midnight, and can he detec
the eye backward and forward along the zodiac
one who looks for it in February and Marel
Lactea is low on the horizon, cannot fail to

Leo and afterwards in Virgo. Night after ni<

place among the stars, so as to keep opposite to

of course invisible when crossing the Via Lacte;

The gegenschein is decidedly brighter thai
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band, although always much fainter than any central portions

of the Via Lactea. It often appears to form an ova] whose
major ;i.\is is parallel to the ecliptic. At such times its major
axis may be 15° in length. This effect is probably caused by
the brightness of the zodiacal band on either side of it, for care-

ful observations show that the brighter portion is approximately
circular.

SormAimes a nucleus of greater brightness has been noticed

in the of the gegenscheir1. This nucleus is a miall

definite circula r spot of about 2
C

' in diameter, and is

be del* der favorable atmo; ditions.

maps h n made of the position of this nucleus. Gen-

dtSe^^ischein appears as ti nebulous patch of equally

Pern nost interesting fad! concerning the gegfnsehein

which i deduced from the maps of its position

the ecliptic While
ber of c ons place its center 3°-4° north of the ecliptic.

: makes it south of

of importance i n a theorv of the ge

) faintness of both
zodiacal band made it impossib
other tl

Ebplatu

.an that given by diffuse sfc

B those observation* of i

ev. George Jones

pon the zodiacal

plane of the eclipt

horizon, but, although careful
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spreads out laterally along the horizon, and appears to be a

purely atmospheric effect.

Another kind of "moon zodiacal light" is described in a

recent paper with the above title in the Proceedings of the

American Acad, of Arts and Sciences.* Here the observer

describes comet-like tails extending on each side of the moon
to a distance of 8-10 times its diameter. The sky was soon
after overcast with dense vapors, and after all such vapors had
disapp<

posed
•eared, these appearances also vanished. They v

posed to have a connection with both the zodiacal light and
the aurora.

Similar appearances have been observed by the present
writer only upon similarly cloudy evenings, at which time dif-

fraction caused by floating vapor might have explained what
was seen. Since such phenomena have not been seen on clear

evenings, it is thought that these effects are probably purely
atmospheric.

The writer has not, as yet, been able to recognize in his

observations any direct connection between the zodiacal light

and the moon.
The aurora appears to have no influence whatever upon any

portion of the zodiacal band.
The Horizon Light.—More tha

has been made to a light which
to designate by the above name. It has no connection what-
ever with the zodiacal light; but since it is continually ob-
served with that phenomenon, and at certain seasons of the
year Mends with and is apt to be confounded with portions of

it, it is necessary to take it into account. Unlike the zodiacal
light, it is a terrestrial effect.

The horizon light is a faint band of white light with par-

allel sides, lying all around and parallel to the horizon, and
separated from it bv an interval of darkness. It is seen on
every clear night and at all times of the night. This band of

light is most bright and terminates most abruptly on its lower
edge. Its upper edge fades off very graduallv'into the sky.
Its comparatively sharp lower edge is at an altitude of some 5°

above the horizon. The diffuse upper edge varies in altitude
with the state of the atmosphere. On clear nights it has prob-
ably a mean altitude of 20°±, the horizon liuh'i l»eini>- therefore
some 15° broad. The clearer the night the narrower is the
horizon light. On hazy nights it reaches far up toward the
zenith. At such times itispoee . arth-lights

aid in its extension. The horizon light disappears when the

sky is overcast.

Its brightness is variable. At times its lower portion seems

* Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sc., Nov., 1877, p. 183.
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as bright as the Via Lactea and at other times is fainter than

the gegenschein. When the moon is in the sky it becomes ex-

ceedingly bright and wide, far surpassing the Via Lactea.

Just before the time of the rising of the moon it widens out on

both the east and west horizons. Stars are readily seen

through the horizon light and are but slightly dimmed in lus-

ter. The horizon light can most easily be detected by inclin-

ing the head toward the shoulder and glancing from the zenith

to the horizon.

The horizon light appears

That diffuse skylight is su

noting its power to east a shadow.

Below the horizon light and resting upon the horizon is a

dark space which we may designate the Absorption Band. It

is darker than the sky at the zenith, and quenches all faint

celestial lights. The Via Lactea ends abruptly a* its upper

portion and the zodiacal cone, even when very bright, extends

only slightly into it. Their comparative brightness ma\ be e.-

band. No^ars can be seen through it> l'ower portion and

rarely through its upper part, at such times being deeply

colored. The moon and the larger plaints arc colored red

while in it. The absorption band is some .V broad, and is of

the horizon Imht and the absorption Unxl should be recog-

nized. In the summer, when the ecliptic is low. ami the

zodiacal band lies tar down toward the southern horizon, the

horizon light frequently blends with it, greatly interfer.ng with
,1..,,.,,

g]Cyi
;uu l

i from the
; determination. The two illuminate the southern sky,

3 difficult if not impossible at times to separate c

Conclusion.—Other observers have contributed much of im-

portance concerning the phenomena of the zodiacal light, and

several theories of its origin have been proposed. No theorv

is advanced in the present paper, and. as the observations are

being continued, these partial results alone are presented as a



Art. XLVTTr.— Th>. r„ r /,, .</,„,,* „, lh-nilla: bv Ki.mcnd B.

Wilson. With Plate VII.—Note from the Chesapeake Zo-

ological Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University.

During the past summer, while at Beaufort, N. C, I had an
opportunity to study the development of the colony of Renilla

reuitonnis Cuv., from the simple free-swimming young to the

adult stage. Since very little is known concerning the growth
of the colony in the Pennatulacea and the mode of budding in

Renilla is somewhat remarkable, a brief abstract of the observa-
tions may be worth recording. In a fuller paper, to be else-

where published, the intermediate stages will be figured and
the anatomical details fully described.

The young polyp (fig. 1) ia ciliated, and at first swims actively

at the surface. Two slight elevations, a, a, indicate the rudi-

ments of the first pair of zooids. The septa (indicated by din-

ted lines) are of unequal lengths and are disposed in accord-
ance with a perfect bilateral symmetry. Thus, the pair on the op-
posite side from the zooids (which may be called the lower side)
are the shortest, not extending as far back as the level of the
pair of zooids; the upper pair extend to the zooids ; the upper
lateral pair are apparently continuous with the longitudinal
septum (5) which extends to the extremity of the body; and
the lower lateral pair extend some distance beyond the pair of
zooids. This arrangement of the septa is very constant and
may be traced up to a late stage. And the mesenterial ti la-

ments, which appear later, are of corresponding lengths.
Figure 2 represents the young polyp some time (probably

about two weeks) after the free-swimming life has been aban-
doned. Eight pinnate tentacles have appeared, the lateral

zooids have become divided into chambers by the development
of rudimentary septa, and a filed peared on
the upper side in front of the lateral zooids. The small or
''ventral'' compartment of each lateral zooid is on its outer
side, that is, the lower side when the zooid is horizontally ex-
tended. The corresponding chamber of the median zooid'is on

' is, the side opposite to the oral end of the

peculiar centra! / . .id thro tJ , h , h t'n emit u 1. d water ol

zooid," which has been applied to it by German writers, is In-

appropriate. The characteristic spicules make their appearance
about a week after the free-sv

considerably earlier stage than fig. 2.

Figure 3 represents a much later stage. The lateral zooids.
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(a, a, of the last figure,) have now well-developed tentacles, and

four new pairs of zooids have appeared. Of these the first to

appear are the pair b, b, behind the primary pair ; they are fol-

lowed by c, r, in front, of the primary pair, and these by d, d,

still farther forward. The fifth pair e, e, appear in the angle

between a, a, and b, b. Besides these, which all develop into

sexual zooids, a pair of rudimentary zooids, r', r', have ap-

peared, and also an odd one. /", which, however, has normally

a fellow on the opposite side.

The subsequent development consists in the growth of these

sexual zooids, the constant development of new ones in the

angles between contiguous preexisting sexual zooids, and the

appearance of a series of rudimentary zooids on the upper side

of each sexual zooid. And at length each rudimentary zooid,

with exception of the median " Hauptzooid," multiplies to

form a group of similar zooids.

Comparison of the foregoing figures with fig. 4 (which rep-

resents a much later stage in a state of contraction) will make
this process clear. The zooids are lettered as before. There
are six pairs in front of the primary pair, and likewise six pairs

behind them. Each zooid of the "primary pair is now directed

more or less upward, and the two adjacent zooids, g and /'. have

nearly met behind it. The oral extremity of the primary
polyp, p, is at the edge of the disc and is still directed straight

forward. In time, however, it is gradually directed upward,
and the two adjacent zooids uniting behind* it becomes wholly

included in the disc which continues to expand beyond it. By
a similar process each of the marginal zooids is gradually in-

cluded in the disc and comes to arise from its upper surface.

Exception must however be made in the case of the posterior

pair, /, // these remain always marginal because no zooids

are developed in the angles between them and the primary
polyp. From this circumstance results the posterior interrup-

lity of the margin of the disc and the conse-

quent reniform shape of the colo

ly like that of tl

The mode of budding exhibited by the rm

of rudimentary zooids is, in a certain sense a miniature repe-

tition of the whole colony. As might be expected, there is

some irregularity in the multiplication of these zooids ; and the

following description applies to the most usual method as de-

termined by the study of a large number of cases.

Figure 5 gives an enlarged view of one of the simple zooids

shown in fig. 4. The small median chamber (which may as

before be called the lower chamber) is always turned approxi-

mately toward the center of the disc, that is, away from the

oral extremity of the sexual zooid on which it is situated.
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In fig. 6, the rudiment of a new zooid, h, has appeared on

the upper side of the primary one. In fig. 7 this is fully

developed and two lateral zooids, a, a, have appeared.

The group may now be compared with the entire colony as

shown in fig. 2. In both there is a larger primary zooid

with a pair of lateral zooids and a central zooid on the upper

side. Moreover, it is important to observe that, in both, the

lower (or smaller) chamber is turned away from the center of

the group. In other words, the zooids are not only grouped

in the same manner but their axes have the same relation to

each other.

In the next typical stage, fig. 8, four new zooids, c, c, d, d,

have appeared in the angles between the four pr<

zooids, and in these, also, the small chamber is turned away
from the center of the group.

Very soon after this stage, many of the individual zooids be-

come themselves centers of multiplication and according to the

same law as before. A study of figure 9 (which represents an

almost fully developed group) will show this. Thus p is the

primary zooid, h the central or upper zooid (which might be

compared to the "Hauptzooid " in respect to its relation to the

group), and a, a the primary lateral pair which are still undi-

vided.

As in fig. 8, d and d are simple ; but c and c have themselves

become secondary centers of multiplication. On one side, c has

become a group of four (exactly like the entire group in fig.

7); and on the other side the corresponding zooid is repre-

sented by a group of two. Besides these, two incomplete

groups, e and/ have appeared.

Briefly summarizinir the points of interest:

1. The larva exhibits a strongly marked bilateral symmetry.

2. The eolony is perfectly bilaterally symmetrical up to a

3. BSth sexual and rudimentary zooids bud in the same

4. The peculiar central zooid of the colony is not the pri-

mary polyp but a secondary zooid ; the term " Hauptzooid" is

therefore a misnomer.
5. The posterior (/. e. aboral) part of the body of the primary

polyp persists as the peduncle of the colony.
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lRT. XLIX.— Geologic

Westchester Coiniti/, Xt

Plates VI 11 and IX.)

3. The TAmest <>,,<* and 1/„ ,<,„/,„•„, ably associated racks of West-

chester Count;/ and Xetr York Islam! are Lover Slim-lax In

age—the Cambrian or Primordial being here included.

No evidence with regard to the age of the Westchester
County and New York Island limestones, and the conformabl

y

associated rocks (gneisses of various kinds, mica schist, horn-

blende schist, etc.), can be wholly satisfactory that is not based
on fossils. But the fossils may exist at points outside of

the region if only they are within the same system of conform-
able strata or formations. This kind of evidence as to the age
of these rocks is afforded in three ways :

First: by the relations which exist between the limestone
areas and schists of this county and those of Western New
England and Eastern New York to the north.

Secondly: by the special relations between the areas of north-

western Westchester County, south of the Putnam County
Arcluean, and those of Dutchess County, north of it.

Thirdly: by the relations of both the Westchester and
Dutchess County rocks to those weslol the Hudson in Southern
New York and Northern New Jersey.
The age to which the facts from these different sources point

is the Lower Silurian. The Cambrian or Primordial era is

here included with the Lower Silurian because in the geology
of the region there is no possibility of separating them; more-
over, no stratigraphic or paleontological reason for the separa-

tion is afforded by the geology of North America, and little

too by that of Great Britain where the separation was first

1. Relation* (, the Una-stone areas and associated schists of the

regions to the north.—In order that the facts under this 'head
may be appreciated, I have brought together in one map
(Plate VIII) the southm. portion of theloven Mountain re-ion.

from the northern boundary o\ Connecticut to New York
Island. The northern portion of the map was published with
my paper on Dutchess County ;* the rest is the V
County map (Plate V) reduced to the same scale, or that of

ten inches to the mile. The limestone areas of the Connecti-
cut portion, east of Dutchess County, N. Y., are mainly from

* This Journal. [II. xvii, :>::.. May, 1879.
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Percival's map of Connecticut, as stated in my former paper
But those of the vicinity of Danbury and Ridgefield, which
have eminent importance because they are the connecting links

between the two portions, I give from my own observations.*

In the first place, this map seems to announce most emphati-

cally a unity of system from the north to New York Island.

The limestone formation which comes down from Vermont and
enters Connecticut in great force, continues on, with every

appearance of oneness, to the belts of New York Island; and
the special facts with regard to the relative positions of the

associated schists prove that what is true of the limestone is

true also of them.
Now, to the north in the western half of Vermont, where

these limestones and schists are least crystalline, they have

afforded mai og Corals, Crinoids, Brachiopods,

Gasteropoda and Trilobites, of Trenton, Quebec and (

age, so many kinds and under forms so little disguised by
metamorphism that, the Lower Silurian age of the limestone

and of the associated schists is placed beyond reasonable ques-

tion.f Again, alomr what may be called the middle of the

range, in its western half over Dutchess County, where again

the limestones and schists are least crystalline, that is, least

altered, the limestones have afforded, at various points between

Poughkeepsie and the Taconic range, numerous Trenton and

Calcifcrous fossils Corals, Crinoids, Brachiopods. Gasteropods,

Orthocerata. Receptacnlites and Trilobites ;% and, besides, the

associated schists of Poughkeepsie have yielded several species

of Hudson River Brachiopods ;§ so that a Lower Silurian age

for the limestones and schists has become a certainty. In addi-

tion to the facts already published I have learned from Profes-

sor W. B. D dated October 26th, of his recent

:i J-:-.-. . .

,

'

.. \

compacta, crinoidal columns, etc.) in the Wappinger valley lime-
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If the Green Mountain limestone formation is to this exteut

Lower Silurian, it is probable, in view of the apparent unity of

system, that this is true down to its most southern limit in

New York Island.

2. Special relations between the limestone areas of tfprthw&krn

WettchesUr County and those of Dutchess County.—The north-

western limestone areas of Westchester County are normal in

trend, and are plainly of the same general system with the

others of the county. They afford the following facts.

(1) The limestones and associated slates of northwestern

Westchester County are closely like those of western and

southwestern Dutchess County in their semi-crystalline condi-

tion and aspect, so closely, that, were the intervening Archaian

away, no one would suspect any difference of age or system. The
southern of these two regions looks, as regards its rocks, like

an uninterrupted continuation of the northern. This resem-

blance descends to details. For quartzyte occurs with the

slightly crystalline limestone and slate of each, adjoining the

Archaean : as if precisely the same seashore work were then going

on simultaneously on the north and south sides of the High-

land peninsula now known as Putnam County. Further, some of

the quartzyte in both regions is granitic or gneissic through

the presence of feldspar and some mica, showing just those

variations in the character of the material transported by tor-

rents from a region of gneiss and granite that would naturally

have taken place.* Such a correspondence in the rocks of the

two regions is in harmony with the idea of identity in age; and
the fossils of Dutchess County would make it identity in

Lower Silurian age.

The evidence of Low.]- Silurian relations becomes the more
le the closer these are studied. In Dutchess County,

in the Fishkill limestone belt, at points between East FishkiH

(E, map, Plate VIII) and Shenandoah Corners (S), the limestone

is partly a white fine-grained variety, and partly a bluish gray

scarcely crystalline rock; and the latter (at a place | mile N.

of Shenandoah Corners) afforded me (in an excursion made since

the publication of my Dutchess Connt\ article) large shells, of

a Strophomena, like S. alUrnahi. distinct in form though dis-

guised by pressure and slight alteration, indicating for the heels

a Trenton age. A little to the south, between Shenandoah Cor-

ners (S) and Hortentown (H), where the limestone extends up
a valley, openings have been made for limonite and kaolin (as

elsewhere along belts of Green Mountain limestone), and near

Hortentown beds of quartzyte have been exposed in the exca-

vations. The quartzyte (like that east of Matteawan, nearer

the Hudson) lies between the limestone and the Archaean.
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Passing south from Hortentown over Archaean rocks for

fifteen miles (in a direct line) the first of the lhnestone outcrops

up Peekskill Hollow is reached; and the rock where most

crystalline is (indistinguishable from the white fine-grained

limestone of East Kishkill : moreover, it is accompanied by a

well-bedded quartzyte, which affords good slabs for the floors

of furnaces. The iimestone may have once—before denuda-

tion bewail its loim work—extended farther northward toward

Dutchess County.
' But whether so or not. the similarity of the

VmV'Li'.' tl - County,

that to the south is. in all probability, the Potsdam sandstone;

and as the limestones of Dutchess' County include beds of

the Calciferous as well as the Trenton, as proved by fossils, so

the limestones of Westci ester County may have the same ranu'e;

or, if not the whole, may cover at least the earlier part of the

Lower Silurian. This true, the conformably associated schists

of Westchester County are Lower Silurian in age, whatever

their coarseness of crystallization, whether mica schist, gneiss,

or anything else.

3. Relations of the Wrstchesb-r ami Dufrh^s County areasJo
those west of the Hudson in Southern Xeir York ami y,,r'hrrn \ew
Jersey.—To illustrate these relations \ have introduced a map

(Plate IX) representing the latter region. This map is reduced

excellent geological atlas of New Jersr
"

by Prolessor George H. Co'ok,' the direetor of tin 1 p' 01 ogical

[ that State.* 1:\>v tin northern p<

New burg;h, I am indeb ted to ProCes sor W. B. Dwi|:ht of

Poughkeepsie. Its areas

. between the Hu
I are e xplainc 1 undernea th tin title.

The part dson River a d the Archa ticb ia

left in black is Triass.c.

On coinparing the twe i mapfi (Plate;9 YIIT and IXi. i 1 is at

once obv ious that the slatesand nes of Dutcl iesa (

inued southwest n those i west of t he 11

This is so lithologically>. M< re thaii this, it i strati "

graphical ! \ and pah' -: fork.

those of Dutchess Count'
and limestones betweei ; POUJdikeeps ie and the V' | bargh

region, f Professor Dwlg
reterred

nth of Washing!
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From the map (Plate IX) it is also obvious that these same
slates and limestones, along with more or less quartzyte,
stretch on almost continuously southwestward through New
Jersey. Much of the limestone is bluish " magnesian lime-
tone," uncrystalline or slightly crystalline, described by Profes-
sor Cook as Calciferous, and not yet fouud to be fossi'liferous

;

but. besides this, there are Trenton beds, in which fossils have
been detected at various points.*

Further, the two belts of limestone and slates of Dutchess
County are separately continued along and through the New
Jersey Highlands. The Wappinger Valley (or Barnegat) belt,

passing within a mile of Newburgh on its southwestward
course, is continued, though with interruptions, in the large
limestone area Lying partly along the western side of the
Archasan and partly within its great western longitudinal val-
ley, and reaches the Delaware Kiver near Belvidere; and it is

described by Professor Cook as having Trenton fossils near
Middleville, Branchville, Newton, Huntsville, Stillwater, Belvi-
dere, and at other places. So again, the Fishkill belt with its

associated quartzyte (the latter outcropping at several points
between the limestone and the Putnam County Archaean), is

plainly continued in the limestone, slates and quartzyte of the
nearly central longitudinal valley of the Highland Archaean,
the great valley that includes Greenwood Lake and German
Valley and ends in the limestone on the southern border of
the Archaean about Clinton. Only a little limestone is indi-
cated along the belt on the map; yet it outcrops at several
points (marked L) besides in other 'larger areas, notwithstand-
ing the losses from ages of denudation; and, at Upper Long-
wood and Newfoundland it has afforded Trenton fossils, fThe extension of Dutchess County belts southwestward
through old longitudinal valleys of the New Jersey High-
lands and along the west side of the Highland Arclnean, has
its parallel in connection with Westchester County belts.
b or the Canopus Hollow and Fishkill Hollow belts occupy
northenst.-nnd-somhwesi Ardneau valleys of Putnam County;
and thence the rocks of these belts, but slightly crystalline
near Peekskill, extend southwestward along "the" eastern
border of the New Jersey Highlands, outcropping as mag-
nesian limestone or the Calciferous (as so-called by Cook)
along by lompkins Cove, and also farther southwest, in spite

* Geol. Rep N. Jersey p. 131 : and on the " Magnesian limestone which is the
Calciferous sandstone of the New York Geologists," pp. 90-130.

ciated with Hudson River slate at Upper Longwood are

Archaean valley are accompanied, <

glomerate, which are referred by Professor Cook t
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of the thick covering of Triassic, east of Ramapo, and beyond in
the large limestone area of Pepack. These " magnesias lime-
stones" have not yet afforded fossils, but their Lower Silurian
age is unquestioned.
New Jersey thus throws light upon Westchester rocks as

well as those of Dutchess County ; and, in fact, into all Green
Mountain geology, for these New York and New Jersey beds
are but western and southwestern prolongations from the
Green Mountain region.

Conclusions.

From the distributional, stratigraphic and paleontological
facts which have been presented the conclusion appears to fol-

low that

—

The limesioi

and the confor

Should it be made certain that all the magnesian limestone
of the New Jersey Lower Silurian is Calciferous, there will be
some reason for the inference that the limestone of West-
chester County, since it is magnesian, is Calciferous or of the

earlier part of the Lower Silurian. The schists may be either

earlier or later than the limestone.

Finally, in view of all the facts from the length and breadth
of the Green Mountain region which are brought out in this

i papers, comes the broader conclusion :

mr and the conformably associated rocks of the Green

Mountain regionfrom Vermont to New York Island are of Lower
Silurian age.

The evidence which has been adduced, though then but
partly discerned, led Professors W. B. and H. D. Rogers and
Professor W. W. Mather, forty years since,* nearly to the re-

sult here reached. The discoveries of fossils, together with

the study of the stratigraphieal facts, have now cleared the

way for a safe scientific deduction.
these Westchester County rocks have been pronounced

Mnntnlhttn. I know of no facts sustaining such a conclusion.

If true, it would follow, from the above, that the original

MoiitnIl>:m rocks— those of the White Mountains—also are

Uw,.,- Silurian.

ft remains to add a few words on the origin of the rocks of

I | in
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Supplementary note on the DiMrJmthm of (he belts of Limestone.

—I have given, on page 868, probable evidence that the lime-

stone area of northern New York Island 1ms an eastern division

extending down Harlem Eiver to Eighth Avenue. I have since

learned, from Mr. Benjamin S. Church, Resident Engineer in

charge of the New York Croton Water Works, the confirma-

tory' fact that three of the piers of High Bridge (the Croton

aqueduct bridge over the Harlem, crossing it near the middle

of this part,) stand on limestone in place. I propose to pub-

lish, in connection with the Appendix to this paper, an enlarged

map of the north end of the Island and of the southern part of

Westchester County, giving my observations in detail.

Art. L.—Abstractof so lieaofthi Lf History

of Spirifer icevis H. ; by Professor H. S. Williams, of

Cornell University.*

A careful study of the character and mode of occurrence
of Spirifer he vis H., of the Portage group of New York State,

and comparison of it with other species of the genus, has led to

the observation of some interesting facts bearing upon the

probable history of the species in geological time. The orig-

inal article embodying the results of my study was read before
the Cornell Philosophical Society last- spring. Only a brief

abstract of some of the important points will be attempted in

the present article, hoping at some future time to publish the
results in full detail.

The important characters of the species were gathered under
seven heads, each of which could be examined and compared
separately with like characters in other species.

These were: (1) Form and proportions of the shell; (2)
the size

; (3) the prominence and over-arching of the beak
;

(4) the short and high cardinal area: (5) the triangular aper-
ture covered by an arched pseudo-.h itideum

; (6) the- smooth-
ness (not plicated) of the surface

; (7) the concentric series of

minute radiating lines covering the surface.
A careful determination of these characters as found in

These concentric series of tine radiating lines have not been

have not been observed by any writers on the Devonian Brachi-

opods. Nevertheless it is an'all-important character to be ob-

* Prepared for this Journal bv the author.
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served in making comparison with other forms. After point-

ing out the specific characters of S. laj
>:isi give the results of

a minute comparison of them with those of iS. fimbria tas of the

Hamilton and earlier formations.

This comparison has left little doubt that a genetic relation-

ship exists between S. hen's and the earlier form. S. fimbria tus.

Then an examination was made of the relationship of several

species of the preceding ireologi (
.-

; d formations to the typical

form as characteristic of each of the former species, and thus

representatives of the type were discovered in each of the fos-

siferous formations back to the Niagara.
In the Niagara group was found the earliest trace of the

combination of characters found to be essential in S. hens and
Umbriatus and the other representatives seen in the interme-

diate formations.

The species which appears to be the central type of the orig-

inal primitive species is Spiei/n- cnsj,u- Ili>inger. of the Niag-
ara formation, of which I presume S. bicostalus H. may be re-

garded but an extreme variety, and S. sulatius His. (at least in

part as referred by Hall), the extreme variety on the other side.

The peculiarities of this species (*S". crispus His.) are very great

abundance and icide distribution in the formation in which it

first appears. It being a characteristic species of the formation

wherever represented, in England and at several localities in

Where it does appear, it also assumes great variation of charac-

ters, so that the three species in America, S. crispus, & bicostatus

and & sukatus, while good species in small collections, are rec-

ognized, even by Hall as bordering on each other in some of

their varietal forms.

Also the three species recognized by Davidson in Great

\ sulcatas, & elevatus Dal man and S. crispus), corres-

ponding in the main to the extreme forms identified by Hall
in this country, are regarded by Davidson as doubtfully dis-

tinct sp e es (see Brit. Sil. Brack, pp. 91 to 98) on account of

; >rms. I have also traced out,

as well as the limited material at hand would allow, the

relationship to S. glaber Martin and other Carboniferous forms.

The study of the facts has led me to the following conclu-

sions. Whatever theoretical description we may give to species,

here are, in the first place, an abundance of individual organ-

isms whose remains are found in the Upper Silurian rocks of

Europe. Great Britain and America, presenting a few clearly

marked distinctive characters, which are found variously de-

veloped in the individual forms, but so grading in the various

varieties as to cause careful naturalist- t< associate them as

varieties of a single species. There are well marked typical
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characters distinguishing all the individuals from other forms

of the same genus, together with great variability of the charac-

ters themselves. In the upper part of the Upper Silurian we
find the same typical characters, with a greater permanence of

one or other of the variations ; but still, in the variations occur-

ring later in the Corniferous and Hamilton, we have the main
type represented with some variations strongly marked and
seeming to be fixed, but still recognized as varieties simply.

In the Portage, we see under peculiar conditions a solitary

race of the type with greatly exaggerated size, a luxuriant
form, but still presenting the typical characters of the second
varietal type.

In the Carboniferous we meet with several well marked
varieties, but no feature which did not appear in the early

form except large size, which is evidently a mark of good nour-

ishment and other good conditions of growth. This latter

seems to be a character of most of the Carboniferous forms of

Brachiopods which have lived on from earlier times. There
may be unknown characters to distinguish these forms, but of

the characters that are preserved we have evidence that in the

earliest form, the type, 8. crispus His. of the Niagara, etc., are

found all those which afterward appeared in the later repre-

sentatives.

These characters appeared in combination in a single group
of individuals, living in one class of conditions, in such circum-

stances as seem to warrant our calling them one physiological

species in the sense of being able fertilely to cross with each
other, this being the explanation of the gradation of one form
into the other noted by Davidson. This presumed—that we
had a single species to 'begin with—we have, by intercrossing
and by local conditions modifying the offspring, well defined
groups, which would be called races if we knew their history
but which are called species because they appear at so widely
divided geological periods.

These separate groups, however, develop no new characters,

but in those appearing at each stage are seen fixed and appar-
ent only varietal characters of the original form, with such
modifications .as poor, or rich, or variety of food give to

animals we now may modify. There is nothing of a specific

character evolved in this scries of forms which did not appear
in the first forms, but, there is every evidence for the belief

that the species has lived through this long geological time

without losing its character, and that all that has resulted from

great time and change of conditions has been the fixing into

race groups of the original variable characters of the species.

The species, at its first appearance in the Silurian presented

a decidedly new combination of characters for the genus and
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riation. When once these specific though varia-

>peared, they lived till the variations which could
i them were exhausted : and the species ceased to

une extinct either near the close of the Carbonif-

Vhe fo?Iow1nTLTtabuhr
e

view
C

of the delations of the
Silurian and Devonian Forms of which Spiritcr crispus of the
Niagara in New York is thetvpe: the tracing of the history
through the European form- and higher into the Carboniferous

sents one of the geological formations, which are arranged in

their natural order ; and the name of each species is placed in

the position on the line representing its supposed relation to

the typical form of tip- crispus.
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